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ABSTRACT 
This is a study ofthe place and meaning Holocaust in evolving identity of 
South African Jewish Community and the appropriate means of translating the 
subject into curriculum of its schools. Its in the primary school has 
unclear and its role undefined in contrast to the subject's central unit in the high 
school Jewish history curriculum. The on pnmary level 
Weizmann School in Cape Town as a case study. 
The study began with a description analysis state 
Holocaust education the school. Qualitative research techniques were employed to 
identify the of the Holocaust in the formal and informal curricula and in the 
school ethos. description together with the interviews key participants helped 
to create the basis informed curriculum development. 
The importance of the context was It involved the consideration of the 
role and influence the Holocaust on the internal dynamics of the 
community. This included historical, social and ideological dimensions. 
factors in wider milieu such as attitudes host and the 
of the media were also considered. 
overriding problem lay in the overwhelming of the Holocaust and the 
psychological impact of the subject matter when dealing with pedagogic of 
approach, method and content. 
subject the primary school pupils 
the pupil to the subject. Other issues 
questions arose such as suitability of the 
the at which to introduc'e 
to the context, content and the 
perspectives of "' ................. , teachers and parents, were brought to case as part of a 
process of deliberation towards a curriculum. 
It became that 
as part of the ethnic 
unpredictable 
child pointecLto 
Holocaust as a subject needed to be and 
religious identity of the pupils. constant and 
of the media and the concommitant exposure of the young 
to the even in the primary school. 
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The curriculum proposal which was developed recognizes the inadequacies of the 
existing paradigm which restricted Holocaust study to the period of the annual day of 
commemoration. Guidelines were devised that suggested a more comprehensive 
curriculum responding to the pupils' age and development, and with religio-national, 
universal and personal lessons. There was a need for additional time in the school 
calendar, suitable integration at school, and greater involvement of the home by 
heightening parental awareness and by carrying out meaningful rituals. A wide 
ranging but structured spiral curriculum was developed that offered a cumulative 
approach to content and consolidation in both affective and cognitive development. 
The study recognized the uniqueness of each school setting. This notwithstanding, 
the case study of developing a curriculum for a subject as difficult and complex as 
the Holocaust suggested an approach and a process which can be applied in other 
settings, and particularly for the development of curricula for emotionally and 
psychologically difficult subject matter. This approach preserves the integrity and 
authenticity of the subject matter but it is also tailored to the specific needs of each 
school. 
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PREFACE 
The to the realcrumg of the Holocaust at primary school in Jewish 
education emerged from the researcher's practical involvement and 
field. In 1980s Holocaust Studies at secondary tertiary level rp{',['>'''''{1 
attention mirroring general interest the subject many countries. contrast 
at the primary school level there had been little development as was evident from the 
paucity materials teaching aids even in the of Jewish 
indeed they the subject, were left to their own devices. 
This situation was confirmed when the rp<;!p~r'{' 
1990/91 and met primary school teachers 
were carrying out pioneering work, 
little support, insufficient and with 
The L''"''V<.4I,,",'-' in a pilot course in 
in conjunction with 
opportunity to address 
spent a year of 
and the Jewish 
were working 
to 
.l.Vl'VvU.Ll..,. Memorial 
Teachers, if 
in Israel in 
While 
isolation with 
which 
course a 
and focused on Issues 
encouraged the exploration of an interdisciplinary approach to the Holocaust through art, 
music, drama, and the analysis of textbooks and study units. Participants were 
encouraged to their own experiences and efforts in the field. It became 
increasingly clear to the researcher that more thorough investigation was needed. To 
understand field and to ensure its systematic fieldwork and 
would movmg beyond the anecdotal and 
description toward full case studies. to case of Holocaust education at 
Primary School. 
field was ':'Y.''"''"''''' and 
untimely passing. 
by 
he ommena(~a the 
his 
participation in .. 
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courses at University of Jerusalem. The range of courses were 
:;-invaluable to series and on curriculum the 
-researcher was introduced to Schwab's curriculum Schwab's 
holistic approach was well suited to approach adopted by researcher 
for this case His emphasis on the importance between 
teacher, subject matter social context, a method together 
the diverse elements and the many strands of the investigation. Schwab's call for 
deliberation between the multilayered dimensions of the study also offered a means for 
such 
curriculum 
Through 
to 
and 
practical to "'v,;u .... ,'''' .... crystallize into an appropriate 
Herzlia Weizmann '::>Cl"lOCH. 
decade of the 1990s Holocaust education in primary schools continued 
develop, albeit at a 
Not une:xp~~cteal 
proliferation at secondary 
was out 
on 
was 
... v""" ..... ". education in 
pace 
until 
schools. At 
Discussion, 
study only scant .. ",t-,,,,r,,,,,,1'''' 
to 
study. 
books on the 
journals and 
and investigation were beginning 
which provided insights and resources for this case 
In contrast an area of very rapid advancement in 1990s has outside the 
school in 
internet, 
were 
gain 
in this study 
field of computers 
and websites 
accessability 
the 'information explosion'. The of 
opened new fields, new issues and new problems which 
these 
in the mid 
principles and 
pupils 
teaching how to confront, interpret harness the A .. ,,'U"", will need to 
be applied to computer technology and to new media options. 
The case 
inforn"led 
of Herzlia 
appropriate 
contribution toward the 
elzlnarm was 
'''' ... " ... , .. for a 
and the 
education the ongoing nTn",,,,,,," of translating 
as a means an 
as a 
development 
important and difficult subject 
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matter into curriculum. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Traditional Jewish society was already faced with ~, .. "u ... ,.,.., as)t confronted 
adapted to emancipation and influences of the Modern Era the Nineteenth 
century. Jewish was permanently and radically altered by two events 
occurred within a single decade in the mid-twentieth century, namely the 
Holocaust and establishment of the Simon Herman in SOCIO-
psychological study Jewish identity states: 
Jewish has been profoundly am~ct(~a by these two events, the 
Holocaust and establishment the State of Israel ... The 
Holocaust tragically changed face of life, 
a contributing influence on Jewish identity 
1 
the impact of both events on world Jewry had profound effects at the 
their they and implications have continued to exercise a powerful 
influence on the development Jewish study shows that it is only with 
insight that their impact more fully understood, 
If these historical events and had a LLlu"'lnJI.J on 
Jewish identity, consideration should be 
to their role in 
educational institutions. This is especially significant in countries such as 
South the role of Jewish education as primarily 
concerned with Jewish identification, and Bernard noted, 
Jewish .,"'UVVl is perceived as very arena of Jewish survival' (Steinberg 
1988: 19). 
have to the need to teach about the Holocaust the 
chronological 'n"'Aln.~" to classic components of 
a curriculum, Jewish educators have ..,v~ .... u. ways of bringing subjects 
into their school curriculum. Of the two or Statehood has 
far to into school it was of 
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a u ... ,'VU"' aspiration was also a common post World II pm::nOlmerlO and 
more because it was triumphal in nature. ....,"' . ..."",uF. about 
Israel none the been criticized for being and without 
conceptual and philosophical underpinnings .. 
Much of contemporary Israel ... has 
into school curricula without any sense 
blindly 'T'o'<>,~T<>1"I 
Israel means 
and why it should be taught (Chazan 1978:77). 
same approach been evident teaching 
But contrast to and 
been far more problematic its nature. Both ."' ... ,'u'-', 
have experienced difficulty coming to terms with the 
Holocaust. 
Holocaust 
and students 
Alice and Eckardt have articulated the essence this UU..U\J'.H 
How is the to be about ~ how are we to 
scholarly work upon a that the mind and stabs 
soul, or ought to so (Eckardt and Eckardt 1 1). 
Given historical complexities of the Holocaust and psychological and 
emotional with the on the subject 
a consensus Holocaust at school 
level most often as part a history syllabus. This has ... .., .... u"'''' equally well 
Jewish as a cornp4)nE:TI of 
position is even 1980s when the proliferation of materials 
subject Jewish and state education in such as Britain United 
States consistently focused on the senior school. The motivation and contents such 
endeavours have been considered in course study. concern of 
the was, however, to investigate the place of Holocaust education in 
Primary School, and more specifically in the case of the Jewish Primary School of 
Weizmann in Town. 
In School system, as elsewhere, there was a consensus the 
subject should be relegated the School, but it was also acknowledged that 
Primary School child could at the least introduced to subject. 
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3 
pupil was already confronted by the in numerous example, 
through the annual commemoration Holocaust Memorial Day, and through 
texts in Hebrew and syllabii also exposed to the 
members who were 
Thus the extent to which the Holocaust 
examined by _~ .. ,.., ...... ,.., its In ethos 
within the school 
been external "'''''''T''''"<- that have helped to shape 
In to 
survIvors, through visits 
museums Israel and 
in the lives pupils was 
identity of 
the 
child's 
community. 
f'PT\TU\"H:! about the 
Holocaust. of Holocaust related reports of 
wing and neo-Nazi the subject also wide exposure in the of 
popular and video. With prevalence of video-tape 
primary school children, the subject been thrust before even the pupils. 
The impact such and the ".1..1.,,""" it has had on child's understanding 
subject, required careful consideration and discounted the preference for 
deferring teaching of the subject High School. 
at concern over a lack guidance, 
"'Vl''''''.'Vll and resources for teaching this subject. difficulties were spelled out by 
them interviews. 
'We want to know how much to tell ... ' 
'We want to how to tell 
(Interviews 16; 18 -
The a systematic approach for teaching the subject that would be 
educationally sound and appropriately to child and the subject. 
achieve a number dimensions have had to be considered such as nature and 
of the child, the context in which the and a 
to the inherent difficulties and matter. study has 
investigated areas to develop a comprehensive that 
would curricula .."... ..... "'.1"''" For this reason it has also 
of the impact of Holocaust on contemporary 
Jewish and particularly that identity as it is manifested in the South 
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Ke:socmamg to pr~ctical field, a was employed 
relationship between the two, since it is both macro and micro context that are 
re~Don:SlO1e for moulding identity and The researcher as participant 
employed qualititative in order to analyse the 
of influences and influencing the teaching 
of curriculum Schwab recognized the 
investigation of the with an equally 
setting. development were 
to 
to 
with the "'''''''''''''''''' 
the study. Schwab 
curriculum requires an assessment 
educative process which he lists as -
milieu. 
understanding of education 
topics or commonplaces 
matter, the pupil, the ''''U\,U'''l 
Defensible educational must account for the four 
commonplaces or ... none of these can be omitted without 
omitting a vital thought in practice (Fox and 
Rosenfield 1 .10). 
Schwab's theory to the 
such an assessment and the 
this study both the theory application ).vere evaluated 
for developing meaningful and appropriate curriculum for the case study. 
I 
In seeking suitable methods and materials for 
curricula on teaching about were 
the 
surveyed and analysed. encouraged fln assessment explicit and 
implicit which served to bring additional to the 
study. research subject 
matter, and the macro context - were 
4 
brought deliberation. This the development 
of goals a curriculum proposal that would to both the 
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subject matter 
school. 
to the needs of the field ""'LL,'''<:<' at 
5 
""'''u'''''" Weizmann 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE NATURE OE 
Holocaust was the 
World War. The Nazi 
ideology and 'war against 
was annihilated and the 
destroyed. 
order to translate 
6 
SUBJECT MATTER 
annihilation of six million during the Second 
suc:celem::o in implementing Adolph Hitler's antisemitic 
Jewry 
centre of JewishIYiddish was 
events into a classroom curriculum, a comprehensive 
understanding and analysis subject was needed. By the multiple aspects 
understanding of 
This opened the way, 
and a consideration of 
the subject, in each dimension, a 
the context and matter could 
for interaction between commonplaces, generating .... "'''' .... '''1 
educational implications. 
Teaching about the 
uniqueness of the 
magnitude I, Yehuda 
What ...... , ... "''' 
planned 
religious "1.1\.''''0.. 
1980:45). 
example requires appreciation 
Holocaust was unique in method and 
a Holocaust historian, has defined uniqueness of the 
unique is the 
national, 
that 
two elements, 
quasl-
1 Noles from each run"ljr will be found from onwards 
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7 
uniqueness of the 'Vvau,>L by it to ''-'''''''IJ'-''u,"" a term 
during the and which argues does not adequately of 
Nazi intention. 
The difference between [Genocide] the Holocaust 
rrpr'pnr'p between forcible, even murderous denationalization, 
wholesale, murder one members of the community ... 
The Holocaust was the policy total, sacral acts of mass murder 
Jews (Bauer 1 
The intention of annihilating a nation and the methods employed by Nazis, challenge 
of its moral notions of civilization. 
This is was 
shock came and comes from the fact the of 
Holocaust happened so-called' Europe, and it is this, more 
anything which has rise to host of historical, 
and theological discussions about the nature modern and 
nature man the post-Holocaust world (Fox, J.P. 1 :45). 
and ironically it was the In 
arts and in which were harnessed to create what been as 'the 
of death - the Holocaust 
has revealed new insights the intention, method and of the 
Holocaust. Personal documents and give accounts individuals and have 
over-simplified and generalizations. Research has 
revealed of wilful compliance in Nazi-occupied countries an to 
of the Jews which existed amongst Allies themselves. findings dispel 
any to reduce the to a simplistic dichotomy or 'good-
evil'. This also going beyond harrow and 
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framework of anyone single discipline. A wider approach was required that raised 
uneasy questions about prejudice, racism and human capacity for cruelty. It serves to 
make the study of the Holocaust a challenge for the individual who has to cope with its 
complexities and who is required to question personal biases and prejudices. Yet at the 
same time it should be acknowledged that the victims, the bystanders and the 
perpetrators were acting in circumstances that were beyond the limits of known human 
experience. A central concern in this study is how contemporary, post-Holocaust society 
has come to terms with this, and how it comprehends the Holocaust and teaches it in its 
schools. 
At the core of the problem of incomprehensibility are the limitations and inadequacies of 
language in its ability to convey the uniqueness and the extremities of the Holocaust. 
This is exemplified in the difficulty of finding a term of reference and a definition for the 
tragedy commonly known as 'the Holocaust'. 
8 
In addition to the term' Genocide' there is the term most commonly used in Hebrew, 
'Shoah', meaning a great catastrophe and an abyss. Other terms have been advocated and 
used such as the German 'Judenvernichtung' -literally the annihilation of the Jews; 
'Churban' - a traditional Hebrew and Yiddish term for' destruction'; 'Caesura' - a break 
in continuity; 'Novum' - emphasizing the uniqueness; and 'Tremendum' - signifying the 
awe-filling, fearful magnitude of the event4 . 
The term 'The Holocaust' was created as a new term of reference and came into use in 
the 1950s, entering the English language through the Greek translation of the 
Biblical Hebrew' Olah' meaning a sacrifice wholly consumed by fire - Holo Kaustus5. 
The Biblical association and the implications of sacrifice and total 
destruction would give the word special resonance (Jick 1981:309). 
There were nonetheless some objections to its connotations such as those of Alice and 
Roy Eckardt who argued that it would be infamous to identify human beings as offerings 
or sacrifices6 (-Eckardt and Eckardt 1978:225). However, due to its wide and increasing 
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'The .L.L'-"V,""""',,,. has beC;OITle the most accepted term. 
English using and elsewhere now employ 
...... " . ., .... " to little but to utilize it ... 
imprecision is partially relieved the article is added ... and 
capitalization is further help (Eckardt and 1 
The of finding appropriate ..... uFoy .... ;:,'" was lJ""',au.),, not only 
language to the full tnt>'H"rl 
Esh 
words used by Nazis to and simulate innocence. 
Similarly Levi described the emergence of a 'Lager 
explains as a deformed of the that 
of (Gilman 1989). 
but it was 
and new 
:76)8 which 
the 
'paralysis oflanguage' (Friedlander, S 1986: was an example the silence that 
typified to the There was the silence which prevailed albeit for 
different reasons on the part of the bystanders the 
the war were also 
overwhelming sense incomprehensibility. 
by stunned .;)11"",11"'''' of an 
The fields oftheology,. philosophy, art literature have experienced great difficulty 
finding 
incomprehensibility. 
means reslDonlses when grappling sense of 
The only open avenue may of quietness, simplicity constant 
presence of the unsaid, of the constant temptation of ",Ii...,",",,", 
1 55). 
field 
because' lies 
Adorno was even more severe when he 
immoral to aesthetic techniques to the 
wrote of the 
1966:123l. Theodore 
it was not just impossible but even 
'It is barbaric to poetry 
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after Auschwitz' (Adorno 1 
The notion 'Holocaust Literature' was the same reason an anathema to Elie 
The expression is a contradiction in term. negates 
forms of literature ... a novel about Auschwitz is not a novel or else it is 
not about Auschwitz. attempt to create such a IS 
blasotlerrlv (Wiesel :314). 
Wiesel admonished' be silent!' 1982: 1 himself 
become one of the most prolific and best of the Holocaust period. 
Knowing 
compelled to 
subject comprehension and could no understanding, Wiesel 
of it out of a sense of moral responsibility as a survivor and as a 
His literature turns testimony an art that is driven by an ethical 
imperative to for and to warn an indifferent Thus even Wiesel, 
silence had to be overcome, and as stated by Alvin ~~'V"''''Wu.V'·''''' the Holocaust has 
demanded speech -
Holocaust has demanded ... the soeeCh may be 
as it must the sources out of it 
originates, (Rosenfeld 1978:4)1l 
Incomprehensibility creates own problems and gives 
concern that this would serve to detach the 
responsibility by rprrorHI1 it to 
it as totally unique is to 
'I ' 12 P anet 
day ... and that means opening 
(Bauer 1 :38). 
To avoid such mystification Bauer that 
to mystification. 
from UULUU".U 
investigation and analysis 
restores the Holocaust to of human phenomenology. 
-
the-i1istorians twentieth the been a wider 
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and World WarII 13, Their has given 
11 
to varying interpretations and 
lively debate, analysis fuelled and shaped by increased 
accessibility to war documents as a expIry statutes of limitations and the 
opemng archives in post-communist Eastern In Germany in particular 
academic over historiography have spilled into the public arena where 
opposing perspectives Historikerstreit' have central defining the 
forms 'd ' 14 h 11 b 1 entIty. , c a enges een 
experienced in the arguments and of revisionist 
activities from intellectual pursuits to blatant racism 
whose 
d '1 15 ema , 
hhnA"''', although beyond the of study, attest to VH~~""V""" importance 
even "",-,au,,;:) after the events, 
In spite of these developments and progress in the there limitations which are 
inherent a historical approach to subject. The substantive structures and 
of historical investigation, have not been to encompass fuller ''' .... ''HIM of the 
Holocaust. Friedlander has articulat~d the 
over the Germans to all customary 
interpretations and can never explained coherently within the 
framework economic 
predominate 
as a historian of the in addition to calling for 
accurate and 
has also 
study events consequences Holocaust, 
'ocatea an alliance between the historian and the UJrrnp·,<,<_ 
hPT'lup<>n chronicler and Job', (Bauer 1978:49). 
the danger vl",,,,,aLHlF, the Holocaust to a academic treatment that 
U""lJULv the human f'lPlr<:!f'lPt't 
a vast sea of TI'\(',1'nl"\t Turning 
analysis ., be] turning Holocaust 
and rationalistic 
the of 
Holocaustology - a sub-branch history on an equal with 
what 
to 
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study of the of the industry in France ... and thereby 
unconsciously imitating the and turning them victims] into 
objects this for historical, social and other research (Bauer 
1 :44). 
Even a historical approach ultimately brings one to problem 
incomprehensibility. Historical analysis reveal facts, causality, and details of 
context, but these have not understanding that goes beyond themselves, 
contained as are In paradigms of the historian's mindset16. Wiesel wrote: 
I know facts events, I know how the unfolded minute 
by minute, but this as commg the has nothing 
to with understanding.,. I who was there, do not 
1982: 1 
historians with attempts to understand the Holocaust from 
any 'Ha' ............ discipline would "vl">,.' ....... '.v-.. of the 
inadequacies of their field. an than 
published by Macmi11an in 1990, humbly asserted in Introduction that 'it is impossible 
to understand, but it is to know' (Encyclopedia of the Holocaust 1 
Introduction)17, 
dialectical tension '-UJ,UH.'" at core any attempt to deal with the of the 
and U< • ..-' ..... VH. and Jewish 
the cas:e-5;tl the ambivalence the sense of 
responsibility articulated by 
can we speak ... how can we not speak it 
(Wiesel 1 
The imperative and driving motivation an added sense In fear that 
In this may 
Sherwin states: 
rise to 
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13 
the Holocaust can be understood nor it must not 
be misunderstood, not must it misexplained nor can it 
(Sherwin 1986). 
The tea.cnl:r faced with this dilemma has no but to Wiesel's by 
"'''' .... AU ...... a means for {'('Hn/P'Vl and incomprehensibility. Hi« . ." ... 1 
one Holocaust is overwhelming, 
emphatically ''''''''U'', and theologically 
incomprehensible, one is free to investigate it simply as a but 
human phenomenon (Magurshak 1980:238). 
Incomprehensibility is a problem intrinsic to the subject matter was manifest in the 
silence that dominated decades the war. It continued to do so even after the 
1 when that ., ..... ,u" ... way to a burgeoning interest a flood 
material that followed in its wake. Thus the of incomprehensibility persisted and 
became a 
curriculum for 
almost silence 
mqUlry the subject and would need to reflected in a 
post Holocaust period was exemplified by silence 
of the ,..,...""Ar,'." of the survivors. Memory was repressed; feelings at surviving; 
to rebuild their 
all UVI.,,.,,,. their 
and an overwhelming sense of the ,,-,-,,.r,,,.,l"'o of those around 
of time when temporal 
distance gave to a new commitment to testimony and to indifference. 
The realization of their own mortality encouraged an increasing desire to record 
memoirs, testimony address and public groupSlS. 
This on the 
I 
was' spurred by the parallel simultaneous 
development of the crrA"",., receptiveness of a new post War II OPTlprlUlrln It was 
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manifest interest in form of inquiry, artistic expression, media interest, 
institutions of research and study. Fascination bordered on macabre 
what Saul Friedlander the' spell' of Nazism (Friedlander, 1 
r"'T<~r,.."'" to it as 'Holocaustomania'. (Neusner 1 1 :84). 
The public to the 
UUl."L1Yv of news reports and events in the popular which feeds and is on their 
sensationalism. the study were numerous fiftieth 
events such as Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, V.E. Day and 
the liberation of the camps. This was in addition to the wide exposure in that 
was to German unification, raCIsm, war cnme 
bank accounts and Insurance claims and denial. The case study also 
highlighted exposure through the plethora of Holocaust movies. proliferation 
was not limited to the popular media, and was also found the increased number 
study programmes, research activities, museums, archives and in commemoration 
ceremonies around the world. Thus by 1988 The Directory of Holocaust Institutes in 
"'-'-"'.:...::.::.:;-.:--=== published by the United Holocaust Memorial Council, recorded 
.UUVH.:> m states in the USA (Mais, 1988). President 
which resulted 
opening of the Memorial Museum 1993 is m 
the of capital the Smithsonian Museum and the monuments 
to Washington, Jefferson and Lincoln (Klein Halevi :28)20 
Young the rapid Holocaust awareness21 . traces it 
through literary developments (Young 1988) and through his study of memorials, 
~ru!@~~~!1QIY-::..llitJQf:.mll~~lQI~.JlJl!L!!~mn~ (Young 1 the latter 
book Young that it is the of the event not the event itself which is 
expressed the memorials the are based on context which is 
11.,.1,,,,,,..,.,.,,,,.,,,,,11 by national, psychological, historical and are 
integrated with the visitor's own context npn~n" the memory-is . Young 
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makes a persuasive case for multitude of of 
calls' collected' rather 
'texture' 24 memory . 
'collective' ~mory23 and 
remembering in what 
of his book the 
Each place fostered its own texture memory. In country's 
memorials, in every national museum and archive I found a 
.H.w"''-'" .... " • ..• and at times I found no Holocaust at all (Young 1 .172). 
Young established that the event is remembered determines, but is 
determined, by memorialization. His argument fully supports the on 
15 
the in the case study and point is then 
it equally valid for ov".!.I.ll,.,a,Ll systems 
school memorialized and lOa 
the subject J.VI'uva.U'H is 
While a comprehensive comparative analysis was beyond the scope of this study, a 
overview helped to plot the diverse impacts, attitudes and perspectives the different 
textures of memory the Holocauses. Comparative analysis also widened the 
understanding of the case study and 
IN 
Germany, Lucy Dawidow~cz refers to the problem of' unbewaltigte 
vergangenheit' - an unmastered past (Dawidowicz 1981: 55). were conflicting 
responses 
public debates of the aforementioned Historiekstreit, and in 
from acts of nationM and personal atonemene6 to Holocaust 
and even a TPTIPUIPn upsurge study of 
T<>rTn<lin textbooks Walter Renn, identified a to slough over Hitler period 
Germany history (Renn 1987). 
there has been an ambivalent response and a tendency until late 
1990s to focus on their victimisation at the hands Nazis rather than roles of. 
or collaborators. I 
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In Britain, Davidowicz pointed out, historians saw no particular significance the 
;,;~ 
Holocaust (Dawidowicz 1 1 :26)30. Similarly textbooks 
the classroom covered the Holocaust' in half a page accompanied by a photograph 
(Supple 1 : Preface XIII). Although at regarded as too particularistic for 
inclusion the National Curriculum (Fox, J.P. 1989:419)3\ public protests resulted in its 
inclusion in GCSE-National Curriculum: History32. resulted a spate 
textbooks which most often approached Holocaust as a case study of racism and 
prejudice, and ."a.'vUH tolerance in multi-cultural Britain (Landau 1 Supple 1 
In .... "U.~"H. there was an attempt to erase Dawidowicz to 'a 
(1981 :68) where Holocaust was subsumed by the patriotic 
war the soviets against the fascists. Polish history incorporated and appropriated the 
murder of million Polish as a national Polish martyrdom34. Young 
records that until recently was no specific reference to the Jewish identity of victims 
of concentration camps in Poland. (Young 1 : 1 
B. DIASPORA 
The Holocaust a central role the national psyche Israel. The 
had obliterated the major centres of World Jewry and were 
to Israel United 
immigration policies mandate Palestine36, by the year independence in 1 
two-thirds all L,LV'LV'-,,,,,,, .. >, survivors numbering 200 000 refugees, had 
into toward statehood was to 
, sympathies the tragedy hastened the establishment of the State. 
(Mankowitz 1 16). 
Collective memory in Israel has undergone significant changes which have impacted on 
Zionistic and .:>nt<>t".rI Jewish community South Africa. Ruth 
.... V.''-''''''"'' ..... .H education in (Firer 1987: 156) drew a parallel t'\.:>t"n''''',:>n 
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these The initial was one 
accusation at not done enough to prevent the 
murdered going as 
mingled 
This was followed 
was 
17 
shame resulted a The next led 
to open confrontation 
Adolf ......,>v>uu ... 
state particularly in 1967, 1 
reactivated 
It is a constant Va....,"'!".l 
foreground, affecting 
was propelled 
events or 
Holocaust. 
factor - moving from 
I 
as the public 
"'''' • ...,11\., ... the of the 
1 
rpnp,ul"'n focus 
way Jews see themselves and 
perceive relationship in non-Jewish world 
way they 
1977:87). 
Liebman and Don-Yehiya analysed the of the Holocaust the 
development of what they call ' civil (Liebman, Don-Yehiya 1 
During , Statism' of a Zionist Socialist ideology, the 
came to SyrnDIJll2:e Jewish passivity in the it highlighted 
example the fighters of Warsaw were seen as the 1"n1""''''''''''1'''' 
army. emphasis on ' the schools 
heroes such as Chanah and Anelew1cz were central Holocaust 
education at the ~Cjl0(H. 
Liebman and Don-Y ehiya to a later period of the Civil in Israel 
survival was assured and the relationship between and the Diaspora was 
and commemoration became ertrenched. A national of 
was established and legislated 195340 with the establishment in 
Jerusalem a national Memorial Institute Yad Vashem41 . 
Yad Vn.<,/?p,m was 1"",t''''1''1''~'rl to by parents at Weizmann, some 
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had visited the institute and pupils had learnt about it and 
18 
numerous other memorials 
:'- 42 
museums Israel. 
"" .. 
The establishment of an commemoration of 
to public Israel - albeit for 
of Yom HaShoah Ve - a 
memorial, was without 
shape with the development of pseudo-religious overtones 
that the Religion' 1990s the memorial 
ceremony at fad Vashem, sombre music and public mour ing with strict 
observance of two minutes silence introduced by an alarm the 
as 
country to a halt. case study that this and style of commemoration was 
replicated by the South African Jewish community by Herzlia schools where it 
was adapted to the blend national community. 
In 
trauma leaves an mark on 
and its 
national psychology, tenor 
and content of public and the conduct of politics, 
education, literature and the arts (Elon 1977: 199)44. 
the ramifications (1987) its 
Israeli textbooks ... "'i-I" ... ·.'" the I.JH<I,""''' In 
high school history curriculum, in the primary schools there was little prescription 
and uneven amounts of time devoted to subject. case extent of 
exposure the primary school depended on and inclinations 
While civil ... "'.-."' ... ·.0,... official mainstream it does not address the 
divergent responses within society, Similarly there could no 
claim of a homogeneous Jewish diaspora. of the Holocaust was nonetheless 
shared by Jewries of the diaspora where it remained central to Jewish H.J. ... J.lLH (Herman 
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1977:87). Divergence was based on as historical factors, geo-political 
Israel, the pre:seIlce of and the level direct involvement, relations 
of antisemitism in the particular 
schools are also influenced by 
country. Responses and attitudes the community's 
such as ideology, and Jewish 
denominationism 45. 
c. UNITED STATES AMERICA 
Despite a of the melting-pot motif of the amalgamation of a shared 
. 
culture, ethnicity became a in the defined 'multicultural 
there was an Americanism that not only 
accommodated ethnic manifestations within its but even' Americanized' 
them 46 In way it was not only Jewish ethnicity was 
Americanized, but the Holocaust itself had implications for African 
Jewry both because influence of American Jewry as 
diaspora, also because through mass media the American 
was conveyed to world at large. 
Liebman pattern acculturation in 
community in 
and influence 
as 'the 
American Judaism'. (Liebman, 1 : 127)47 involved the evolution a brand of 
Judaism that on the compatibility Jewish religio-ethnic 
religion that was organic to Americans. The traditional pillars 
the majority 
as shared memory. 
and 
America increasingly 
1993 :348). It was precisely this 
Neusner criticized as an ethnic Jewishness inot based on 
Redemption' (Neusner 1 1 :61)48. Michael Berenbaum 
and the 
faith and 
a 
Holocaust 
Jacob 
"'-v<'uvU.U"L and 
merits of 
Americanization or what termed the' nativization of the Holocaust' (Berenbaum 
1986)49. saw it as a means consolidating the place Holocaust in 
both Jewish identity in the American civil culture and epitomised by Holocaust 
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Memorial in Washington. 
i".'":Uv.",,,,,, of Americanization was evident in the increased process and 
presence of the school textbooks in the States and the wide number 
50 
of subjects in which it was L""Uj,,>HL. (Pate 1987) . It became a means for """""AUlin 
citizenship, humanities, anti-racism and moral education - all within the framework of 
honouring ethnic diversity and the promotion multiculturalism. lessons were 
v~_ • ..., ... through comparative study of the genocide with other cases. Critics 
saw this approach as reducing Holocaust to a tool of political exploitation. Thus the 
Lucy Dawidowicz berated one such programme as reducing the Holocaust 'to 
nothing more than Jewish branch of oppression studies' (Da idowicz, 
1990/1. 
of the Holocaust was challenged by Yehuda Bauer who 
the 'de-Judaizing' the Holocaust (Bauer 1980 :42). his 
concern about the imperatives of universalism 
should be focussed on the particularity the 
It is questionable whether the descendants the victims, are the 
proper address the exhortations directed at them to bend their 
efforts to change as part the lesson to learn from 
(Herman 1 108). 
warned that ("\1"1"",,.,,,'" a means of 
the and its ".F>UAL ......... ... (Quoted 
Holocaust 
confrontation with 
.55)52 While 
hUlll .... ,",' referred to it as the appropriation and' of the Holocaust 
1980:50)in which the Holocaust was reduced to a metaphor for the 
fh . 53 o umamty . 
The Americanization of the Holocaust had paradoxically resulted in its 
universalization, commercialization and its trivialization. The process is nowhere more 
evident that in the media of video and film, especially in Hollywood productions 
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dOlnmlate the world offers own cinematic versions Holocaust 
to mass , Its powerful impact on South African and on the pupils and 
families ofWeizmann School was investigated in case study, impact and easy 
accessbility offilm video necessitated! scrutiny and analysis media, 
Numerous have on cinematic of Holocaust. These analysed 
of cinematic quality, techniques, aesthetics, presentation and representation, and 
the moral related to the of the 
Documentary such as the segment' Genocide' (1973) in 
-"'-'-"""-'-'-=~~-'-'-'= (1973), have presented informative 
BBC Thames Television 
reportage and 
have wide exposure to stock visual images of the Holocaust. The documentary 
generally, however, circulation , This was also true of 
response 
UUAAU.-llJl ""~"-'''',.., film presented a new 
content and ."'''''UHJeU 
Hollywood57, 
to both the documentary 
TP<llr1rm'U'" m (1 
which stood in sharp contrast 
the of films 
Judith Doneson 
resulted in 
1U.':U,,,",,,,,, the cultural, social and political contexts that has 
ttpr'p"t cinematic responses, example the Hollywood-type film used 
.. ..,~.~,..,'" to .... """"",." an perception the 
Holocaust (Doneson 1987:8)58, Thus identifies the of 
and America as IvQ.UUJiF; success of the 
~'-""== (1978)59 which was followed a ... .L""v~".u.n films using the same 
In 1 (1994), ~ad swept Hollywood Oscar and 
won international ""''-'AuueH for a highly polished and sophisticated film same 
notes that have been commodity 
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refers to a 'veritable Leon refers to a 
devastating barb, ' is no business like Shoah 1 :316)61~-' 
,p-' 
Insdorf book ==~==-""-'-'-"-'-"'-"=.!..."'-='"'--"'="'-"'-"-"'== (1983), challenged the 
popular formula of docudrama favoured by Hollywood, noted it is fiction nor 
documentary it blurs reality and historical accurac/2, In this 
distorted, oversimplified, manipulated ... ,,,.n...,, .. ...,,,.;) and even offered T"lP1""<IPr,, In 
to promote and commercial success63 . 
The 
films 
of trivialization was far more widespread in the exaggerated Hollywood 
Klein termed most excesses of 
concern over 
lecture could be' 
"''-11UlJ:!<Uj'u" ........ the victims. (Bauer 1 :47). Similarly 
trivilization was even found in fashion and H."" ...... 'u 
1 fashion collection 
(Jewish Chronicle 
shaven 
1995). 
Saturation of the becomes ,n",'U'T<.n 
for example the Comme des Garcons 
models wearing PYjama 
A point reached as a result the 
the only an outworn 
unprovoking term (Jick 1981:316). 
Doneson however, more the negative implications of the term 
Berenbaum she recogIllZ€:O public in the 
subject. 
which 
is achieved where art has failed - it u",,,,,,,,,, and a common 
language, (Doneson 1 
James echoed this 
critically qualified, than no memory at all'. 
memory are the' indelible HU ... ,... ..... .., 
'better abused lUvlHVl which be 
1988: 1 
title Study films 
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,'H"'"1rlrT 1983), 
power of the film visual was 
impact of Hollywood TTl'''''''''' had by the Nazi 
nrnUPTl to stimulate awareness of the to millions of 
Holocaust (1 was viewed by an estimated 15 
favourable to """'-'U~'''U''F. Holocaust at and ..... VHVV. 
power to educate was <I~~'>"U'f1 to by '~"'"pn in March 1 In acceptance 
Oscar awards for (1994) when spelled out the educational imperative: 
I implore all educators ., to not allow the Holocaust to remain a footnote 
history ,., are 350 000 [survivors] just to be 
usefu169, 
educational were many of all 
to bannings and .'-'L.'VUi) in countries a sympathetic ,..""""'A .... " 
Yerushalmi the following observation about the of shaping the 
H''''U'''''F. of the 
I have no doubt 
but in the 
popular culture it is 
Image IS 
crucible 
powerful influence 
will shape its Ul"",,,"UUlF. 
experiences of film 
World 
dependence on violence and 
not at 
98). 
celluloid 
it a dubious form 
the box 
screens 
laughs and so on , , 
nevertheless it is primarily through motion pictures that many audiences 
know - and will to learn Nazi era and 
(Insdorf 1 XV), 
Deliberation for a .LVlI"""",Yi). curriculum cannot the 
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media on child, It has to \JVI:'.:>" ....... 1 the nature of the challenge find appropriate 
curricular responses, 
Though rooted in history, analysis of the subject matter that it as much to do 
collective memory and identity, and of Jewish particular. At one as 
a component of World War and modern Holocaust could be 'ready-ed' for 
to substantive structures for teaching history. But 
lOa 
was 
school level a more complex, approach 
impact the enormous proliferation and 
the of publicity which confronted even youngest primary school 
child. Concerns that Holocaust would be tr.ront't",,,, replaced by concerns not 
only over the issue of incomprehensibility and how to introduce the subject into 
but also over what confronted the child beyond the This was especially 
important because 
Holocaust. 
influences to distort, misinform and trivialize 
In sum the subject matter revealed following that 
be into account the process of deliberation: 
1, need to recognize difficulties in teaching a subject that remains profoundly 
and fundamentally and must taught. 
2, to recognize the of and 
being shaped by its own context. 
to 
3, A sound understanding of the perspective and the manifestations Holocaust 
in the case study Herzlia Weizmann, 
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4. of the of the milieu internal communal 
perspective especially in form 9f the powerfuLr-external influence public 
of film, press and includes ramification 
Americanization, universalization commercialization of the 
5. An awareness of the of triviliazation, distortion and saturation especially 
the intrinsic influences the list above. 
6. training in textbook critique and analysis 
media, in order to and adopt influences thereby turning into 
potential advantages and resources teaching the 
Chaim on for .,",U,\JH.lU!'. the 
context. 
any r".""+", .... "",,,,,, of textbooks, 
curricula. 
Curricula of the are not transferable from one country to 
another - nation, and social, group 
own problems facing the own way of it 
into and educational system '(Schatzker 1980). 
manner Schatzker that be no 
he the means by which an curriculum is 
secured was through a deliberation. 
In the 
arguments, beliefs 
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CHAPTER Two 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT - THEORETICAL 
UNDERPINNINGS 
process of translating subject matter curriculum requires an understanding the 
content structures of the subject. This is especially pertinent to the case of the 
Holocaust where such as and the a 
present 
subject to the was born out in study by the frustrations the difficulties 
by the . The teachers and the pupils, difficulties, along with 
subject and complexities the elements consideration in shaping of a 
V,","'''';)L curriculum. 
number of have to Holocaust as subject matter for 
primary school, and the course study these and 
have analysed (Appendix D: Education and Textbooks). Some 
guided by education and psychology which were imposed on the 
have been limited ideological motivation. But 
these issues application have due to the 
to rPf"f'\on, of SOE:Cl!IC context. 
problems of teaching the Holocaust in this study had a 
field - namely that Weizmann School. While common ground existed with 
schools the 
case and analysis. Unlike ;:".Jl'U~J'l- curriculum, 
micro focus was not restricted to the school 
dimensions. It went beyond to the wider milieu 
understand their impact upon the subject and the 
community society in order to 
This is especially important 
m case a community school such as which is expected to reflect 
the the it serves. 
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Joseph Schwab, in his principles for curriculum development, viewed curriCu.lum in the 
same wide and holistic manner. Approaching each component in an eclectic manner, he 
called for their rigorous study in order to facilitate dialogue that would eventually 
produce a consensus for creating a curriculum for a given setting. For Schwab's 
curriculum was a collaborative endeavour based firmly on the importance of community 
and consensus;z, . 
Schwab in his typical prose of' erudite eloquence and exasperating style' (Eisner 
1984:203) offered a definition of curriculum which reveals his commitment to the 
inclusivity of all dimensions of the field and his holistic approach to curriculum 
development. 
Curriculum is what is successfully conveyed to differing degrees to 
different students, by committed teachers using appropriate materials and 
actions, of legitimated bodies of knowledge, skill, taste and propensity to 
act and to react, which are chosen for instruction after serious reflection 
and communal decision by representatives of those involved in the 
teaching of a specified group of students who are known to the decision-
makers (Schwab 1983:240). 
Schwab recognized the importance of understanding the conceptual structures that are 
intrinsic to the subject matter:3 . But signifidantly he also differentiated between subject 
matter (scholarship) and what he termed' subject matter for education'. Seymour Fox, an 
exponent of Schwab's theory, explains this distinction in the following manner: 
It is a distinction between scholarship for the sake of scholarship, and 
scholarship as a resource for education 4. (Fox 1977: 104). 
In Schwab's theory of curriculum, the subject matter for education would be the result of 
the process of deliberation where the representatives of the subject matter with their 
specialist expertise would be just one of the commonplaces of education. 
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Schwab identified four commonplaces or topics 
listed as the matter: the the 
the 
and the 
[The commonplaces] are constructed by a certain mode of ""'''CPTTl 
28 
of education. 
the principles, methods and selections used by 
in each This mode companson o""''''1'"T a set 
called' commonplaces' ... 
•. 5 
whole plurality enqumes 
whole subject matter 
1978:3 
commonplaces (..,.1""1""",..,,/'1 a 'conceptual map' with one 
importance equal consideration. Schwab stressed 
rank order to prevent hegemony of any single commonplace. would be 
secured through study commonplace that would dra  on experts in field, 
and the interaction between Co-ordinancy and deliberation would be guided a 
")1J'_""";4UL.vU curriculum chairman whom as trained to act as a 
mediator for curricula (Schwab 1 :252). 
manifestations of the commonplaces and the nuances deliberation that would 
would be unique to each setting and hence Schwab's insistence curriculum 
development be a practical endeavour reqUIres 
against temptation to ready answers in 
of which be 
nuances of the context. Schwab was critical 
precisely because the unquestioning dependency and 
<!.vlJ'\.;<!.l arts. He warned 
or In 
requirements 
being 'moribund' 
on theory6 (Schwab 
1 :287). 
lacking the 
Schwab argued 
by definition is generalised and therefore would limit and 
a specific context. Nonetheless, far theory, 
theories considered and' 
arts ... "'" .... ,., •.. " (Schwab 1978:33 practical', 
would focus on the specificity that was omitted by and 
the' eclectic' · ..... ."un .• u practicaf. (Schwab 1983 :243). These arts 
in which they commingle to bring a principle were a central aspect of 
of theory to the and generate options which delegated power be 
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honoured diversity be cherished (Schwab 1978:29 
development for could not with 
which are imposed or emanate a 
practical itself. 
Objectives cannot be withdut Vn' .... Ul.1"I 
",,,"r.,,,n,:>,,,!',,,.,, which are likely to 
1 :81). 
this way development would have to 
over the field or over the 
instances these would located practical. 
defining objectives 
objectives should 
we are to 
to them 
study and 
for innovation - in both 
One of the practical that problem is not given but 
must located or discovered 1985:81). 
Once problem is defined the curriculum group would deliberate over its nuances, 
implications and complexities, and this process curriculum would to take 
Through this nT'''''''''''''' Schwab ..... rt,;: ... ""rI the means 
motivated ; difficulty 
I 
the 
the 
which 
of the 
29 
into a curriculum at Herzlia Weizmann Schwab's approach __ ,~,..,_'_._._ 
a recognition of the nature of the problem 
the building curriculum that would answer specific of the 
practical 
Schwab's 'theory practical' however contained limitations some which he 
himself of the problems at the fore in a critique theory, was 
feasibility By the Schwab wrote ==-=--=-="-"==-'-"-'= 
(Schwab 1983), some two decades after had originally formulated he 
came to recognize limitations his own theoretical for u,"";,u,",, which 
proved to cumbersome and The crystallization of the was only 
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"''''''J'V!'' III ideal situations. his 
commonplaces attempted to preserve deliberation "'vJ""' .. ;" ......... 
--' 
interplay of the 
advocating the 
30 
who would facilitate the process. ""·nh-"..-.1'""rl the 
nature Schwab's he 
as a solution and an means generating and '''"''"1','' 
deliberation. The key in this approach would differing views and 
necessary would case through simulations8. Similarly Lee Shulman 
posited the notion of 'inner' or' deliberation', but deliberations alone would 
limit the options that would be generated offered little to assist 
subjectivity and 
not subscribe to Shulman's because dialogue 
as curriculum-planner was actua1. The manageability 
deliberation was resolved it the inner deliberations U~'"h"U 
Shulman the formal curriculum group originally 
by Schwab. However, went beyond of 
because the and vV"""'" all their 
were brought to each other and in way the study stimulated """"'-'1','"''' 
that options achieved a deliberation. 
addition to Issue managing the representative forum required for 
related to pragmatic problem, was need to re-evaluate 
the of the teacher the deliberation Schwab his own 
the and contribution his for 
development. 
Schwab's insistence on equal the commonplaces was adapted 
his work he qualified concept of co-ordinancy with acceptance of 
ranking commonplaces justified it. 
one of (the commonplaces) may be allowed to 
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In 
terms of the (Schwab 1978:371). 
Fox's not stood the test of the (Fox 
1985:77). Schwab ""-"',rr"",, arrived at the decision the teacher .>UU'UlU be given a 
or"''''H>r role the deliberation process to facilitate order to 
more accurately 
subsuming 
sphere 
more authentically reflect central role 
was neither simply a compromise, nor was it the 
continued to 
the 
of the reacm~r other 
was at the centre 
which curriculum is 
The teacher acts as 
the filter who therefore 
~~~~~~'-!.., was most emphatic. 
life 
to a curriculum 10. Schwab's 
first who should be a membe~ [ curriculum] group is 
teacher. and louder- [Schwab's emphasis] 
(Schwab 1983 
Schwab came to the teacher's role was pivotal 
In~~~==~~~, 
the role subject matter 
teacher while aforementioned were .... ~<I.c..,u to the role consultants for group. 
for example, 
teachers were 
social scientists, 
XD€:ctt.::a to draw on 
their expertise, could be replaced by 
models, generalisations and perspectives 
through consultancy, but who were themselves more familiar with 
their practice. 
specific 
Because it is the teacher is intimately involved with child his 
every day life achieved in this area ll. (Fox 
1985:78). 
this sense, redefined as commonplace teacher 
In 
fountainhead of curricula (Schwab in Fox 1985 affirmea the centrality 
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of the role potential contribution that the L"'Q."'l1'~! could to 
at same time, Lila',",,,,,,, the onus on the 
and to heighten as 
development of 
sharpen their 
practitioners and work place. It was, not surprising 
Schwab cast the teacher as a 
must use the as the and means to reflect upon 
as a whole .. as laboratory in to 
into and to test outcomes 
many (Schwab 1978: 182). 
to 
The had been co-opted to central role in deliberation process and was called 
upon to the field, but the was called to go 
teacher as researcher, through beyond this by helping to study and the 
mastery along with mastering the commonplaces, 
would well placed to serve as curriculum planner - or in Schwab's terminology as the 
. curriculum chairman' 1 :252) . 
education at had to 
be suitably equipped the task as researcher of the case study 
ofa as head of Jewish for the 
Herzlia Primary were brought to deliberation process, In addition to prepare 
himself for the role of curriculum planner, the researcher, through courses and 
and 
of 12 other commonplaces . 
role of teacher as researcher, and especially as 
~",a"""'''5 practice required 
advantage of the "'P'-C"""I't. 
methods 
of a participant 
succumbing to the limitations of partisan views or 
matter and 
of own field and 
that would full 
but without 
distortions subjectivity. These 
issues necessitated the of appropriate research methods and is subject the 
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chapter that follows. application research methods held potential 
the·nature 
the symptoms. Identifying 
of the commonplaces would 
Schwab's approach 
generate options and 
problems in field and could bring fuller understanding of 
symptoms and raising practical theoretical issues 
the and ... "'..",,,'" that Schwab sought. 
promise of achieving a deliberation 
I 
to consensus that would bring to fruition the translation 
I 
of the Holocaust as subject matter into an appropriate and tailored curriculum for 
Weizmann Primary "",,,nIT,,"" 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
The chapters described the motivation study and revealed its 
ongms practical, personal and shared m a educational context It 
was the sui generis context with characteristics and circumstances unique to that 
shaped needs and therefore potential solutions for curriculum in 
The sought a understanding the macro and micro 
on the context in order to respond to specificity of case. 
produced by quantitative would not have addressed 
complexities and the uniqueness of the more eminently suited approach lay in 
qualitative or naturalistic which uses a holistic and approach order to 
generate 
has aptly portrayed by Clifford 
and in-depth analysis l . 
as 'thick description', 
Thick description involves literal description of 
of the in which it is located .. , 
norms and mores, community deep 
like 1981' 11). 
descriptive detail 
being 
and the nature 
cultural 
motives 
'thick' description and approach would not only develop a description 
the field but would be open-ended allow the of the to 
moulded by that would emerge field, 
a form qualitative developed by 
this yet wide to researching the practical case. 
,to understand through direct participation close 
measurement or prediction, This both method and 
ethnographer 
rather than by 
outcome of 
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Ethnography beyond a treatment of a social phenomenon 
or Its perspective is more eclectic indirect that it 
f 
I 
much wider of factors that the 
, . Ethnography is distinguished other types research 
in that the hypothesis: problems and under study are not 
from outset but develop in the course of the study (Steinberg 
:37), 
approach r.TT&>,.",,.... a means the would 
difficulties 
imposed 
needs while 
or 
their 
aCK.agt:a curricular texts would be 
approach any 
elellallea to the sidelines as 
possible options with main focus on 
development based on actual 
In anthropology, ethnography "''''('1'\''''''',,,,, 
study and education in general 
rather than product of _ ..... ~,..,. 
There are two '.U".""". 
and 
written 
chief endeavour of promoting innovation and 
of the specific 
a process and a product. 
been vU"'''''-'U on the 
the term "'U'.lAV,!,,>' the 
application 
techniques 
as a set 
collection and the second as the 
of ethnographic techniques, It is the 
first Hl,",""""." of the term that is often inter-changeably with case 
study (Merriam 1985 
apply ethnographic approach in thi~ study, characteristic methodological tools 
were employed, single most important 
participant-observer 
research. This was especially 
where 
ordinator of Studies 
IS role of the rpc:p<'Iy'r as 
himself into 
case study 
,,"'UVV' of the United 
Weizmann 
co-
over not u'-'< ..... " .... the school's department of Jewish 
Studies and supervised curriculum development, taught the 
of 
to ofHerzlia Weizmann3 , and observation were 
of 
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the 
education had 
professional 
Before 
pnmary 
the 
and were easily and 
initial awareness of the problems 
from the grassroots and practical level 
schoo1. 
",r'.1'"'''''' to other techniques in the ethnographic 
required closer consideration. 
technique had received increased In 
as being eminently qualified as 
written of the 
Iea~:;ners work should 
out 
the 
school life 
.. schools [must] come to see me:ms:erv'e as 
"""""''>",'''"T institutions rather than 
elODmem a):<.IC,'''''''!C.::l (Stenhouse 1978:273) . 
In this 
a disposition to 
1978:156). 
ofa 
intrinsic to 
............ ,",,' as a researcher took what Stenhouse 
one's own practice critically and 
the case study responded to Stenhouse's 
for educators (Stenhouse 1976: 156) and 
4. To achieve this the teacher 
techniques such as those used in the 
m-oo~~erveI is not without debate over 
""".>AU,,> to practical 
did not pertain to this 
involvement where analysis 
as co-ordinator and curriculum-planner. 
to define his or her place 
to detached observer 6. '-'''''al'+;)IC 
involvement, the """"P'.1'"'" in this study recognized the nature 
role of professional involvement and as he 
stance' -
the development 
to cultivate 
approach. 
access to the 
to be 
of 
of 
balance 
integrated 
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of researcher. This balance was what Bud term 'involved 
detachmenf (Khlief 1974:393). 
A central criticism of qualitative research is of 
1 
by 
In 
always acts as a filter with personal 
the description and understanding 
is always from a particular 
Oo()SHIOn and cultural frames that 
terms of \jU,CUHOCLl research 
III 
as a 
Qualitative researchers wear their badge of subjectivity with 
it is only with an empathetic understanding 
actions within different settings that one can learn 
meanings' ascribed to the situation by the participants 
1 1:265). 
participant-observer therefore could not be neutral and all 
is himself a key player in the setting, and in U'-'\.HU'-/H 
In view of this, the importance of the' thick' 
it would take cognizance of the researcher's 
were revealed and clarified through the 
.... ,,,,"',,,'" that the subjectivity and 
and its validity (pollard 1 
the credibility of their results, 
Wolcott 1976:44). Similarly validation 
a multi-instrument approach (Wax 1971.10). 
and 
'true 
more so when the 
of his own 
to 
employ a 
study was sought 
",,,,,',,,,",e,,,, and 
is encapsulated by . triangulation' where the use more than one 
collected was used as a check and a verification 11) Q. 
to teclinique of participation-observation, 
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common use which _u .. 'v ..... triangulation of 
key informants. To 
interviewing for this 
interviews with 
elicit a 
study. 
focused 
In the case 
questions 
the r"'''''<llCr' 
Issues 
next 
sel;onlll technique was of 
employed numerous 
individual and group interviews, highly 
as well as open-ended and informal 
such as teachers, pupils and 
an orientation that encouraged openness 
and allowed respondents nn:nru-rl 
and issues were 
interplay 
the question the 
to children, or the use of ..... ,U'"'UJlCl. 
framework of 
"", v,,,,,,,\/ to the 
a 
resulted in ,-111'"1'",,-,,,,.,1" which were conveyed to respondents joined the 
debate that was In this way the interviews incorporated a of 
issues which were by this momentum and gave a richness to that 
emerged. 
with the recommendation by The researcher, in 
adopted an open "n",cpnT approach. The 
..... "'I"'Ull' ... ''-' to 
the by the would 
contribute to to the progress its to 
to the teacher' and attempting to by offering 
sought opportunities to collect data unobtrusively and in 
an fashion as an feature of the school curriculum. 
questions were inserted into regular tests. the 
same reason out data collection stretched intermittently over a 
years and was 
through an lnTt>,.,<", 
not to create a distorted presence of school 
ongoing focus. The researcher, 
school, also drew on participation at the two 
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schools in to develop a comparativeiview and to draw on outside of 
direct involvement at \Veizmann. insights observations 
were frequent and are re'CleateGI rpt,"rr~'ti to throughout the case 
In addition to interviews, questionnaires were sent to parents to widen the 
of collection. stimulate further comparison L"" .... l1.vl in similar schools in South 
Africa in other countries were interviewed and completed questionnaires. While this 
immediate ('n"TP'VT it to highlight of 
In education a multitude were the study. 
the same this approach also highlighted tilt1'l:>r~'nf',"''' and f'"",1'.rrn 
nature each individual setting. 
A third technique study an important 
techniques of participant observation and interviews, was the study 
the sui 
10 documents . 
Pertri Pelto rpt':>rrp·ti to this technique as an unobtrusive measure that includes a 
official documents, records, syllabi, and work 
\Volcott 1 :36). for of 
widest sense an ethnography because it would insights 
would an important historical dimension to the study 
1983: 131 )11. Content analysis this study included such documents and 
of 
in 
its 
additional materials such as library books, posters, news the media 
both and the milieu. All sources were 
pertinent terms of School as a community school an 
minority in a society and milieu. 
I 
techniques research and the researth n.-n"",,,, described above satisfied 
listed Owens as harmony with the of naturalis-
gathering on site; tic designs. tabulates them as 
triangulation; corroborating interpreta~ion data; collecting rptprp'nt. 
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developing thick description; and in peer consultation (Owens Merriam 
1 11). These typical qualitative techniques are consistent with Schwab's 
conclusions about the need for a thorough understanding of practical as central to the 
of translating scholarship into curriculum. Fox explained Schwab's such 
the following way: 
'[It] should inform us of what we are actually doing or not doing in 
classroom we respond to call for (Fox 1 :80). 
Schwab can only developed through 
deliberation 
thorough 
responds to specific context as a a 
elements and of the and the dynamics 
between such components. thick description would awareness 
of the qualities while a basis comparison with 
Schwab's of predetermined and imposed curricula allowed the development 
curricula that was shaped deliberation. approach was consistent and 
in concert the open ended nature of the ethnographic approach that the 
opportunity delving into field, suspending {'y£ .. -n"",,~ and allowing to 
and evolve. 
Ethnography is 
about' in the 
""''''''''''1''1 when the feels to 'muddle 
to pursue or to address himself to 
problems he deems 
(Wolcott 1976:25). 
valuable contribution would be 
if was practised to 
assumptions. eclectic approach and 
to course addressed 
secured the desired richness 
viewpoints, and the important 
or worthy of sustained 
In 
the danger 
as 
unchecked 
triangulation of techniques that are 
Similarly holistic and approach 
brought into dialogue 
of both macro 
()ualitative research and ethnography must perforce have a point effectively 
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would the present through the act 'of 
ethnographer attempts at figuratively to the process,. to 
hold it ... [in] a play uneasily called the' ethnographic present' 
(Wolcott 1976:24). 
contrast to this notion of ' ethnographic , curriculum innovation and 
development by definition implies a projection and a commitment to The 
qualitative method and ethnographic approach in particular offered a means 
of establishing a foundation securely rooted in practical which prepared the way 
dialogue and for promoting of deliberation toward the of an 
appropriate, responsible and defensible 
,. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE CASE STUDY 
Weizmann is one of three schools within a single united system, 
although each of the schools displayed qualities unique to study was 
enriched 
Weizmann 
including 
I 
schools. 
comparisons between 
42 
Sub Sub B (6 and 7 were not """''''''Ul,.l,,"U from the 
case study but the of lay the upper primary classes, Standards 
one to Standard four (8 to 11 years). research was centred on the 1 
although research data was collected and research was 
1991 - 1995. four was Slgmtllcallt as it any 
distortions may have resulted from an exclusive focus on one particular 
which may have a-typicaf Similarly, to avoid undue emphasis and distortion, 
data was collected and was carried out at different stages of the rather 
than at time commemoration or during special events. As previously described 
data was collected unobtrusively through methods such as content of 
worksheets, 
surveys 
The ""<,("r,,,O'I',f'I,"" and 
the school. 
tests; and more directly through observation, interviews, 
or~~anlzea around the 
curriculum was understood to be more than 
as 
'formal 
curriculum' - the official curriculum as documented in the school's syllabus. It 
included the' informal curriculum', 'extra-curriculum' and the' hidden curriculum', 
the described Meighan as ' the other are 
to official curriculum' (Meighan 1981: 
convenience of using the as the to 
complexities of the curriculum and relationship parts to the 
whole. The study had to therefore take into consideration the explicit actual 
curriculum as it was manifest in school, and less tangible but telling, implicit, 
covert hidden intended unintended, all which the 
and context. (1 
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model to illustrate these dimensions4. informed approach 
this study and to caution against a one 
I 
"TnO,,'n to 
curriculum. lack boundaries an~ interlinked nature of the -the 
formal, informal, extra and curricula; a flexible approach. use 
curriculum as an organizing remained "''''''''1''''''''''' the study thus also 
drew on alternative "n""~T" r.",,, of four lUU!,,","'''' of 
teachers, matter milieu. 
Situated Town, Herzlia Weizmann is one Herzlia Hpi'l,.p"Xl 
forms the n<>T'''''",1rv- of feeder "" .. ,11'-'Vl for the 
;. .... n.ly'''' and High ~C[IOOIIS. range of in the primary schools 
is from A to the graduating year 
congregational school, Weizmann was established in 1953 by the 
Congregation, the local synagogue. 1976 
the ties with school "",,,',,,m to 
form the Herzlia (URS share common ideology, 
curriculum and financing. 
the 1 the congregation~i1 'Chedorim' - extra curricular 
supplementary classes for education, were slowly by the 
Day School Movement. communal leadership identified need for 
Jewish .... UU''-'tJ.LIU in order to secure Jewish survival. The motifs survival 
and 
Holocaust. 
especially 
for ':'",,",mnlp in his 1 
in the "t+"rm<l1' of the 
on Jewish education in 
noted that events of the Holocaust and establishment 
contributed to the sense of urgency rapid growth Hebrew 
in South (Adar 1 Bernard identified additional factors 
Schools 
as 
anti-semitism, dissatisfaction state schooling and the impact Christian National 
in state (Steinberg 1986:369). 
By the 1980s Herzlia £..lU';<1111 was H.,u,..,uvw,u"," at capacity with an 
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of 463 pupils and the United Herzlia UvllVVli:l with an enrolment 2 000 
pupils (Levitan I :34). thereafter, largely due to 
the Herzlia system, a decade later, still absorbed over 80% of the 
school-going population of Cape Town November 1994)5. 
school perceived as the preservation and of Jewish identity. 
formula for Jewish continuity is spelled out in prospectus. 
Schools not only a high standard of secular 
education but also provides a uniquely Jewish environment as a 
for formal curriculum in Studies, Jewish 
History, Hebrew secular which enables the children to 
discover their roots and to develop a strong sense of their own identity 
1-1" .. ,,,, ... +,, 1987). 
to fulfill objectives, ..... Plnrp'nl Jewish Studies are as an 
integral part of the school day. day with and 
the upper primary school 14 of weekly periods were devoted to Hebrew and 
Jewish addition all festival and days such as Holocaust 
Memorial Day, are observed celebrated special ceremonies and functions. 
Although 
with 
",',,",UU ... uu School originated as a school, on amalgamation 
"",,,rpm it adopted Herzlia model of being a community school. 
Weizmann is therefore open to all Jewish of religious or 
Qr(:Qatlonal ",-..",uu..,,, .. , but the proviso 
Jewish school not caters for opmlOn 
,=-,==-="-,,,-u~'lT:...:::·'" =n'=.:tC' 1 :3) but is also open to non-Jewish pupils though this 
enrolment has never attracted more 10% of the enrolment. 
to an luvVl\.,'J:<. 
Traditional'. examination of the motivating for the terminology and 
development, the unique characteristics the ethos South Africa 
Jewish community. from traditional society of its origin 
South African Jews, counterparts in other Western societies have 
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become secularized. Dubb, in his study of Johannesburg 
experienced a pattern to that of North 
....:--
pointed out 
American a deal of life 
of the and drained of religious content 
1977: 114). 
Jewish practice has "'...,1""",",,,, by a more .... "''' .. 'la1 ethnic 
ideology that found expression in Zionism. The 
of Jewish identity in South Africa has been by Gideon 
other English speaking countries ... normatively perceived 
as a member a religious group... contrast South 
perceived "1"H1,,,,1 
terms of national ~~HJ"""'H"" as of religious 
African have at least as much in 
mediated this self-perception (Shimoni 1980:75). 
shaping 
the of Zionism South African 
- the 
to the 
impact of the J.JHllU''''l 
maJonty community, but to the 
of the 
South 
Africa in what he described as 'mandatory pluralism' (Shimoni 1980:2)7 resulted 
of ma developed ethnic identity amongst South African Jews 
their t1",n,T''''''' religious and affiliation. 
In describing the religious pvrlrPIl'Il. of the community, points to 
umqueness South African Jewish Orthodoxy. vast majority are 
<41.'-' ... <1.."' ..... to orthodox lll."'.V."'.''-''''''' but are non-observant of the meticulous observance 
of Jewish (HeIlig 1 
"",ru"",r'p stilI, however, a central 
Jewish life South Africa. 
It is context religious 
m 
j"'U~'nJH of both rr".,nrnl 
degrees of 
and 
of the school should be 
school as a 
community school. The ..,~u, .. " .... has retained and 
families COltltlIlUe to be drawn Point Congregation 
congregation, 
the majority 
brand of Judaism is still reflected school. 
I 
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modes of identity Zionism and Orthodoxy were basis 
the formula of 'National-Traditional' Jewish education9 . Shimoni to 
. formula as authentically reflecting normative of identity 
10 Jewry , The ideology is thus central to understanding ethnic 
religious dimensions the school ethos. This concerning itself with the 
memorialisation and teaching of the Holocaust at Herzlia Weizmann, had to therefore 
locate the place and to understand it in the context religio-
ethnic of the community and schools. Before doing a 
description the school and structure is required. 
addition to ideology another important dimension the school ethos is its 
philosophy of education its educational practices. The philosophy of education 
can described as humanistic, pupils a strong sense own worth while 
being able to to others _""",pr'~1"p with them ,"-"=-=~== 1 ). 
1 .... " .• aul',. position is also evident the concern expressed for the individual child 
the fulfillment of his or to (Parent 
the school 
for children support or enrichment, and 
T"'I'"c<>ni"" and 
Brenda Levitan in a comprehensive study of 
curriculum carried out the early 1980s, 
school and its Studies 
a sense . cosiness' the 
pupil's apparent devotion to the :71). enjoys small 
and a low ratio. The diminishing school population 1990s 
- especially the relocation Standard from all 
schools to the Middle School in 1992, was perceived as an opportunity to further 
enhance of cosiness .. II mtlmacy . 
school's I..HU,'V.,'-'L.lH of education embraced a dynamic 
New progressIve Tnl"Tnr." were regularly introduced. These, 
included project methods the rejection rote open-ended inquiry 
long it would credence in state education. \~~~~~ : 1 
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openness of the 
Levitan contrasts 
encouraged ",Yr,,,,,. ....... ,,,.,1-,,,'!'.n,, innovation 
at 
rigid and 
1983:71). 
Part of the reason 
teachers [at 
the atmosphere of contentment felt by many 
is the freedom 
in curricula l/",n""pInT and in 
educational matters. (Levitan 1983: 1 08). 
,","'LAVVi did a 
Department 
sense follow the 
(now the Western 
",,, .. ,,,,,..,,,,n,-p in having a 
a "",,..,,,,,n influence over 
down by the Cape 
13 Department) . 
47 
assured parents that departmental requirements were 
also made aware of the school's openness to innovation. 
fulfilled, but were 
Being a ","HVVI allows us to expand on these, 
(Departmental ............. " .... ""''' J to may be 
meaningful to the needs our children. Because 
is not static, curriculum development is an VUF,VU,'Fo process at our 
school \~="-=~== 1989). 
openness to 
development in 0",,..,,,,,,.,, 
experiment and 
were significant for 
of 
received full " .... "'IJVA 
co··on,en:mcm at all 
structure of the "",,,, ... rn is centralized as an umbrella organization; the 
administration concerns with finances, and developing GP.""r" 
The Education and various consultants act in an advisory capacity 
the educational the 
departmental heads. more specialized subjects 
towards co-ordination, this being 
principals and 
schools, the trend 
schools department 
of psychologists, Hebrew, Jewish Studies. Thus the heads of the department of 
and Jewish Studies three primary schools visit each school 
to and-supervise tealcners 
committee is reSl[)OnSI to the executive 
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which is appointed by Committee which is in its tum elected the 
parent population. Parental involvement does not usually include pedagogical 
issues or curricula content and parent committees school assist 
administration and financing such as special proje~ts'for fundraising. Outside of 
occasional education such matters are deferred to the principals and 
teachers. role of parents nonetheless affirms the school's status as a 
community school. But this beyond the families of the school itself Support 
from the wider Jewish community is attested to in that United School, as a 
private school, is financially autonomous, but 
community's United 14 Fund (U.C.F.) . and sponsorship is often 
members of the or not they or 
children in the system :33). same token the is fully a 
community school and takes all pupils of the community 
financial background 15. 
Communal solidarity and support Herzlia School system has summed up 
by a previous director and principal: 
school belongs to the parents '" the Jewish community as a whole 
is my employer (Kessel 1983 
Herzlia School is a community school sense of 
eXI)eCreO to communal attitudes and 
as a central vital communal institution in 
survival and continuity and the source of community pride. 
referred to as the' gem' and In crown of the 
Community ,~~!.!..!:!:..~~~~ 40 1986; 49 1993). 
word and could 
as 
school 
Town 
identity. It is 
source of 
often been 
formal 
allocated a 
of the school is up numerous '"'''''1''"''' which are 
minute lessons per Of these many subjects 
only Jewish Studies what may r"'f","rr~'t1 to as a formal component that requires 
the study of the Holocaust. This however, not always the case. 
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A. CURRICULUM 
In 1978 a policy decision was taken to restructure the Hebrew curriculum, 
and to divide the Judaica of the school into Hebrew and Studies 
The "'I'U.:J"""'" lvrit Be-Ivrit, living UH!",YUF"'" approach to teaching all Judaica subjects 
directly in the 
literature included 
The already 
difficulties with 
Judaic 
medium, was not successful l6 . In addition to language 
Jewish 
stream of Hebrew 
Laws Traditions. 
indicated 
L«U;:;. .... '";:;.''' itself was impeding 
1983:47), 
development of 
Hebrew Readers use at that time in the primary school demonstrated 
this point which is especially evident in Holocaust sections. Originating 
49 
these were arranged according to the sequence of the year cycle and 
its festivals. The anthologies included appropriate stories and poems and conveyed 
extracts followed by content questions language exercises. Questions were 
generally facile grammar had to do with content. for 
one sentences from a 
translation of Anne diary. exercise deleted chosen letters 
from words in text order to drill spellingl7. approach not reduced 
content to language instruction but it limited 
content and left the Hebrew students frustrated 
exploration of the 
often without access to 
. The examples also demonstrate a lack of and 
understanding in the teaching of Holocaust materials. 
new 1('"",,,.,,,·..,1',, of 1978 divided Judaica n .. ",,,V.l,, 
instruction and 4 lessons Studies per 
overlap19 and although not in the case ofWeizmann, 
'''' ... , .... '''' has often employed to teach bo1th subjects. 
resulted Hebrew staff neither nor 
8 
included areas of 
schools the same 
at Weizmann 
teaching the 
The Department explained: 
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The Studies used to be with the Department and then we 
to discuss the Holocaust in our lessons, but Jewish 
is a separate department I tend to it for Jewish-Studies. 
(Interview 18: Hebrew 
Despite this was however overlap as and memorial days were 
taught presented both the and the Jewish Studies - even 
though each had its own 
the preparation of 
and its own emphasis. Reciprocity was evident in 
u,-,'u,"" and the roster devised such events. 
The staff also indicated that the of Holocaust texts in 
,,",~ .... ,,,,,, programme did preclude the presence subject in a less direct 
A: I always push in, it comes up with the 
of Jews also at 
Pesach, and in stories 
18: Hebrew Teachers). 
indicated they intentionally drew ntpor<:l,tpri the 
Holocaust the lessons at hand. 
We them pupils] with 
the upper standards we into discussion much 
(Interview 18: Hebrew 
Nonetheless these pointed out that it was not only a case absence of 
but also problem restricted and a fairly and 
that had the opportunity such 
S: We discuss it if there is a specific question. 
1: In Jewish Studies pupils articles for discussion. 
S. I don't see it, but then they have the in Jewish Studies which we 
m 
(Interview 18: Hebrew 
summary it could stated that although the Hebrew sought to include 
the subject where appropriate - time pressure, a nr,::'(!{"'."1h<'rI language programme, 
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.the subject was 
of the Holocaust Weizmann's 
in Jewish Studies, had 
Hebrew programme. 
51 
the 
J.' . .H'J""UU.:oL was not identified as a and entity, 
formal was found in the wider of Jewish Studies (henceforth 
l Its shift from the syllabus manifestations in the lS. Departments 
requires closer examination. 
Rabbi Louis Herring who was appointed Judaica for entire In 
1 initiated and devised established lS. 
His new syllabus compiled NachumRom 
included 
(Laws) and 
(Prayer); (Festivals); Chumash 
(Herring and Rom 1978)21 The components of 
focussed on the Bible so that contemporary Jewish such as a 
recommended fourth segmelt1t on Zionism was 'tacked on to 
include the Holocaust22. 
The as a was not in the 
<l1'1'<lf'~,"'rI to Chaggim 
but more accurately referring to the year 
end' and did not 
devised History 
with previous approach in which preparation for had been In 
Hebrew. adopted model offormally teaching about the fl.,,,n,,, 
observances, customs and In l S. curriculum, just prior to each festival or 
commemoration day, strictly according to year were always 
followed by a of celebration or commemoration on the day festival 
or upon eve. The IS to as the Paradigm' of 
which Holocaust teaching at study to be a typical 
Not all of Rabbi survived departure the late 1 had 
effected an intensification of Judaica a structural division npl'Ul<,pn 
and Jewish Studies in the vernacular. 1.S. had not 
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come to fruition the general feeling was that 
had impaired both preparation 
needs of Chl·ld23 . Th .. I e pnnclpa at 
implementation and 
time ofLevitari's 
planning 
it not address 
I see the u,~,~,",,;,. problem the one J.S. today is that 
not been devised with 
involved are not educationalists involved in 
(Levitan 1 :125). 
pnmary 
This latter comment was equally applicable to curricula proposals drawn or 
expanded b b d· J d' 24 Y su sequent lrectors u alca . various syllabi outlines 
were never and a curriculum never had to 
with the division h"l~u,,~.,n Hebrew J.S. and requirements of the 
'Chaggim Paradigm', they were to their own resources to devise 
52 
materials and programmes. situation applied not only to 'v ... ·a.u.;)L education or 
to 'Chaggim' -
schools at that time25 . 
III OPl1lpr~ but to all Studies in the Herzlia Primary 
of developments, teaching about ... Vl'U....,"' ..... .)L was 
limited to preparation 
(henceforth Yom 
dimension of J. 
Ve Holocaust 
Chaggim Paradigm and 
as a prelude to the commemoration day. The 
of this approach was revealed an Director 
attempted to wrest subject calendar chronology - a move r"'~'l'tp 
teachers as educationally unsound. 
Chaggim are required [by the to be not at of 
uv\.,a.u",-, the enough depth. 
are opposed to and all 
explanations should done at 
1983:130). 
Day 
by 
and role in approach, 
nature and content of the ,,-,.,.,Vll., for V"'~'UU"b festivals for future 
for about the Holocaust. 
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It was also on this nr&>I'YI1<"" that the r",,,,,,,,,,,'r- as the new 1. teacher at Weizmann 
the Holocaust prior to the commemoration had to devise 
day in 1985. . just three prior; a 
approach was adapted which drew on available materials, stories from Hebrew 
readers translated into and 
was entirely in KeE;:P1ftg with 
made by the principal. The 
hoc state of development of 1. at time. 
~±!.,..t..~~~~~ was used for the lessons the school 
library held a sufficient of copies for each pupil. The Standard 
were taught about partisan heroine, Chanah "'U,,""' ..... u from old from texts 
dimension, the Standard Hebrew Seeking a life 
about the Righteous Gentile, Raoul Wallenberg, rescuer 
Standard Jews. Since 
school's C01nm.em 
classes were responsible for a ceremony 
were gIven an of 
The hastily prepared programme is described in detail because 
were 
the 
with 
the 
designation and materials were largely random, the was none-the-
age appropriate and reS(~nH~a the attempts at devising a suitably 
ttelrentlalted and graded approach. It is also significant because it formed the core 
for development 
I 
I 
consolidation in subse~uent 
1993, when Standard Five .... la;:"' .... " were Tnn" .... n to Herzlia Middle School, 
this which was typical of the 
sufficiently to be to present a ""I)I\..IV.-""."'"'" ....... 
J.S. curriculum, had 
syllabus to the ,:},,1<VV. 
professional lay executive. initial draft of the syllabus in 1 did not make 
specific mention of the Holocaust which was understood to a component 
Chaggim - Festivals of the syllabus. the of the final draft in the 
corisolidation ofthe formal syllabus presented to the School Executive, did include 
"""",vu.'v Holocaust projects which were givdn "1-''' .... 'a1 ',"VJILLn.'" due to 
attention the subject was at of various ... u,,' ...... , year 
. . 
anmversanes. 
The Jewish programme the following formal units teaching 
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about the Holocaust: 
While the lower primary school classes were not taught about Holocaust in a 
formal, set syllabus, the of the commemoration day was mentioned in 
",err",,,,,,, and with interest In the lower standards 
this nt""r",ct was minimal even when it was initiated by teacher. 1 the Sub B 
Jewish 
HaShoah 
teacher thus reported - "In Sub B we wrote just name Yom 
that we drew candles." (Interview 18: Teachers). 
Pupils' 
was not a 
books reflected this (Appendix: 1. and but such ,.,r"",,,,,,1" 
,rplmplnT and was typical of the lower primary school where 
were to decide on how (if at all) they wished to present the subject. Similarly class 
visits to the memorial candles in the school 
teachers discretion as were any expressions or 
Two lessons thirty minutes were devoted to 
on the theme Gentiles -
on Yom HaShoah were based on 
of sadness 27 that day . 
subject in Standard 
altruistic acts of "",,,,UUj'l". 
and the 
during the war. content between the of Raoul 
Wallenberg28 and rescue of Danish in 194329 In 1994 the advent 
the , Oscar Schindler U",,,,UH.,,, an additional and 
example of the Gentiles. 
of rescue of Danish Jewry was chosen subject in 1 and again in 
1993 when the fiftieth year of rescue was commemorated. The method employed 
was a dramatic story telling by teacher which followed a brief background to the 
events. Pupils entered a suitable text into books were to 
illustrate the the text which 
We remember bravery and the 
Gentiles who saved the War. We honour the 
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people saved the of Denmark (Appendix: A.3.). 
In 1992 the mother of a member of was Town 
the Two on the story of was video taped 
~~' 
and exerts of the address were used in 1 in the 
video. A more effective resource used in 1 a 
film which the flight Denmark. 
focus in resistance the war and particularly 
t"oPY'("'Ilr,p and poetess, Senesh (1 had left 
due to anti-semitism and as a committed L..nJ1U.:>L on a kibbutz 
During the war volunteered to the british in order to return to ........... 'UI'>' ... A 
to save her imperilled mother community. Yugoslavia 
was abortive - along with 
partisans and Ghetto 
particularly the 
eOll101TIl2~e Jewish 
eQ(~mtJn"re role 
Pupils a note and worksheet which included two ,-"HLU1"Lll Senesh's 
were throug~ (Appendix: A.4.). 
Dr Tzilli Reisenberger Three pupils on the subject of 
Senesh as and heroine32 This address was videotaped and "'''''''mo,,... the basis 
in 1 when exerpts with the first minutes 
a feature film and docu-drama about her titled ==~~= (1991). It was 
the video to view at home although they were warned 
about '""'UJ.A"' .... ,« scenes directed to the school library which 
.!.ill~lID.s1L~1!.!ft~~m (Senesh 197 
Pupils were 
housed a copy 
lesson periods had been devoted to this subject, first involved teHing 
second was written her story; 
third was PUf'.1"Pf1 to consolidation using video 
were tested on subject with questions 
requiring interpretation and application. 
and a 
Less 
of her 
a fortnight 
and the 
u.UI",Hlr; from basic content to those 
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(1993) Why is Chanah as a heroine? 
Standard 
(1994) (a) Why did Chanah return to Hungary? 
(b) She wrote' Happy is the Match' and thinks 
as a match because ... 
(APPENDIX A5.) 
prior to Yom HaShoah, pupils were introduced to 
were reminded of what they had learned in previous Through 
worksheet, the subject was introduced via a study of the Jewish calendar. 
and a 
A6/3. Previously the Standard had in a more detailed exploration 
Holocaust commemoration and ways of remembering, but with move into the 
Middle School, this was briefly discussed Standard Four classes. maIn 
subject for the was the of and her 
Following the approach adopted in the standards, the teacher introduced the 
context before reading selected extracts of the source material. Sufficient of 
the Diary were available so that once the selection of readings were presented each 
could read the Diary at their own leisure. summary note (Appendix: A 7.) 
in the context Holocaust and 
affirmation of faith humanity was also highlighted34 lessons were followed by 
a lesson introducing supplementary readings and texts such as Anne Frank's own 
fiction and accounts given her rescuers and her . A final 
lesson was to screen a documentary titled ===:::::.:...<-=~= 
(1967) which was filmed in secret annex 
father - the sole survivor of the Frank family. 
the diary, claims by revisionists that it was a 
n .... ,'u'"',"'. also 
.... "",",u an interview with her 
such as the reason for her writing 
and suitable illustration of the 
1994 Royal Netherlands .....,u.lua.3;) and the Cape Jewish Board of Deputies 
brought international photo-documentary exhibition .!...""-'~~~~~~!...!....l::~ to 
Town. Though exhibitions and for purposes of study been 
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relegated to the section dealing with Informal and Extra-Curricular activities, in the 
case of this exhibition, it related directly to the formal curriculum which was adapted 
in 1994 in order to maximise the use of the exhibition in enhancing the c~rriculum36. 
The exhibition, mounted by The Anne Frank Centre in Amsterdam, was billed as 'an 
International exhibition to promote tolerance and understanding' (Exhibition 
Programme, CT 1994)37. Anne Frank's story was both a focus and a conduit as a case 
study for exploring racism's effects and its dangers. The Anne Frank Exhibition had 
offered an opportunity that was used to vary the method rather than the content of 
the formal curriculum for Standard Four pupils at Weizmann. 
Consolidation and re-enforcement were carried out shortly after the formal teaching 
through the means of a written test that included questions about Anne Frank, Yom 
HaShoah and the Calendar - Orner. Questions varied from knowledge to application 
and interpretation much as it did in the Standard Three tests. 
F or example: 
1992 - Yom HaShoah is a day of memorial for ... 
- The day of commemoration is observed on what day of the month of 
Nissan? 
1993 - What value is there in remembering Righteous Gentiles such as Raoul 
Wallenberg and those who! hid the Frank family? 
Similar such questions were also carried over to the final assessment at the end of the 
school year (Appendix A.S.). 
C. INTEGRATION IN GENERAL STUDIES 
Notwithstanding the clear division between subjects in the school and the allocation 
of the Holocaust to Jewish Studies, investigation revealed that there had been 
incidences of integration. Some of these were random while others had emanated 
from the pupils themselves. One such example was the case of a child in the art class 
who unexpectedly had elected to present the 'Avenue of the Righteous' at Yad 
- 38 Vashem Holocaust Memorial, as her portrayal of Jerusalem for a Jerusalem project . 
Integrated project work across the curriculum had received varying degrees of 
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emphasis in the school and was co-ordinated by different subject teachers. 
Examples which included Holocaust dimensions could be found in a number 
~, of Eng Ii shIH is tory projects for Standard (1 - 92). A theme on the 
-- Middle contrasted severe Jewish social and &>('£, ... r.,..,.." with a rich 
inner religio-cultural development that was paralleled oppression. 
Similarly celebration Sephardi/Spanish culture in 1992 involved 
Sephardi pupils in the in researching the community in the 
Ottoman and particularly on the island of Rhodes. Inevitably the fate and 
demise communities under the was also as it was by a guest 
who spoke of her pre-war childhood on Rhodes prior to the Nazi decimation 
f h . 39 o t e commumty . 
The input on Holocaust in cross-curricula activities therefore did occur either by 
design or unintentionally, but it was always marginal to the theme, thus no integrated 
'Holocaust was out any of the Herzlia Schools. Such 
projects were perceived to 
undertaken. 
to the school they were being 
with Standard Four teacher opportunity to examine 
the extent integration the field Judaica. Although an initial 
indicated the perception was no integration, during the interview the ."' .... "'U'~l 
r",t'''rr,.rl to her use of the Holocaust as a familiar of reference 40 
probing the appeared within framework 
This was the choice of set' readers' which are setwork books shared by 
small groups as part of the literature and reading syllabi.41 Similarly a theme 
In on 'survival' though this theme was far than 
the of were encouraged to read a of on 
this subject or set in the period42. list of books for theme43 
reflected a strong of the subject of the Holocaust and typically one student 
losing sight of the theme survival of book in the 
following way: 
I recommend '!.,!,....~~~~ Yona Oberski to 
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(" Survival 1 
in the school curriculum where could conceivably be 
was that of Guidance. However, as in the case of Hebrew, History and 
the subject did not appear as a formal unit or school counsellors 
did that the subject arose in their 
It in groups discussions about about man's inhumanity to 
and the treatment of people in war. It 
1"" .... ""'IVll" as comments by pupils .i. but I never it as a 
for consideration 6: '-''->1,'\..11..11 Counsellor)44. 
to "'v.~r"''''' their concern and 
during the time of turbulence in and pupils 
did concern over changes, antisemitism and 
I talked about change in South Africa as I aellDeratl~I' did last 
(1993), there was mention made 
were And, yes, they did talk about 
And yes, the connection was 
6: Counsellor). 
"U~,"'Hl"" subject of the Holocaust came 
children who co:me saw a 
- a child growing up in they found 
it - they'll ask ifI saw it (Interview 6: School Counsellor). 
above are not without significance. 
I 
Holocaust and through the news media - and 
evoked, were some of the many areas that would HC;L,C;~~a.l 
consideration the analysis of the case study and the 
curriculum. 
to the 
.,nov·,,,4-. that these 
an 
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The curriculum in this study to activities materials that 
created an awareness Holocaust in the 
- but that lay outside formal 
School ceremonies while " ..... ,,, .. "" and often formal in character were 
as informal Curriculum. The division between formal and 
informal in this study is thus not a rpfj:>rp1nr&> to manner or style of presentation but 
rather to their location the school day. 
COl'vll\1EMORA TION 
commemoration of the at Weizmann School, as in the Jewish 
community, is observed on the day called Yom Ha'Shoah Ve'Ha'Gvurah which falls 
on the 27th Hebrew month of Nissan which roughly corresponds to late 
April45 . This anniversary date was the focus of communal and school commemoration 
which at Weizmann was further centred on the special school and 
ceremonies on those A sampling content of the of memorial 
ceremomes the nature and nuances of commemoration at 
Weizmann ...... v,"v\..J1. 
Preparation followed the format of the " .... t5>E;,. .. 'u paradigm with a member of the 
Judaica co-ordinating the activities 46. At weekly seminar aspects such as a 
text, appropriate decoration and logistical issues were discussed and 
then to and 
accordance with school practice and tradition, were carried out on or prior 
to the anniversary date47. Parents were informed of the commemoration through the 
weekly newsletter 
and them 
memorial day. 
alerted them to commemoration 
of cultural 
in the community 
on the 
In 1 following a directive the Director of Judaica requesting special 
commemoration the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto Uprising48, 'Anthem of the Ghetto 
was taught49. This was done prior to so that a special 
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commemoration presentation could performed at school's eLlU.I"",,"1 
evening for and fifty to the day (Appendix 
B.3.). A display of photographs so and a annotated murals, about 
Warsaw formed a 'Wall of Remembrance' the school 
This was displayed from Memorial 
(Appendix B.l. 
to Jerusalem 
Day, a full weeks The school psychologist was consulted for advice 
regarding suitability dispiaysS2 
Memorial Day 1993 was a example observance in school with a 
special ,..".,.". .... ,,,..,,,, at the In the junior primary (Standards Band 
One), a short ten minute f't:>r,"'n'I' ....... ." took place with a short by 
of the memorial candles. Basic concepts and 
with a gentle tone pitched at level of the child. 
'Hitler's 
Gentiles and 
of Jewish people' was CH;'L,U~CU around bravery 
! 
and the tiltimate victory Allied 
haven of . Pupils were encouraged to the that were 
displayed at the Remembrance Wall school 
Senior school (Standards Two, and Four) held a similar 
of lighting on a table draped and with ~".,~.'''r~ of the 
'Anthem ofthe Ghetto LJU!';LhJlJ and the Yiddish. The 
address by Jewish contextualized the Holocaust and contrasted the 
ideology of negation of the sanctity with the respecting values 
. Traditional liturgical texts memorialization were along with 
extracts classroom lessons56 (Appendix B.4.). 
ceremony in 1 paid tribute to Jewish both spiritual and physical, the 
and to half-million Jewish soldiers who in the Allied armiesS7 
(Appendix Their "&>r.&>.,..,..,-.. .... ,, ended an emotional moment of 
rousmg '"'U'F>''''F> of the 'Anthem of the Ghettb 
a tone of reverence by the ",tt.'nhupn!p,,,,, of the which 
sustained throughout the day. 
the 
by 
noted was 
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The text and the content of the 1 ceremony were the topics 
of the formal This was even more evident in the 1 
centered on the' darkness' of the tragedy of hope', A pupil of 
each standard told assembly about what they had as 
f h' . 58 otIS presentation . 
annual school a rich resource of documentation the 
at 59 school. pattern was traced a standardized ceremony with 
rituals methods although prior to the establishment a 
Jewish Studies Department, the ceremonies appeared to have had no direct 
connection to any classwork. Reports in the annual school magazines 
primary schools60, and Middle and High Schools markedly 
(Appendix 
la.U..:..a.LlVll was not confined to 
the of 1993, all formal Studies 
school 1''''',.'''' ...... ''''''' to return to 
Memorial Day were 
rI"",I"\T<'rI exclusively to the subject reported 
sustained interest and discussions their classes on the day which served to mesh and 
the formal and informal programmes, and the and commemoration 
activities. The day was one of subdued atmosphere and at breaktime pupils 
were rowdy than usual with some pupils visits to the 
exhibition and candles in the school foyel2. 
addition to Yom Ha'Shoah a number of special events were marked on 
occasIOns. example 1 on the fiftieth anniversary of Kristallnacht (9 
November 1938), Weizmann School joined Jewish institutions around the world 
In their was a of the 1'\1"\('rrf'\·....., 
synagogues and houses in was the major Nazi 'aktionen' 
On Rosh Hashana of 1993, the fiftieth anniversary of escape of 
two who had learnt about the 
to the school 
63 the Jews . 
Jewry was 
a short text 
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brief ,..""+.", ... ~,,, listed above in contrast to the more lavish attention 
that was 
Ghetto 
and 
The 
commemoration of the of Warsaw 
dramatic presentation was prepared and performed for the pupils 
(Appendix B.3.). 
descriptions different "' .. , .... "", events the various 
presentations, demonstrated a strong but also an uneven approach to 
Holocaust Commemoration on occasions other than the official 
day of 
It would 
the 
HaShoah. 
i 
inaccurate to have concluded from 
special commemorative 
previous sections that 
the subject the Holocaust 
63 
was solely manifest in lessons the Yom Ha'Shoah commemorations. Not 
all manifestations fell neatly divide n",r",,,,,',,,, the formal and informal 
curricula. These categories were useful but belied overlapping nature and cross 
curricular impact of some aspects of the school curriculum. identified as 
straddling divide also to bridge were and 
annual Additional that loosely the term extra-
curriculum included the and 
teachers. the case revealed of the 
as a extended these aspects of the of the and 
therefore required investigation in order to complete description of the nature and 
I 
of the Holocaust at Weizmann. 
THE SCHOOL LmRAR Y 
school IS an of and been 
recognized as a model library by both for content and for 
role the school65 The library stock H"_IU\.I'"., books dealing directly and indirectly 
the Holocaust and was found to available to students the form of fiction, 
,..""+,0,.."',,, .... ,,, books and source material. section of the 
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however, was found to be 
Hebrew library66. 
The collection books in 
wen StoC!<(;:d although there is a small, 
library has thoughtfully selected by 
who that is vigilent in v~.<~ .• V~ .. 'r.', ..... l"T books on 
thus revealed approximately thirty titles under 
librarian 
did not include the fiction where some were 
64 
'Holocaust' and 
narrated true fiction68 war and memoirs 
books, were not shelved 
Two of the books were adapted from adults , while a 
books present were U'f",1"T"'", for adult with subtleties beyond the 
The librarian explained that also kept selected books aside since she nf"."tpf"f"Pti to 
mediate pupils' exposure to them. Two Holocaust books were to 
category in which the graphic illustrations were' read' with the These two 
books demonstrated the of available illustrations 
=== (Innocenti 1991) are authentic and , and stands in contrast to 
(Wild 1 
of 
(Appendix 5. and E.9.). 
Another category of Holocaust book found the school library was that photo 
collections where content was accessible to the child. ~=-"'=~~.!..!....:::: 
Kern.errltl..er (Abells 1987) was as the for the 1 'Wall 
Rememberance,74 (Appendix 1.). 
Holocaust was also in the non-fiction rPT,,',-pn section of the library 
a small the general and Judaica reference 
, 76 F section . or books on Israel included references to places such as Yad 
Vashem77 . Books on Jewish included the Ho!ocauses, and compendiums 
of Jewish holidays included Yom HaShoah79, while history books on 
significance of the . BQoks on Judaism tended ()"pn,Pf"!:I not to deal with 
h b' 81 t e su ~ect . 
And numerous miscellaneous books in the library also made reference to the 
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" final cat:eQ:~Dr of Holocaust ,.,,",+0"'1" 
ones. Manuals for teaching festivals had 
library were the teaching 
,.."""."t""", to Holocaust 
. 83 Th commemoratIOn. ere were two aw1101taoles .;!.~..!.!2~""-=...:!2..!~ (de 
1 and Claire Bloom's selected extracts 
video ~~~!:."I.. (1987) was 
although teachers had acquired 
only 
own 
on the subject in the 
collection of tapes, videos 
books. 
sum, pupils had access to a scattered resource of fiction and 
.. "' ... "' .. "", ...... '" material on librarian nonetheless observed a 
of interest rr'",u""-,, library was stocked to respond to 
such interest. The bulk 
especially in the fiction 
books in the 1990s and 
contemporary bibliographies85 
dated from the sixties and 
........... ,"' ..... of the field 
literature was 
of this flood of material little 
Africa and only a almost no audio-visual 
in the school library [Appendix Children's literature]. Similarly 
10 
resources 
and internet were also not available to students at the time ofthis study. 
B. THE 
The 
'roach' 
served to 
events and 
a rich source and a 
4: Principal). 
formal 
drawn from lessons 
into ethos and 
it also 
reports on 
Prior to 1968 little .... "'+."',.."'",...." was made to the Holocaust in school 
keeping with the reticence and inability to confront Factual 
reporting that to appear about the to change in the 
1980s when nature of the magazine changed more interpretive writing 
86 c: 
was encouraged . Thus lor 1 the visit to the Anne 
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Frank "ruu,"",,, elicited the following 
I can dance and whenever I choose, 
It upsets me to think that Frank couldn't do any of this. 
(L.P. Std 4. ~~~~~ 1994:55). 
Through reading her I could actually that they felt. 
(D.G. Std 4. 1994:55). 
was also made by pupils who described encounters with the subject 
through books!!7, the cinema, and during trips to Israe188 In addition to reportage, 
creative and a general grappling with subject was also 
Pupils writing was often filled with adventure alJ.d heroism typical of their Thus 
one pupil had his hero surviving a a kibbutz in Israel 
(M.E. Std 5 ~,~~~~ the writing was inaccurate 
but was genume concerns m 
wide variety entries demonstrated the many levels of pupils' and 
their varying perception about the Holocaust. 
C. TEFILLAH - MORNING PRAYERS 
66 
school day Uv/"Hl;) with a minute prayer The Holocaust appeared 
as a point of reference during the lesson on the weekly Torah reading, Parashat 
Ha'Shavuah' at Thursday were 
with the enslavement of the Israelites, wanton cruelty of the tribe Amalek, and 
the prohibition against tattoing and cremation which was practised en masse by 
Nazis on their Jewish victims. 
News items from the are also brought to the prayer assemblies. Thus for 
example reference was made to 'ethnic in the Balkans in 19929 \ and the 
genocidal in Rawanda in 1994. case special prayers were 
references were made to Jewish experience in the Holocaust92. 
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Although were not part of a set or programme, 
and cross rptl"rpn these the that sustained the 
throughout 
relevance and integration. 
created a sense continuity, 
D. AND VISUAL 
Another means presence was sustained, was 
display ... ",,,1""',.,, Llestnte the exhibitions at the time of Yom 
even Jewish Studies enjoyed a high profile in 
classrooms and 
was found to be 
the school, only a solitary poster on 
throughout the 
the Zionist movement and not the Holocaust 
In 1994 the supplied 
""-="-====-==-==~==-",,,,,-,:;..=.c== (Yachav. 
it was part of a 
(Appendix B.6.). 
School with a set of 
Of the dozen posters 
dedicated to the many dimensions of the city, and despite the presence 
memorials, none of the Holocaust memorials in 
reflected the typical paucity of Holocaust pictorial 
teachers have to producing their 
from the school library in 199394. 
VISITS VISITORS 
Another extra-curricula source of enrichment for 
to exhibitions, and having 
... ., ....... 'u were depicted. 
in the schoo!. 
such as the exhibition 
was to be found 
visits and relatrd "." ... ,UJ<UV':h"t were limited because 
other large Town, at that time, had no permanent exhibition or 
on 
museum. There were n,,,,, .. ,.!pr temporary and 
multitude of 
content and pitch, 
I 
on the 
these exhibitions 
exhibitions which offered a 
. Addressing adults 
VLJ'U;)<;:;U visits by 
I 
67 
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Thus in 1985 the J. had the suitability of an exhibition of 
Holocaust memorabilia before were to visit the exhibition97 and , 
to the focus on the Holocaust a simultaneous visit to Cape Jewish 
Museum was organized. Another was the 'Holocaust Awareness' 
Programme' presented by the Cape Town Holocaust Memorial Council in 1992 and 
199398. Jewish Studies teachers on exhibition decided against 
school pupils to view it99. 
The process of vetting the suitability was two 
the teachers but also by 
carried out not only by 
convenors resulted in 
the initial exclusion primary school pupils from the programmes for the 
international exhibition, ' which was brought to Cape 
Town 1994. convenors had not anticipated any pnmary 
but with the subject a part of the formal curriculum, special arrangements were made 
for the Standard Four pupils to visit the exhibition and to make use of their 
own (Appendix C.l .i-iii). 
high profile and diverse programme of events and their ':tH/"-';; in the media 
pupils of resulted the impact of the Exhibition being eX!Jerllenl;;ea 
was the to 
that The pupils evident from the opening of the exhibition 
when a Standard Three pupils of the school, the granddaughter a survIvor, was 
invited to assist in the lighting the memorial candle at the "'V'JAnA.'"" 
at 
photograph of this event appeared the local daily "1J"V"'1 the following day, and 
was to the of the school (Cape 5 1 
Appendix 1.1). 
visits by pupils, visitors to the school also pupils 
knowledge. as previously were to VAUA"'U'~"" and 
the of the curriculum. Thus Esther M. had Standard Two 
class in 1 to speak of her in the rescue of Danish Jewry; Dr 
addressed the Standard Three classes about Chanah Senesh whose 
mother and had personally interviewed. The presence these 
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to and to add authenticity to the' 
were also other visitors unrelated to any specific formal 
to the school unexpectedly during tl)eir visit to Cape 
were a occurance at the High School
102
, with ,..an" ... rI 
to the primary schools, they were rare. 
ITT'::'''''''''' campuses and the concern that the speakers should 
were all factors in this regard. Nonetheless, 
as Gideon Hausner, the chief 
in 1968. In 1993 David and ...... a.""'"" 
held each audience spellbound with 
children,103 
· .. v ............... ,," ENRICHMENT 
aUllILI1Ul to the enrichment gained from visits 
account 
101 learnt . 
69 
visits 
of 
rescue 
of 
was also directly addressed througj1 the formal structure of teachers 
During Jewish Studies seminars, Judaica 
in order to enhance their personal 
preparation. Videos, readings, source texts 
were brought to the eminars by the facilitator and by 
themselves 104. 
activities were typical of Jewish Studies ",",!UIUa.! 
In 1994 at the request of staff members a 
In a 
school on the life of Anne 
Exhibition and was delivered to 
formal fashion but at 
the opportunity to 
described her visit in 
... ~~.~""'~rf on visit to the new Holocaust 
and programmes of events and were 
to a wide 
and to 
were not to 
was 
UUll..Il-lIUIl to 
staff 
a 
and in 1994 the 
advertised 
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on the or to interested This typically also had 
included material about addition, journals such as 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~h2~~~~~~~lllli~and 
~~~~, were all found Weizmann Staffroom each of these had carried -' 
coverage of Holocaust related subjects especially when such news was deemed to be 
world headlines (Appendix 
The extra and cross-curricula m multitude forms all 
contributed to what may be texture of Holocaust education at 
Identifying and their potential were important 
considerations deliberative process especially of their nrn.PTlTI 
enrichment and continuity beyond the focus of Yom Ha'Shoah and through 
the year. This notwithstanding, remained supplementary to the 
formal and informal curricula on the subject. It was the latter dimensions 
curriculum which formed the of analysis and which nature of the 
issues problems. By identifying these symptoms in the they could 
brought to the deliberations that lay at the heart of Schwab's theory and the 
development of a defensible curriculum. 
The case study shown that besides the varying and 
manifestations, the subject Holocaust was formally located and entrenched in 
Jewish Studies syllabus of the school. such it received between two and four 
lessons per that were to the at the of Yom 
Ha'Shoah. At the varied and appropriate 
could be said to fulfill the stated aims of the Jewish Studies 
and language 
a on which to 
Document, 
studies 
schooL 
The fact that Holocaust education was so to the day commemoration 
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held significance because in the subject 
by in the annual syllabus. The approach to 
and termed the' Chaggim was 
formal and of school-wide 
and was bound to the specific time calendar. This model found 
as the standard in Jewish Studies, not only in 
cyclical events but also in components such as daily 
and ritual These too, drew on of formal 
simultaneous The Chaggim a 
learning that was through experiential 
as stated in curriculum (Jewish 
1990). 
"""""rY\.::>,nT in Holocaust education was 
approach in the formal curriculum and 
through the thematic 
lessons. These dealt 
Gentiles (Standard 
(Standard Four). 
the various reSDonSe:S to the Holocaust as 
Two); "'''''.'''''.n",,,, (Standard Three) 
school was ,,",Vll;)l;:)''''''ll 
an individual rather 
would involve key vocabulary and 
by notes, 
encouraged by 
this sort. 
exhibitions. 
In spite all 
example, 
and hasty 
inherited Jewish 
Discussion played a 
classes and in tests which 
extension was achieved 
examination a 
case study originated in a random 
the commemoration and were 
Hebrew programmes. These 
requirements and immediate needs of all the 
paradigm. At Weizmann units eventually evolved and 
programmes evident case study. However, they 
the telling of a 
generalized 
was followed 
and was further 
unites of 
and 
problems. For 
an urgent 
drawn from 
filled the basic 
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questioning original for the choice, they had remained minimalistic 
and had never consolidated into a syllabus or They had also 
remained subject to the r"r\""Tlr., of teachers personal preferences the 
accommodation special commemorations. 
The situation in the sister primary schools of the Herzlia system an even 
with and development. This was largely due to 
limited co-ordination between classes within the individual schools and 
ideas between schools105 . 
own m and 
were therefore isolated and were left to 
v",",'UH" and commemorations. While their 
efforts usually 
haphazard 
formal teaching remained 
from little exposure to gross OVier-leXI)OS'U! 
m problems of 
to too many the subject without 
or appropriate development. example at the teacher of 
Sub Sub B reported about Anne Frank, Mordechai Anelewicz and the 
Warsaw in order to about' GevurahfBravery'. 
Another teacher reported that she had covered the identical topics in Standard Two 
but had also brought a r lated article for discussion and added the 
story of Janusz and orphanage in Warsaw All took place 
a single lesson! The crowded and amount of information was not 
consolidated in any way by written notes or worksheets. teacher that 
was to Judaica's instruction to highlight the fiftieth 
but not 
how to approach subject. example of over-exposure however was not a-
typical and during interviews with teachers there was a guidance 
in teaching the 
were of the problems of a lack of the 
of an LA'J .... """ approach to subject. their concerns 
and frustrations asking for guidance in developing content and methods of 
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implementation. in the interviews about changes they would recommend 
they repeatedly called a suitable curriculum and appropriate guidance: 
about the A proper directive from"; on how to teach and 
kindergarten building up to Standard 
More teachers regarding the subject more appropriate 
We would to know how much to how to it across 
teaching and how to 
16,1 18: Herzlia Primary 
\ 
needed to addressed. 
in the case study. 
it 
Teachers) 
evaluation was also of the 
example the of structure had 
encouraged flexibility the easy special commemorations 
and Allowing to dominate Holocaust lessons however 
impeded the development a cohesive a random 
Another area of cognitive development was choice of 
themes topics, but even these a more critical approach and evaluation. 
elZInarm the """-,,,,""'''-'1''''''''0 that had taken lacked assessment 
inherited and materials and of assumptions underlying Each 
topic required consideration, for example: 
Such a 
Anne diary in essence had more to say the thoughts of a 
pubescent teenager than a Holocaust victim which is inferred 
only indirectly the context from the epilogue. 
Aside attempts to debunk heroic status, Chanah IS 
portrayed as a Zionist 
III """'''' on physical 
to rescue helpless LJI<1."U'lH 
..... ""3t<tll .......... did not adequate rec:OQmtt to 
resistance and the determination to Jewish values. 
Teaching about Righteous Gentiles and similar positive values the 
danger distorting the reality where collaboration and passive 
bystanding were more common that acts altruism. 
is not only selecting content for the 
but the curriculum also teachers, them with "HIllL.I':;I!! 
background, training them skills icarrying out such a critique content, 
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methods and resources. 
requiring consideration was fact that Weizmann is part a wider Herzlia 
communal to 'a Herzlia education' implied 
totality of the from A to Matriculation, and, as such, pupils, parents and 
teachers assume uninterrupted continuity all education throughout the 
system. was substantiated the cognitive development teaching 
the Holocaust. 
introduce pupils to key vV"£V""L.i 
in the primary that role was to 
and which would be "'''' .. 'u,,, .. ''' .... upon and more 
thoroughly explored Herzlia .n."""'''''''' and Senior uvu, .. "",.,. 
The the school would again encounter the Holocaust but not as 
part of the Jewish Studies syllabus as the primary school, but rather located in 
of the Middle School 107. only IS to the 
.I.V!'V,"",U", in the official Departmental syllabus as on World War 
II, at Middle School subject is explored in far detail through 
extension and programmes and through project work!08. The had 
on occaSIOns been into the and Literature 
syllabi. 
the 
unit 
with 
School, 
of the 
brief 
ofWorId War the 
the Matriculation 
as a compulsory 
matriculation syllabus as of the cultural dimension dealing 
Jewish History totalling a substantial 1 of the Hebrew 
part of syllabus, and 
in the case of the Middle >->""""'.1''', the 
se~:mem was In 
primarily from a historical perspective. 
IS enriching the English and syllabi. The 
acknowledged "" .. ,n ... ""rtC' In school, however, .were 
been sent to institutions 
of the Jewish 
some of whom to their 
and teaching of the subject. High School Media Centre housed a rich 
resource of videos, photographic material and books. Holocaust studies in 
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High School was further enhanced by scholars-in-residence. Their presence 
highlighted the subject across the school through guest lectures to pupils, staff and 
parents llO . Another important source of extension~ere the extended field trips to _. 
75 
Israel and more particularly the opportunity for Standard Nine pupils to participate in 
'The March of the Living', a short programme of study and commemoration in Poland 
and Israel. Initiated in the 1980s this visit includes a march of solidarity with 
international Jewish organizations in the death camp of Auschwitz, a life affirming 
stop-over in Israel and report-back sessions in Cape Town
ll1
. 
Although no graded curriculum existed for the entire system the Holocaust was not 
only commemorated at all levels, but primary school pupils would progress to 
, 
advanced academic studies of the subject in their Middle and High School careers. 
Increased emphasis on the cognitive level was enhanced by sophisticated media 
enrichment and matched by opportunities to participate in emotive tours to Holocaust 
related sites. The primary school was thus regarded as the nurturing ground for 
preparing pupils for more advanced cognitive and affective interaction with the 
subject of the Holocaust. The exit goals and general expectations regarding this 
subject were spelled out by the Middle School, Jewish Studies Departmental Head: 
We expect them to know very briefly what the day is about ... that six 
million Jews died and that there were such things as concentration 
camps ... but I don't expect them to come up [to the Middle School] 
with for example a knowledge of where Bergen Belsen is on the map 
or when Kristallnacht occurred (Interview 10: Head of Middle School 
I 
Jewish Studies). 
Affective development while also contained within the formal component, was mainly 
focused on the emotive commemoration of Yom Ha'Shoah and specifically in the 
solemn ceremonies of that day. Aiming to perpetuate and instil an identification with 
the religious and cultural traditions, ceremonies and rituals formed an integral part of 
the school curriculum and a significant dimension of the Chaggim paradigm. 
A comparison of the commemoration cere~onies at Weizmann and the sister primary 
schools revealed a consistent pattern in content and method. Furthermore this same 
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in the 
Unlike the formal curriculum, the structure and content of was 
:s:; .. 
consistent throughout the system and pupils of all were eXJ:'ost~a to some form 
commemoration became --W"'IO'~J elaborate at secondary school 
What typified the I'l>rl>,.,...,,... ... ,,",,,, was their religious such as prayers, 
candle UFl'."U"Fl and 
. These meshed with national as the 
and the anthem of Israel. This characteristic blend national and religious 
dimensions corresponded with the 'broadly national traditional' ideology of 
schooL 
was evident in the rituals which had evolved 
over of how some and disappeared while others 
persisted to become rituals and symbols for the memorial day, could 
observed in the schools "ol'("\r" For of 
1968 that as a token all sports and 
Ha'Shoah of that cancelled. The solemnity of the day would 
this way although lessons on the theory of music and sport 
would permitted. In addition all extra-mural activities were cancelled, 
memorial ceremony also become with the mandatory 
of six candles, an Israeli flag and memorial Despite crystallization of 
form, wide scope still existed actual implementation. In 1 the .... VAA .... A' • ...,''"'" 
of the the and were in the central of 
school at the 'Wall of Commemoration' in order to it into the centre focus 
the day. An earlier variation in the late 1980s had been burning a 
memorial "'U.-"''-'"'"' In throughout the but had been discontinued 
due to that was phased out was the 
the candles which was more typical of the 1960s marching 
much favoured "I'TH/"',,,,,,, of youth movements \...LL-""".!Uil ......... ~""""''-'<!..L...."...~~'"'' 
1968:20)116. 
were 
description of the malleability of rituals for Yom Ha'Shoah pointed to a key 
problem in that the relative newness of the memorial day had resulted in an absence of 
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inherited traditions and established rituals. Tills was particularly true when 
compared with long and ancient practices for Jewish holidays 
and memorial days. The by unprecedented nature 
.l.l.\ .. TlU\.uu." and difficulty of incomlnn~h 
Irving ma holidays, commemoration 
their rituals, concluded commemoration of the Holocaust beyond 
vlU"".vUl modes of and beyond old - he labels 
chapter on Holocaust, 'The Shattered Paradigm'. 
Rituals play an indispensable role in sensitizing no 
perfect exists, perfection is all possible when it comes 
to dealing with Holocaust with its res;nonst::s ..... a 
d.. (G b 1)117. para Igm reen erg 
a problem Jewish ,.,.,... .. ",..,.,. the attempts made to create and 
rituals in the school were similarly attempted communities. even 
In congregations communities no standard practice or had become 
entrenched or officially adopted .. In Jewish community of Cape Town as in 
communities, recognition these were evolving. same 
was the 
innovations for ritual observance 
expanding them with caution .. 
f d·.. I .. 118 o tra ltlona practices . 
were asked to recommend 
reaffirmed "1\.1",,,,1': rituals of mourning 
were apprehensive of beyond 
Despite of working within the of tradition, new 
Even within the H'-"UUl.l!".lYl rituals were 
overcome the problem of a lack of rituals and to innovate with 
I 
ways to 
not sure if we were We actually made a 
yellow star for 
... we "'l'lnrl"f1 
(Interview 1 6: 
Without 
were lUI;;HUJell;;U 
a positive one 
School). 
attempted to identification 
this .. .. h' 119 C project was not WIt (lut controversy . oncern over the 
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and suitability of efforts were repeatedly ;:>v,nr""""".t1 by the teachers who 
to promote interest and identification without over-stepping parameters 
acceptable pedagogic religious 
U.UU'l1'"" the of ritual and C01TIITlerrlor,at was therefore not only essential 
its own intrinsic value in curriculum, also for bridging the and 
domains and 
informal curriculum. 
for consolidating 
the content and 
formal and 
of formal tuition were 
more clearly ",'''.''I\',I<1.''''U, the cognitive level in primary school was limited the 
constraints of the young child's abilities and was therefore the dimension. The 
emotive level made a impact so that even when pupils were 
passively engaged observing '-'l1]:UH''-''' and rituals, experiential was 
relationship between the formal and 
informal, the and affective, was at Weizmann where the 
ceremony was developed from lesson content and Standard 
A .... ~'''''''''' In the of rituals commemoration. This holistic approach 
su~~ge~ste~d ways for a curriculum to mutually of domain and 
bringing the and informal, cognitive and affective, and the 
learning and commemoration. 
Another issue that emerged in the analysis of the case study was constraint 
of time. This was closely linked to the location of Holocaust education in the 
V<rtI7rn..", syllabus the employment Chaggim as Irving 
had found traditional rituals inadequate, his rpt,"rpln("p to a 'shattered 
paradigm' applied to traditional with regard its inability to 
fulfill the requirements and recognize significance the for 
contemporary Jewry. The the Chaggim and its 
cyclical time-bound evaluation. between 
and the commemoration 
within days of returning holidaysl2l. In some the memorial 
day in the holidays resulting in only a brief mention in the 
The time not only impeded lesson nrF'"<Jr<JTl hampered 
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development of content, but if preparations for 
commemoration123 . This resulted in teachers opting for tried tested formulas 
teaching and commemoration which was in danger of becoming repetitive and 
pedestrian. 
suitability 
process deliberation had to evaluate the problem of and the 
Chaggim 1'''''''''"''''1">''' and to address the ''''VIHBI};'' that were 
Not all was the intense but isolated focus on the subject on the 
annual day of commemoration which 
injection approach': 
principal ofWeizmann r",t.c>rr<.rl as 'an 
Yom Ha'Shoah is part community obligation and needs to be 
the a but I think we should strive 
injection knowledge on 
an awareness as a personal 
it not to be 
particular ... but rather to 
with that day just as a 
focus for a while. But to have a ceremony and an of 
knowledge, I'm not sure it achieves much (Interview 4: Weizmann 
School Principal). 
In sum the case study education at Weizmann School gave rise to a 
, ... ue"..,,,, of key symptoms problems these issues 
u".,v .. ,,, that emerged from could deliberation 
analysis of the 
1. lack clarity 
Weizmann and in 
purpose, 
Herzlia system. 
and of Holocaust education at 
lack of a graded syllabus and guidelines that define its 
resulting 
time 
repetition poor management of the limited 
3. An erratic relationship and a lack consolidation between affective 
cognitive dimensions, formal and spheres, the classroom 
tuition and commemoration:-
4. An approach to the content oflessons and to commemoration that lacked 
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5. 
critical appraisaL 
An 
method 
Neither had 
of the Chaggim 
a 
its 
of 
and 
6. The approach to sustaining interest continuity 
7. 
8. 
9. 
outside the intense focus at the of Yom Ha'Shoah. 
inadequate resources aids, the 
The impoverished approach to the potential integration. 
Inadequate training 
required for coping with 
content, pedagogic method and skills 
listed 
80 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE CASE STUDY AND THE COMMONPLACES 
Deliberation is the ground the In case study. for 
Schwab the process of deliberation involves more than this it requires a 
dialogue between the commonplaces that characterize the field education, 
namely the pupil, the milieu, the subject matter the achieve each 
commonplace thorough investigation and analysis in order to 
the deliberation process. The process itself involves a continual movement npr"'P'~n 
field and new insights eclectically garnered theories, literature on 
the subject and comparative analysis. This approach is applied to each commonplace, 
the them to a global of the field. 
case thus on content and method 
Holocaust at Herzlia Weizmann. that 
drawn perspective the as it was directed at 
pupils. other commonplaces education had to examined their own 
perspectives. For example investigation was needed of the perspectives of the pupils 
as participants to then what had been learnt, understood and 
internalized from the .... n.A·"'U1JlF. curriculum. 
S 
The centrality the 
made it an important 
of discussion in the fabric the daily life school 
into world and a means to gauge 
subject. Discussion is highly 
encourages the to 
Teachers indicated that pupils had actively initiated discussion about 
Holocaust and had considerable .... 1'''''"''''''1' particularly Holocaust related 
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III primary school pupil, when interested in a 
would bring materials, . I 3 and for \.I.l;:)'-U,,;:)1,-'" III C ass . 
For """,U11I-H'-' in 1 after the commemoration ceremony one child her 
family's visit to the Frank Foundation in Amsterdam, and another brought a 
newsletter from the same centre, Accounts family involvement and especially 
media the form news and 
responded. 
also to pupil initiated discussion to 
which pupils 
Pupils interest was often encouraged by the persistence of individuals with a "1-1"'''''''''1 
the subject. At Weizmann a Standard pupil pleaded to see 
Frank video, was by mother 
who Another incident 
at ;:)'-1.1;);)JlVU with pupils, to a child's 
in the war, teacher's couched reply question 
included mention ' ....... "A11 and the plan to exterminate Jews. Unsatisfied child 
challenged the ." ... ,,,.v> 
now tell us about gas haven't told us about 
(Herzlia Weizmann discussion Std 2: 1994). 
The sense of driven pupils teachers 
appropriateness some of the subject was repeatedly 
by member at Weizmann rpt,"'rrc,rl to a feeling of' 
revealed teachers all primary schools had similar 
82 
of being led unwittingly, and experiencing a sense ofvulnerabilit/. 
indicated that without guidelines they had to rely on instinct to mediate 
guide discussion, and on occasion to and even block discussion6. 
also pY'''rp~~",'rl their concern about pupils display of lnt.:>rp,~t in 
macabre. librarian at Weizmann School explained that 
,. 7 
a ghoulish interest. (Interview School librarian) . The 
in the risk that pupils would approach subject a very 
its with the of their interest in 
to 
concern lay 
macabre 
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which would become basis of their understanding 8 Holocaust . The 
83 
concern was compounded when individual pupils obsessive the 
subject. Although very few cases were reported the primary schools, 
apprehension about how to identify cases to deal with 
them nnr· ... \t'\lrB.1"p'" . The issue was thus not 
within the context 10 a classroom , how to 
of how to cope with the individual 
between healthy curiosity and 
and macabre, voyeuristic and even salacious inclinations. 
The problem that was two-fold. It in the previously menw::m€:o the 
problem dysfunctional pupil had on subject in classroom, and 
of exposing pupils to trauma. The school counsellors indicated that were no 
reported or any of trauma to 
The case study however identified a number 
made known to the counsellors. (Interviews 21 -
that had not been 
Pupils). What did become clear 
was that effects on child were a major source of concern for the teachers and 
required full m deliberation toward a curriculum. 
KNOWLEDGE 
To what pupils tne:ms:eJ"re thought, and perceptions and knowledge 
Holocaust, data was collected in an manner pupils' written 
work; and tests12, and also more directly through a of • '. 13 mtervlews . 
The majority of pupils in both written work and in interviews revealed a 
basic core of knowledge about the Holocaust14. 
was demonstrated when the standard four were given a choice of 
topics during final most chose Holocaust related topicsH Of a small 
basic details. Others 
pupils their young 
and most offered a 
their information16. The margin error was typical 
and mixed to detail 17. 
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C. PUPIL'S PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES 
A regular pattern emerged from a question posed to each successive senior class. . 
Pupils were requirclf to identify according to their own opinion, the most important 
Jewish festival or c~mmemoration da/s. Yom Ha'Shoah was a consistent choice of 
between 20 - 35% of each group ofrespondents19. Pupils were required to explain 
their choice and their responses offered an invaluable indicator as to the nature of the 
importance pupils vested in their choice. A separate question specifically explored the 
significance of Yom Ha'Shoah to include all students even those who had not selected 
the commemoration day in the previous question. Responses to these questions 
suggested loose clusters around a few key reactions to the subject. 
The following were the key perspectives identified from the pupils responses and are 
illustrated by a sampling drawn from the pupils answers. 
C.l. The Personal/Individual Response 
Family Connections: This personal response was evident when pupils 
based their response on family involvement in the Holocaust. 
- some of my family died in that war (Std 4, 1992). 
- because my grandpa's first wife and children were killed in the 
concentration camps (Std 4, 1992). 
- my granny was in it. She was thrown off a train and survived (Std 4, 
1992). 
Personal Identifications and Empathy: Children responded at a 
personal level expressing empathy and identification with the victims 
and a recognition that they may have shared the same fate. 
- we are lucky to be alive (Std 5, 1992). 
- Hitler also killed children (Std 4, 1992). 
C.2. A Humanitarian Perspective 
Moral Outrage: This response by a small number of pupils was 
expressed in the form of shock and moral outrage. 
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- the Nazis parents next to their children (Std 5, 1 
'executed' babies (Std 5, 1989). 
- the event stiH 1''''r,-,...rt'''''''' many people (Std 1992). 
Altruism as a Value: humanitarian included antithesis 
at Nazi brutality and focused on the altruism of 
... '-'~"u.' .... v ... " Gentiles, 
- We must remember the non-Jews who 
Jews (Std 5, 1989). 
their lives to save 
- it is our duty to remember those who saved the (Std 1 
response which was more 
than indirect were 
made to Theodicy the role and 
- God helped us and we have risen (Std 4, 1992). 
(God) helped us to beat him [Hitler] (Std 1989). 
must thank 
(Std 4, 1 
that we have to such 
To memorialize victims as a and to 
- we must rpfY''''1'YI died and how suffered 
1989). 
- we must remember who against the Nazis (Std 4, 
1993). 
The Educational Message: pupils stressed the for 
education and for conveying the lessons to the next generation 
- so that one day our children will know what happened (Std 4, 
1 
5, 
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- our children must know 4, 1992). 
u",",au;,,, some to have to tell your own children 
(Std 4, 
A IIPT,fU'lIIVP Measure: number of saw the of 
a 
remembrance as a preventative measure • 20 a warnmg . 
- we must remember so that it won't happen (Std 5, 1989). 
This was by far 
a half 
most common response, totalling more 
year. It was based on a strong sense of 
identification. 
(Std 5, 1989). 
was destroyed 5, 1992). 
most of the 1.1 ........ '1.11" died were of our (Std 5, 1992). 
- we remember because we are Jews they were Jews (Std 5, 
demarcation of specific categories to highlight different perspectives is nr"",''''"t>,.. 
dimension approach that the complexity the interlinked 
Pr'TlUP" t>vr,r",,,,,,,,rI by most 
Similarly the l;:,Y''';:, .... used pupils responses is of it 
reflected 
slaves to 
measure of their identification. UHlu.n", comments such as - 'We were 
Nazis' (1993) or 'Remember what was done to our ancestors' (1994) and 
the did to us' (1994), all paralleled classic Jewish texts 
resonated with biblical and Such language terminology 
therefore represented a fusion of "'",.."".,., religious and dimensions. 
by its 
objective responses 
rare cases 
contrasted with 
distancing memSlelVI[!S 
repeated use of personal 
pronouns the plural form used by most pupils and reinforcing their religio-ethnic 
identification. 
In an data no denial the Holocaust 
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though a small 
- ...... I">" did question the for a soe:cltlc memorial 
day. Responses of this sort were on a and only once was a 
rare comment 
- I don't know anybody that it's over (Std 4, 1 
these rejections, the vast majority of pupils had expressed identification with 
the subject and desire to see it memorialized. though pupils come 
different backgrounds such as from Russia, Sephardic ancestry and some 
pupils who were not the by pupils of these backgrounds were not 
rht-tpr,"nt from wider 
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE "",-,A..J'-' 
Most pupils had 
We about it at school. 
teach more 
It was therefore not unexpected 
what they had learnt in classroom. 
about the Holocaust and foremost 
Standard One going in the 
(Interview Pupils). 
the in terms of 
Holocaust was time of Frank (Std 1994). 
But it had oeC:OITle increasingly clear that while the school may have been mam 
influence through lessons ....... "H.."'..,. nonetheless there a number of 
influences beyond curriculum and influences impacted 
upon the "''',""U'Fi of the 
to subject of the 
community and through 
played a role in informing 
with effects 
m home, in Jewish 
these different strata of the milieu 
influences the 
may to extend, 
Holocaust, 
had to 
and 
support the school curriculum, or conversely may have been a source of confusion 
and contradiction. 
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impact of the 
entrenched feature of 
.. " .... 'u .... teachers, ..,"UVVA and subject matter is an 
his V15',UU\.'U of the 
88 
as one commonplaces. This commonplace also to remind the 
commonplaces constantly 
vacuum. 
that 
research had to 
the pupils 
immediate strata such as 
more strata of the 
international contexts. 
THE 
with each and that none exists in a 
strata milieu 
The layers included 
community, then 
and overarching UQ."VUQ.l and 
To gain of the families, a of 
out in 1992. (Appendix H.) to 
open-ended three areas of involvement with the 
these personal involvement with Holocaust anti-semitism; place 
the '''''''JUUAn of the the Holocaust and parental expectations 
was later complemented by interviews . The individual parents 
and teachers who were also of 
The survey Standard parents at Weizmann that over half the 
families had suffered personal loss of family members 26 the Holocaust . From 
parents specifically mentioned grandparents and wrote 
of family members who had perished27. connections not unexpectedly 
been 
cases, albeit 
• 29 
survIvor . 
their 
ofa 
their interviews when they spoken refugees 
late as 
a Weizmann pupil who 
there were still 
a child 
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study that was substantial interest the parents and over a 
of the responses to the indicated that they had a recent 
lecture on half the respondents had visited a such as 
31 Vashem ,and under a indicated that they had 
32 film . One fifth of the that they had annual 
memorial 
Even prior to the of supplying HU'UU"~ with memorial candles 199534, a 
of responding parents in the indicated that they lit memorial -
candles on Yom Ha'Shoah. The also revealed that in some 
it was children the lit for family thereby 
involving the entire family. 
addition to widespread commemoration the majority of indicated that the 
subject of the had been discussed in with their children 
not necessarily on a frequent basis. interviews showed that in some HVAU ... " it was 
the 
the 
initiated 
who initiated the 
or school . Parents also ",v-., .. o,,,, 
, Most 
might 
difficulties 
indicated that it was 
In 
by news, a 
open about 
the subject evident in the foHowing comment that a parent added to the survey 
questionnaire in 
- One feels not fully equipped or adequate. 
The in the family setting centred on the of members on the 
events and also philosophical questions were raised by the and were 
raised in response to videos and films viewed by the family, The vast majority 
parents would not prevent children 
materiaes. Some were with one parent the subject as 
inappropriate children two other parents in the responded by adding 
- 'not yet!', Significantly from answers some parents pointed 
out that they left the decision to view videos to their children while over 
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half the respondents indicated 
90 
they actively encouraged their children to watch 
such 
While all n<ly·p .... rc wanted their children to videos and the 
from one family to another40 . diversity was 
parental ex])ec;tat:IOIIS and opinions about introducing subject school. 
expectations about what 
were investigated the questionnaire, in 
on an conducted across 
Jl1VUIU teach the 
interviews, and by drawing 
system in June 1 
conclusions that had direct on this study, It identified 
with a greater concern for practice 
and lesser importance placed on 
a shift in parental 
identity than for 
history the unexpectedly a new parents placed on the "",,,,,",u,,,,,, 
topic 42 Holocaust , 
case had shown that ofWeizmann School shared values, 
of the respondents to the questionnaire on Holocaust education in 1992, more than 
three-quarters that they wanted the subject to be taught at 
pnmary level43 Among 1"!""rpnT" who that it should be In 
half felt it to teaching at Standard or 
leveL 
Responding to the question why Holocaust should be taught, n<ll"<>"T" offered a 
of opinions much as children had Some of 
teaching values or a recurrence. But most parents on 
on Jewish survival, and on place of the Holocaust in 
identity, Contrasting with the concerns by teachers, none of the 
OJ""''',"'''' of their of or 
as a of exposure to the subject indicated to the 
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contrary, their children were interested in 
91 
subject and they as parents requested 
additional d . 44 e ucatIOn . 
perceptions and expectations, the 
that their perspectives were informed by their 
and 
the own and V"'lJ''''J.'' about anti-
semitism South 
concern were rooted in family and Tl<>T"nn 
experiences, were also rooted a sense of identification with ethnic 
religious community and heritage and This sense of group identity of 
the Jewish community South served to widen 
moved from the inner 
milieu the community, 
of the school and family into 
JEWISH COMMUNITY 
orbit the study as it 
wider of 
identity of the South African Jewish community was forged by the 
historical 
it was also 
and the collective memory of the Jewish people as a whole, but 
by its own particular in South Africa. impact the 
the 
terms of Jewish identity, terms of 
to be approached in 
U1.JCLLH,'l1 in South 
South Jewish community which numbered approximately 
100000 in 1991, enjoyed a unique ethos46 , This was previously as 
part the description 
values of the community, 
School as a community school 
formula 
the 
Jewish 
was shown to match the National-Zionist dimension described by 
Shimoni 980), and the non-practising Jewish orthodoxy analyzed by Heilig 
(1984)47, 
Those themselves the community'S 
commemoration which had by 1990s jelled a wen-established pattern its 
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replicated 
of the commemoration event 
the community49. A third 
92 
""HAU""A dimensions - and which was 
was unifYing nature 
together all in 
lay in the increasing number 
ceremony, the few people in the 1980s v""."UvU over 1 000 in 
over 1500 in 19935°. 
at the cemetery on Ha'Shoah were communal 
commemoration and they were covered in the local the general 
1 
and on radio and 
activities were 
life, and not 
who had made 
of pupils !:'ItTJ'nn',n 
in South Africa 
Remnant') which at 
. Numerous 
the testimonies of the 
the time of this commemoration numerous 
such as lectures, exhibitions and book reviews. 
of Holocaust awareness in the fabric of 
South Africa 
schools5l . 
and Holocaust 
parents and 
a chapter of She'arith HaPleitah (literally' 
had about 200 members in South Africa (Shain 
were undertaken in the 1980s and early 1990s to 
. 53 
survIvors . 
Another organization which Dr()m,ote:O memorialization is rfC''''.n»> of South 
and is affiliated to 
supplying 
Vashem Memorial 
to its subscribers, 
in Jerusalem. However, 
in 1993, and the 
",tt(,"" focused almost entirely on calendars, 
Nonetheless the six memorial candelabra Yad Vashem 
their logo is to be found most synagogues. readily recognizable 
symbol of the 
displayed in the 
inscription 'Zachor'- is prominently 
frequented by the pupils the school. In addition to 
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of the Holocaust these 
to the memory 
Cape Town Holocaust J.V.J.\"'Hl\Jl 
1 exhibition marking the 
also have special memorial 
came into being 
anniversary of the liberation 
93 
camps when the need a body in the community was 
of Deputies (Cape Council) and 
with Shearith Ha'Pleitah. 
.It 
was a joint project of the 
Province Zionist Council in 
Western 
aim was 
to co-ordinate and promote commemorative and educational nrr,,..r,,", and 
projects within both the and 'd ' 57 WI er commumty . 
to these aimed at 
subject was memorialized at ;;)IJ"''''H.U events organized other such 
as senior groups, book organizations and individual 
Holocaust presence and awareness in the community could also by its 
presence in the local 
found at the time of this 
journal sent to each 
A plethora of Holocaust were to be 
monthly ~~~,!,!,,!,!,!.!L~~~~, a community 
carried advertisements, reports, 
photographs on Holocaust related 
press ~~!..!:..£~~ and the 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and~~~~~~=== 
as 
almost every edition 
political or social in 
Holocaust related cultural, historical, 
Interest in the Holocaust and its ability to 'speak' to the Jewish community resulted 
its use as a 
opportunities 
knowledge and 
Gitlin communal 
III fu d ,. 61 I uu,eUULU n ralsmg , n 
Jewish and general public 
to the multitude of 
further their 
.I.Ul'U","'U0L through .;:I.V,,1'>.'-'''' libraries such as the 
Centre at Cape 
. special collection' on at the University Over and 
beyond this, n ......... ''''r. U'UU'''-011U;'-';;) in Cape Town, along specialized Judaica shops, 
carried recent reference books on the which was another 
a 
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of public 
all awareness in the community, 
was 
many mamt,estat1()ns 
little that was appropriate and SD(~Cn]Call1 designed for pnmary 
case of parental assumptions, the eXIJec:tat:l0I1S of the school pupil62 
community were the Jewish schools would prepare their pupils and them 
about the Holocaust. no ,;)1.1\_\,,.. .... AiTf"Irt" were made in community to 
promote the to younger ... ""u" .... , 
Anti-semitism was UU\JU'\J' ""uu, ... "" of the as a 
central of the South community. 
of in South Africa and the impact of Nazism, had bearings 
on this study. 
Anti-J ewish feeling found expression in popular resentment and xenophobia in the 
1920s had u'"'u ..... u at 30% of annual immigration 
Bill of 1930 Bill 1937 were to limit 
this64 and the anti-Jewish ", .. nnTnPTlr 
examples what Todd Endelmann has termed' 
Already the 1 the Afrikaner right 
them, were 
anti-semitism,65. 
admiration Nazism 
used as a means for political mobilization. 1937 'Jewish 
Question' was firmly entrenched within mainstream white politics (Shain 1996:674)66, 
During the 1 ahd war the community felt vulnerable and threatened 
fascism and local Nazism67 This was by 
growing awareness of the for 
community were not Allied victory - especially 1 
previously pro-Nazi Malan was electea Prime Minister of the of South 
Af · 69 flea . did it disappear with Malan's volte face he actively sought a 
J . h . 70 I eWlS commumty. Nationa ist stance 
thereafter did oH".,...+,. prevent overt public display of but 
a 
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community's insecurity remained and its advocated cautious 
optimism vigilance 71 
The enjoyed , but both 
perceived and continued to 
private the occasional and 
revisionist , the of the 1970s to be a 
During period threats to Jewish existence and were cause for "VA ..... "'. 
however were distant and atl(!ct(!d Islamic countries. 
These did not impinge directly on the South Mrican community 
with moral support financial "",",,",""U.U,"'''''. Concern was particularly 
evoked by beleaguered position and in the recurring terrorist 
attacks which did not between Zionist and Jewish 
threat to Israel's """","'L"',''''''' during of war served as an acute reminder of the 
Holocaust and affected South Mrican on occasion rallied to 
support 
was'a of outbursts South 
which LJ", ... ..,. ... 'u early 1990s South 
It COlrItenOllng parties on both Left 
Right of the political "npf"Tn 
of the local community, 
couched in Nazi 
• 77 
tlme . 
ro~'n,...'p of 
or 
wider global phenomenon. 
the stance of the 
on occasIOns ANC Anti-semitism 
related reference gained currency at that 
was not isolated to South Africa and was part of a 
Institute of Affairs Britain monitors 
semitism and their 1 annual survey reflects the increased and popularized global 
report for South ,.,p,..,...,.,r,,,,,n the 
"" .. "u,",,,,,, which u .... ', ....... "'y dauj:Jings; 
telephonic threats, 
191) 
the burning of the Israeli (Lerman 
of 
Spier 
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The role of the news media for example reporting incidences on 
local newspape;'s and journals, served to keep Issue the _. 
sensationalist the media served to exacerbate 
was therefore not unexpected that parents, teachers pupils at 
expressed concern over anti-semitism and Neo-Nazi activities South 
their sm:nerea milieu, study pupils at the school their 
parents' anxiety about , And although pupil's were aware 
neo-Nazi activity acquiring their from television the Personal 
and vicarious 
. 82 perceptIOn . 
were another source information that informed pupils' 
While the 
elections of 1 
..., .... 11lHJ ..... incidences again waned South Africa following 
of a 
concern 
public and 
Jewish sustained 
and the very threat of anti-semitism in Africa, drew study 
out of the sphere mner Jewish community and 
the international context. 
the wider 
milieu of South African society 
SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT 
presence of Nazism anti-semitism in South 
Y"'"1UI.,V. Jewish communal sensitivity 
society was 
caution, CU,.BUY!'>! viewed shown to have 
from the "t>rC'""'.r'Tn of the community these manifestations also impacted on the 
wider context. activity had become increasingly visible raised questions 
about Holocaust and , ... "''''AU in the wider societ/3 
a growing 'n1'~'(tr<ltl 
of the numerous 
of Holocaust into cultural life of Cape 
Town the 
number Holocaust related plays m 
The Holocaust also featured in state schooling 
previously described84, m a 
85 Town. 
appeared briefly the units 
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World II in the History syllabi of both Seven and Standard Ten 
...., ....... 'UUll!". about the Holocaust within the the Department ofEducation86 . 
context of these syllabi was one 
Memorial Council87. 
foci of attention of the Town 
use of Holocaust references and metaphors had "'nt''''r~)rI journalistic jargon 
both local and international newspapers and journals88 These rPTI"rpl"I had 
permeated local literary culture in South Africa89. Comparisons were also 
evident especially with to real and perceived parallels with Apartheid 
comparisons elicited as it did the Mayibuya Centre of 
Western Cape prepared panels on Apartheid for display at the 
Exhibition 199491 , 
about uses and to 
the , But the 
most "'n"!!!"'''''''U of was the mass media - the news media the 
and entertainment media of and film, 
news media was previously considered in terms of its impact upon 
at Weizmann, but the press and television news also brought the 
to general thereby 
informing opinion. the course of this 
the frequency and variety of Holocaust 
each year although the 1 was ""UJ<C\.Jl<l.U 
news reporting ",..., .. ,a.u"..., of the local 
about the 
93 
coverage , 
and 
""""'U'''.,\.! and 
the disproportionately 
Frank exhibition and 
international publicity surrounding award unT • ..,'., 
the case of and the ent«;:rtamrrlent 
film video also played an important In the Weizmann 
pupils, and the wider public to the Holocaust especially of the proliferation of 
what can loosely defined as 'Holocaust films,95, pupils in 1992 
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recalled v¥¥u ..... and videos to the Holocaust96 • child during the 
the film or as a source of their vn,nUl'p",OP about the 
Holocaust. films and videos w.ere not perceived to to content 
curriculum pupils did not numerous discussion and 
questions described by their teachers. This hinted at a compartmentalization and a 
school from home 
discussion. It also 
of the 
entertainment 
a prioritizing of official school work from 
question of the ability to differentiate 
sense mOVIes 
The accessibility and frequency of the Holocaust films est>eClall with the multiple 
opportunities offered by television, and addition the previews, 
a captive ","U\.>1"'.1"'''- powerful visual 
98 
Pupils a school are not a vacuum and are participants in a wider context 
and 
community impact 
interconnected HLL' ...... "''''"'',,' n . ,.nJ"PP'" them, 
and 
beyond the 
school curriculum. Not was the child's understanding found to be 
sources of knowledge, but the pupil brought these insights into classroom 
necessitated The intrusion 
and dealing 
media such as 
subject even 
video and 
to the age recommended as 
by ",,'"",H"" pn(~nc)m(mo!n was not addressed curriculum, 
revealed that some teachers 
own resources. even this initiative 
the inherent difficulties subject and 
and obsessions. 
intuitively 
cautious and h",c·,"'"""f 
complication 
at Weizmann 
an 
the face 
anxiety, 
IHlJ:VI..IClLI;; the increased nr>nn,.,.",nr'p of the 
in the ",...,"",.".", It was also by its own ameteirs because it 
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failed to into account the external influences from the 
required to develop of mediating 
where lI1;;'wl;;;:I;:I<l! to counteract impact creating 
pupils and 
The 
media for example was by its own entertainment and 
...,,-.,,,,,,,, which to distort and subvert the and 
conveyed by the school 
1-1''''.'''1''.,'-'''"'''''' .... ' problem which brought a 
This presented a 
between school knowledge and the 
more conveyed in the media. Douglas Barnes offers an important 
insight into dislocation. Barnes differentiated between' school 
as a prerequisite success in a school system, what he 
knowledge' that was internalized because it was relevant to the pupils' perception of 
social reality 1 80)98. 
These conflicting 
where despite an 
school and media been likened to sex education 
appropriate and curriculum} teacher is forced to 
contend with the intrusions, excesses and often inappropriate exposure thrust upon 
child by the media99. Lacking any sensitivity to the child's needs or age} the 
. d ' . I fi 100 is explOlte the mass media for purposes commerCIa pro It . 
school based that was specially to answer 
pupils of the community would 
values and np,-~n,p(,Tl"P without 
solely on the ,n't"'rn<t 
cognizance of the impact of 
of the 
in 
shaping 'pupils' understanding, Failure to do so would result in competing meanings 
the pupils not distancing 
of the subject} but the subject itselfo1 
In the of pupils' r""",,,,....., a set 
of the field interpretations and understanding of the 
differed greatly - a particularistic view contrasted with a universalist 
interpretation, an objective historical approach was contrasted with a more 
one that may manifest itself in a theological or humanitarian approach. 
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interpretation, or combinations thereof, its own particular educational 
approach an selection content and a suitable 
Holocaust as a 
according to the 
for education could also be taught in 
of different and subjects. It could 
ways 
taught as a 
topic in subjects as diverse as history; religion; politics; social studies; 
citizenship; anti multicultural or education; 
detailed crcr"C1'<>11 that the of the 
Holocaust 
possibilities 
"'1""'Hell,lll School could now accurately 
above. 
from amongst 
At Weizmann the place of Holocaust was found 
lessons "''''',11n.,,", location 
on cornrnlernlonm 
",,,,,,,,,"vrlr for pel'petmltInlg 
ethnic ideology 
in the Jewish 
and formal 
identity. 
lessons 
goal of 
common 
Jewish identity 
faith and future. 
on a sense of 
school and 
J ewishness with a 
was not only an aspect community 
Africa, but as elsewhere, it was Jewish identity ethnicity. In his 
contemporary Jewish identity noted that the post-war 
gave way to a greater readiness to confront the implications of the Holocaust its 
identity 1977:87). role in self-definition in the 1 
was in his titled - Shadow of the 
Jewish 
profound and continuing impact on it of 
,LV"""", ... "" (Herman 1 
to this world Jewry, it was demonstrated South 
context had own impact community, 
UIU,",l"_,", occurred both in terms of its development in response to 
and political of the host society; in terms of the inclination 
fascism in the war and ongoing anti-semitism. The identity South 
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African was response to these influences and led to the 
",.,...,,,,ro',,,"(',,, of the form of traditionalism and Zionist 
Nationalism. The educational school reflected this configuration and 
. the Holocaust was incorporated into both dimensions. It was deeply embedded 
In psyche of the community and had been a contributing factor toward the 
establishment of the school itself 
The reasons for the growth the school] are various but one major 
factor was undoubtedly the &>+1-.",+" and horrors of the 
:31). 
Another for defining the school's ""'rcn.o,,,+,, the LL,""U~,a.U"L was gleaned 
from the work of the historian Raul Hilberg. In his study of the Holocaust, 
=-=:.===~~~:.="-"-'~ (1 1), he identified 
adopted the Holocaust - he terms them - victims and the 
102 bystanders 
understanding events. 
three groups were 
dissolve in life-time. 
are wide, thus for example the 'victims' include 
also the victims who were 
held a rl1rt""r,ont perspective and 
from one another they did not 
saw what had happened from own 
special perspective and each harboured a separate set of and 
reactions (Hilberg: 1992 Preface IX). 
was on the period of the war itself, an these 
sheds light on the perception of South African Jewish community 
and its understanding of the Holocaust. During the war South African Jews like those 
of North America, were geographically removed from the events the Holocaust 
were communal perception was the outset 
of 'victim' and not 'bystander'. The South Africa was not 
just by association or of a vicarious nature, it was supported very threat of 
local Nazism. Because South African Jewry identified so strongly as a potential 
victim so closely tied to of their families there was none of the 
war trauma guilt of that for example plagued American Jewryl03. 
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me:nnHc,mcm as 'victim' remained central to 
to the Holocaust where increased nt"<>,r .. <!r and 
anti-semitism served to confirm and entrench 
are all victims' was an often repeated phrase not only <>vr"r<><!.;: 
such as Elie Wiesel or theologian-philosopher 
-_ .. ,..,-'-,..,_ ·of communal commemoration as was evident in comments of a 
Town participant in The March for the Living in 1 
are survivors of the Holocaust. Whether we were or 
even had as yet not been born.,. it left its mark on us and on our 
and individual being (Cape Jewish Chronicle July 1 
uu,.~u .... > expectations reflected the same desire to see 
",,.,.,nr<liTAn as an intrinsic dimension in the nurturing 
. fh .,104 perspectIve 0 t e VIctIm . 
identified issues for deliberation 
description and analysis of the 
perspectives of the students, 
for Holocaust education and particularly for 
SchooL 
from the study of the milieu were 
in their 
1, inadequacy of the Chaggim Paradigm to accommodate 
from the milieu. 
introduction of the subject at although children 
were ,-,hII.JV"'-'U to it through the media which to 
""".UY.'''F'lofthe 
3. dislocation in the clash between ~VA.'UA" and 
school and 'the real to 
at 
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4. 
5. 
7. 
In the 1 
impact 
society. 
,Mt.O>f1rr"i-"" the school studies and 
1 
in the wider 
missed opportunity for loenm:vmlg the potential advantage in using the 
external influences as whether co-opting and community, 
or harnessing the resources the AU,",''''.",. 
narrowness of the communal and identity. example the 
'victimological' perspective which rTn ..... ,."." potential enrichment 
insights other perspectives. 
uncritical adherence to an ethnic education without C0I1SI(lefltng 
and 
inadequate preparation and training teachers in 
the above symptoms. 
for ~"'''~AU'''''' with 
Barry Chazan that Jewish eOllcalWI-S had not adequately 
addressed the vital dimension of teaching it had been reduced to 
he 'an inoperative :97). Although 
taught, it was In a '-'VllJ ...... "''-' ... , 
was to a failure to 
definition, and thus also a lack 
a similar way the 
the 
appropriate educational 
.J.V.,"'...,U.U.,. had not beC;OITle 
subject was 
term in 
contemporary 
case study which 
education. This was evident the haphazard approach 
was ,",,,~),,,,-,'aU true 
primary schools. This and potential to transform subject matter into 
a fully term for school in the of "",-,"',-,"'1 
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CHAPTER SIX 
TOWARDS A CURRICULUM 
A INTRODUCTION 
study deliberation has 
oornertt. While 
process deliberation 
identified as process curriculum 
pertinent 
study ,-,UF;U.A'HA 
and texts from one 
and subject analysis, have 
104 
.,-;.''''''''." ..... texture of 
and of the case study. This 7"\ ... ", .... "'" 
subject 
method 
which employed a ........ "',..."'" interaction ""'T·''''''' .... 
rp<.1',.~r{'n techniques and .uU',-,UAp,"', and achieved the' Ll11\,l\.Uv;:,';) of the 
description. In these deliberation in the of the and 
was Sustained by ongoing dialogue and interaction method 
content, the salient could systematised and could now subjected to 
evaluation. 
For Joseph Schwab deliberation was the means for 
defensible curriculum'. Curriculum development 
scholarship (subject matter for own sake) into a resource 
he termed 'a 
of turning 
schools. This, 
according to Schwab, only be achieved through 
deliberation the other 
student, teacher and milieu. 
Schwab rel(~CH:a any of theories objectives on practical 
than the 
av()catea deliberation as both a means for defining symptoms problem, 
and also considering 
Deliberation is 
order to arrive at the defensible curriculum. 
and arduous. It treats both ends and means 
and must treat them as mutually determining one another 
1978:319). 
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At core of such deliberation was a wide and eclectic approach 
diversity would be honoured and cherished and options would be generated through 
=-
what Schwab defined as 'polyfocal conspectus!. explains it as the of 
mastery of a new affording doctrine with thoroughgoing involvement in bringing 
doctrine to as a lens. (Schwab 1 writing of 
deliberation competing his of polyfocal 
applies well to 
beyond the {'nTnrn,,,>",... 
Tyler!s terms (Tyler 1950:24)1 and they 
act as filters objectives Schwab advocated the employ such 
screens as an integral of the process and not just as defining and filter 
product deliberation. While Schwab encouraged drawing on 
theories knowledge could bring to case, cautioned against 
dominating or subsuming any commonplaces or the deliberation process 
terms study the <>vY,,,,r,,, were consulted and was 
brought to the was 
the perspective of the histo ian2 The subject matter is rooted in which as a 
discipline a specific structure and such as historical accuracy 
integrity, and what Schwab termed the substantive structures of the 
discipline. Yet counterpoised to the historian!s perspective was the of the 
field literature and especially children!s literature of the Holocaust. Another' 
that was brought to the deliberation was that of the psychologist whose contribution 
is not only the psychology of the learner but also of the impact of 
the matter on alike3. 
including these screens forum was established for considering the issues 
from four commonplaces been used as an organizing 
tool around which the they have not limited by 
these categCIf] cutting across all commonplaces such as 
and outcomes for J.ulIJ\Ja.u"'. education were reserved debate following these 
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individual categories. 
COMMONPLACE: MATTER 
Both the literature on Holocaust education and the case a multitude 
of diverse issues associated with the subject matter. such as 
incomprehensibility, reductionism, and the recognition of the 
contemporary Jewish identity, all hold direct implications for 
of the Holocaust 
It been any to seek understanding of 
Holocaust is subject to distortion, and if incomprehensibility confronts the adult then 
it places Holocaust even out reach of the child. the 
would be helplessness a shutting out subject The 
was a human phenomenon can and if they 
are thoughtfully to of the student, and without 
denying or incomprehensibility. 
sound means the sense of would 
tea.cn<~r to openly and honestly the adult's uncertainties with the student and to 
seeking understanding even with knowledge that comprehension 
may never be reached. This approach is consistent with the philosophy 
the Herzlia system and serves as a reminder about the importance discussion 
teaching of this subject. Theological philosophical the pupils 
not 
the teacher 
OTl,..,.,..",,, even if the ."'''''''''''' is a simple 
no answer. 
of bringing the subject to the pupil a persists, in 
rr""""""n1' that 
In 
problem with interpretation of the subject The of the 
Holocaust intentionally or unwittingly, to anyone goal inevitably leads to 
distortion and exploitation of the subject matter. Chaim Schatzker warns 
possibility: 
The focus on any particular goal education a 
distortion of the historic truth and the human meaning 
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diminishing its significance and with the danger of reducing it to 
perspectives for exploitation (Schatzker: 1980). 
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Thus, for example the notion of employing the Holocaust as a means of nurturing 
identity and as a central dimension of Jewish identity has repeatedly been criticized. 
Jacob Neusner for example not only rejects the distortion that this encourages but 
also points to its inadequacy for the ethnic identity of American Jewry. 
The ethnic Jewishness of 'Holocaust and Redemption' ... has failed in 
its chosen mission to keep Jews Jewish (Neusner:1993)4. 
As in the case of the American community, the case study in South Mrica reflected a 
similar increase in Holocaust awareness, however, the identity of South Mrican Jewry 
remains rooted in a much stronger appreciation of Jewish tradition and culture. The 
case study revealed that although the Holocaust was recognized as a central event in 
modern Jewish history, this was understood in the context of a far larger continuum 
of historical development. 
Yet even when the Holocaust was contextualized in the framework of wider Jewish 
history, a danger persisted that is closely akin to distortion through over-emphasis, 
namely in the teaching of Jewish history as a history of victimization. The Jewish 
historian Salo Baron referred to this as 'the Lachrymose conception' of Jewish history 
r 
which views Jewish history as one of incessant suffering and persecution. Wistrich 
explains that this chronically negative view of Jewish history turns history into 
victimology (Wistrich quoted in Stanger and Brown, 1992)5. The effect of this 
lachrymose perception of Jewish history is one of disillusion and rejection. Herman 
Blumberg pointed out that it may even give rise to subconscious accusations against 
the victims with the view that they 'brought it upon themselves' (1968). It would also 
give rise to alienation and rejection of identification through the view that if this is 
what being Jewish means, then why be Jewish? Albert Friedlander encapsulates the 
problem in the following observation: 
In bringing our children to the rim of the pit and the door of the 
chamber we risk their identifying too closely with the victims, on the 
one hand they may fall prey to genuine self hate, or at least 
disillusionment with Judaism and the Jewish people (Friedlander 
_. 
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quoted by Blumberg, 1968). 
Of-all interest the subject displayed by 
cas'e study, there was no discernible 
pupils 
that 
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Weizmann in the 
any way 
overwhelmed by the subject nor did it other components 
of Jewish study showed that pupils constantly placed 'Israel' 
'Torah' on a par and more usually ahead of emphasis interest the Holocaust. 
Similarly formal curriculum in history on the period and on 
modern Israel. Taking these into account it was clear the domination of a 
lachrymose perception of Jewish history had little opportunity of developing at 
Weizmann. 
A typical distortion in Holocaust education and prevalent at Weizmann 
was emphasis on spiritual and physical antitheses of victimization, 
it appeared as a means of coping with the unremitting destruction of the Holocaust 
and out of proportion to the historical focus on physical 
and uprisings, themes typical of Holocaust education in 
the case study, counter-balanced the discomfort and the perceiyed 
passivity of the murdered victims. This emphasis had the of making 
both 
such as 
of more for Roskies discredits 
distorted emOhl:lSlS 
I have never once a child spontaneously Jewish 
The is a function 
guilt, self-justification and .... u'.nv"',.,' .• ,.,., 
found 
the 
cited as an example of 
(1975) Berenbaum (1986:445) 
which often 
'Righteous Amongst The 
argued that 
on goodness in the morass distort and diminish the 
emphasis 
of the 
Both Roskies and Berenbaum attempted to focus 
of displayed by a few people cannot in any 
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destruction (Roskies: 1975). 
the teaching of' goodness'. But does not 
do so to v<,uau\"" he readily the 
sense of In Holocaust (Schulweis: 1 
and dangerous 
continue to 'redeem 
Schulweis y",,,,TAr.T\ 
not 
For Schulweis 
but through "Tnr.",,, they 
For 
in humanity the pupil 
on measunng r.yr',....r1,rt",.,,..,,,, of the tragedy (Schulweis: 1 
Laurence a more balanced nnrr,,;u'n between these two opposing 
views. insists on a more sophisticated approach that explains the conditions and 
the the acts rescue without simply icons of morality. The 
rescuers should not be to status without depth without an 
appreciation of their acts (Baron 1988). The problem offocus could be 
resolved by emphasizing affirming dimensions as advocated by Schulweis, but 
if it is set the backdrop of the This 
distortion by keeping the destructive dimensions in 
the same give young a more 
goodness'. 
would at 
the 'acts 
issues 
discipline 
and are central to the Holocaust but are not significant 
In This discipline could not offer an all embracing critique or 
framework for the subject of the Holocaust and it fails to incorporate the subject's 
impact on contemporary identity. Thus Holocaust historian Yehuda 
reSDOlnat~Q with a an 'alliance of the Chronicler and Job' (Bauer 1 : 48). 
,"v,,,"',,,, the Holocaust was a event and its remained in 
history and on the substantiative structures discipline. 
cognitive required, are beyond ability and sophistication of the 
school the requirements of historical and accuracy should be applied in 
what Bauer terms conscientious approach' (Ibid). This is all the more necessary 
light of the by Holocaust and who 
challenge authenticity of the facts themselves. 
_. 
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The study showed that the ofHerzlia Weizmann are immersed in the 
collective memory of the local Jewish which incorporates Holocaust 
and symbols rituals associated with Holocaust. of 
collective memory nurtures ethnic identity but also lays the groundworK-for later 
development and is consistent with Erikson's view that later historical processes 
already enter individual's core at childhood (Erikson 1968 :257). In child's 
maturation into adolescence cognitive skills become more sophisticated, and 
analytical skills and critical analysis are commensurate with the teenage period 
Erikson defines as the period of the youth's individual formation. 
In youth the life history interacts with history where individuals are 
confirmed their identities and in their styles 
(Erikson 1967:258). 
and the the 
build a 
In primary school would need to introduce key aspects and 
more sophisticated vocabulary and conceptualization that is 
appropriate in content and method to each successive age level. At the primary school 
this would involve an eclectic approach that responds to the child's appreciation and 
identification stories heroism, resistance and individual These 
would to be set background of events and overarching 
this 
'the 
later historical investigation such as 
High schools. 
these 
and at 
studies 
are far more 
same they prepare the 
out Herzlia H.UU.UI'" and 
While Holocaust and other cultural texts such as story telling 
testimonies, are compelling accompaniments for Holocaust study for an adult, 
children's Holocaust literature has an especially important role for primary school 
pupil. Kimmel notes that involving children in the subject will not be 
history, simulation or by but 
(Kimmel 1 Kuhmerker observes that children's if suitable, offers a 
means for fusing cognitive and awareness of the subject. This is 
especially ""F.u • .,'",,,,",a because of the younger child's inability to with a historical 
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even for older student should be complimented by 
Marinak explains that the literary 
the In facts, the consequences and 
(Marinak, 1993). 
Suitable books could help the recogmze human and foster 
even youngest age appropriate picture-books an 
excellent introduction to the This is well illustrated by titles such as 
1983) (Appendix alternative 
where empathy is not reserved the victim alone 
of this is to be found in Hans 
(Richter; 1 
Literature be as a text for study as in the case 
Frank (1952) which was studied in Standard Four at Weizmann. It be used 
as a for a course as formulated by 
could be to 
support teaching or alternatively it could general 
enrichment through pupils 
The Weizmann School library offered a suitable collection books to answer 
the individual child's needs appropriate books could be 
level of maturity interest without imposing the subject on 
books to child requires 
by the at the .,...,uvv> where mediation 
commonly practised. 
It is duty of the librarian to bring the book to 
at the time .. I certainly not wish to foist 
(Interview School librarian). 
case literature certain 
literature historical accuracy and authenticity, are added to 
with child's 
which was 
was 
right child 
books 
the case of Holocaust 
requirements of 
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literary quality. While 
overwhelm the reader, 
horror of the subject should not be allowed to 
Langer the need to deal with 
the Holocaust and that between the two extremes there is a wealth of material 
confronting Holocaust dealing with the issues 
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The wide range of Holocaust related literature children is evident in the numerous 
bibliographies on subject.·For example Karen Shawn a bibliography that 
carries a synopsis of each book and according to suitable pupils 
from two to twelve. She further the teacher by commenting on 
the books and by adding a list of books which she problematic (Shawn; 
1994). Bibliographies follow chronology as the case of selection, 
or they may follow a thematic such as the one adopted 
(1 Barbara (1993) where listed !:>pronrn to 
such as-
The Weizmann school library as a resource such books was noted as housing 
many types of books and particularly those Holocaust books suited to the 
primary school. full potential of the multitude of books the most recent 
publications available for the younger pupils however, had not explored. With 
the rapidly increasing development of Holocaust literature evident, the most recent 
and bibliographi s7, the library would to more fully developed as 
a resource at the school. .L",,","''-'' . .I1 also need not be 
to literature and in absence of a resource centre the school, the library could 
house additional resources from art, music, film and the news - all 
of which remained largely untapped but which could enhance the 'vU''-'UH 
This view was by 
media doesn't it easier it it more possible 
(Interview Librarian). 
COMMONPLACE: STUDENT 
question repeatedly in the literature and in case study was the 
appropriate age at which to initiate the child into Holocaust education. 
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The Holocaust is so horrifying an event if one could, one would 
postpone indefinitely telling children But the 
IS - it is our heritage we can't make it by ignoring it. 
(Greenberg: 1 
A general consensus emerged indicating that ideal time would be 
schooVmiddle school as case of state schooling in Britain and the 
was by a forum of Jewish educators of different Jewish denominations 
which reCOITlmfm begin at 13-14 years. 1973). 
took consideration concerns regarding < .... uuu •.• '" C.1·TOI""'·te the subject 
may on younger and the with the 
as history. 
child is to grasp the ""F-.u .... ,"'''''' 
these events can only be frightened by to it (Isaac 
1968). 
protective impulse typifies the repeated attempts found throughout 
Holocaust education literature to shield child from trauma of the 
subject. 
Dagan while 
recognition to Ty;n,'p,-" 
.... rJ"'to.~t"T'" impulse also allows 
that the 
technological world 'brings 
1987 
of time and space 
",n"",,",,,,,,, that attempts to shield the child are a 
disservice that the mystification of the subject, misinformation 
trauma. To this end prepared psycho-educational approach to ..... a'~HUll'". the 
Holocaust early childhood her 
== (Dagan 1 (Appendix 2(iii) Review) confronts the 
carefully structuring and guiding learning n,..{"\r'p~ She pre-empts and 
child the encounter with the u ...... 'au.'" Israeli children are exposed 
to public on the to 
The psychologist Yael Dannieli Ulo<.l""'''L'' introducing 
importance not the child's 
subj ect at the 
but 
of 
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appropriateness of the approach. 
The way you convey to the child is really more 
whether you convey it. If you want learning to take place you 
have to address yourself to the group In 
1979). 
Psychology offers numerous about the stages of the child's development and 
"'F'.I"'"'''. useful guidelines for preparing Holocaust education. Dagan her 
approach points out that the young conceptual skills 
such as IS el,H)Cemn syncretic in thinking is at the 
preconventionallevel of moral development. These provide 
useful parameters for preparing the content and method for teaching the childS . 
..IJu.,=. .... u HCL 3-4). a similar manner previously described shift from collective 
history into high school was in concert with Erik 
conceptual 
built on knowledge, introduces new """ •• """,,,nn,., to the 
and reSDOIlOS directly to student's psychological development. 
These insights into the child's thought assist in '-'''"''''"'''"'F'. with 
and to There was consensus 
through stories of the 
individuals9. <1.1..11""", .... to traumatic concepts such as 'death' and 'violence' 
which like Holocaust itself, cannot hidden from the child. Thus .1'-U,""'''_'' argues 
since the child is V""'E,H"""',5 to develop a personal of it would 
unjustifiable to bland, facts (Roskies 1975:45). 
Similarly Israel Charny notes that teaching about violence needs to be addressed. 
[It] is as misleading a ",,,,,',nn as to whether or not sex vUI..Iv"',L!U IS 
In both cases areas human 
children inevitably learn a good deal about these impulse forces that 
lurk within them as well as 
responsibly attempts to guide 
1969:16). 
whether or not socie'!y 
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These guidelines notwithstanding, a disclaimer must 
commitment to a of psychology or to 
-' response to such a was Schwab's motivation 
'On The Corruption By Psychology' 
a theory of child should not be 
endeavour which .;)"UY''''' 
practical case. 
competing theories 
that a 
writing his cautionary 
1958: 169), For 
to subsume the curricula 
measure them against the 
An example of such a text that is defined by a assumption is 
case ofyitzchak 1985 textbook Review: 
2(i) Review). textbook was on the premise that 
readily relate to of other children. Roskies challenges this 
Children identifY only with plight of other 
children, so is no reason to limit 
and stories about young martyrs 
The pupil at would be more inclined to 
Jewishness with children rather than 
their strong Jewish encourages pupils to 
beyond just of children per se. 
Jewish won't identifY that readily 
with V LV""'''''''"' some remote 
Jewish ",,,Lun,,,,, children and communities 
(Interview 
to children's diaries 
:45). 
with their 
juvenile 
the plight of fellow 
children in Rwanda or 
definitely identifY with 
identification is 
would arouse anxiety in was another 
Teaching about Holocaust was a way 
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Concern that the 
that was repeatedly 
demystifYing the child and helped to avoid creating and reinforcing a 
but this meant 
for the subject to 
to possible It been argued that 
""".u_", .... and would to 
experience some OlSlcorntort and anxiety, but a delicate 
would prevent the child overwhelmed. 
It behoves us considering teaching such as violence (of the 
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Holocaust] to to create a learning atmosphere in which there will 
a experience of anxiety but not overwhelming terror. 
(Chamy 1969: 16). 
A failure to maintain a would result in the same as lachrymose 
perception of Jewish history, namely disillusionment and rejection, or at the least a 
defence mechanism that would shut it out with a shield case 
point was demonstrated by the standard three pupil at Weizmann, who 
encouraged by her parents to watch the documentary 2:...!.!~~~L!:.!:'--.!..!...2:!-~~~~, 
explained that had feigned in order to avoid watching. 
And I stopped reading the book [Number The Stars] because I didn't 
want to more about war (Interview 27. Pupil). 
A also m opposite effect which result in a 
ODl)eS~)lV(~ne:ss and of ghoulish interest. most vulnerable children would those 
already at risk. 
I think you may find most children who are particularly 
dysfunctional and emotionally ... they might thrive on this 
sort of thing (Interview 6: School Psychologist). 
would need to maintain the and able to identifY 
threat a breech, being particularly vigilant symptoms by dysfunctional 
children. 
There are indicators that are symptoms that involvement is 
inappropriate and too intense ... "'A',,'-'~'~' 
nightmares, physical as a trembling 
weeping or nausea (Interview Psychiatrist). 
The teacher would also have to maintain a delicate balance between the curiosity of 
individual pupil and the of the The would 
skills at and pupils who 
questions or into areas inappropriate for the group. 
Say to individual that at the end of the 'Let's chat - you and 
1', thereby one dealing the whole class (Interview 
Psychiatrist). 
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Overcoming the inherent dangers and the ",A',,,,,,,;)1 
should nonetheless be dealt with in an honest way a manner that .n"'''''''~'' 
humility. Deceptions even with th~-~ intentions would to a loss of trust in 
to be the teacher and would add to the anxiety. 
addressed. 
Clearly one cannot ... one tmages 
and 
Euphemisms are a 
details -
(Interview 
recognition 
mourmng 
working 
The method 
environment 
responses, 
Discussion was a 
sought to 
Review of 
with 
that 
on the 
by 
In more difficult 
'murdering' or 'massacring' 
that there should be 
OOf'ISeS such as of revenge, fear, and 
to be ready to guide pupils in 
be around a safe 
are for the pupil to express 
('\"'''~l'''ll'''lP<;:<;: to the the pupil may pose. 
programmes, and textbooks generally 
thought provoking sources (Appendix 
It was also noted, however, that in some texts 
higher order thinking, inhibiting meaningful en~~agement 
encourages discussion from the outset. 
should begin with discussion of knowledge nn"\J,n, 
on earlier experiences as a trigger for open discussion. ~U1">-'bU'1"> 
manner should not be limited to the introduction but would to 
classroom ethos and the lesson structure would 
participation. Along with these 
and enrichment of both 
recommended that vA"v';>,'" 
involvement and actions. Ceremonies and 
could be 
pupil. 
through 
and 
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in addition to that had entrenched, pupils could be 
to the new and original rituals would be 
as bOfh memorialization creative involvement. 
Many had sought techniques that would ""' .. "" .... """"' pupils actively involve 
them but some examples display the teacher's inability to discern appropriate 
educational activities from trivializing gimmicks. An often repeated exercise was 
tacking of a yellow star on to a child!s garment as an act of solidarity and 
identification with Holocaust victims. (Rosenthal 1974)10. Philip Arian claimed that 
the yellow star attached to each pupil converted 'badge shame' into a 'badge of 
honour', he to register irony of his own added observ~tion and 
consternation: 
Some of the students known for their devotion to things Jewish had 
even to wear the yellow badge! (Arian, 1 
Bea and simulations she 
a of cloakroom for to 
simulate a deportation 
and role-play that creates 
(Stadtler 1976:220). She discounted simulations 
deprivation because they frequently backfire and 
because they are temporary fabrications that trivialize the And 
she does advocate cerebral simulation which ultimately has the same effect of 
simplifying complex issues and trivializing the events. she r"',.. ..... ,....,,.,.... 
a in which a must choose friends to hide a futuristic 
out shelter - as a supposedly would parallel the dilemmas and choices 
II by members of the Judenrat ghetto . (Stadtler 1976:220) . 
LJ,,",H.U"" sums up at the 
Role simulation, Holocaust games (such as the Board 
'Gestapo') are They simulate reality and a 
sense of experience. And at the same time as they might teach, they 
tend to entertain and amuse as well (Copeland: 1978). 
Similarly, warns of a of , ...... 'v ...... of the nature 
described above: 
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Another means 
anxiety is to 
encouragmg 
confronting the 
than that 
bystanders in 
IS ;;'1111\.1.1"'" of the Holocaust an intellectual 
psychologically to a 
a means 
a perspective in addition to that 
'Bystander', and identification with 
but it 
death 
with 
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the pupil would temporarily other 
student as 
,.,.."+,.,..,"',,,+ to action and 
. This would bring new lessons to 
and would raise issues of 
the stated aims of developing a sense their own 
humanity ~~~~~~~~~~~ 1993:9), 
It is anxiety relieving if 
a COrnmltmlent u .... 'u .. 'un""" that is to 
one's 
Such a 
notion ofa 
identifying 
position 
D. 
The ."''''''".'''. 
confluence 
position in terms 
therefore 
The Herzlia 
part of the 
development. 
besides 
content 
all mankind (Charny: 1 
would also assist in breaking 
perception of Jewish history 
rather than as victims, 
victimisation of other 
TEACHER 
in education positioned at 
VVHHHVUVH .... "'''' (Dlin 1991'1 
implementation and 
development of curricula. 
recognized this and teachers were 
disposition that favours 
was found to be the case in the 
the currieulum itself was only 
While this had offered a wide 
fragmentation and isolated 
is funnelled into 
on behalf of 
towards a 
VU,.l.U'-HJl<.'J.;) the student by 
" ..... vup" ..... '" their 
Dlin terms 'the 
teacher at a pivotal 
curriculum, and 
latitude as 
educational 
Studies where 
regarding 
innovation, it had also 
by either groups or by 
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individual teachers. In case education rise to a lack 
cohesion both within individual schools within the global 
""", 
Teachers responses teaching the in the interviews and 
questionnaires, indicated their sense of and the extent of these problems. 
were similar all the Herzlia primary schools and could be 
clustered the issues which are illustrated by comments drawn from 
teachers interviews. 
(i) Insufficient 
we want to know how much to 
we want to know from a of view what we are 
to 
we would like to the help of a psychologist or say a rabbi, to 
tell us and help us. 
(ii) A lack structure and 
(iii) 
there a graded primary school curriculum per year 
what is being taught in Jewish Studies on the Shoah? 
I have no of aspects the Holoca~~t] appearing in other 
in the school. 
proper directive from above [for teaching] 
is needed. 
trgl1T'11Micr In 
I need input on how to approach 
we need more training 
we need of how to put it across 
lack resources and 
More appropriate materials are needed 
we need materials such as books and films. 
aspects 
Elly Dlin-in his paper for advancing curricular development for studies, 
presents an for successful through general enhancement of 
(Dlin 1991:11). He quotes Aron's for 
to 
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professionalization of ."y,..., .. ",,!". as being - ar~'~T'~>r autonomy; legitimacy 
knowledge and and task. 
recommendations a problem at the Herzlia Primary Schools 
,,."',',,," was identified as UeSD11te a 
responsibility, autonomy 
efforts faced with the severe and to and 
commemorate a definition difficult to teach. had resulted a 
of ","',A"'",'" inadequacy 
knowledge of resources and curriculum, 
there was confusion and a confidence which underscored the appeal 
the issues raised the would require allocation of time set 
and T'\r"'C!~"T' a programme seminars and workshops, These 
formally existed for gleaning information the 
for the case study, These the form of weekly seminars in various 
schools included the Judaica department. Without a clear 
curriculum Holocaust education the and 
sessions would not in fulfilling their potential and would continue to 
be in a random manner for planning events as they occurred or for 
teacher enrichment. These sessions teachers could be utilized in the case 
Holocaust education. While could still be based on teachers specific requests and 
concerns they could address such as teachers personal involvement and 
difficulties with subject; enriching the teachers knowledge; methodological.",,,,,.,,,,,,, 
and also of resources their uses. 
(i) ,.,"'Y'",,1"'" Dimension 
case study teachers r~t,"'rr~'rl to their own In U""Ull'r; 
with the subject as adults, and difficulties it raised for in 
"~rlt+n,a it to children, Thus head of Hebrew at Weizmann 
I have never had teachers who told me they dontt want 
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to but I don't know if have never told 
me! (Interview 18: of Hebrew). 
The a of 
to deal with emotional, V"''''VY.:J. intellectual 
as 
calls 
personal 
\J\J"UF..:J about 1982) 
Similarly Dagan, in psycho-educational approach, 
concern not only for the well-being of the pupil 
but also for concrete 
of preparatory as an introduction an 
orientation. questions, intended the individual or groups 
reflection about personal exposure to the aims and 
content knowledge. encourages and debate by asking 
questions such as opinions about when to introduce child 
to the to key such as 'Shoah' 
and 'Sheep to the (Dagan 1987:S.P.2). 
Dagan's approach is an important contribution because it serves not 
to teachers to the difficulties and nuances of the 
subject, but it also teachers opportunity to express own 
(,,,,,".1"'1.1"'0. difficulties a mutually group. 
The study revealed that none of the staff interviewed had formally 
the subject beyond secondary school over a third 
staff had lectures on the of 
the subject would confidence in and 
teaching the subject (Sherwin 1982). 
International courses such as those at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and at 
the Holocaust Memorial Museum Washington 
study of the subject. the case study that even the local 
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a multitude courses and programmes were 
could be encouraged to and to 
gleaned them. An additional and option would 
the school to the a selected of 
for 
who 
Guest 
co-ordinate wider staff. 
the review of books, .... V'~"".u"LnJ. films and news are 
useful resources 
(1976) serves as a good <>v"..,.,n! 
with the use appropriate "' .... A' ... "''' 
Nancy 
textbook 
thereby greater ""VILllll.l...,l.l\.<\.< for ~~~'UU"M the subject. 
(iii) Methodology and Resources 
Based on principle of and and 
to teachers more information, the could be 
used to explain the structural framework and the "' .... '.~Ul'''' principles of 
the Awareness structure 
clarity over crr",·,,-r':'r perspective 
own within curriculum. Alleviating 
isolation would also by some teachers' to 
have to do everything' Awareness 
global curriculum would also teachers from random emomlSlS of 
a favoured aspect subject in unnecessary repetition. 
Such duplication and overlap, in the case study would 
overcome as themes would be allocated to designated III 
curriculum. familiarity the global 
would be development a common and 
shared awareness of these would ensure 
development commemoration in suitable for 
school. 
seminar and workshop would also a forum for considering 
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the application 
suggested by the 
. include methods 
and 
workshop would 
skills for 
the potential 
also offer a 
computers, 
Although at of this study 
Museum and resource centre l2, 
resources In 
as the community library and that 
Town lacked a 
revealed 
Town Holocaust Memorial Council ",,,,,,,,r .. " its desire to 
..Lv>,,,,,,,,,,u,",, education, promoting 
international 
through the 
of 
such 
of various 
senOOl were 
limited, 
could be 
,.n."'",""''"' of materials 
and expanded to all the 
schools in South which all the challenge and 
address education ,in the South African context. 
The tealChers role was ,.. .... ,.u, ... ,,.. as being central to curriculum. 
day 
need to 
of the subject to all '''U.,",U'~> in the 
was broadened 
further from 
dimension the SPE:CIIIC case of Holocaust education. The 
carry an additional responsibility v ....... 'au,' .... although not first hand witnesses, 
with 1Ju..;,,",u.,F'. of the teachers will to 
powerful 
survivors. teacher, therefore, would need to 
methods and skills in an area education and a manner for which 
nor a ready to emulate. 
an 
and 
knowledge, 
is neither a 
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C0l\.1J\10NPLACE: H ..... U • .- ........ 
It was established that the milieu is a factor in shaping the 
em;no-emruc identity of South Africa 
ofa 
-the 
in response to 
community's 
teaching the Holocaust The nature 
important dimension for these "\JIlll" .. , 
factor of the deliberation nr",,..,,,,,.,, 
fHlllnn,n to the impact on 
milieu. This has 11"'-J .... """',., ... ''"' the 
and therefore to 
the limitations of ethnic """"""""""Vl an 
and were considered as an """",r_'"rr 
perspective of ethnic identity, 
through its interpretation 
the the question as to to which 
perspectives uu" ...... , .. ,.", .... .:>HeU},"",", or re-enforced the l"'Ipr'(,prITl 
community and its children. It is 
subject would be able to be assess,ea, 
of time that 
would determine if 
V""1\.,,u with the fiftieth merely a passing fad that may 
commemorations that were current at the of the study. But 
assessments reveal, the case study 
study, 
testimony to a significant impact the 
was 
interest was the media of film, video and news. All of 
are financial ",n~"'r,."r' rnn'<lH>n by news media is 
on public interest on film industry is 
dominated by its In accordance 
both media have used and trivilialized it. 
Nelly Wilson has termed 'the of the Holocaust by mass (Wilson 
1 1158), but the enticing of these media which use advanced technology 
financial resources. The impact on the child by such may well be 
more than any to convey the subject in classroom. 
John Barlow expressed concern influences and warns the reaction 
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triggered by visual cannot predicted and could result in revulsion, 
distortion, and reH~Ct10n. 
Adorno's distrust of the culture industry is In on 
insidious power to influence without they are 
influenced, and ability to seduce them into participating in 
their own loss autonomy, (Barlow 1988:1420). 
Children are particularly vulnerable to power filmatic In 
meaning. Barlow stresses the need for teaching of analysis in 'a of 
cultural literacy' to resist what Adorno called 'the programming of the culture 
industry. points out: 
It is not a question of what should be known. Everything is shown and 
probably always will shown legally or illegally.. (Barlow 
1988: 1420). 
Not has been likened to children acquiring knowledge of 
sex from peers, and through the 
of film and television. In both cases of sex and of the 
uU'"'F,'-"" upon the child so that of 
necessity twofold - finding ways to teaching the subject with sensitivity 
with appropriate methods; from a protective position of mediating the 
distortions that confront a child13. approach and the degree to which this is 
carried out would depend on the extent of the exposure, the requirements a 
context which would be the of 
of the pupils a 
It is a question of how to look, how to educate the young in viewing 
and how to stimulate through visual images, and to look beyond the 
image and to on what has been what they 
experienced what they know (Barlow 1988. 1). 
While primary schools sought to perpetuate Jewish identity and was 
teaching the internal religio-ethnic perspective the HolocaustLto secure this 
distortions the media, the 
these influences. Teachers would 
of """,,,+""',,",, .... "",.""''''r'T1 
school would have little choice but to 
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require training in methods that would sensitize pupils and alert them to the 
persuasive power and impact of these influences from the milieu. 
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Teaching the skills of analysis even to young children would be an essential step in 
helping them to confront faddism, trivialization, oversimplification and other 
distortions. Seymour Rossel exemplified this approach of turning the media into the 
content for Holocaust education, when he introduces students to techniques of 
'reading' photographs in his textbook The Holocaust, The World And The Jews 
1933 -4 5 (Rossel 1992: 14) 14 Photographs; video; film; computer programmes; and 
news items from the media could all be harnessed for their educational potential and 
could be transformed into a component of the content of Holocaust education. If 
pupils were guided in this way they would not only be gaining an understanding of 
content but they would be acquiring skills and tools for coping with the media and the 
challenges they pose for interpreting the Holocaust. 
Another dimension of the milieu which was in little evidence in the case study of 
Herzlia Weizmann, was the particular South Mrican context and its history. Using 
'local history' was a field explored by Sheila Chiat in her programme created for a 
Hebrew supplementary school in London (Chiat 1993:6). She demonstrates its 
potential by exploring themes in the relationship between Britain and the Holocaust. 
She devotes a quarter of her programme to this dimension which in the case of Britain 
includes diverse issues such as the refugee children of the pre-war Kindertransporte, 
British involvement in the war, the' home-front', and the complexities of the British 
mandate over Palestine at that time. Rooting the study in South Mrica had limited 
scope for the primary school curriculum because of the pupils limited knowledge of 
the history of South Mrica. Rather than a thematic focus, points of reference and 
interest could be introduced - such as the racial policies of the apartheid system; the 
British incarceration of Boer families in concentration camps; the role of South 
Mricans in the Allied Forces; and popular anti-semitism in South Mrica before and 
during the war years. 
Bea Stadtler uses the local context in this way when she draws on pupils knowledge 
of American history and values and uses these as familiar points of reference for 
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teaching about Holocaust. example, 
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employs concepts such as liberty, 
and symbols in South Mrica and " ....... ,"'" .... , democracy and equality. Old r-r.r,r-",,,,,+ 
apartheid historiography itself, have rejected, but the ""roPrlr'p of the neW 
South Mrica has brought new opportunities. The potential for cross referencing and 
for understanding racism and effects in of the system, could be 
used to enhance ... v,."''"' ... ' .... .,. education. And while not the main thrust for teaching 
at Weizmann, the issues of would about the 
particularly .... <:>T"T.rI<:>rlT and also a personal universal message of 
humanitarianism that prepares 
Mrica. 
pupils roles as ('.t.7<>n of the ' South 
South milieu also a resource of a "PT"PnT and more direct nature 
in the form of and survivors who have 
The survivors story, especially when conveyed by 
their homes in South Mrica. 
survivors themselves, is a 
powerful means informing pupils, this could also be with 
Testimonies, for example, for historical and judicial purposes 
is often 
memory, "'><,",,1l1>< 
pupils would 
Thus 
. . 
m survIvors 
. In addition, nrP'''Pr,T, 
vulnerability of the 
facilitation prior and 
to selective 
a 
the 
to 
are necessary. Chiat also exposing pupils to difficult 
testimonies about ghettos and camps, drawing on the '''''''''''.,,,u,,,,, of 
hidden children or such as the children the kindertransporte. 
In 
Survivors are not a homogenous 
well adjusted, and 
does not '-''''I.lV' ...... to children, they are 
to prepare 
Psychiatrist). 
[the former] and the 
to survIvors in Cape 
are who are 
are survivors one 
and damaged ... one has 
(Interview 
there are members 
community 
soldiers 
family members who were hidden children, fighters, Allied 
many whose <'TAlC'''''' represent a living history and testimony 
suited to presentations or interviews. living UIlTn .. " in direct contact with 
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pupils, "'11j,,""I','" 
compiled 
(Schrire on 
the abstractions and generalizations . 
• " ... ,,,.,,. could nonetheless draw on 
teStltrlOnteS of Holocaust 
of survivors in South Africa - =-=-.;==--'-'-== 
(1995) from which suitable footage could be selected16. 
The perspective the survivor is that of victim, and often the .","UUJ.V"'",,, 
bystanders and perpetrators are overlooked, despite the potential hold of 
respond well to 
understanding. Clara Isaacman, in her textbook =-==-:C:..=.l-"'--"'.::.:=:!~= 
1. : Review), included these 
stories and testimonies 
viewpoints and though 
""FI'll.U"""""",", for 
want children to grow up 
perceiving the world as 
., so that even if the Righteous 
as did Claude 
are 
South 
who 
has to be stressed ... they are an important and 
there are Righteous Gentiles residing in Cape 1 
Council are 
In the ImrneOlate 
the 
school 
as Shearith Ha'Pleitah and The Cape Holocaust Memorial 
5"'U,,"'U1\,/U" in Cape Town which are 
are as potential resources for 
also be included the content 
inner circle of the 
shown that it is the 
or" • .,"",r impact upon the 
to 
subject while 
the home and 
the 
Jewish education was probably more 
While 
the general Jewish atmosphere 
at school (Dubb 1977:90)17, 
applied to the level and attitudes TrnXl<1T-n 
to 
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surveys in 
objections to the Holocaust 
study that not only were there no 
taught or commemorated, but there was 
through 
and by 
1nh.",,,..,,,,, ... + Parental involvement could be further 
,,...,'AU,"'" that would tap into 
the content approach 
encouraged to from their and alongside their 
children the process of commemoration. To this end a project was 
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in 1 in which family at the school a memorial candle in 
order to commemorate Yom HaShoah. Over ninety per cent of pupils the 
Schools reported the with had 
18 
supplied with a text, an explanatory and were encouraged to 
out the ritual with all family members 
Rituals of this sort could play an important not only the 
national and religious act of but 
school values and practises with those of family, and drawing 
integrating 
individual 
family members 1"nc.",,1"I'lpr 
The milieu of family, home and community added another dimension to teaching the 
subject of the Holocaust, for the younger child. While Roskies 
insisted that teaching subject should include an appreciation of what was 
destroyed, focus was on lost culture and communities of Eastern 
-,-,-,-""""1\,,.> 1 :41)19, The primary pupil, lacks cognitive 
to fully comprehend cultural, historical and socio-economic related to 
understanding this loss. Yet drawing on the child's appreciation school, 
synagogue and home - facets life which are directly meaningful to the child, 
may of was destroyed the With this in 
commemorating the Holocaust at home and at would on 
resonance. It would not only the child the family 
commemoration but would act as an affirmation Jewish life and survivaL This 
would in accord with what theologian Emil F ackenheim called the new additional 
6 Command of Torah. 
authentic of today is forbidden to hand another 
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posthumous victory ... we are commanded as Jews to remember the 
martyrs and forbidden to despair of God. (Fackenheim 1978:23). 
Positive affirmation would thus represent a symbolic resistance to the destructi 
intentions of Nazism and a commitment to Jewish continuity. 
F. ESTABLISHING GOALS 
131 
In the overarching issues that cut across the commonplaces the d ermining of goals 
for Holocaust education is a pivotal issue. The wide range of t tbooks, programmes 
and literature on the subject revealed a plethora of goals. As art of the deliberation 
process the multitude of goals were compared and analyse in order to determine 
objectives that were in accord with the needs of the cas study. 
Bea Stadtler identified four components in the goal of Holocaust education, she lists 
these as knowledge; emotion; values; and action tadtler 1978 :218). Each of these 
would be defined by the weltanshuanng ofthei context from which they emerged 
and for which they are intended. Similarly, a was demonstrated in the analysis of 
textbooks (Appendix D), the approach, co tent and method, were determined by the 
ideological assumptions underlying the 
In making a conscious choice perspective the instructor also 
determines the focus of the c rriculum design as well as the vision of 
the Holocaust which may b imparted to the students - to the 
exclusion of alternative vi ws and perspectives (Sherwin 1982). 
A phrase that was repeatedly i oned as a goal for Holocaust education was the 
expression 'Never Againl', b this rallying call and its lack of clarity, typifies the 
diversity of viewpoints and' terpretations of identical data. Michael Ungar questions 
its meaning: 
'Never Again' is ften used to sum up the goals of Holocaust 
education but d es this refer to - 'Never Again to the Jews'; 'Never 
ews allow themselves to be vulnerable'; 'Never Again 
to anyon, or 'Never Again to Genocide'? (Ungar 1992:38) 
EUy Dlin categorized the goals of Holocaust education into 'Universal goals' and 
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nOIOcamiL With this in mind act the Holocaust 
""'uvv~ would take on added resonance. It would not only involve the 
family in commemoration but would act as an affirmation of Jewish and 
This would be in accord with theologian Emil Fackenheim 
new additional 614th Command 
The authentic Jew of today is to hand Hitler .yet another 
posthumous victory '" we are \.Iv ... u .... u~.\.IU as to remember 
martyrs and forbidden to ae~;palr (Fackenheim 1978:23), 
uu.o,uvu would thus a resistance to the destructive 
H .. '...... "' ..... " of Nazism and a commitment to Jewish continuity. 
ESTABLISHING GOALS 
overarching issues that cut across 
.l.lu!!v .. ,ua.". education is a pivotal 
.. 
commonplaces the determining 
of textbooks, 
t"" ... ,t-.l1'''' on the subject revealed a "."",'.nVj,,,, part of the aelJlbe]'atuJn 
in order to tip.i·p.rrrlin of goals were COtnn.aI 
were in accord with case study. 
Stadtler identified four components goals of Holocaust education, lists 
as knowledge; emotion; values; and action (Stadtler 1978:218). Each of 
would defined by the weltanshuunng of context from which they emerged 
they are intended. Similarly, as was demonstrated in the analysis of 
."'''''' ...... v' ... '''." (Appendix D), the approach, method, were determined by 
n .... vl\.J""'.'\.IUl assumptions underlying the 
........... UJ,!'; a conscIOUS '"' .. " .• "'''' 
the focus of the 
Holocaust which may be imparted to 
C'iTlu'+, ...... also 
u,",,,.,,,,u as well as the vision of 
students· to the 
(Sherwin 1982). exclusion of alternative views and np.·cnl"' .... t' 
that was repeatedly intoned as a 
ext)re1;sic)ll 'Never Again!', but this rallying 
viewpoints and interpretations 
meaning: 
for Holocaust education was the 
its lack of clarity, typifies the 
.... """ .. "' ..... data. Michael Ungar 
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goals'. lists Jewish goals as Jewish identity and identification, 
active involvement in the Jewish community and Zionism, and working towards better 
""U"HJ"" between and (Dlin 1991 :26) particularistic goals are 
--generally nationalistic character and are typical of textbooks and programmes 
..... """M"'-''' for Jewish students. focus on the implications of the Holocaust for 
Jewish people and the need to strengthen identity and as demonstrated by 
examples such textbooks: 
We seek to instil a Jewish consciousness and a sense of Jewish 
(Gutman: 1963:132) 
Young Jews find it [the textbook] answers to questions about 
who they are.. they must they too are survivors 
A sense development a 
sense of responsibility the - to ,,-tT"'·no-t 
(Herman 1977:4) 
his of universal Dlin H' .... 'IUU'~ ... the level of critical thinking for 
citizenship in a democracy, prejudice reduction, raising level moral 
judgement, and on human nature and the understanding of the essence of 
man (Dlin 1 universalistic not unexpectedly, are reflected in 
books curricula of non-parochial, state education liberal democracies such as 
the United Kingdom and United States. These are social character 
combat 
To teach civil what call llJlj'rn1JYl'lG'p and the 
importance of responsible citizenship (H. Friedlander 1979) 
the fundamental problems of the individual's relation to the 
modern state (Kean 1983 
understand and """""',"''-' .... to mechanisms arouse prejudice 
(Gutman and Schatzker 1984:6) 
focus on social and national goals and ... ~.~,."" these ",,-·.u ... ,,,, such 
as moral judgement and individual's rights in a he not 
specifically recognize a third category to the and behaviour 
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individuaL This on of personal 
goals m m 
To act humanity in and decisions 
daily lives (Webb 1978:XIV) 
To think about events in relation to own lives and (Supple: 
1993 
To of rational and thinking (Carmon 13) 
categories national, social and humanistic/individual goals are not 
exclusive au .... "' ..... in a number combinations. presence 
individuals goals with universal, and with goals resulted in Dlin!s 
of these care!!()! 
llUc.1VUC.U goals n .. """,nT" 
is reduced to case ;)LU.\,U,"," 
combination universal and Jewish 
other, the 
more I1tY"~"'rI 
prejudice, racism gerlOClloe. In Jewish "'Y'''''''''LlV this 
' .... 11."1"''' was less and universal goals were almost always included as at least 
secondary goals in such listlo. 
the 
programmes 
context however, 
dimension, The ".",,,,0 .. <1 
to the 
To 
Amongst Jewish 
took on an &> .. ",<,'1"1'1,0 nuance with some 
",u.u"vv and humanitarian the 
the automatic 1"'1 .... ;)1\..'11 of the Jewish national 
references to a democratic society is understood to be a 
as in the case of the goals defined by Carmon. 
in their ",'1'"",,,,,.,+ to becoming ofa 
13). 
in many have been a calls for a 
balance between the universal and the goals. Herman ...,,,,neLl.""'. 
expressed to find a 
address the wider humanitarian 
In Jewish the concern is 
balance or approach that 
goals the 
desire many recogmze a to 
dimension as to the nature education, 
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While not ignoring the unrealistic implications, it is more to focus 
attention of Jewish youth on particularistic Jewish implications 
of what was a of Jewish people 1 
to the same of view Stadtler 1-''''''''''''''' on the Jewish 
dimension but incorporated this. 
can be alerted to up the cause when is any attrition 
liberties because the most insignificant curtailment can the 
of Jews and non-Jews (StadtIer 1 18). 
The emphasis of the balance, exact position on the particularistic-universalist 
continuum, and the concommitant emphasis on cognitive and affective aspects, along 
goals of personal relevance, are all determined by the ethos and dictates of the 
..".".".a~,v context and 
establishing the place role education at 
appropriate could be Pupils matched by of the 
parents, and community members, included personal and universal 
dimensions, but were most heavily weighted in favour of the national-traditional ethos 
the Concepts continuity, 'Vv,uu.''VU'V 
.Ll,",nv~,aU"L of the Jewish prominently in 
responses. 
education and the 
.LV"...,""".""'" education in the school firmly in the realm of ethnic 
of Jewish identity. issue was less consensus over 
goals, and more to do with establishing precisely what is meant by education in 
Weizmann context. 
ETHNIC EDUCATION 
The term ethnic education has been applied to a number of types of education and in 
many different contexts. 
lamJal!Jry ethnic , .... "OU ... Y 
example in South African context it has 
development to oeI'oeltuate 
system. also arisen as a result 
of recognition to minority groups in pluralistic societies and liberal 
democracies as Britain North America it manifests as multicultural 
education. This sometimes taken the of tokenism rather than ntt',. ... 'n 
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study of an ethnic group. has taken other 
in the context of Herzlia 
established this school. 
it reflects the ethos Jewish community 
community employs Jewish education in the 
"", .. 
Day-School as a means of survival and continuity and with the aim 
perpetuating nPT""Tl'" commitment to 
community, to Judaism, Jewry. 
The primary objective education is to 
Jewish identity.. a clearer sense 
acceptance of this U,",'Ullt::.llJ't::. as positively meaningful 
At the core of ethnic 
complex 
of the individual 
social-psychological .... "',·., .... ,.,."'tnlP 
identity in the fonowing 
context of the Herzlia 
identity. Identity 
and 
by Simon 
the Jewish group or 
and 
1 ). 
'-"'<'!H"'"'' case study, 
an awareness of self 
the 
.... '.d ... n.'..., Jewish 
relationship of The attributes 
the individual to Jewish group, and the reflections in him of its 
attributes 
Herman also identifies a 
These 
essential 
(Herman 1 
Recognizing this 
irreducible to 
of both 
Jewish identity which sees as being made up of a 
or peoplehood 
cannot be isolated without 
and distorting the nature 
has argued that 
~u,.""".~ or just ethnic 
';;;ULI'-',UIUH did not fit 
it is precisely the 
hprpntll" sui generis nature 
identity 
education is 
showed that a unique 
denominational 
ethnic-national 
aspects which 
education its' Janus 
education as in 
education found, 
society. Chazan 
give Jewish identity 
faced image,21 1975:2). 
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duality in education was abundantly reflected in the case study 
national traditional and SchooL It was also the 
observances ceremonies carried out at Yom HaShoah. Identity is 
however not identity is moulded the conditions of the 
society. implications for the ethnic 
emphasis of Jewish emphasis 
on mandatory had dominated South African 
while this included a strong dimension 
component on increased In the post-apartheid era with 
pn1,,,,,r,:-rPt'If""" of an overarching national identity South Africa, there also been an 
increased for all In and this has 
the emphasis on the ","",'v, • .., dimension at an official institutional 
Despite the impact and influence the surrounding points out 
identity also an independent existence in form accumulated historical 
products (Herman Holocaust is such a historical experience that has 
become fixed the collective of the people and has established a 
shared and sense of common To that end it has a sense of 
peoplehood that is central to ethnic identity. It has engendered In 
as was case all streams 
were joined in communal 
identified and 
unifying effect of the Holocaust 
in order to further the sense of peoplehood, and of 
shared memory: 
were not all socialists, not all 
[Ultra-Orthodox], not 
not and not all 
not all 
Mizrachists 
- they were 
Kial - the totality our people (Lamm 1976: 
terms of establishing 
not 
values. 
for Jewish emlcanon. 
alms, by definition 
on nationhood 
ethics and 
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education must - .. t,,~1",-
of the messages 
exclusively in 
experience 
moral or it is not one 
it cannot engage 
one of several dimensions 
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In state schooling in Britain and Holocaust was as part moral and 
values, In education as was evident in the case study, the Holocaust 
while carrying such was primarily concerned with identity 
nurturing a sense of peoplehood, Personal ethics, morality and universal values 
were intrinsic lessons not only permeate all of Jewish but 
have their own components wider f"I"I""Ulf\,.i.r of Jewish 
the "vuv", 
type espoused by School to went 
beyond issue of the duality of national religious example 
order to devel<?p pupils' to a collective national identity a suitable 
" 
balance was 
manifested itself in 
between and cognitive education, balance 
and informal and in the parallel spheres of 
mpmf',r~tIAn and Chaim Schatzker points out the '1'\1'<>1"1""\" 
spheres the need to them for analysis, 
There is no doubt that Kfl()WleO£!e and 
interlinked essential, but 
to separate them as 
considerations 
cognitive approach to the study 
the we have 
tt.::>,·pnt and specific didactic 
Holocaust is thematic or chronological 
and is characterized by and by and critical based on 
research and on historical sources. contrast approach is by 
and to arouse profound feelings and is experiential emotional 
in nature. Within and this 
rise to the teachers the case study. goal of 
nurturing emphasis on commemoration but it includes study 
even co-opts to enhance 
aims. development a historical, approach on 
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Middle and 
needs to be 
Schools where students intellectual sophistication 
by such an But even these more advanced 
the affective dimensions would need to be through .... u." ......... ceremonies and 
commemoration which are given depth and resonance historical, 
cognitive dimension. 
The case study demonstrated how the approach dominated pnmary 
school, 
an 
vehicle 
content and 
identification. The 
namely 
the development 
h"'Y'",1'/'\"'''' on the main 
intellectual sophistication of the senior primary school pupils, however, should be 
The introduction to the historical becomes critical for creating a 
bridge and a sense continuity as the shifts in the move from primary to 
middle school. Failure to bridge the shift of would serve to invalidate the 
approach and appeal in the primary school when students to 
their earlier 
indoctrination. For 
as childish or even more as a 
same reason simulations were inappropriate 
Holocaust and 
responses, they serve to oversimplify and trivialize, and rely on 
manipulation of the child. 
affective 
emotional 
more common approach, and one used in case study was previously 
described as the' Chaggim Paradigm'. This paradigm was entrenched as a normative 
approach in Jewish Studies of pnmary and it involved 
both teaching and and observance through celebration, commemoration and 
of 
ritual. It included other of the Jewish Studies curriculum such as prayer; laws 
customs which likewise were both studied at The case 
n,,""'-"""'1" also the of the "'1'1''''I''1'n of this paradigm. 
primary school, it the main and approach in teaching Holocaust in 
required closer 
Some the shortcomings of the Chaggim related to the nature of the 
paradigm rather to the specific the or Yom HaShoah. The 
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commitment to preparing and commemorating each festival at the time of its 
calendar appearance was a respected facet of the school's curriculum, but it also 
resulted in relegating the teaching of the subject to a specific and fix~d time of the 
139 
year. This was done without any regard for chronology or the historicity of the 
content, or of the suitability of the timetable. The commemoration and especially the 
teaching of the subject was therefore isolated, fragmented, lacking in development, 
and repetitive. Neither did this paradigm encourage or promote integration into the 
wider curriculum. 
The limitations of the paradigm were further exacerbated in the case of the 
commemoration of the Holocaust because of the nature of the subject. Foremost was 
the difficulty presented by the magnitude and weight of the tragedy and the ensuing 
incomprehensibility. Another problem lay in the timing - with the commemoration of 
Yom HaShoah falling in the school holidays or immediately thereafter; and also 
midway between Passover (marking the Biblical Exodus) a week prior; and Israel's 
Independence Day (dating to 1948) falling a week after Yom HaShoah. 
The Chaggim Paradigm was also based on the learning and observance of 
standardized rituals. Yom HaShoah lacks such rituals and guidelines for 
commemoration. This is all the more apparent when compared with other festivals 
and fast days which enjoy long and rich histories of traditions, symbols and 
ceremonies. The tentative nature of the commemoration is compounded by the 
general lack of resources and materials. The analysis revealed developments in these 
fields, thus recent textbooks and teaching aids displayed an increased attempt to 
produce suitable resources. Similarly the case study showed that a pattern of 
commemorative observances was slowly being shaped both in the South Mrican 
community and around the world. 
Despite these more recent developments the paradigm was still inadequate in terms of 
its own parameters and in its limited success in fulfilling communal expectations 
regarding the Holocaust. The increased importance of the subject in the community 
ethos was replicated in the attitudes of the pupils, but this was not being reflected in 
the school's curriculum. The paradigm also failed to go beyond itself into the wider 
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curriculum. It not only,.,. .... ,..,· .. "',... the impact external influences the 
it failed to I'AlnTr"v .... + and counter such intrusions which are central in forming 
the child's understanding the subject. 
intuitively these number of teachers the case study 
had sought to address them, but this done independently 
been a school wide or a attempt to deal with 
had not 
problems. 
There also not any or critique of In 
terms method and content of the paradigm. 
It was noted that the paradigm for part was entrenched and held a central place 
the education as it did in Jewish schools in South 
and abroad. Goals h",r,p+l'\lr", for teaching Holocaust, to aim at 
maximising the full nI'\1'':>n"l" of the paradigm. This was aided by the that unlike 
and commemorations, the Holocaust like independence, was 
a historical event that living memory 
resources was importance 
Unlike other events the 
Holocaust and Israel's independence would fully developed and studied the 
prCigr~Lmrnes of the Middle and Schools. The could 
therefore be ,:>t"h",,...tl"''''I employed if it were 
encompassing goal. 
of the development toward the 
fruition a 
By recognizing the limitations of parameters, could still 
accommodate a spiral cumulative concepts and content are 
graded for ongoing broadness age appropriateness. This need to include 
the balance of cognitive affective dimensions which would to mutually 
ili~~~~ ~ro~ 
additional exposure throughout the The visitors, visits, library books and 
discussions in served to demonstrate subject had already present in 
the school in realms outside of the ~~., ....... These irregular and 
illustrated the arbitrary nature that also characterized paradigm. 
opportunities could integrated into a more cohesive structure for a 
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richer representation that is 
TIME FACTOR 
central problem closely related to 
..... ",.""'"' and focused rather than 
a'.Uj,,>HL, but also existing 
cutting across the commonplaces, was time available for ,....r"',...."' .. "T' 
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commemoration and study. This was shown to be largely as a result structure 
the Jewish calendar with the memorial day falling between two 
Jewish festivals, and often within of the beginning of the new school term. 
commemoration would 
accordance with the school's 
Thus to 
to remain fixed in that particular 
to the Jewish calendar in its 
insufficient time, the formal 
and 
available 
a VUA .. U,,"" to 
would 
graded, spiral 
build and expand in a ",,,,,,,',, ... ,,> ... v on the allocation 
A well planned integration formal studies about the Holocaust with 
commemoration ceremonies and activities, would maximise and 
reinforcement of each The inclusion of the themes 
mutual 
study 
into the ceremony would the bridging of these two 
dimensions. 
subject 
pupils to 
._ .. _u ...... this consolidation would 
Studies. This could 
their homes, school and ,.."., .......... , 
These steps would not the effects of the isolated 
serve to exacerbate was previously referred to as 'an 
al1eviate this intensity at the time of Yom HaShoah a second 
instituted. HaShoah which is dictated by Jewish 
be chosen 
The 
also to 
pedagogic requirements and 
intrinsic to the subject and would 
the main focus on Yom 
other festivals or 
teaching 
to an of 
and would 
syndrome'. To 
could be 
day could 
of the case study. 
to be sufficiently 
a day would 
events. Given these 
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an appropriate 
10th November. This 
to commemorate would Kristallnacht on the 
months to Yom HaShoah and falls 
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approximately midway between of Succoth and Channukah which are two 
months . The unrelenting tragedy introduced by commemoration would be 
broken because a month later are the triumphant celebrations the of 
Channukah and 
Independence 
Maccabis much in same way as Yom Ha'Atzmaut - Israel's 
follows HaShoah. Channukah are the festivals of 
Purim, and Passover a month thereafter, creating spans of before the 
are again to focus on HaShoah (which Passover). 
Kristallnacht, most 
for content - as 
as 'The 
night of the 
Broken IS 
Germany 27 1938 . It was history 
prior to the .l.lVlv,""au", but came to /Ylrrr.n ... · of the 
From a historical and conceptual point of view it serves to link the history 
of anti-Jewish persecution in Europe the ,LV!'V",", ..... ,. of World II. 
The choice of Kristallnacht would be suitable from a psychological point view 
because it focuses on the destruction buildings, businesses and rather 
than on destruction ofpeople28 Furthermore, the metaphor of the broken 
although by , resonates 
tradition. The powerful image shattered is intrinsic to the event but also 
recalls Jewish ritual breaking as a symbol the destruction 
of Temple of Jerusalem30. 
previously on its and 
some Jewish communities it continued to be annually. 
other exist as SUt~ge:s!e:a In on the subject. Dates such as YE. 
Day; Anne Frank's birthday; or the dates of liberation of camps, but 
do not ,"' ... '.""., the essence of the tragedy of Holocaust, or they are too 
in content. exclusivity was true most related to the South 
Jewish community as day commemoration transportation of 
Jews of Rhodes on 23rd July (Franco 1 68), or the particular days of the 
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destruction of the individual Lithuanian Kristallnacht, 
only in Germany and is more inclusive because it was 
it 
historical 
whole of Europe. 
The a second point for study commemoration would be wen 
served by commemoration of Kristallnacht - from historical, 
perspectives. also applied to South African 
in terms of the school and the curriculum, this precedes 
activities with the end of the school such as testing, school concerts, 
prize-givings and parties. 
I. 
the integration study and cornmemora and possibility 
these to a the potential integration 
on the subject 
Integration would be to msome thus the head Hebrew 
department integrating stories into the graded 
Hebrew which would not only convey a story, but would include 
and enrichment. 
I think it is very 
(Interview 18: Head 
to bring in of this vUIHl,",',",U1cJll 
the formal of English, Guidance, and History 
the 
explore 
of integration which could expanded upon. informal curriculum 
literature AU ... ,U."'''F,'''''' expansion 
of the a secOfid commemoration was 
the formal and informal curricula 
opportunities for integration. It could also 
encouraged to 
introduced during 
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dimension through visitors, exhibitions and visits, year, especially in the 
and through the vhl-/V':>''''' of pupils as individuals and groups to children's Holocaust 
Such An .... A..,.' already evidence in the case study and though 
not all lend meJmSf~n to advanc~d planning, could be to 
more for 
integration into curriculum should also tempered by such 
Shawn recognizes this so that despite arguing for what 
an 'inclusive approach' 
power and 
diminished if it is 
did Jews 
warns: 
worth of the inclusive approach is 
We don't want to wonder -
Shoah do?' on a regular (Shawn: 1993). 
terms 
rej ects the ,nTT'{V'1l of a Holocaust "", •• "A",'" to every aspect 
the 
980)31. 
or festivals as aavoca~tea by Golan (1982) and by Poupko 
is therefore necessary repeated at 
opportunity uncoordinated 1nt,'or<.h could to overexposure resulting in 
indifference and despondency, the alienation and paranoia associated with 
lachrymose perspective of history. In contrast integration carried out sensitivity 
could serve to counterbalance limitation of time and enrich the "' ....... ,"'" 
This integration could advanced "' .... "" ...... '" of the formal and informal curricula and 
could also take place beyond the school in child's home and milieu. 
1. HOME 
foremost influences in immediate milieu are parents and the home 
pupils, suggestions encouraging increased parental involvement included 
workshops, newsletters and guidelines. not only at extending 
involvement into but serve to the 
home and through the expression of communal values in both 
the centre of this integrated process lies very means namely 
rites and symbols Rituals act as both a a product, and 
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that are concrete of beliefs in a value system. In ethnic education 
symbols and rituals along with national myths, play an important role in sustaining 
collective memory, inculcating a sense of identity, and socializing child the 
of the group. Judaism is particularly in symbols rituals most 
which evolved in the ancient world with various adaptation 
occurring 
Holocaust 
later periodl2. In contrast, the relatively occurrence of the 
to be crystallized into a standardized pattern of ritual and 
commemoration. 
answer [about 
we are still to close to 
IS we really do not 
event task «,u.c.,'U/5 it 
(Greenberg, :445). 
Although many rituals and customs exist for commemorating tragedies, 
event of the Holocaust compounds difficulty finding appropriate 
rituals and symbols and Irving reference to a 'shattered paradigm' 
(Greenberg, 1. 1 1). Greenberg illustrates difficulties of appropriate 
rituals by pointing to attempts to select a commemoration the failure applying 
classical models commemoration in for events are 
symbolically a suitable Menorah-candelabra; the 
possibility of a Holocaust the possibility a day of 
Others similarly for new innovations and ,.. ... g.~+1T' symbols and 
rituals. Noah Golinkin am~:)fl12:st a host suggestions, recommends planting 
and plucking six yellow tulips and 
(Golinkin 1989). 
distribution of yellow memorial candles 
the case of 
Poupko who for 
.lVl\"vCl.U,,,L, (Poupko 1980: 1 
there are advocates of excess in 
every Jewish holiday and 
eCOlmnlemlS that 
shawls and that every Jew has an obligation to make a 
also intentionally contradicts rabbinical ruling against ;'<I..::> •• IH/5 
for a of fasting on the Sabbath following memorial day 
Yehiel 
with 'the lash of the 
..... u .•• ".,,'" to prayer 
to Auschwitz. 
Sabbath by calling 
1980: 170). 
as and law are to 
do demonstrate an awareness creative opportunity. This could be 
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welcomed as part offormal studies in 
encouraged to create their own symbols and 
where could be 
- showing respect 
. Halachik - religious but aware of their own involvement in the 
evolutionary process of {".rp~Tlrla suitable rituals. quest and 
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many different and forms of integration, whether in 
the school curriculum, and within all promote a more 
Studies, across 
,vu",.,,,, approach to 
teaching subject. Such an approach together .. ",,+,"rr •• r! to as 
'real . This ."'+,,,,.,. .. ,,+ 
consequences for inner world child by the lUH.<'CUJ'VH of the 
subject and lessons in terms of the child's religio-ethnic identity and 
ethics and behaviour of the in a personal and in a universal sense. 
terms of the 
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the the 
deliberation n .. r\f'p,~c curriculum rec:orrnn€m<1 
case study and 
can now 
em,em,atlClll for \;;;:'LaUlcl;:'H the ", .. ",...",'u 
SCHOOL 
suggest practical 
."rn'<>nn and its sister schools. 
AT 
as one of the formative events contemporary Jewish 
to be addressed in education, especially when such education is 
to nurture identity. of the and its 
on the of the Jewish 
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hp,'P1"f'''P determines the approach, content method of teaching in the 
school. 
",""""Hl'''l to this intrinsic motivation from within communal ethos, external 
,rn'n<lf'T of the student "",_""'" 
subject even at youngest school. 
is therefore which has clearly parameters and IS age-
appropriate, taking into account the sensitive and difficult nature of this particular 
recommended outcomes respond to the requirements and of 
the school and are not necessarily hierarchical. Recommended outcomes 
1. 
2. 
~==..:;==~"'-"'--'-=~=. To re[nelnDj~r 
religious and tradition through 
commemoration. And to honour who resisted. 
~~!..!!.!<~~~~~~~'-'-"'--"-=~~ - despite the 
with 
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5, 
6. 
7. 
In 
an 
pupils' commitment to 
active involvement in the 
its continuity. 
particularistic U<l.LIUlll1.1 ..... ,'un,.'''','''' but identify 
to also values direct personal that 
promote ethical behaviour and respect for individual worth for human 
rights. personal ethnic, rational and universal dimensions are united in 
this goal which should include that these ", ... ",,,,V.l.:> have "'fJ'''''''"'.u 
resonance South context. 
Methods and content should appropriate and should respond to the 
cognitive 
curriculum. 
emotional development of the child through a graded 
the emphasis lies 
pYY\,('\TnlP and should be nurtured 
through the cultivation of thinking, Such expansion should not 
be implied, but should manifest in the ever widening sophistication that 
the for philosophical and 
approaches to subject. 
APPROACH 
incomprehensibility of the subject, the Iealcners approach should 
humble one in which the sense incomprehensibility is shared with the 
as a model, the teachers - casting as learners, are 
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legitimately and authentically able to convey personal difficulties the subject 
and the lack answers. This would 
", .. nu...",.:> .. a joint pursuit that r.:L."' ... t-• ..,r .... ,oC' of communal It also 
nurturing an 
'Ull,"'""'V" of the 
l ...... u •• ,..,,, rooted 
historical study, in a 
historical''''T,PO'f''TH 
or a 
credit to 
to 
involvement. 
to the 
accusations 
as purely a 
of 
deniers of the 
or 
children's literature and especially 
should be and contextualized in not to 
Holocaust, 
the pupil. sense of 
the subject should be conveyed 
interpretations. This would not only ongoing study insights, 
would also the pupils tendency to the victims and to simplistic 
For this purpose the approach should not only include identification 
with victims but with the bystanders by who 
resisted. The pupils thereby become "', .... ,""' .... In with questions 
a highly personal way that challenge students' sense responsibility their 
own ... v.nJL .... while at 
involved. 
same an appreciation complexities 
educator should be ready to modify approach in to the pupils who 
may anxiety and fear. is especially important if a culture of anti-semitism 
permeates and child feels by the To 
cerltn::dness of the the teacher should the extent 
would 
the 
approach to the 
subject. The 
to teacher who 
of the content would accordingly. 
being thematic 
pupil can relate. 
focusing on topics that are life-affirming 
''-'U1<'-'',,", study as was commonly practised at 
to 
Weizmann to the "'''-L''J''''''' and it 
in each successive standard and ensure thematic 
serve to anchor the 
HIPr"I1'" and development. 
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approach is integrative - not only to 
and consolidation but to also locate subject within a global 
that touches of the child's life. so doing it would re-
its for child beyond the isolated school of A"",.,V .. "" 
levels; . 
the 
options ""'OI",t",,,t 
of 
multiple opportunities as the 
rrtjO'ITr,>1"u\" of cognitive 
and General Studies. IS 
and news - with the content classroom 
teaching. involvement parents encourages of 
and school; occurs at the level of school community 
through the involvement communal and exhibitions. numerous 
opportunities for promoting integration however necessitates a caveat that cautions 
~""4''''J' over-exposing pupils and emphasizes the to contain the exposure by 
focusing on themes in standard, and by establishing a graded 
curriculum. 
The content for a Holocaust curriculum for school pupils should 
on factual of heroism, of fighters and of Righteous Acts 
physical are and a positive perspective that 
is appropriate to age of the pupils. These should be set the overarching 
context of the tragedy order to a distorted view of Holocaust. 
selected would be developed through the stories the 
on the year's The study should also be 
an 
sophistication each "' .... "'"''''''''1 
The terminology 
vocabulary and terminology that encourages increased 
in the curriculum. 
need to include abstract concepts central to the 
but which nr~""""'r\t .... a ..... " ...... 'A...,"" child. The teacher should 
therefore .... V'll.::WU .... ' with difficulties of which typical examples are 
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1. 
through 
individual to the op",pr" 
children since 
story. Though the 
would to be 
biographies of individuals, from the 
not necessarily be stories 
m any told 
also 
of the and of the wider tragedy. 
2. Chronology: of primary age a limited sense of 
Both temporal .:!I,JUolUl distance can act as a 
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the child child's immediate 
world. A sense of time is stories and 
developing context. A sense history 
"U'.LL\C,U in an fashion until the child 
"'-'HlJVl develops the understanding to cope the 
sophistication of temporal and abstractions. 
3. Introducing loss, death mourmng draw 
on the child's understanding and in order not to alienate 
or to create a defensive barrier of indifference. 
community could be by explaining terms 
of own community, by 
as the sanctity life and for the 
body and 
4/ and theodicy are additional abstractions 
which to defer until pupil Middle and 
School. But these even if couched in terms 
"''-'.:!LlV'l.:! asked by even the 
would require sensitive answers that would satisfy the pupil 
without labouring the and would questions are 
legitimate and receive more elaborate stage. 
introducing terminology with appropriate themes, curriculum is a 
graded, and one that to 
would pupils' identification and nll'''·fT}p·nr with 
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subject. would also into an introduction to p""u'nT" of historical 
analysis such as the use sources, media interpretation increased critical 
thought. Paralleling the study of the events, pupils would become in 
understanding process commemoration itself the role of ritual's and 
symbols. 
this way the affective dimension is well served not only by the lessons and their 
content, but also the annual commemorative ceremonies which mutual re-
em:Oflcernellt of the formal lessons. All these varying aspects and elements would 
coalesce the pupil a solid foundation upon which to build further 
understanding. 
nrr'MAe"",,, schema (Figure 1) V~t~b~'V'V a f'Ar .... n,c.onoT'l" curriculum outline 
Holocaust education at While it does not purport to answer 
requirements of other schools and systems, it offers a structure which could be 
adopted according to local Based on structural requirements, schema 
focuses on topics and rather than specific materials which would need further 
attention design for classroom implementation. 
thematic focus incorporates cognitive and development which also leads 
directly to the commemoration. affords the 
opportunity to include the child's with an 
appreciation of the school and community as a means of highlighting and 
destruction of European Jewish communities. the the wider South 
African context is introduced with topics such as racism, Apartheid, In 
South and Opportunities for and for enrichment are 
suggested but they intentionally been left open and tentative to encourage their 
development. 
The ~""""'~V'V numerous books 
who would 
it does not 
personal guidance 
from the and the librarian, in accordance with specific interests and levels 
of maturity. The schema does take into account a perspective and 
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post-primary school 
the basis and is an nUT1""" 
system . 
.. 
this way the primary .,"UVVL 
of the general development 
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subject in the 
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FOR HOLOCAUST EDUCATION AT HERZLIA 
CONTENT: 
COGNITIVE AND EFFEt.IIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 
Sub A - Grade 1 
Memorialization 
Introduction 
- TIle memorial Candle 
I)Rcvicw 
knowledge. 
2)COII!Cllt 
-d.r:lw the memori.'tI candles 
3)Picture book reader: 
The NlImber on Gmudfhthcr's 
Ann. * 
Identity :Differcncc and 
Similarities 
Introduction to Identity 
-being Jewish in SOlllh Africa 
-Jewish people and lhcir nOIl-
Jewish ncighbolll's 
COMlv1EMORA TION Brief commcmoration 
at Ule daily morning prayer 
service. 
TIle of Six memorial 
candles and 30 seconds of silence 
INTEGRATION Class teachers accompany their 
Classes to Ule schools memorial 
exhibit 
ENRlCHrvlENT AND PUPIL 
Contemplation of the memorial 
candles 
Discussion leading from Ule 
exhibits and displays 
B - Grade 2 
Conunemoration 
Acts of Commemoration 
-memorial candles 
scllool as :Ul 
example or a Jewish school in 
Soulh Africa 
-contrast segregated schooling 
in Nazi Gcnllllny. ami the 
or kwish Schools 
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THEMATIC DEVELOPMENT: 
CONCEPTS ANTI VALUES. 
CONTENT: 
COGNITIVE AND EFFECTIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 
SOUTH AFRICAN 
DIMENSION 
Std 1- Grade 3 
1 )EvU and Goodness 
TIle subversion of Goodness 
2}Developing vocabulary for 
Holocaust Education 
South African 
Jewish Community 
-the structure and institutions 
-ContraSt: Nazi destruction of 
a ...... 11UU,UllJ 
ACTS OF COMMEMOR.A. TlON Ceremony on Yom Hasboah 
Ve'HaGvurah Memorial 
~The commemoration should 
incorporate the themes and 
issues of the formal lessons in 
Jewish 
CURRlCULAR INTEGRATION eads visit to the 
ENRlCHMENT AND PUPIL 
E)''TENSION 
.' 
memorial exhibit and candles. 
Discussion 
·class teachers io be introduced to 
suitable books in the school 
for classes. 
and 
·"Ani Ma'amin" 
(I believe) 
·"KolHa'olam Gesher" 
world is a narrow bridge) 
Std2 - Grade 4 
l)"Chasidai Ha'umot"(TIle 
Righteous Gentile) 
1 B 
Rescuers and Acts of Altruism 
2)" Allavat Habriyot"Personal 
conuniunen! to the 
brotherhood of humanity 
1 )Review of previous knowledge 
and vocabulary 
2)Righteous Gentiles 
Examples 
·Oscar Schindler 
-Raoul Wallenberg 
-The rescue of Danish Jews in 
1943 
Racial Hatred 
-Racism in SOUdl Africa 
and its opponents 
(introduction) 
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WEIZMANN (iii) 
Grade 
THEMATIC 
CONCEPTS 
CONTENT: 
COGNITIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 
SOUTH AFRICAN 
DlMENSION 
ACTS OF COrvfMEMORA TION 
Resistance 
Senesh 
~ Warsaw Ghetto Revolt 
3)Spiritual Resistance 
example - Janus Korcz.1k 
4)TIle Anthem of tile Partisans 
Racial Hatred and Segregation 
-AJrto-·serruulsm as racial •. 
"",,-.:,."0"" of antisemitism 
in South Africa 
and apartheid 
of the Boers, 
Concentration camps in SOUtil 
Africa's Boer War. 
CURRICULAR INTEGRATION Media Education 
ENRlCHMENT AND 
EXTENSION 
Example TIle of 
Chana Senesh 
Filmatic Presentation in 
Korcz.'lk nnd Film 
Hebrew - Poems of ClullUlah 
Senesh. 
Son s of the Partisans 
Songs and An of tile Ghettos 
of Villla 
Childrens An ofTerezin 
Readers - Kitty 
Berg 
Stories by Janus Korczak 
Video 
1 C 
Std 4- Grade 6 
l)Understanding "Commemoration" and the value of 
commemoration. 
2)Perspectives vcrsus "Shoall" 
3)Commemoraling/remembering the victims 
Example - Anne Frank. 
1 )Preview of 
(Cumulative) 
and Holocaust 
- AIme Frank as victim 
-The Diary of Anne Frank* 
-Her demise at Bergen Belscll 
Racism in Soutil Africa Review 
-Nazism in SA in 1930's - 1940's 
-Neo Nazism and Holoc..1t1st Denial 
-The New South Afric:m constitution 
and the concepts of freedom of speech and 
protection of minorities 
Std -+ 
to lead the memorial ceremony 
Media Interpretation 
comparisons of and 
Documentaries 
-reading photographs 
-literature 
-tile autobiography; the biography: 
tile diary: tile and fiction. 
Additional Books and Films 
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FIGURE 1 153 D 
1. ~~~:!:!! - Discussion should encouraged at every 
2. 
(Junior) Primary A Sub B - A short rptl"'rp,n,.,.p during morning 
(Senior) Primary - 1 Std 4 - A full ,",V~UUJ''''U''VH''''1\J'H Ceremony 
3. ~~~~ - School displays 
4. ~!§!~llQr\.Q!"\ruill~- The commemoration of Kristallnacht would offer the option 
themes for years. 
5. 
Annual memorial on Yom Hashoa at schools and in 
community. 
(b) Exposing pupils to literature 
(c) Family visits to could include Yad the Kibbutz of 
Ghetto Fighters and memorials. 
story books are the 
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E. METHOD 
Having established the desired outcomes, the approach, and the content, certain 
methods emerge as being particularly 
The methods draw on the materials 
to the implementation 
the case study 
guidelines. 
the numerous 
programmes that were analysed, but go further by systematizing entire 
structure to create a graded curriculum. structure also incorporates media, 
technology and literature - and the methods and techniques appropriate to these 
fields. example children the of literature offers methods already 
the case study such as shared reading, 'reading' picture books and 
story the older students the curriculum the interpretative styles 
the media. 
Paradigm firmly to Jewish at 
the Primary School It serves as both 
and 
content method for study 
commemoration, however, full potential was explored in to enhance 
KeCO'Q:mtlon of as constraints and 'injection 
effect' of methods counter their debilitating influences. One 
recommendation was the observance a second annual memorial or at the 
a day to study focus on the subject on the of Kristallnacht in 
November of each year. 
to make own contributions to the of rituals 
serve to actively in the While study itself is a form 
commemoration, be explored to enhance identity and communal 
Experimentation with and rituals should however appropriate 
sensitive to the subject and to Jewish tradition. In contrast simulations and 
gimmicks that easy methods to or pupils, should be avoided 
they undermine of the and the educational 
intentions. 
Another method ~_'"'.,..,_u the !"It,,·on~t"I'" approach goes beyond viewing the 
Holocaust in holistic way, and considers methods of integrating Holocaust 
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into at school, home Methods 
to achieve this are of the media news 
photographs, into the where'"pupils them and develop 
~-" 
skills interpretation. This would the classroom with the wider milieu 
while helping pupils to prevent media dictating to the meaning of the 
ForaH integrative and HJHJuGl.U.:l. as a 
rI"'t,"'rplr1(,p the subject should not allowed to dominate education. 
lachrymose as it is in should not become a centre piece of such 
It should be contextualized as one of many components ofJewish 
curriculum I.:>h .. "t,,..,, Jewish ,,<>nTITU Judaism. This 
and COIltalnm,ent would overwhelming sense 
anxiety, and secure positive 
was identified as an means for pupils to express their 
and their anxieties about the subject. The teacher should discussion and 
to measure pupils by the class rather by the individual pupil. 
and discussions for 
are not yet ready. should to curtail this 
by it to a discussion the individual. 
teachers for as Holocaust and to keep the 
semmars workshops would . These would to 
1. and UH.uvl.U 
the subject. 
2. Enrichment teal:::nelr'S knowledge about subject, 
areas of history, literature, theology 
and media treatment of the subject. 
historiography; and also Clnem.;lt1c 
3. Guidance 
method. 
__ ~.,....~,..,._ issues such as approach, content 
pnmary "vUVVl 
the 
would \">VIJll<;;;II.~UallL<;;; it the global 
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Holocaust education in the 
4. Exploration of the important fields of children's 
textbooks and programmes on the subject. 
156 
and available 
5. Introducing resources such as veteran soldiers and Righteous 
Gentiles as guests or the form of video and written testimonies. 
6. The cataloguing of materials already existent in each school as a first step 
7. 
8. 
9. 
towards establishing a resource centre/area for Holocaust education. 
local 
to the work and materials available resource centres both 
international. 
training in nrl",rnr'T' 
options for 
pupils' In 
and multi-level 
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drawn tOj:?;etneI 
of the subject 
ideas, and 
1 
of case 
arrived at "" ... " ..... v, ... '"' the 
that 
deliberation were then sys,ternatlzea and structured into a proposal emerged 
guidelines implementation. 
act of implementation in 
content approach. KesvcmSles 
the test method, 
the field should monitored and evaluated an 
This would confirm the selection of appropriate 
suitable materials and resources which may eventually crystallize a kit or 
designed for a comprehensive curriculum that answers the of 
the case study. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE CASE STUDY AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
H .. "'UvCJLU"L education at The case study 
Chazan's indictment of 
==~~ (1978). 
Contemporary 
and overly 
or thought 
Primary School supported Barry 
book ~~~~~~~~ 
all too often a blind 
its course on basis 
rather on 
158 
The subject 
taught without a 
as with his comments on the 
.,AnUAU"Y,.'''V or its role in 
, was being 
education, 
and was reduced to Chazan had rph~rrl"ti to as an 'inoperative 
:97). 
This "'''''.15<1.L'',"" guidelines translating the of the Holocaust 
'subject matter for education' to do so for a primary school setting. 
importance of the sui nature of setting was recognized and a 
detailed case ofHerzlia Weizmann School was carried out. The existent 
,,,,,",",UU1J", of the subject was investigated and both specific m 
U""""'-!'" were considered. Applying Joseph Schwab's theory 
innovation, findings were brought to the deliberation nrr.{'pc: order to arrive 
at the guidelines - the product study, which as the developing a 
defensible curriculum for '-V"U .... "LU',. education in the schooL 
Despite the .::>V .... V1U\Jl matter of case 
and 
of the 
employed for innovation and development held the 
promise and potential of wider application. analysing each commonplaces 
and relationship between them, case setting can better understood. To 
this' unpacking' of the case study, qualitative res~arch methods were 
employed to produce a ' description' the The approach 
multiple and triangulation to identify different 
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nuances and the manifestations subject in the case This established 
a basis critical and analysis simultaneously generating deliberation 
both as a and as a product interaction. 
$Y" 
As was evident in the case milieu in strata is well served 
"by the ethnographic approach which I.JllvVUI both description and The 
ethnography the deliberations, suffered a limitation inherent 
both these endeavours and ethnographers refer to as 'the ethnographic 
The limitation lies in defining a situation at a moment '"'''','VII.'' the recognition 
that society is subject to constant and development. product study 
is therefore a TrFY7pn moment an ongoing process. deliberations would 
as curriculum is prepared and then 
the acts implementation and deliberation the 
case study, or such would 
however this could at best be seen as the 
simultaneously as beginning next of 
inappropriate to refer to a final product in such a study, but 
process of curriculum development takes the form 
assessment, implementation; and re-evaluation. 
described above are "h·,,,nc.h reminiscent 
and McTaggert 1 
approach of implementation and 
a cycle and 
an open-ended 
rerleated cycles 
of 
approach 
the 
employed in this study was accompanied of all 
and especially the subject matter The innovation and 
development way 
observation and analysis 
implementation and evaluation. 
of 
development was 111151111.",11 
from a well informed foundation of detailed 
also forms reference the cycles 
the community and wider in curriculum 
this study addressing subject Holocaust 
with its roots in Jewish community'S definition and its ethnic education. 
education in particular had to necessarily into account the unique 
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characteristics and specific of the group. For this reason the 
method development would other areas of Jewish 
education such as curricula for and but could applied equally 
to curricula development for any ethnic group. It is also of 
beyond the school into the wider strata community and which makes it 
different to the narrower, microcosmic approach of school-based curriculum 
development. Although ethnic education particular emphasis on the 
curricula development would to consider integral 
The application of curriculum for differing settings, is similarly facilitated by 
the motivation and origins curricula recommendations and by revealing 
160 
any 
underlying assumptions. this both the content and method lend themselves to 
adaptation and to the process of being for application other contexts. In 
terms of Holocaust education this study serves as an of what can be g:aUrlea 
from a case study. if such case studies were out in a 
cumulative products would a bank of knowledge that would facilitate 
and new and holds the promise a well developed field 
of Holocaust education. 
case study of the specific subject matter of the Holocaust presented unique 
difficulties not generally curricula development of other problematic 
The method approach employed the case study an even 
uc; .... <1u.'c; of the of and caution with the 
subject. Another difficulty lay in the perceptions and interpretations the Holocaust 
which are neither static nor standardized but in a state of constant evolution. This 
necessitated the open-ended approach which could accommodate such and 
not only implications the had ramifications for 
its interaction with the other commonplaces of pupil, teacher and milieu. Despite 
particular difficulties in any 
their own such developments and 
them as was reflectedjn the 
In terms of the 
setting the commonplaces would be subject to 
would impact upon the relationship .... "",·u'c'''' ... 
of the 1990s, the milieu had further importance 
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because 
found respect "",r'n.-"",,., 
. fThe case study npnnnn 
:s;:;." 
minority groups while 
Holocaust education by 
universal values and 
on shared individua( and 
UU.1VUUl ethos after the Apartheid era, 
groups recorded in the new 
.... ..." .. " .. 111 could be 
J.U.lUllJ'UF; a national need. It goes even 
particularistic values can P01emlau 
to the wider South African context 
values. The subject of the Holocaust 
illustrates the results of wanton disregard for minorities and for 
161 
new 
The spirit conciliation is also encapsulated in the process of delIberatIon the 
results of this 
consideration 
which is 
in the 
lies lessons teaching the respect 
sharing of expertise and the promotion a forum for 
approach promotes a wide consensus 
in contemporary South Africa which diversity 
mutual co-operation. 
Having established 
study has also ...... "." ........ "" ...... _ 
for an ongoing process of 
the pivotal role ofthe teacher in 
the 
not only functions as one of four interacting commonplaces but is 
the screen for ,..,_.~ ... ',.., implementation and assessment of curricula innovation. The 
teacher from outset acts as a 'gatekeeper' to the 
shown that the as a central participant is uniquely 
as both a reflective practitioner 
as not only the audience 
own 
Education, the 
holistic description and 
teachers. of this lies in the 
qualitative as ethnography and 
profession. 
are primed through classroom 
... and its ability to tap into 
positivism, quantitative and 
to 
study has 
to contribute to 
as a researcher. 
but also as the 
interest. 
an eclectic and 
by 
the nature of 
of the teacher's 
receptive to 
of teaching in a 
styles of research 
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cannot (Denscombe 1995). 
Through a disciplined approach to reading research findings, and out 
research, and sharpening the skills required for these, education would benefit 
teachers increased involvement in decision making and particularly in curriculum 
development. 
The teacher as demonstrated in this study therefore has a three-fold role - as 
commonplace of as a and as a curriculum The teacher 
holds the to act as the bridge between commonplaces; the link 
the and present situation; and previous and ongoing research; and future 
implementation of innovations. At the same the teacher's and professional 
skills, if guided and developed, point to the teacher as the suited curriculum co-
ordinator. It is the teacher who will ensure development meaningful 
that subject however as m 
the case of Holocaust, to the status of "operative . And it is the 
who will bring to fruition a defensible curriculum that successfully subject 
into subject matter for education. 
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" N. :J : j\ i:l.f'<. ., j" 
: "):l1r< i1 l"1!)iG 
1!:l/\J ~:)lXS::lil ~'.u K.~ 
.i\J~::l 'IC1J..il1 r,h) N. 1'<.?1 
Rabbi 
It is not to complete the work 
but neither are you free to desist from it. 
Ethics 
Chapter 2. : 212 
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NOTES 
1 Terms as 'uniqueness' and 'intention' form of the many debates 
historians of the Holocaust period. example, the debate about 
singularity versus relativism centres on 'degrees' the 
aetJiate over 'intentionalism versus on the exact timing 
of the decision to annihilate the Jews. These debates are largely of academic 
and did not impinge on the case study. 
book, =-'-'-===-= 
~.L.::2~~~~~!;!:!'~~.!:±:'~~~~~~ (1990). 
2. Raphael first used the term' Genocide' in 1943 when to 
3. 
4. 
5. 
the policy in occupied which involved the extermination of 
nations and ethnic This was understood to include 
on of captive 
and cultural dimensions. This was not for other 
ethnic and racial groups were attacked in manner (Bauer 1978:34). 
Donat study and me:mC)lfS _~~=''''==:..:..!:;==~ 
(1978). 
Ul;:"JU;:',;:'CiU by Norman Solomon in an article 
~~~~~~ 16 April 1 
Oxford Dictionary "",vJ.un.,., the term 'Holocaust' in following 
way: 
(a) 
(b) 
case 
The Holocaust -
1945. 
by fire or nuclear war. 
mass murder of the Jews by the Nazis 1941 -
"", .. ,r.'T1('p wholly consumed by holocauste 
'burn'). (as burnt f 
~~~~~::.!..!O!~~~~ (1995:648). 
6. Alice and also reservations about 
term Holocaust when compared with a term such as the 
'Judenvernichtung (1978 :225). 
the problems names and how have 
employed to name event (1988) . 
..,,,,y . ..,,,,,,,,,,,,,", and contrasting views are by Moshe Kohn (1993) and 
(1979) .. 
7. The system of by Shaul Esh (1 
terms such as ' in , 'decontamination 
Final Solution'. Nachum Blumenthal also explored the use 
concludes: 
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N ames were not intended to the 
Jewish order to maintain the 
and to the attention of the Jatter 
the unpleasantness of their (1957).-
8. Levi Jargon': 
language lager was a language ... it was orts-
und zeitgebunden - tied to the place and the ... Where 
violence is inflicted on man, it is also inflicted on ""HF,U'<F," 
(1988 
9. A parallel response found in Jewish theology in concept 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Panim' - eclipse which was by Martin BubeL The 
theologian Richard offers a more extreme position of a 
eclipse in death of with 
theologians Eliezer ,"""or·vr".l1T..,. 
and Maybaum, biblical are used to explain their positions. The 
models include Adam (sin/punishment) : 
Akeda (binding of (the 
positions are found an by Pinchas 
philosophers by Steven (1975). 
Hadomi in !ill9Y!Ql1!~lliLJ.illlilli~ in her 
~~~~~~=~ (1972:880). 
here in 
I am Eve 
With my son Abel 
if see my son 
Cain son of man 
tell him I 
The' 
poem that demonstrates 
1UUI';uO;,.; ..... (1987: 16). 
a voice to 
1980:112). 
Auschwitz by Yehiel 
.u ..... Ju .......... at the Eichman 
13. a quotation from La 'History never more than 
a of reality', historian Dawidowicz out that 
leading historians of the of World II (Geoffrey Barraclough; 1. 
Taylor, Roper Allan Bullock et al.) have to 
OHllUOU"' ..... , and some barely mention the Holocaust (1981 :31). 
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14. A collection of original documents of the Historikerstreit reflect 
of opinions (piper: 1993). of the main the 
Historikerstreit can be in an by Norbert appropriately 
titled 'Normalizing the The recent Historians Debate the Federal 
Republic Germany' (Kampe 1 -80). A critical of the debates 
was carried out by Louis Horowitz (1993). 
15. claims of Holocaust that they are 
revisionist 
The name Revisionist to describe 
themselves is indicative of their basic of deceit and 
distortion, and of attempt to portray themselves as 
legitimate the traditional of 
illuminating the past (Lipstadt 1994:3). 
Lipstadt has developed thesis in her book ~~~~~~~~...::....2~ 
~r!.!!!~~~!!2J!...\.:!!!!~~~'l..X. (1993). 
16. Ruth in her analysis ofIsraeli textbooks on the Holocaust concludes with 
the same note of caution, the Holocaust cannot be left to the historians' 
they project an on their of debate 
rather on sound 12). 
17. F or this TPtPTP'''' I am indebted to Todd Pitock (1 :78). 
18. Young explained this phenomenon: 
survivors the historical imperative to remember - Zachor, 
not merely to as a self contained activity, 
to tell their to to what 
happened ... to make others witness (Young 1988:17). 
19. elaborated on the ongoing nature of ' the spell': 
The emotional hold movement on 
Germans ... and beyond the Reich, spell [is] a 
constant preoccupation with since the end World 
War and phantasm of the subject of 
1986:72). 
20. Klein-Halevi added: 
United States alone boasts over most them 
founded in last years. And now there are two 
museums [in Washington and and a 
ceremony for a third museum (in New York] 
1993:28). 
21. To appreciate the enormity of this development from suppressed obscurity to 
high profile Greenberg offers a telling anecdote that illustrates the 
survivors, the responsiveness of 
Jewish and wider public, and in - the 
of the country itself (1983 :445). She the humble Holocaust 
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Memorial programme in the heart of a densely Jewish neighbourhood in 
New York in 1965 which attracted only forty adults. It was addressed by a 
little known speaker named Elie Wiesel. She compares this with the year 1982 
when Wiesel, as a guest of the American President, commemorated Holocaust 
Memorial Day in the White House alongside the president in a widely 
televised event. Greenberg stresses the point: 
Millions of American citizens remembered the victims along 
with Wiesel, American citizens who did not even know the 
word 'Holocaust' just five years earlier (Greenberg,B. 
1983:445). 
Wiesel received international recognition in 1986 when he was awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize. 
22. Similarly Monica Bohm Duchen wrote of this in an article titled 'Ways of 
Seeing the Unseeable' in The Jewish Quarterly (Spring, 1994). 
The contemporary reality of the Holocaust which is not the 
event itself but the memory of the event - the great distance 
between then and now, there and here. 
23. Young defined' collected memory' as the aggregate collection of many often 
competing memories (Young 1993: Preface XI). 
24. Young explained his use of the term 'texture of memory': 
Both the physical and the metaphysical qualities of these 
memorial texts, their tactile and temporal dimensions, are what 
I called the texture of memory (Young 1993: Preface VIII). 
25. A comparison of each country's response and in each fIeld is to be found in the 
following works: 
Historical - Lucy Dawidowicz: The Holocaust and the Historians 
(1981 ). 
Political - Judith Miller: One By One, By One - Facing the 
Holocaust (1991). A study of the responses of the 
governments of six nations. 
Memorial Art - James E Young: The Texture of Memory (1993). 
Although in keeping with his central thesis, Young 
states a preference for approaching each memorial 
and monument as unique, his study nonetheless is 
organized around national groupings. 
26 . The issue of reparations for survivors was one of numerous issues in 
contemporary German-Jewish/Israeli relations that is analysed by Michael 
Wolffsohn in his book Eternal Guilt? Forty Years of German-Jewish, Israeli 
Relations (1993). Besides this form of national atonement there are numerous 
grassroots and practical endeavours by groups and individuals. For example 
the maintaining of Jewish religious sites in Germany, and the German Social 
Action Group 'Aktion Suhnezeichen' (Operation Sign of Atonement) which 
was founded in 1958 to atone for Nazi atrocities by sending volunteers to 
Israel to help survivors (Wolffsohn 1993: 149). Sue Fishkoff reported of their 
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activities Atonement', ~~~~~ (13 
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1994). 
27. dramatically German unification, racist outbursts u;:" .... u,;,. 
immigrants became in Germany. Despite the depleted 
number Jews (40 000), increased and ironically 
LV"'''''''''-'' on and on Holocaust memorials. The foHowing by 
Regina Wosnitza reflected this pattern: 
The incident in Goppingen [the of the Jewish 
IS latest a of anti-semitic attacks which 
have surged to in the first nine months of 1994. The figure 
released in a recent government showed a sharp 
on the previous a total of 
incidences were recorded London 6 January 
1995). 
of Austria as victim was originally cultivated by both Allies and 
Soviets in order to ensure Austrian neutrality in the War; neither the 
U. S. nor the Union wanted to label Austria' a wartime belligerent' 
(Young 1993:91). Austria was therefore enough to to reject 
criticism of the appointment of Kurt Waldheim as president despite 
revelations of his wartime record in Yugoslavia. There had been a slight shift 
in pOSItIOn in 1990s noted Chancellor Franz Vranitsky's state visit 
to in 1993. He . 
Austria was not guilty of the crimes committed (1...,':1.111,',. 
Jews during World War II but did accept 'moral responsibility' 
supporting the (Reported 
19 July 
This issue was a central 
...:...==-,-=="-"-"=--""=,,,-=-,:::...:..:...:! by Michael 
Robert 0 Paxton 1 ). 
The relationship between the 
book,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(1979). 
31. debate was carried out by Lionel and John Fox in ~:::...::..~= 
=~= (Jan 1990). question of the Holocaust National 
Curriculum was summarised in an article by Philip Rubinstein and 
Taylor - ' About Holocaust in the National Curriculum' in 
~~~!..!lf!;!..~~~~~~!1,,(1 
32. National Curriculum and GCSE: History, 3. Study 
Second World War. 
to textbook, Carrie Supple clarified the changed ... "' •. ",....,"' .... 1"1 
significance 
The Holocaust is part of history of not just people 
[victims and perpetrators] nor as many people think, of Jewish 
History. The Holocaust is of the history of mankind 
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(Supple 1993: 
blurb to the book made the following assertion: 
The themes collaboration, obedience, etc. 
a valuable source Religious Education, 
Political and Humanities 
(Supple 1993). 
34. memory and appropriation was evident in the 
35. 
36. 
37. 
treatment of the figure of Janus Korczak, the of 
Goldschmidt, was a Polish-Jewish and doctor, his 
books and was the director of a Jewish 
the his in Treblinka. 
Simon Herman 
the 
the shift of politics, culture and 
had been ,uU~U"''"' 
'Brichah' (flight) is the term used to 
the illegal to Israel. Yehuda 
movement of 
the causal 
terms 'the '''","'''''uu 
of Jewish 
the emigration Europe 
described this mass 
and point by 
(Wolffsohn 1 
what 
38. the Gulf War of , the USA prevailed upon Israel to 
of Iraqi The 
Jewish In 111(1.",-",-'"''11.''' 
Iraqi arsenal was developed 
identification with victims of the an 
current at time in - the threat 
of a 'Holocaust in a sealed room'. Wolffsohn pointed out that many Germans 
saw the (Wolffsohn :74). The identification with the 
victims and with of a Holocaust, exemplifies Greenberg 
l'pr~Ylpf'l 'Holocaust ru •• "''''. 
Liebman and 
which 
""",""IUll as the myths 
social the population, mobilize the 
pursuit of its pelitical goals. 
is that which is most holy and sacred in 
(Leibman and Don-Y ehiya 1983: I -
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40. The 'Law of Remembrance of the Shoah and of Heroism' was uo."" ....... 
18 1953. Ruth pointed out that the of the law as it 
was at the peak of the period, reflected the emphasis placed on 
"'"',en ... ' .• ",,,, and demonstrated that 17 words of the of 
suffering and extermination, 6 words deal with the humanitarian aspect and 32 
words, the vast majority, emphasized armed resistance 187). 
The name Yad Vashem is drawn from the Bible .. And within my walls a 
monument and a memorial [Yad Vashem], I will give them an everlasting 
memorial' (Isaiah verse 5). The Yad Vashem IS on 
Mount Herzl, a short distance from the national heroes near central 
Jerusalem. It is visited by and leaders on state visits to Israel. 
School pupils, 
part of their "' ..... "''''uv, 
commemorations which are to the nation. In addition to archival 
and halls, it includes a permanent special exhibitions; an 
avenue to honour Jews the 
war; and more recent additions of a Children's Hall and 'The Valley 
of the Communities'. 
42. are numerous archives, memorials centres throughout 
is dedicated to the subject but reflects the specific perspective of its 
builders. example surviving partisans established a Ghetto Fighters 
Memorial Museum on chamber 
LV"V,",",Y,,. is to be found on Mount Zion within a Yeshiva (religious seminary) 
students their learning as a of memorialisation. 
"U~,"'H'''' memorial day, the rabbinate ofIsrael preferred 10th 
than the date of 27th Nissan which marked 
the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising according to the Gregorian calendar. The fact 
that the date became entrenched was further for and 
of the growth of an Israeli civil 
over a Yom HaShoah none-the-Iess arose periodically 
~== 1989 Vol 14 No 1988: 10; 
April 1 A suggestion has been 
the commemoration on 9th Av, a traditional day of mourning (Cohen, "-"'-''-'-=''-' 
~~~4 August 1 
44. an Memory'described 
extent of the cultural literacy of the 
The Holocaust is a major artists from 
country's most popular young novelist, David Grossman to its 
most popular rock Yehuda Poliker \~~=~=~'-!: 
Feb 1993). 
",,,,, ... u,,,,,,, Zionists shared the view that Israel is a solution to future threats 
of a Holocaust, while the ultra-orthodox the Holocaust the 
traditional motif catastrophe wrought as a punishment for sin. A number of 
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A",,,,,,,,,U),; ultra-orthodox rabbis, for the Rebbe - Rabbi Joel 
(USA) in Israel, repeatedly invoked the 
")erm ' Umipnei Chat-einu' ("because of our sins") in they perceive the 
- Holocaust as punishment the sins of denial of God ") and 
" .. <AVA",,,, .. ("forcing of God by creating a state 
Holy Land"). public statement of this position resulted rejection by 
other religious leaders and by the public. termed the rabbis 
approach, 'First model - the Holocaust as retribution for 
\."-===~~~, 15April 1 approach 
and featured local m 
~::....==~=, 31 Dec 1990: 
Liebman explained 
Judaism took on the H1Y',",U',,, 
conducive to the maintenance of identity it has 
been of many of the traditional content 
Judaism (Liebman 1973: 127). 
Neusner explained: 
There are two symbols American evoke to explain to 
themselves meaning distinctive existence as a 
of individual participation in group -
and Redemption the of the 
Israel]. story of the extermination of European 
not serve as a foundation for a usable myth of 
without one ... a of 
'Holocaust' had to be redemption, the remarkable victory and 
return to the walls . [in 1 (Neusner 
:61). 
"1"'·1':>111':> of the 'Holocaust were a recurring feature Jewish 
journals and as evident in following 
(i) 'Holocaust Foundation of our Unity' 
Schulweis. this on ideological divisions 
American Schulweis claimed that Holocaust had 
dominated and American but were growmg 
of the exhaustion of the as the binding myth 
unity. 
(ii) 'A Fatal Obsession with Holocaust' Moshe 
(1992). quoted Buchwald of the =~== 
as saying Holocaust is killing American Jewry', 
the obsession and excess, himself out that 
--r,''',., by the high rate of intermarriage and outmarriage the of 
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next response to only 
memories [of Holocaust and Redemption] has failed 
mission to keep Jews Jewish \~..!.!!.!~~~~!:!, 
April 1993). 
49. Berenbaum, the director United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
explained phenomenon: 
The tide of cannot easily 
Jews to solidifY the place of the Holocaust within Jewish 
consciousness, they must establish its importance the 
""p .... f'"." people as a whole. cannot 
""'A" ," 'U' has sharing our 
experience with the world we transformed it it in turn 
has changed us. 1986). 
50. Henry Friedlander writing 1973 his analysis of the treatment the 
subject described the deficiency and stated interested 
students would have to search hard for resources: prepared an annotated 
bibliography to the difficulty). 
Holocaust became absorbed into the American ethos it 
feature by Margaret Silverman Eichner in 
textbooks for the 1977. analyses treatment 
Holocaust in High School textbooks (1980).Her evaluation measured 
new texts accuracy of to own that 
primarily on education. 
addition to formal textbooks and not always included analysis of 
texts were numerous units kits. comprehensive list 
American programmes was notated by Dawidowicz in article' 
Teach Holocaust'(1990). 
51 Dawidowicz was critical a glut courses: 
often function as a Jewish equivalent to Black 
that is ethnic gratification rather than fide academics 
(1991 
52. Littell had stated: 
Tossing the suffering of many during World War II into 
same cauldron ... is a way refusing to confront the 
significance martyrdom of million 
1 
53. explained what meant by 'Stealing the Holocaust'. 
process which I call the stealing of Holocaust began 
with small .. the triumphant is campaign to 
steal Holocaust from the Jews by inverting role of the 
victim the perpetrator... example the inspired 
is Racism' resolution [of the Nations] (1980). 
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novelist Cynthia Ozick's explicit rejection of the 
are not metaDhOl 
theologians, not 
(1980). 
not novelists, not 
rtlPlrpr" and never for <:UlL'-'''_HH 
54. in Europe with its own filmatic traditions, the Hollywood film 
1 
dominated market and public Jay in an article titled 
'Europe vs Hollywood' Colossus. 
Hollywood Rules!), states that 
of films the 
55. three texts specifically 
~~~~~~ (Insdorf 1983), .±.ill~~~:a..!!!...£!:!~!'!::!:!:'!'!""!"'!ll.!..!.:l'. 
material Holocaust) 
56. Insdorfnoted the limited appeal of Holocaust documentaries: 
Documentaries to do at the office where 
audiences the diversions fiction to stark reality. This 
is important because some of the most powerful important 
films the are 'non and 'non dramatic' 
(Insdorf 1983: 193). 
John as a rejection of fiction and documentary 
pre-existing genre ... it is neither 
scenic imitation nor any actual viewing of events, but a 
meditation on memories. (Barlow 1427). 
as an epic work and an film 
to the core of the calling n""'T1r\n to its own 
presentation rather than serving as a window representing (Avisar 
1 :332). 
58. It was for this reason that was ofInsdorfs analysis. 
She that while Insdorf analysed cinematic technique and moral issues, 
she failed to significance to the impact of the context and the 
on filmatic (Doneson 1987). 
59. The precedent that paved way was the assertion ofBIack Consciousness in 
NBC Television's docudrama Green's docudrama was first 
",.roo.Hul in American in 1978 and was eventually viewed by 220 million 
(Mais, 1988:16; 1987:188). Avisar the' 
style' to Shoah 1988:24). This 
comparison was also the subject of Jocelyn Heilig's ' A Monument and a 
Memorial - Claude (HeIlig 
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60. (1994), directed by Spielberg, was based on 
Thomas Keneally's book 983) about the rescue efforts 
Oscar Schindler. The film won seven awards at the 1994 66th Award 
Ceremony in the - Best Film, Adapted 
Music Cinematography, Film Editing and 
regarded this film as 'his Holocaust although he did add that 
he did not regard it as 'the definitive word' on Holocaust. 
'This is just i! Holocaust film not 18 
March 1994). 
61 Jick, writing in an article' Holocaust: and 
Abuse in the American Public,' elaborated: 
The devastating is no Shoah 
is sad to say a recognizable truth (1981). 
62. accuracy has repeatedly been distorted to the conventions 
film as entertainment. Two illustrate this point from films current at 
the time of the 
(a) In the film (Nova International 1989) the camp 
inmate and boxer, Arouch, is a composite drawn from two 
to acknowledge to a lawsuit 
(Jewish Chronicle April 1989). 
(b) Countess Maria Von Maltzan, a German rescuer of Jews, complained 
of Leonard book (1982) which was 
me out of 
To authenticate their films various techniques have been employed. 
~"-== !!o."'~~~~ (1978) was filmed on at 
",.LU...,,,,,, permission for filming 
in Old Cracow and then employed a 'black 
and white' technique in order to create illusion historical authenticity. 
Tugend discusses such techniques in an article' At 
Auschwitz' 6 1997). 
Presenting through set Hollywood formula of sex 
and a dramatic but simple plot, of the 
Holocaust, and and trivializing the tragedy and memory of the 
victims. Wiesel voiced his disdain and disapproval in his introduction to 
study 
We ... to direct the 
massacre ofBabi Yar is up extras as 
is obscene. The Holocaust as filmed romantic 
adventure seems to me an outrage to the memory of the dead 
and to sensitivity. (Wiesel in Insdorf 1983: Forward). 
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.1'-V''' .... lU. .... JLU UJI" .... l ..... ~~ .. 'the erotics of Auschwitz' article' 
~~~~~ (1979). according to William ,nIT'''" 
64. Similar concerns about trivialization were by when 
the early plans the Wiesenthal Museum of T olerancelD. 
.... r' ... ,."" ... , to be built 'just road and 
surrounding the design of the 
[Beit HaShoah - Museum of Tolerance] 
was not without in the land of Disney and entertainment 
theme ... A Holocaust Chamber of with 
piped smoke and did indeed 
drawing board. (Young 1993 :308). 
65. It was for reason soap docudrama 
~~~ (1978) for it mass public 
It set stage for a new look of the subject of 
the Final Solution in the public People in Idaho, 
North Dakota and New York - throughout United 
were now initiated albeit a simplified manner, into the world 
Nazi the The [video 
serial] provided a frame of a of knowledge, 
which audiences to the numerous 
dramatizations that followed on the and on 
antisemitism (Doneson 1988: 1677). 
, common language' is also in the visual 
as photography. Avisar noted that certain photographs had 
PM"lPr'r,pl'1 as fixed symbols Holocaust; these included of 
Auschwitz and the 'Arbeit Macht , the bodies at the 
the little during a round-up. 
Young later wrote of the power of the visual 
While art low art may continue to 
around the Holocaust, they must not Ul ...... Cl.L .... 
any longer ... than 
mass tastes we must that public taste weight 
and that certain conventional forms of avowedly public art may 
eventually have public or 
not we they should. (Young 1993:12) 
67. with exploitation oflanguage, the film medium was manipulated to 
serve the regime. Filmatic and techniques were used in a 
masterful way to promote propaganda and Director 
Riefenstahl's 1935 film Rally - came to 
be of propaganda. (Caleb 
1994). (1944) was another 
that was used to mask Auschwitz. It U .... IJlvl, .... U 
Jews. (Regina Michal Friedman 1988: 1 
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out that Joseph Goebbels was well aware of the 
propaganda and of entertainment 
successful way to public The film 
=.::::"-=~~::..='-"" depicting rats vermin, was less than 
introduced into Nazi' docudrama' films Die Rothschilds 
~-"'-=~\ 940) (Gitlis, 1 1). 
Doneson in entry on in ~~~~~~~~~~~~.!:!.2.!: 
that these propaganda films appeared in 1940 to 
for 
coincidentally but as part of an overall plan 
COl1fle:ctc:a with destruction Jewry (Doneson 
1990: 1 
Similarly in France, Max Orphul'S (1970) 
challenged the myth of nationwide Resistance and awkward 
questions the extent of French collaboration the war. (Avisar 
1 '19). 
69. Spielberg's producer, Holocaust survivor his 
gratitude his speech at 
South Television (22 March 1995). 
In the name of six million Jews killed in the Shoah, and 
Nazi I want to thank you this 
mOVIe. 
If it was presumptuous to claim that Oscar had won the world's 
Holocaust, it was with unabashed bathos that 
his own dedication - revealed extent that Hollywood's 
'reality' had meshed with the Holocaust: 
my wife rescuing me days in a row in 
got to be just (sic); to six 
who couldn't be the one billion watching this 
tonight (sic). 
an example (May 19 1 
Vienna all children over 15 years of 
71. The film (1994) was banned (temporarily or permanently), or 
censored in Lebanon, Jordan, Malaysia, Saudi 
Philippines and Indonesia. Reported Hugh (10 
April 1994); (29 (10 April 1994). 
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1, as co-ordinator of the Jewish Studies and Jewish 
the United Primary Schools, had and 
experienced difficulties and The identification of the 
problem of Holocaust education in these primary schools had from 
the practical. was supported by the response of teachers in the interviews 
and questionnaires. 
2. Lee Shulman points out that deliberation and consensus were recognized as 
important in order to enlist commitment to curricula (Shulman 1984: 184). 
consensual approach Schwab was also for 
William questioned the prescriptive liberal philosophy that informs 
Schwab's approach (Reid 1984: 103). 
3. Schwab to structures which he from 
syntactic the latter being manner and method through which the 
knowledge of the substantive, intrinsic structures are verified (Schwab 
1 
4. and Geraldine based their book ~<.""-'-.=~=-.!:.!::: 
(Fox and Rosenfield: 1977). 
5. In a chapter 'Problems, Topics and , Schwab wrote of 
commonplaces. 
The commonplaces are the focii of attention within an area 
.nt,<>,.",,,t that demands of and 
scrutiny that diverse investigation (Schwab 1964:5). 
6, The point is made in Schwab's title content of his essay 'On the 
of education by Psychology' (Schwab 1958.169). 
Schwab wrote these in work Practical: Four'. 
As a alternative to such theoreticism I have 
proposed cultivation and use sets of arts which 
respectively, the localism curriculum and the 
' .. arts of the 
and deliberation, and arts of the eclectic (Schwab 
8. the role simulation: 
process of the formulation of the problem involves 
examination symptoms and the of 
responses ... Each of these reS1Donises 
potential solutions to the problem formulated, must 
examined in terms of the consequences that are likely to ensue 
from their adoption, they must all considered, rehearsed and 
evaluated ... [in] a full 1985:82), 
continued to explain that the approach two 
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simulation, the first problem the second 
being process £v ... " ... £u development and 
implementation. 
9. Shulman asserts that Schwab himself did not exclude the 
possibility of' lone-deliberations' and Schwab to 'a deliberative 
eXC;halrlge and consideration several 
(Schwab 1 :239). Shulman argues that this to' selves'is 
first indication Schwab . that deliberation can occur productively 
a single individual without the a group' (Shulman 1 185). 
10. a observation when he ofthe 
teacher's judgement as crucial to curriculum the acts as a 
highly desirable barrier by and, necessary, 
curriculum (Stenhouse 1978:214). 
11. (a) Ralph Tyler espouses a similar recognition when he on 
11. 
in his 'rationale curriculum development', he had excluded the 
teacher as a source of information. had previously seen as 
means objectives and was only introduced to 
of curricula development after the objectives were formulated (Tyler 
1949). 
(b) 
the '::II.,v'vB'" group of teachers 
curriculum agencies 
The "" .. ",u ... "" was by 
extensive reading about 
pursued these studies during a year at 
researcher 
Hebrew University of 
the of leading In Courses included the 
- A study of South Mrican Jewry with Dr Gideon Shimoni 
- Historiography - and Memory - with Dr Mankowitz 
Holocaust with Profs Yehuda Bauer; Dov Kulka 
';;\..ILlva.I.IVll III with Prof Dalia Ofir 
Teacher As Researcher Dr Asher Shkedi 
- Curriculum Design with Prof Seymour 
Jerusalem 
workshop 
conjunction with 
in a Holocaust 
David Yellin Teacher's 
Vashem Holocaust Memorial 
held 
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1. Rist offers the following description of qualitative research: 
Qualitative research posits that most powerful and 
parsimonious way to understand human is to watch, 
listen and with own natural 
setting... develop] a knowing based on experience and 
involvement (Rist 1982:440). 
He does not discount importance quantitative research (Rist 1982:448) 
and he is agreement with the anthropologists and Louise Spindler 
who called the use provided m 
context of the field study. 
Qualitative and quantitative techniques are in no way 
incompatible if they provide information on rht'h:>r,"'nt 
same if 
for quantification are heuristic to the and are formed 
out of field experiences (Spindler and Spindler 1 1). 
Harry Wolcott the of the ethnographic approach for 
research in education, and 'without feeling that the researcher must make all 
the and meet all the prerequisites of the professional 
anthropologist' (Wolcott 1976:29). Wolcott, did go on to a 
purist stance. a subsequent essay called 
(Wolcott 1982: he lamented what he labelled the' quick and dirty of 
pseudo ethnography' where educators research on the process and 
"" .. w,rt'\'""rh - the rather than the or product he insisted 
by the rigours anthropological 
vpnrop Spindler, at the anthropology had however long 
..... VF,lU'''''' .... that educationalists would search out and utilize what seemed 
to them anthropological products (Spindler, G.D. 1963: 
3. researcher had taught at Weizmann from 1984 and was appointed 
head of the Jewish Studies Department in 1988 when he Co-ordinator 
Jewish History for all the primary schools and departmental head all 
primary schools in system 1991 A number of additional experiences 
this and brought additional to the research. The 
researcher had been involved in informal Jewish education and 
from had been Educational Director Cape Board of Jewish 
bauc~mon. The supplementary system under the auspices of the Board catered 
for Jewish students government schools. 
4. Rudduck the case for the highly desirable role of as 
researcher' which she explained was a preferable definition to that of Schon's 
""vU,",,,,' phrase 'the reflective practitioner'. Rudduck explained that the notion 
.",,,,,,u,,,, as researcher' bridged gap between the teacher as reflective 
and requirements and rigours research (Rudduck 
1985:281). sort of not only teaching but 
it would make a significant contribution to understanding education from the 
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5. 
who with the pupils are at the 
method has given rise to more 
(''''r'1Tr'''I,,~'r<l' in the past twenty years than this 
broad approach as participation-observation' 
and 1969:1). 
6. This continuum incorporates Gold's four master roles of participant-
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
which roles are suggested in order to yield results 
(Gold Burgess 1982:45). These roles include: 
Lun.UUF> in the data not 
1982:53). 
IS but 
""'1"''''''''''''''\.1 a list principle types of triangulation namely -
methodological, theoretical and cornOllfleo 
quoted Cohen and Marion 1 
,,,uu""' ...... ,, "'~'"''' .... ' '' .. the need for an 'openness': 
to be an observer-teacher, the teacher needs to 
that definition of himself to the pupils ... this is quite 
he makes it clear that the reason he is playing 
is to improve his teaching and make 
(Stenhouse 1978:155). 
strategies for gathering data for a case 
and document analysis (Merriam 1 
these as the main techniques of 
... ~>.,,.,~' ....... a more comprehensive tabulation the 
"",nlrnru of techniques (Wolcott 1976:36). 
concern that insufficient attention is to 
sources to detriment of the case study. 
If we tum to ethnographic studies we find historical data is 
research is in danger of 
sources are ignored 
180 
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12. Sarah Delamont explained the need for greater connection between the 
micro and macro levels in ethnography. 
What is needed is more ethnography which attempts to relate 
micro l~vel research to wider social and hence theoretical 
issues sti that a classroom and a school are not artificially 
separated from the community (Sarah Delamont in Barton and 
Meighan1978:62). 
181 
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1. 
2. 
also because of the 
schools. 
in terms of the of the 
the is the co-ordinator 
interchanges of staff that occur between the 
and Herzlia Primary 
Schools, many of the had worked in one or more of sister 
schools. interchangability commonality in the system 
particularly in these fields. also proved to be 
Weizmann, 
182 
unusually wide 
subject of the Holocaust. 
and high public profile to the 
3. these were largely 
because of the researcher's role as a regular participant the setting, 
research was accepted as part ongoing assessments and improvements 
out in the school by this researcher over the last decade. 
researcher in his capacity as out 
numerous and formal and informal research involving 
teachers pupils. included action and descriptive 
in the 1985 - 95. 
explained: 
schematic outline of the relationship various aspects of 
to the whole, while it is acknowledged that 
as much as they one is offered 
to illustrate the to merely as 
official, explicit, intended learning activity, is to mistake the 
the whole and is likely to lead to limited or even 
process of (Buckland 
1982: 169). 
Buckland's model rem~ClS multitude of 
1 
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5. UHS Chairman, stated figure 
No.2. 1990). 
6. The United Schools, already in to 
be entirely independent of any congregation or institution 
Weizmann was different that it was created as a schoo!. 
with in 1976, congregation retained 
ownership of the land but relinquished all over educational matters. 
7. Jocelyn in of South African identity, on 
this point. Jews entered the country as part of the privileged white caste which 
was culturally dualistic and indeterminate identity. proved to 
highly leeway preservation of Jewish identity 
in South Africa 1984:98). 
8. In the African context orthodoxy is for most part a widely accepted 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
of than a of disciplined observance (Hellig 
1986:237-40). 
It was 
Jewish 
formulated by Rabbi Goss 
.l.JUU""'UVll. had it enshrined 
in 1948 as director 
Board's 
,,-,l\.}lU,)!H. The 
practices 
Shimoni 
fully as 
out that was a compromise formula was defmed more 
education based on ' National-Traditional lines.' The 
'broadly' as opposed to 'strictly' had been a source of vVlllLvU 
signified a tolerant 
observance - thereby reflecting the 
in most pupils' (Shimoni 1980:254). 
to get to not 
only classes but a broad of the school community (Principal's 
letter to Teachers 18 January 1 
The rote learning of blocks information a IS 
important than the structure of the discipline, basic and intrinsic 
concepts, methodology, its relationship to other disciplines its 
for at the 1 
in the 1980s to 
apprehensions increased departmental prescription of curricular 
contents, this concern remai~ed unfounded. 
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14. In 1994 the Chairman reported that state subvention amounted to 
15. 
16. 
R2.7m of that total budget ofRl Vol II 
No 3 May 1994:8). 
a community school we have the philosophy no Jewish 
child should be deprived Jewish and consequently 
admission is not a function of (UHS Chairman, 
~~~~==VolIIN04 
one third of all .. ,. ...... ""J'" remission which is 
as a communal responsibility .. 
School are heavily subsidised by Cape Town Jewish 
those unable to afford the 
15). 
is taught as mother tongue, Afrikaans as second language 
'Jvrit Be'Jvrit' is an approach to the Hebrew language through 
immersion with as the sole means of communication in the 
(literally - Hebrew Hebrew). 
17. chronological calendar approach was found the popular 
and David Shitrai (1972) 
and widely Hebrew in Australia, South and South 
Africa. Intended for the Standard Five level it a anthology 
of poems, texts and related to the Holocaust (pages 169 - 178). 
This textbook was used as the advanced used in 
Schools the 1970s and 1980s. 
18. Rabbi a prime motivator this innovation, explained: 
Jewish Studies should taught as an medium subject 
because when you teach in Hebrew, you are 
essentially Hebrew and not very much Jewish History. 
This applies to' TanacH(Bible) and it also to 
Festivals to'Dinim' - No 
1978). 
19. 'Ul\.J""a.~"u through negotiation planning. For 
Hebrew class to develop 
of were III 
20. reason was found the language programme titled 
==:;,.t.Q.= (Rivlin, 1986). This was a rigidly graded 
programme with vocabulary, language stories graded and to 
ensure development ofIanguage proficiency. in Australia, 
South America and South included Holocaust stories of a and 
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about the heroine, Chanah Senesh in Madraygot Volume and studied 
at Herzlia in Standard the Madraygot was designed for 
schools with a time allocation the had intended 
at Standard Four - Five level. In between 
usmg ===..::~= the school had produced a 
anthologies called which drew on the 
carried the (Leket 
Madraygot material was no 
Hebrew readers in school and 
Department 
21. Herring and Rom (1 placed great emphasis on (Herzlia 
Headlines No 1978) and on religious education (Levitan 1983 :55). 
Paralleling Rabbi changes, the principal Weizmann at that 
time had already a new post in the school Jewish History 
in the vernacular. ' Two - Five were to an additional two 
periods (Levitan not only 
researched but was the first new post of Jewish 
History '''Y.,"''''". 
The entire to teaching Jewish was problematic and 
criticized it inappropriateness. No attempt was made to formulate the 
Jewish History nor to vary its accordance with the 
needs of children at various ages (Levitan 1983' 
by Levitan noted: 
Jewish Studies as a whole is not 
UU""'-',," was an ,,"\.HHIU.l"U 
promoted of the subjects 
(1982-84) overall lS. curriculum. 
Dr Kalmar (1 and the last Director Mr I (1986-1993) 
his attention on Middle and High School, and the drive to have lS. 
accredited as a matriculation subject. of Director of Judaica 
the entire was not filled after 1993. 
point in 1985 that the r ... "~·:.Irc· took up employment at 
as a teacher of and as a 
and resources and to ""(U,t'<:l1"" 
Levitan previously recorded his 
Curriculum development has to a team development and 
cannot be imposed from above (Levitan 1983:125). 
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recuitment specialist teacher was 
intended to which subsequently left in hands 
the promoted to Head of Department in 1987. 
school executive to this 
=- position to that of co-ordinator of History across all the primary 
1991 was promoted to Jewish Studies 
primary school structure and was responsible for curriculum 
development, supervision and continued expansion of the J.S. 
26. librarian had also provided an audio titled -'-'--'~'-=-"'-=-'=-:..::...:....::: 
27. 
Guizeman 1977) but this over-dramatised simulation of dilemmas two 
children occupied held little students. This 
audio tape's dialogue didn't fit context and the thick American accents 
detracted from the authenticity the role play . 
• ",,,,,vu,,,,,, of the lower school In 1993, for OV'l,1"r\n 
reported taking 
all 
classes to candles and the all exhibition 
the school foyer. 
Wallenberg, a Swedish diplomat, through the offalse Swedish 
passes (Schutz passe), and by establishing diplomatic immunity over' 
houses in Budapest, saved over 100 000 Hungarian from deporation 
(1944-5). 
29. Denmark had been declared a German Protectorate in 1940 and as part the 
the control over domestic policy and 
to population. 
rrlp·rap'nl"''' declared in September 1943 removed that protection and plans for 
deportation of were to be implemented. Though initially disorganized, a 
popular resistance emerged involving the hiding of Jews ferrying of 
the community to in While the of 7 800 
were saved, 500 who were captured were 
The Danish Cross arranged support and secured their 
1 Goldberger 1 
30. This wasreportedintheschoolllla~a'~Ul'~' 
our Standard Two's a 
World War II \.=== 
10). 
Previously the relating the rescue in 1987 a pupil the class 
indicated that her aunt Denmark had similarly been rescued. 
31. In popular Israeli culture, 
physical and the 
Diaspora. Attempts to debunk image as heroine in the were 
rejected by Israeli public who continues to her as a heroine (Hay 
1 1985). 
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34. 
35. 
While 
name 
187 
anglicized name "Hannah" is used in J..jH.""H~Hl titles, Hebrew 
is consistently used in the In this study the dual 
Reisenberger 
school 1989. 
the Hebrew Department ofUCT, similarly visited 
pupils from Standard audience recorded 
visit in 
In 
A.6.). 
of 1989: 
not give 
nn"'Tr<l and gave to others. 
died when she was but her still stays with us 
(D.W. Weizmann Magazine: 30). 
lady came to talk to us say 
is a heroine. Tzilli speaker] has met Chanah's 
and brother. She tried to save 
unfortunately got caught to death 
(sic) (YM. Herzlia Weizmann Hl.Gl'5Gl.lJU 
...,a."~l1u.al known as the 
Pellte,cm;t. and with each 
at the 
and commemoration 
;::H)::,U1J.l."'Gl.l1"'''' and rituals (Appendix 
overall programme 
_nT .• "p,.r assessment. 
her diary are 
days evident in 
documentary and 
RolfWolfswinkel issue in 
my Death' (UCT: March 1994). 
The following collection of books on the subject were 
students: 
... " ..... OJ'" to the 
A 1 
A 1 
GIESM 
Franklin 
Watts. 
SCHLOSS 1989 
1959 
teacher training a 
1994), were pitched at the 
guides were therefore not enlisted 
Standard Four tours were conducted by 
A programme based on the lesson content as 
described, was adapted the Standard population of the 
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Thus tour with appropriate worksheets (Appendix 
!.iii.), were read and pupils video tapes 
(1987) and (1 While the worksheet 
focused on Anne Frank it history 
and involved students in the parallel called ~===-'= 
=~== mounted by Mayibuye Centre for History South 
Africa which the In context of the consequences of South 
African racism. 
37. The exhibition was exhibited in South African National Gallery in Cape 
Town (March 1 - April 4 1994) thereafter it travelled to other centres around 
South vast ancillary included 
special musical programmes (Appendix l.ii). 
38. similar inclusion of the Holocaust Memorial and' Avenue of the Righteous' 
as one of the of In featured in a project at 
Herzlia Constantia Primary in 1 
When we were discussing Jerusalem . Yad Vashem was 
briefly mentioned, and the of the Righteous Gentiles, 
and the of those people (Interview 16: 
Constantia Teachers), 
39. Approximately 20% of that particular standard were of Sephardi Jewish 
40. 
Holocaust awareness was amongst their 
since almost Jewish family from Rhodes had sustained the loss 
immediate memb,ers 
ever dealt with the of Holocaust 
an emphatic answer: 
No! Never! It doesn't come up like that! (Interview 11: 
this belied the references that later 
don't deal with the Second World War but it comes up 
example once when I was dealing with South African history 
and with the massacre one tribe or another - then maybe we 
do home in on the a Jewish school and 
knowing that 
comparisons, I use it not I am 
awareness of it but because I know a point. They 
don't know about the Second World War or the Russian 
Revolution .. but they know about the (Interview 
11: Class Teacher). 
I to when are books to read 
over the course of the year; they should different types of 
books [to the pupils] - a girl heroine, a historical novel, a 
humorous book, a fantasy, and with this I also have the 
of war (Interview 7: School Librarian). 
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44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
It is not only nm,,,,,,'<1 
overcoming difficulties in 
without parents or ............ u .• /5 
... it is the one 
(on the topic) (Interview: 
the following books with a 
.H""'-',",Cl.U..:>L context: 
HOLM, A. 
J. "-'-,J. """" l 
1965 
1982 ~==~==~====~~==~. Fontana 
1978 
1984 
SERRAILLIER, 1. 1975 
~~=~"'-"-=~."-"".= was already included 
contrast in 1990, in 
1 
it was intentionally not included 
with the l S. Department, the as a class reader in 
in Standard Four although this was not retleatea. 
""'''''J11U school counsellor reiterated the point illustrated how the subject 
life cycle' death' is a topic, and for ""'CI.HlI.11'" 
year when there has been too much 
we spoke of it ... then I TTI"'''P'T 
over the difference 
and the lunar basis of the Hebrew 
to wider communal participation, 
the 
In some have been shifted to the nearest Sunday or public holiday. 
event had a co-ordinator who was at 
delegating responsibility especially for of 
the period of Holocaust Memorial 
day begins at sunset 
be completed prior to 
commemorating 
after the event. 
sent to all English, History and lS. at each 
late 1993 requesting special attention to this 
anniversary. 
notified that 1993 is the 50th anniversary of the 
Uprising. We are interested in having some 
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form of commemoration during the second term of 1993, We 
that you apply your minds to the possibility 
something relevant in a formal or non-formal way in 
department (Directive from the of Judaica, September 
1 1992), --
190 
49, This known in Yiddish by its original title' Nit Kayn Mol (Trans, 
This Road') was a tribute to the 
Warsaw Ghetto was in 1943 after ghetto 
Hirsch (1920 - 1944) from Vilna, perished a year later during an escape 
from a labour By that time tribute had already become 
widely known as ' of the and ' Anthm of the 
Fighters', It is sung as a semi-official anthem at Holocaust Memorial 
especially in (KaIisch 1986), 
The 'Wall' was of photographs drawn from the 
===-===.o....:..:...=: !5,~~lli- (Byers Abells, 1 
album were photo-copied enlarged and pasted on 
to a plain brown paper. The text and sensitive compilation were child 
,..",..,·tr",rI and (Appendix R.I.), 
51 At request of the teachers, the Art teacher prepared a 
mural the Warsaw Words on the 
drawing included 'fire bombing; mass smuggling, the wall 
, Each carried a short text explaining significance in terms 
of the subject of the Warsaw Ghetto (Appendix 
The School was to vet 
exhibitions. agreed with the IS. that one photos and a short 
text should not appear, photo showed a mother and child being shot at 
with text' they children to Abells 
1987) (refer Appendix E.5, LiiJ 
53. Hebrew and IS. staff reported they had taken each of their classes to 
the exhibits and candles. 
enemy was not Jewish but itself 
which loving your neighbour and forbids and 
stealing (Appendix BA.). 
sample of the liturgy: 
'G-d who is full of ,,' we remember the souls of six 
million brothers and '" whose was they 
were Jewish' (Appendix BA.). 
Drawing on classwork the text continued: 
We think of the millions and of the individuals "Janus 
, .. Chava Willie whose photos are 
[exhibited] downstairs, the righteous the 
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fighters like Chana Senesh (Appendix B.4.). 
At this point in the ceremony a pupil gave a rendition on the recorder of 
Chana Senesh's poem called 'A Walk to Caesarea' and the poem was then read 
in Hebrew and English. This poem is another classic Holocaust text frequently 
used at commemorations and well known to pupils in Israel. Senesh wrote this 
poem while living on a kibbutz near Caesarea and during idyllic days prior to 
her volunteering for military service with the British army. 
57. The text of the ceremony included this tribute: 
This year in particular we honour the resistance offered by half 
a million Jews who fought with the Allies in armies from 
Russia, U.S.A., Britain and also South Mrica. 
We especially honour the Ghetto fighters of the Warsaw 
Ghetto ... their revolt fifty years ago ... and Mordechai 
Anelewicz who led the uprising for three weeks until the 
Ghetto was utterly destroyed. To honour the fighters Hirsch 
Glick wrote 'The Anthem of the Ghetto Fighters (Appendix 
B..4.). 
58. Their texts read as follows: 
Standard Four pupil: Anne Frank hid with her family in class we learnt 
about her diary. She wrote - 'Despite everything I still 
believe in the goodness of man ... ' 
Standard Three pupil: Chana Senesh was parachuted into Europe to try to 
save Jews. We learnt about her and her poems that 
have inspired others [Poem: Happy Is The Match] 
(Script: Holocaust Memorial Service 1992). 
59. Thus for example the entry for 1968 reads: 
Mr Cohen [the Principal] made a short speech stressing the 
significance of the day. Standard Five pupils then added a few 
words, this was followed by lighting of six candles. We 
concluded with Hatikvah [the anthem ofIsrael] and then the 
school marched passed the candles (Weizmann School 
Magazine 1968:20). 
A decade later the 1978 school magazine recorded a similar event for that 
year. 
An address ... six candles were lit ... the ceremony closed with 
the singing ofHatikvah (Weizmann School Magazine 
1978:46). 
60. In the sample year of 1993 the school rabbi at Herzlia Constantia Primary 
addressed the pupils. Reference was made to Mordechai Anelewicz, leader of 
the Warsaw Ghetto fighters. Six candles were lit during a period of silence. A 
Holocaust poem by Solomon Kaplinski, the principal of the High School, was 
read from his newly published volume 'Lost And Found-'. A Second 
Generation Response to the Holocaust' (1992) (Herzlia Constantia IS. Report 
Term II 1993). 
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Herzlia Primary reported that 1993 a short ten minute 
ceremony was held at which were lit - lit a 
dedication to a such as the children, the elderly, and the 
fighters. Traditional liturgical texts were recited and 
concluded with Hatikvah (Highlands - J/S. Report 
rituals memorial day did not much in the schools. For 
example Highlands Primary School reported in 1 that pupils were 
not to play boisterous and to a quiet tone 
atmosphere. In the senior primary of school, a teacher 
teachers mounted our of pictures based on 
Jl!tl;m!~ru1JJ;".Jgmsun!!S[', with a picture of 
Frank and a yellow star. Pupils of Standard Two, Three 
and Four were brought to the foyer to see the pictures. The 
candles lit at service in the morning were transferred to the 
foyer and were to burn the day (Interview 1 
Highlands Teachers). 
parallel between commemoration at Highlands Primary and 
W eizmann was a function of the of ideas through the Jewish 
semmar. 
The Middle and High Schools ceremonies as in their journals were of 
same sombre tone with guest speakers and survivors addressing the 
students whose were appropriate with suitable texts 
(Appendix 8.). 
In 1992 the exhibits were less elaborate with stark oflarge yellow 
stars black panels. candles were lit beneath these 
posters and a dramatic rather than an one. 
A noted the impact: 
On Yom Ha'Shoah I am aware that Holocaust is taught, 
when I walk school foyer on Yom I see 
a whole presentation. I am aware something is 
happening [about it] in the school (Interview 11: 
Weizmann). 
63. destruction of over one hundred 
was reported by 
November 1 
1 23). 
directive note 48) preparation began early in 1993. At 
the subjects of physical spiritual 
explored along with practical implementation for Since 
uprising had on Passover of 19j3 it was deemed appropriate to mark 
. this at the schools presentation and simulated 
dinner or seder was a highlight of school year and attracted many of the 
families lay leadership Jewish 
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community. followed a 
Hagadah ceremony, however a break in the uu,"".",", 
case presentation pupils. 
by teachers and was prn,f"'In"P 
of freedom. It celebrated 
Jewries and juxta-positioned 
for freedom by 
of our pain is even 
occurred fifty years 
(Appendix .). 
, Anthem of the Ghetto 
suffering of people 
and the continuing 
text 
m 
when we recall the 
uprising of the 
then followed 
events 
Warsaw 
A reading 
highlighted 
here! And 
final line of the song:'Mir dar' - We are here! 
Po', We are 
B.3.) 
at Weizmann we commemorate that heroic battle. 
to usm 
l'U"""l''' and ... " ... "",,,,,,, 
festival of freedom. 
Parents had supplied with the text to their joining in 
rendition. In the fmale of the song, the Standard Four pupils in the 
presentation to the rhythm an increasingly loud drumbeat and then 
unfurled the the Ghetto fighters. (A video tape of this IS 
located with 
The of the presentation was when 
"" ..... ,.u'",..., teachers 
I recall that in 1993 the school commemorated the 
Ghetto at the function ... now that kind 
thing dicussion (Interview 11: Class Teacher). 
The library is seen as central to the school and to the life of child It has 
the needs of reading; the material (both book 
independent as for 
boasts an v"",,.,vu,,u 
up to date-
"!"u:<~~~l!..!::!!~=!.!:!.!.l~ 1993-4:7). 
66. The Hebrew carries a small "'VlJ",""L1VU 
textbooks, a number of Hebrew 
and readers such as the Gesher and 
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Holocaust no further 
previous memorial services. 
was found beyond a few brochures from 
My is when I see anything 
immediately it out, I apply 
would to other books. I do that I would want the children 
to know as many books as I do most 
definitely look for the books book buying] (Interview 
Librarian). 
68. Books of this included those previously listed (note 43) and the 
following additional 
FLINKER, Young Moshe's Diary. Jerusalem; Yad 
Vashem, 
HANNAN, 
1. 
LOWRY,L. 
RICHTER, 
SUHL, 
1978 Harper 
1968 
1 
1989 
1970 
1 
1975 =~"-==~=~=-":f!.!= NY, 
Franklin Watts. 
1 Collins 
librarian explained: 
There is a reason this ... I am afraid of the thin line nPT'U1P''''n 
singularity and the uniqueness of the event ... almost a jealousy 
as opposed to the suffering other 
in South (Interview School 
Librarian). 
70. These books adapted from adults literature included the following: 
HOFFMAN, J. 1979 
-",-",~~~. NY; Ktav. 
STERN, E.N. 1982 Elie Wiesel Witness for Life. NY; Ktav. ' 
71. librarian was cognizant of this but added: 
=""'-'=~=:!.! ... isn't 
to cut 
the individual who will read 
Librarian). 
1 
The librarian explained necessary 
advice was sought. The was 
a case in It was vetted however but 
because of its sexual explicitness as the a pubescent teenager. 
'My problem with it [was that] it about his 
sexuality, I was a little and I actually 
parent school, a counsellor in 
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She said it was (Interview 7: Librarian). 
The 
I prefer to 
are a of pictorial 
~~!::!.!.f:!~~ (Innocenti 1991) which is a classic. 
Innocenti has an authenticity the story and illustrations. 
there is no mention me this 
children] is the outstanding book on the 
(Interview 7: School (Appendix 5.) 
Margaret Wild 
(1991), the librarian it to the of 
debate (Appendix 
on later shown the 
with silence. a long pause 
expressed concern. 'Who sees it? ... It does to me 
... I'm not sure what it do to ... the illustrations upset 
(Interview 6: School Counsellor). The is not without significance and 
responding to widespread the second 
-'-"'-"'-'-==-=:""""-""-"'.=. (Quoted by Karen Vol. 8 No. 2 
Supplement). 
The noted: 
didn't mean to offend but illustrations are literally too 
to the bone - it horror (Interview 7: School 
Librarian). 
One book especially 
'-'hlHI.IJ'LlU'U previously described. was a photographic 
Jewish in Europe prior to the Holocaust (Patai: 1981). 
Gerhard Schoenberner (1969) was a classic photographic text that included 
disturbing of bodies mass graves. text was no 
to be found library disappeared in the 1 Copies of it 
apparently were to be in numerous pupils' homes because it was 
r""t':>rr~.rI to in interviews and of the schools 
the to show 
in the school library included the following: 
1987 
CHAIKIN, M. 1 
HOFFMAN, J. 
ISRAEL 
E.N. 1982 
76. Encyclopaedias included the series of Macmillan, ...:..:..:===-=== 
~~~:f!:, and specifically Jewish encyclopaedias - ~=-'=t"'."'='--"-"~=-'" 
Jerusalem 1972), (Keter, Jerusalem: 
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Books in this category found in the library '''''''CYU'_U 
~-' M.J. 1988 
JAJV.OES, I. 1990 
1 
1969 
Valentine Mitchell Co. 
librarian numerous 
in a book in the General Library, from a 
Palestinians or other books on the Arab-Israeli conflict ... 
even books inclined perhaps a 
would ask - did they come to Israel ... It was 
the Holocaust. if it presents it as not being' our problem', 
they imply that solved problems by Jews to 
come to Israel ... kind 
picked up (Interview Librarian). 
1 
78. Library on Israel that included Holocaust memorials: 
79. 
80. 
GAFNI AND VAN HAYDEN 
1978 
HADARY, 1988 
... "'_,, .............. N.B. 1978 
LAWTON, 1987 
G. 1 
1983 
two volumes both contain a biographical ......... ,,'"'"'u of the curator of 
M morial 
The volume' (Mas ada Publ: 1965) devotes an 
chapter to heroism during the Holocaust. 
the subject, was replaced by 
in the revised edition ~~~~~.!.2c!.!~~~~~~~~ 
(Ktav 1970). 
books in the library with rp1''''rPM 
1 
1970 
1969 
1 
Chinuch 
to the included 
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KlSHOR, S. 1960 ~~~~~~~~=. (Volumes I 
- HI). NY, Jorden 
KEDOURIE, E. 1 The Jewish World. London:Thames 
1 
J.Vl'"",a,I."'" III 
ideological 
example the 
~~~~'-=~==.!...=~ (Ktav 1967) 
..... 01".1"" in a unit titled 
81. In (Lawton and Erricher 1992) took a 
83. 
moral dilemmas as those faced by 
Jewish values. subject also 
arose in Martin (1976) 
collection on Some 
War II although such 
focused mainly on military developments and encouraged a sense of war-
adventure. publications included books looking at experiences of 
children (Marx: 1989) and of fighters (Prager 1979). 
Examples 
included: 
in the library on that did not 
In contrast 
the question and suffering. 
House. 
==o.~= (Batsford Ltd 1987) raised 
Penn PubLI 
mentIon makes no at 
his book ..:...:....:.;=""-"'--'-''-''''''-...:;..;;;:;.=>----'-'-='''-'''-~~ (Franklin 1989). A 
third book in this in the school The Story of the Second 
-'-'--'=-":::.....!."-""!. (Oxford 1957) by Katherine carries a substantial section 
on the Holocaust. 
volumes included: 
STRASSFELD, 
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The librarian commented on pupils interest in the 
I have a lot of requests ... yes ... but shift 
this .. when I came to [20 there was 
much greater interest in the war as war ... the tanks, 
_. and (Interview 7: School Librarian). 
Only a books, bibliography were 
in the Weizmann School library. list while not comprehensive did 
highlight the contemporary volumes. selective Review 
of for Students Journal 
of Holocaust Studies VoL 8 2 (ADL 1 
for lessons 
Boy 
19), 'A in Crowd' 5, 1 . Tal and Ariel' 
1987: 16),'The War and I' (Std 5,1986:97) and' Children ofThereizenstadt' 
(Std 5, 1969:83). The adventure of the 1 we replaced more 
to with the subject, 'A War (Std 5, 
dealt with an imagined confrontation with a German soldier. In a 
similar way pupils poetry the subject. Poems 
written 1990 to the sense survival 
triumph over Nazi OD1Dre:SSl,on. 
1948, was in the air 
the every Jew, no more despair 
as independent Israel was made .. 
army of 
the Nazi name, now 
('Our Jewish Heritage' by LC (Std 5), Herzlia Magazine 
1990:63). 
Its our own home 
because we belong 
,,-,--===1 
Afrikaans. A selection 
"'--!..:=.:...=== - 'makes one 
through during that 
1974:12) 
and unusually also in 
~== - . shows how miserable life was 
and just u<;;;\"au,,<;;; 
the original Hebrew 
1974:90) 
Duitse trokke het nooit UIJ~~vu':LaF', 
vyf minute soldate 
platgeskiet.' \,~~!.L!.£;!!!!!,~~~~~~ 
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88. A pupil reported on her visit to Yad Vashem: 
Yad Vas hem ... is a place I shall always remember, but I shall 
never go there again (P.K. Std 5 Herzlia Magazine 1969:57). 
89. This text by pupil N.S. in Standard Five exemplifies the type of writing that 
was created by pupils and is translated from the original Hebrew text. 
Children of Thereizenstadt 
Here there are no guns, but peace. 
No blood, 
but we are still in the hands of the enemy, 
Until we die. 
Where is mother? Father? 
I want to see them! 
Perhaps a day, a month, a year 
And what of my great hope 
to die in the land ofIsrael? 
Example of a text by a Standard four: 
Why we Remember 
We must remember the Jews that died 
Six million Jews were killed 
War, Misery, death 
Hatred 
Hitler the enemy, the killer, the conqueror. 
(S.B. Herzlia Magazine 1989:30). 
90. In 1980 the child reporter added to the description: 
'Today it is very hard for us to believe how many of our 
people were killed. Soon there will be no more survivors ... we 
must always remember. (Herzlia Weizmann Magazine 
1985:61). 
199 
91. Pupils had brought Time Magazine dated 17 August 1992 to Jewish Studies 
classes. This edition reported on ethnic cleansing and of President Bush's 
warning oCa Nazi style Genocide'. The cover photograph showed emaciated 
Muslim prisoners in detention camps that were strongly reminiscent of 
photographs from the period of the Holocaust. 
92. In response to the racial genocide in Bosnia a collection was made to fund a 
telegram of protest and outrage which was sent to the International Red Cross 
in Geneva. Pupils expressed shock at the news media visuals of emaciated 
prisoners of war and mass murders and the senior classes after discussion, 
devised a suitable text: 
Close the concentration camps in Bosnia 
-Do not be tricked as you were by the Nazis in Thereisenstadt 
in 1944-5 
Help heal Yugoslavia and try to stop the war 
From Jewish children at Herzlia School, Cape Town, South 
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20 August 1992). 
The to the VISitS to In 
discussed with the students. These were carefully 
was a Jewish resort. The 11"1""""'''<:> 
(beautification) to convince the delegation included the 
by sending inmates to their at Auschwitz. 
VISit his 
The Jews of Czechoslovakia S. 1984:134-9). 
The wasr~r',..,rr~n 
helped raise money a in of war 
torn Bosnia. expressed our alarm and outrage at the 
establishment of concentration camps in Yugoslavia and wrote 
of this to the Red 
~~W:: 1992:5). 
This poster to a series called ' Zionist 
1984) recording the history Zionism. Of the ten in this 
first displayed in the school corridors in 1986, only remained in 
1993. included the poster devoted to the subject of the which 
hung in a central in corridor outside the school hall by 
pupils day. the sole the even if it 
was not selected as such, it merited examination (Appendix B.6.). 
Victims' and most 
an youth on a Polish 
for pioneer in matching text indicated that 100 000 such 
members of Zionist youth movements were murdered in war. On the 
a narrow was a photo Chana which was to r~n,r",""'nt 
murdered - 'Chana Lehrer from Minsk was one of the one 
million children murdered in Holocaust' A photograph ofMoshe Flinker, 
another victim, included a quotation from his - 'Only now do I 
understand how much we need a homeland.' photograph of the statue 
honouring the Mordechai Anelewicz was a tribute to those 
""'''''''U''F. an 'honourable Similarly a 
photograph of Chana highlighting her Such 
details overt series and epitomized by the 
caption about Chana 
Zionists the British army to allow Jews to 
the and to save Jews .. of symbolic to 
through the It was a new 
dimension Zionism - the State ofIsrael would not be a 
refuge the but a base from which aid could 
despatched to Jews 
WZO 1984). 
nf"\C'T~" the Holocaust had been interpreted to support Zionist 
of the and not the single-most 
Holocaust, Anne Frank, was not represented on 
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poster, presumably ",..., ... ·au.,..., of her own 
worldview. 
rather than Zionism 
201 
94. exhibition at Weizmann, from 
98. 
book by the same name. Similarly a poster created at 
Herzlia Constantia used text of Pavel Friedman's poem 'I Never 
Saw Another Butterfly'. Friedman was a nine old inmate 
who perished at Auschwitz. The poetry and art of the 
children of this and published under title of his poem 'I 
~~~,,-,-,,-===,-=-dI~TJ'-dL" edited by Volavkova (1978). 
school emphasis on exposing children to 
world (through field visits to places of 
exhibitions, etc.) bringing the outside world (visiting 
speakers, into the school. Such 
programmes are chosen to IS 
studied because are sources of enrichment 
\"'-="'-=~=~== 1993-4: 7). 
In 1993 for 
A co-ordinating committee on community Cape 
and the African Cultural Museum mounted an ...,hlJ:IULLIVH at museum 
- The Holocaust Exhibition (17 April - 15 May 1 
Holocaust Memorial 
1992 and 1993. 
explained the 
presented a two hour of video film, 
overview . and there was also the art and sculpture 
exhibition Herzlia art students and Ben Surdut's stamp 
collection [of the Holocaust]. But it was specifically 
to history and pupils in standard seven matric 
(Interview 13: Chairman Holocaust Memorial Council). 
Although not visited as a school, numerous primary school pupils attended 
a private especially the Middle 
Schools were directly involved in 
A organizers commented: 
to house exhibition 
... AFo,jlU .... ',AU-> Primary] but end they 
So didn't visit - I didn't it was suitable for 
them [the primary school pupils] .. it was too ... it was 
too much (Interview 16: Highlands 
Primary). 
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100. Subsequent to this local primary schools also visited and were 
with worksheets prepared by the teachers. 
Through his to parents the principal ofHerzlia Wei~mann 
pupils to visit the exhibition. 
our Standard Fours will be Anne Frank 
I would urge you all to this remarkable display 
... our Standard Two is one of the guides 
will be at the National on Sunday 
(Newsletter to 1994). 
pupils did report visiting the exhibition or one ancillary events 
such as theatre production '~~~= 
play' was by Leonard Schach 1 Weizmann 
School had offered a block booking this production but because of 
mixed feelings of the staff about the appropriateness of the play which billed 
as a musical, this offer was not accepted. 
101. This was bitter disappointment pupils when in 
1994 an unsuccessful attempt was made to have Anne Frank's childhood 
friend Hannah Goslar, address Standard Four pupils. 
102. brought to T own many 
of the Jewish community were brought to the High School to 
address the senior pupils. In the field of Holocaust these visitors included 
for example Newman, a Holocaust historian (1993), Hannah Pick 
Goslar (1994), Bertha Leverton an expert on the Kindetransport (1994), 
Claude (1994). Wiesel was one 
such visitors visitors were in addition to the 
residence who taught units at the ",,,11V\..'1. 
1 03. In a daring rescue mission they courageously brought 1200 
Polish children orphans] from camps In 
were visited 
\=~~~~~~~ October 1 
104. for example, as preparation for the commemoration of the Warsaw 
a documentary was and also a video about the 
Hl"1 ... \.'''U a about 
of physical, spiritual and 
moral resistance. the commemoration ceremonies in Warsaw CNN news 
of the event was discussed as was the content local communal 
tribute held at School. that same year a reported to 
the on lecture at Cape Town university on 
his (1994). Revisionism, Holocaust and 
work of David were also dealt with in 
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1 All efforts at co-ordination across schools were, at that 
in accordance with exclusively focused on 
established by the Director 
The questionnaire completed 
did formally deal with 
leading to 
arises if the 
Studies and was 
who was to teach 
teachers in 1992 showed that most teachers 
on the day of commemoration or during the 
comments 
or before 
are no lessons 
it (Teacher's 
Jewish History had been 
teachers there was 
Jewish 
",v"uU.;J'VU as to 
of the Holocaust. The In(',"I"T<:I 
in the conflicting the teachers during their 
- Discussion arose ... but as it was not dealt with formally 
I felt that this was part Jewish 
teaches. 
I spoke about I the 
~~~~~~~tothe 
History 
107. The Middle Jewish Studies 
108. 
taught in Jewish Studies 
to year we the input. Two or 
visitor [scholar-in-residence]. We've also 
through We also do it as part of the 
10: Middle School 1.S. 
pupils work titled !.!£!~~~~~~~~~~ was 
... VL''"'''' ....... .,. Memorial IJr ..... ,nr'l Similarly in 1993 an 
in-house .,,",UUUl "",U'/ll'-""'-,,\./1' pupils as part of the 
Warsaw Ghetto 
The 
presentation -
Introduction). 
and 
S. 
109. The Head of J.S. in the High School reported: 
is taught for a term in 
about 25 sessions of 50 
audio-visual and Ullll1'''',1,-, 
hours on Sunday 
......... 1'-''', Herzlia High School). 
to all 
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110. most scholars-in-residence were 
or anti-semitism. 
Gitlis 1989 
Ely Dlin 1990 
Jan 1991 
Aubrey Newman 1 
Baruch Gitlis 1993 
204 
Ill. 'March of the is a bi-annual tour which attracted varying 
responses due to the formidable costs. 
1988 - 17 a teacher, school principal 
1990 - 1 student 
- 4 students 
112. on position as a teacher in Middle the 
principal ofWeizmann recalled the Memorial in that schooL 
It was a high profile day - they had exhibitions, candle-lighting, 
a ceremony, individual candle lighting. . 4 : 
Weizmann Principal). 
113. Thus in the local Jewish describ d a formal ceremony during 
the morning assembly that paralled ceremonies in the other branches of 
system. 
Yom Ha'Shoah was commemorated with a deeply moving 
candle-lit ceremony the school Solly Kaplinski, the 
a reading from his book on the 
Holocaust - This was followed 
Aryeh Rand, who invoked the memorial prayer 
Rachamin'. service concluded with a short extract from 
video Warsaw Ghetto 
June 1 
This description not from reports of ceremonies in 
back as 1973 when the principal at that time submitted a 
on to an international 
was submitted by principal of the High School, 
under the heading -' Typical Assembly Program for Holocaust Memorial 
Day' (Appendix: 98-99) in Goelman - Teaching the In 
Jewish Schools - A Vol II 
1973). 
The above to Kaplinski's book is significant. Solly 
Kaplinski prepared and published a collection of Holocaust poems to honour 
the memory of his parents who been Polish Jewish partisans. Other 
principals schools have also demonstrated their personal 
involvement In 1995 the new principal of the School 
a number of lectures on and theology of Elie Wiesel -
the subject his Honours dissertation. 
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114. 
lIS. 
116. 
tone was reinforced by pupils who often 
!U"'.o"''<:,UlI;; not a 'ceremony' but of a 'service' \..!..!.~~~~~~ 
~~~ 1968:20) (Herzlia Weizmann School Magazine 1977:5). 
candles were placed in each class to remind us of the lu\"aUj,u)", 
! (Herzlia Weizmann School Magazine 1986:55). 
ritual innovation that did not persist was the practice at 
an alarm calling the school to attention for a minute's ""'-'1",,'-' 
keeping with the established custom 
absorbed into the ceremony itself and was not carried out 
impact was lost once the assembly dispersed into 
related to this was the call to silence by 
moment was vested with solemnity 
the festival of the Jewish New and 
117. attempts at selecting an 
the failure of earlier HR.''''''"'''::> '"',;)1.1\",,",""" 
. __ .... "" historical events, and the difficulty 
1988, Chapter 1 0). 
118. Standard traditions for mourning were suggested 
students a day of silence, or 
victims. student called for six days of mourning. 
119. the teacher was reporting on this 
was heated debate. 
- I am against this completely! 
- What! Would I write numbers on their arms to 
the 
(Interview 16:. Teachers). 
were also received from parents about this 
", .. >r·n",,.,, reported on the impact even amongst the 
year the children come out of the ceremony 
perspective even though it is only a smattering of an 
nT .. ' .... l1 .. Ul 16: Teachers). 
..... u'v .......... often were intentionally 
entire day and created the appropriate 
it is something 
- Pupils the hall very 
was a sombre 
ceremony was very dignified. 
tone for the 
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16~ 1 18: 
121. Yom HaShoah.usually falls month April or May in accordance 
month of Niss~n. with Jewish calendar where it occurs on 
122. to the exceptional circumstances watershed first 
democratic in Africa, pupils enjoyed an holiday 
to school on the eve of the next of 
was limited to brief mention at a school assembly. 
123. a function Standard pupils to 
UV'.Av,"n. Although involvement responsibility for such 
Four pupils, more skills and maturity 
having to take over these 
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1. emphasizes this: 
our educational programme is 
to question, to observe 
to about the world ... \d...I.l~~..l..Z...JI~~;!,M 
~~~~ 1993-4:6). 
This approach was particularly emphasized in 
"-' ......... n"'" curriculum 
J.jllJll.111''''''l'' is placed on self expression 
""""JU (Ibid:7). 
2. This was noted by teachers in their interviews. 
3. 
4. Teachers 
5. At Highlands 
parental 
c: 
ceremony in the hall, I continued with topic 
Teachers - Herzlia ,""va. .... , .... , .... 
Ones wanted more, they couldn't enough; 
(teacher), show us more, tell us more 
ea(:ners - Herzlia 
the following: 
of Ha'Shoah, came 
about Anne Frank and other books 
out (Interview 16: Teachers-
books for a few days afterwards, to \.1 .. "", ... ,),;:, 
event (Interview 16: Teachers Highlands Primary). 
wel:z;malrlIl ). 
the sensitivity of this was 
as was evident in the interview 
was a problem with one child. During 
up her hand and said: 'They took 
it wasn't water it was gas!' That one 
to tell us - from the floor. A mother phoned me 
and told me that it had upset child very 
207 
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1. school "'rr''''1''\'''"h 
At the centre of our educational programme is the child .. 
constantly to question, to obsez:ve and to 
and to learn about the world .. Wei 
",-=:.=!.~==l 
This approach was particularly emphasized in the Jewish S .... ~~ .. ~..., 
The Jewish Studies curriculum concept 
is placed on self expression and mea ngful 
discussion (Ibid:7). 
2. This was noted by teachers their interviews. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
- After hall, I con . ued the topic 
(Interview 17: - He lia Constantia). 
Standard Ones wanted mor couldn't enough; 
they said 'Morah (teacher), us tell us more 
16: lia Highlands). 
library, about 
taken out 
a'Shoah, they came with books from 
e Frank and other books that they had 
16: Teachers - Primary). 
a days to - They bring 
the next event nterview 16: - Highlands Primary). 
are films which are horrific, they 
watching them. Then they mention something in 
class tell you that they saw it and what they did [in 
the vie]. And you are sort of standing in the - what 
are lou to I 
Yef! They want to it! 
T: ou get caught! 
M: es! I've also got caught like that. 
( terview 18: - Herzlia Weizmann ). 
the was further complicated by 
p rental involvement as was in interview 
was a problem with one child. the assembly a 
child lifted up her hand and said: 'They took them into the 
showers and it wasn't water it was That one child had 
come to tell us from the floor. A mother phoned me 
a few later and told me that it had upset child very 
much! 
207 
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L: thought we'd it! 
C: She obviously thought that I had said it, I explained to her 
there is no ways that it would come from a L"''''',l1..,1 
details we don't them, God forbid. It had come from a 
child and the child could not understand how they could do 
such 16: 
6. The harrowing photographic book by Gerhard Schoenberner, -"'...:.:~:...=== 
(Corgi 1969) a 
208 
boy's had given the book to bring to class for The 
discussed book without it. response to pupils 
the that it was too upsetting 
probably for some children. teacher placed it in the boy's case 
unopened. (Herzlia Weizmann 1 Two). 
parallel occurred in schools involving 
same book by Schoenberner. 
child brought a book and me to show the class. I 
browsed through it and told that it was .,t",,...,.<,t,., 
was no way that I would show it to class. It had those 
awful of bodies 17: - Herzlia 
the book wanted to I 
said 'No! there are sensitive pictures.' I tried to explain I 
was talking to wall, so I the book In Standard 
F our I showed them the but not those 
... one said, 'Morah (teacher) are 
answered, ' but you can look at it in 
1 Teachers - Highlands). 
The detail such an incident not only illustrated the difficulties by 
teacher but also revealed problematic nature of the interest when it 
Oe(~OnleS a ghoulish interest. 
7. The school librarian explained: 
8. The 
Now children like the supernatural monsters need 
this, They are often the children who want to read 
on the .,. it grows by it on. 
to be very sensitive to this (Interview 7: School Librarian). 
Children are ghoulish - if you them a book on the 
.......... ...,"' ....... , ... they will look the worst pictures and time 
looking at them - and that be Holocaust them 
(Interview 4: Principal). 
9. The school 
I had a child who wanted more more of this ... in his 
art and everywhere.,. lots """LU'''' go this stage but 
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I found case to be vv,,,, ..... ,,,,,. (Interview School Librarian). 
1 O. at Highlands verbalized problem: 
I have a obsessed with it, you should 
asks! I can't concentrate on the one or tw~what 
with other twenty the 1 Teacher 
Herzlia Highlands). 
11 The counsellors reported a lot nightmares 
by and fear socia-political situation but none 
these had related to the Holocaust (Interview 5: School Counsellor). 
12. Pupils written class tests brought no 
or undue focus on the matter. To further avoid distortion, tests and 
were culled periods of over a wide 
(1989 - 1994). written and 
a local competition in 1 
13. Of the 17 pupils who were interviewed over the six month period (1 
seven students were individually while a seven were 
interviewed groups of three four. Two originally from 
were interviewed separately. Interviews with initial hesitancy 
students perhaps to the audio tape and to their as the 
answers were curt and to point. Pupils were more at ease and V"",~,""ll.'" 
enthusiastic when it was to them that their answers would help 
in future planning. Group interviews offered pupils reassurance and 
other even vied each to answers. 
was carried out when a singular arose to 
of the BBC documentary, ' (1975) on a 
pupil whose had 27). 
14. Key terminology central to recurred in most descriptions and 
included terms such as - 'six million Jews'; , , 'World War , 
'concentration camps'; , 'Germans' and' anti-semitism'. Thus when 
asked to define response was found in the 
were killed by the 
reference to the number' miIIion' was almost 
pupils and used definite article - 'the 
million' to secure the specificity of the ... "'"""' ... "' ..... 
student wrote million another one children' (1992). 
During the study only one pupil quoted an incorrect 'two 
million' (1 
contrast in 
unable to define 
group who were 
Holocaust or to 
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1994 -
unable to define or Yom Ha'Shoah each 
of a of 47 pupils 
pupils 
pupils. 
Others confused the as being a memorial for fallen fighters which 
210 
confused with Yom HaZikaron - the memorial day for soldiers observed 
a week after Yom Ha'Shoah. confusion was not only of the 
memorial but was a function of the of 
victimffighters particularly in the 
one pupil wrote: 
'Ghetto fought in name ofIsrael' (Student 
15. Standard pupils were topics 
a which included the following - IN.F. National The 
Diaspora; 5755 (the year); (lamentations); Selichot (prayers of 
penitence); Nidrei (Yom Kippur liturgy); Anne 
Theodore Hallel (liturgy of praise). 
16. abilities were reflected in pupils in 1994 
when selected Frank as choice. one students of a total 
of 33 chose to write about Anne Similarly in 1 49 of 52 
chose Anne from a list of 12 
In 1 about 
from a 
- Anne Frank was a Jewish 
a diary so we know her 
of ten topics. 
who died in 
Frank hid a secret room 
found because someone betrayed She was one 
6 000 000 who died in Holocaust 
Studies 4: 1994). 
Despite having attended the special exhibition in a of 
students the basic details of her Some her into a 
composite who' hid, fought, was a labourer and who was /;Cl.i)i)\#U 
identified as a symbol of the Holocaust victim. 
- Anne Frank reminded us the what 
happened to Jews - some survived and some died (Ibid). 
In a few answers Anne was confused with Chanah Senesh. Both Anne 
Frank and Senesh diaries had been published, 
were available in the Weizmann library were referred to the ,,,,,.,V'A., 
the Holocaust. 
wrote a secret diary was a spy. 
was prepared to fight (Ibid). 
1 T pupils were unable to fully express under-standing 
in a form, while others on rote answers. there were 
pupils who insight interpretive skills such as one child's 
comment added after a test question: 
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- I still can't how a human can such a terrible thing 
to ",nr\'tl"""r r,,3TCr,n 
18. traditional rabbinical answer to question would Yom Kippur the 
Day Atonement, which is as the holiest in the Jewish 
Pupils were therefore specifically asked own OpInIOn. that 
could have been would have been Celebration of Freedom 
Torah holidays of ShavuotlPentecost or Simchat or the 
national holiday Yom HaAtzmaut Israel's Independence Day. These 
alternatives did feature their choices. it was the unexpectedly 
high of Yom in 1989 originally alerted 
to the significance and on the subject of the 
Holocaust. 
19. following was the per year pupils! responses to the variously 
phrased question: 'Which, in your opinion, is the most important festival or 
commemoration in the Jewish calendar?' 
YEAR NO. OF YOMHA YOM YOM 
STUDENTS (pERCENTAGE) HASHOA KiPPUR 
1 
1 
1992 
1993 
1994 
20. 
5 50 34% 17 9 
5 51 20% 14 
4 54 16 13 
4 24% 9 8 
4 33% 11 6 
Pupils' of the most important festival or commemoration 
"",. .... v ... ni;:Qatea the validity pOSItIOn: 
We can!t prevent it, we don!t even know 
time! (Std 5: 1989). 
it happened the 
21. combination of identification, commitment to continuity and to 
were example all In a written in 1989 by a 
pupil in Standard Five: 
death, marching, singing. 
the our enemies, our murderers. 
Six million vanished. 
We, Jews, we must ... ""..,., .. ,.." 
Close analysis the reasons for rejecting a day was pursued in 
1994 revealed of those responding in this (seven thirty 
three pupils), motivations varied greatly. pupils it was harping on a 
that this was not in spirit reconciliation. Two pupils felt it 
was too particularistic and failed to the suffering others. 
pupil expressed view that a day commemoration was redundant because 
a national day mournIng existed on the traditional fast day of the 
8 
16 
7 
11 
5 
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23. 
25. 
2 
Ninth of the Month (albeit the destruction of the Temple). 
Israeli pupils interviewed indicated that although 
att,encled a Jewish school in opinion 
peers at Weizmann 
about the Holocaust 
was very limited. 
are not were most people 
talk about it, is a whole day of 
it ... you are an Israeli you know about it from nursery 
school (Interview 20: pupils at Weizmann). 
(Appendix H) was to parents as a means of 
curriculum and parents' keenness to was m 
UUlJV!!':> and Parental 
wide, school 
which offered 
of a families. Responses were 
but not necessarily as a couple. Significantly 
mdlcated that they more than one sibling in the 
had 
the 
parents Standard 
parent body of the school. 
been the subject of a system -
administration in 1 
full was prepared as an in-house publication by the 
Judaica - MRQ!1.Q!l1!.M!JlQyJillQJ2MS;1llil~~~liQJ~rulliY~!QQl.£ll!.!S;EJ!!;m 
by I Mann and M Slone 
Twenty-one of the forty-one respondents had 
Holocaust. 
a family loss in 
Within the and complement at Weizmann, three-
of the reported loss 
memoers This was also true of more than 
complement. ) 
family 
school's staff 
28. of the responses evident during 
more penetrating individual interviews of one 
explained that son was honour late grandfather, a 
survivor. Another parent knew of no members her family who had 
but during interview her family had been but were 
saved by smuggled out of danger. third respondent had originally 
r&>T\Arr<>n of no losses, but later added that an aunt had married a 
survivor. 
Two Dutch brothers Holland during 
in school at time survey. pupil's 
hidden in Poland as a child. He donated a school bus to 
School in the 1 to honour memory the rest his family were 
victims Holocaust. 
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30. forty-one respondents indicated that they had 
lecture. 
31. respondents had visited a Holocaust Memorial. 
the from pupils remembered the 
impact of their visit to places Vashem. 
When I was in Standard [in Israel]. 
They were calling out names and it was dark (Interview 
1 Pupil). 
Nineteen of the forty-one respondents attended a film in the 
weeks prior to the survey. The most commonly mentioned in 1 was 
the dubbed film (1991). later 1994 almost 
the (1994). 
33. number expressed at not attending :- 'we should , 
daughters attend' and 'my father attends'. More than half the parents 
stated that were not opposed to their attending ceremony at 
One express during the 
interview by that the primary school child was too young such 
Twenty-four of the respondents that they allow their 
children to attend ceremony. parents indicated that 
disregarding financial constraints, they would approve of their 
in a High School trip to 
- I my Standard daughter even though the cost 
was prohibitive (Interview 3: Parent 
In 1995 the vast majority ofWeizmann families (90%) lit the memorial 
candles at the school as part of a Town Holocaust Memorial 
Council project. Similar responses were recorded at primary schools. 
35. example one event 
- We it by bringing the child into contact with a 
survivor (Interview 3: Parent H). 
She was 
Community Centre] 
1: Parent M). 
in 
anti- semitism in general 
- it comes up especially when they've done something in school 
2: Parent 
Parental comments were corroborated by pupils interview. 
- My tens me when I questions. 
My parents are open, th~y everything 
(Interviews 19: 
Some stressed their with children desire not 
to withhold any details. 
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been told what happened, even about 
Cross - that my husband's aunt was killed -
letter from 
single 
(II!jerview 2: 
For 
how God it 
respondents 
watch Holocaust related films 
that they would allow their 
videos. 
214 
to 
39. respondents they actively their children to 
40. 
41. 
seven parents expressed reservations that depended on 
child's own and a parents they 
their decide to videos. 
herself (Interview 1: Parent M). 
called him to see on M.Net Television] 
3: Parent H). 
.lv!'vva,u;:n related videos, and that she would 
recommended by the film 
- I took my daughter play ... but 
not a movie if there is an age restriction - there for a 
reason! I vet the and I definitely wouldn't take her to 
1: Parent M). 
the was 
- I would have no in taking children to see the Anne 
Frank exhibition. I would also like son [of ten years] to see 
Schindler (sic). On being reminded age restriction 
recommended Schindler's List became adamant: 
I'll ... the children got to be 
to it D). 
"V~·MU' to determine 
and the 
expectations and attitudes in relation to 
ideology. 
changing definitions parents' 
school's national/traditional 
were - Judaism as a 
religious practice; Understanding 
Jewish 
was 
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(Mann and Slone: 1 
~==Issue (1 
The findings stated - : It was important to be 
(Mann and Slone 1 but this underscored its rating as 
to the as to lifeff:Iebrew for ritual 
practice' and ahead 'Commitment to Israel' and 'Understanding 
of ritual'. results of the questionnaire took on further significance 
regarding when the same questionnaire was administered to 
Herzlia matriculants, The highest ranking category chosen by students 
was - thorough the Holocaust' followed ' Adequate 
knowledge to detractors' rituals' 
(Mann 
In the analysis report History, the 
Holocaust scored as opposed to 4; an ofIsrael3 
Ancient History 3 1; and Medieval Jewish History 2,5 (Mann and 
Slone: 1 While parental preference did not 
establish norms of Jewish it did highlight what 
considered central to Jewish education from the vastness of Jewish culture and 
Judaism. 
43. Thirty-three of the respondents wanted the Holocaust to taught 
44. 
in the primary school. Some did add conditions such as the necessity 
of' with and of not 'too detail'. While 
had not given a response to this particular two parents 
Standard was an appropriate to the subject, one 
...,~t~F>~'''''')"''''' Standard Nine five parents were emphatic their belief 
the school was 'too soon', 
are too young - I'd it [the Holocaust] a 0-16 [age 
restriction] rating (parents answer: Weizmann Questionnaire 
1992). 
comments the 
- They should get more it because it's ..,v.u,-".uu,,,, they will 
discuss aU their lives (Interview 3: Parent 
- They in the primary ct .... l..U<Jlct (Interview 
Parent D). 
45. definition anti-semitism was intentionally left open to interpretation. 
Parents were to examples of anti-semitism had 10 
order to understand their definitions. from the casual anti-
semitic remark to more blatant provocations and confrontations. Amongst the 
reported to anti-semitism most 
example, during army training and in business. 
described it as 'minimal', 'not serious', 'limited', 'minor' and' 
But more than half identified a 10 activities South Africa. 
if they thought Holocaust could recur one of the 
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respondents in 
- if it happened once it could happen again 
- man~jnd hasn't ~U'"'UM"~ 
- 1- not it could happen 
(Weizmann Questionnaire, Parental H.,","U'-"ll:>'J" 
Amongst the eighteen who it for 
their answers were very and some indicated that a latent 
persisted but it not be allowed to succeed. 
is still a lot of around 
- No, it won't not necessarily to the Jews 
- Not the same format 
- Israel will stop it 
(Weizmann 1992: Responses). 
of pre-election instability 
in when right a peak. 
These included marches, demonstrations and other extra-political 
manifestations were often in violence and terror <1."'''',",''-':>. 
Twenty-two of forty-one sensed a threat in the contemporary 
acknowledged need caution while 
parents were more apprehensive. 
it shouldn't be ignored! 
now it's not too 
(Weizmann Questionnaire, 1992: Responses). 
vast majority in the urban sprawl of Johannesburg and with 
In 1991 Dubb the 
community had 106000 souls, at 0,3% of the 'white population' the 
community numbering 20 000 (Dubb 1 8). 
terms of world Jewry the African community was regarded as a 
medium World the following 
for 
- 5,8 million; Israel - 4,42 UU1UV.H, 
France 600 000; Russia - 000; Ukraine - 000; 000; 
Britain - 300 000; 
- 250 000; South Africa - 114 000; 
Australia - 100 000; - 100 000 
4 1995). 
Although founded by German and Jews the majority of South African 
to Lithuania which they at the turn of the century 
to 880-1930). 
Shimoni estimated that of South African originated the area 
Lithuania (Shimoni 1980:7). Close were maintained with the 
mother community in Lithuania until demise in World II. As the 
case of other' frontier societies' immigrant 
but 
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47. Though in 1987 the principal 
formula, it was preserved. 
high school called for 
vu,,"- ............. vu .... label .. was broad -''''-1"",'' 
given the 
times we are in, in our community; 
the definition of National-Traditional education may 
have to be applied differently in 1990s and beyond in 
the of the Day School to 
have a significant impact upon clientele (Herzlia Headlines 
1987'1). 
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the 
48. Held at the community's cemetery the ceremony involved poetry readings, 
-"15''''''15 by survivors, memorial prayers and 
where the podium was by and the 
ambassador of and traditional liturgy combined with the last-post and 
the and anthem. 
49. addition to representatives from the and secular organisation, 
50. 
51. 
were also at podium from the small 
community, and also from Jewish Reform despite 
that """,..."",r'l 
The Sephardi community 
community in Town 
School. Most u ... uu •• ,~.., 
community 
drowned. Unlike other Sephardi 
origin established a small 
adjacent to Herzlia 
close relatives 
Rhodes and Cos were or 
Oriental communities that 
scalDea unscathed, Sephardi cornmum aware of loss 
especially through the presence 
1994). 
the 
of the entire Jewish community 
communal unity had already 
in the community (Franco 
1984 was approximately 18% 
noted that form of 
A was on 
an orthodox at the memorial 
organized the [Jewish] Board of Deputies 
1984: 111). 
figures are based on reports the ~~..:::...::;..:...:..== -"'="-'== 18th April 
1993. 
addition to the 8000 Germany who reached South 
h",f"l'\r<" 1939 the arnvmg the war, 15 war 
I".<UJ'l\.oU, entry into between 1946-48. (Shain 
1 996:667).The 'Aliens nr<l'n" .... reducing the 
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refugees to 220 in the 1940-44 
",""·r"",,.,,,,, is made to the German by Marcus Arkin 
989: 180) and their integration and impact is described in ~~~~~ 
(1 17-22). I 
_. 
Unlike large number survivors and their conspicuous DH:sellce 
communities in Australia, and survivors in 
were a small diverse group that scattered and integrated into the 
communities throughout Southern Africa including what was the 
and Rhodesia. 
The local communities the survivors sought ways to them. 
One example was issue of reparations. A major was the 
to survivors resident in South 
loss property of 
West Germany. was by the 
the African Board of Deputies (Feldman 1995:1 
was an international organization survivors which their 
and acted as a support system both as a social circle 
substitute in absence an extended 
A daughter of a survivor confirmed this and described an annual 
gathering which took place the public ceremony marking Yom 
Although not all survivors attended, there was a spirit a family 
Johannesburg a small Chayim (literally 'The of Life) 
was established in Berea by survivors who appointed a rabbi who was 
himself a survivor. 
Established 1948, to 46 in 1976 
as survivors from other of Southern gravitated Cape 
Town to escape political unrest in adoptive countries (Feldman 
1995: 192). of She'arith Ha'Pleitah were always accorded an 
honoured in lighting memorial lights at annual 
the patronage Steven an international project was 
undertaken 1 An earlier project began 1981 involving 
students - called S.H.I.P. (Student Interviewing Project) resulted 
a publication of testimonies survivors living in Cape Conceived as a 
'memoirbuch' to honour the 
===...<- (Schrire: 1 reflected the background 
the survivors. This publication had also brought to 
to testimony and to serve as a resource Holocaust 
education and memorialization before their and in the 
Holocaust denial. 
was the same repeatedly expressed at 
~~~~~J. (Schrire:1995) in 1 . It was also r",,1''''r<l,1-t>1'1 
a South African documentary ..±..Y~~-'-'-~= 
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54. 
Jewish Chronicle Vol 12 No 5 1995:5). 
The Memorial Council Chairman noted: 
The only [ other] Holocaust organization that I know is 
Vashem in Johannesburg, it calls itself the South Mrican 
Vashem we are independent (Interview 13: 
Chairman Holocaust Memorial Council). 
219 
55. The Sephardi has a plaque the 
Kos in memory the was established. In the Green 
Point Hebrew Congregation hall the plaque reads: ' Max and Rose 
prn,'''"C7 Hall memory of Zipporah and sister-in-law and 
their families perished the Holocaust.' 
Chairman explained the motivation for establishing the Memorial Council: 
It was that be a body that would look 
at Holocaust education and commemoration in Cape Town, 
especially in the of fiftieth anniversaries that were 
ahead. Council came into being 1978 (Interview 
h""r,,,,,,.,n Ibid). 
Memorial Council left all matters of and defamation to the 
Cape Jewish 
body the annual which was 
Union of Orthodox Synagogues and the Board 
57. The Council groups, 
Lectures were often a ,",V'UV'VJ 
J 
described outreach'",rf'lor., 
and the high 
complemented by a multitude of ancillary activities. 
Working independently or in collaboration with Isaac and Jessie Kaplan 
Centre for Jewish (University of Town), the Council brought a 
.u.",,,,,,, ... ,,. ",,,.''''rt,, to Cape Town they attended 
following list giving courses and public lectures at the 
Kaplan Centre illustrates the variety and amount of the 
1990 - Dr WolfMankowitz (Hebrew University) -
lecture series 
David Bankier University) -
lecture series 
1993 - Newman (Leicester University) 
'Historiography and the Holocaust'. 
1994 June Dr Steven (Hebrew University) 
'Current trends in Holocaust Historiography'. 
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April Dr Shalmi Barmor - (Yad - 'Placing 
Oscar Schindler in Perspective'. 
August - Prof Sandar Gilman - Paper at 
Conference to the 
.LVi',",,,,,,U,,. (Hebrew Dept/Kaplan 
UCT). 
August - Prof Steven Katz - 'Uniqueness of the 
Holocaust: Resistance'. 
1995 - Dr Milton - 'Antisemitism in South 
58. For example the Sephardi hosted an 
4 August 1994 to the anniversary of the deportation of the 
of Rhodes and Another example was the 'Living Newspaper' panel 
discussion held in 1993 which was devoted to Warsaw Ghetto Uprising -
held at High School an of over 500 people. 
59, A full page advertisement of commemorations was 
flyer in the 1993 and editions to 
Cape Memorial Council submitted a regular column and the 
Holocaust featured regularly in the book video reviews submitted by 
community's Jewish 
60. these for community at the Jewish 
library and were available for teachers at the schools. subject of 
the was also a topic school publications as 
Herzlia Headlines and =~= 
48 (Oct 1992) reported on the 
principal's of poetry . The October 
1994 edition contained a on High School involvement in 'March of 
the tour to Poland; Vol 3 No 1 an article by a 
primary school principal, ' 20th Century Genocide'. 
61, was evident in the previously mentioned portrait of Anne 
posters to raise funds for Russian similarly a flyer 
of was 1994 
of Russian Jewry through Holocaust imagery, It was for this same 
that speakers brought to South Africa to promote fundraising drives 
representative of Jews rescued from the Thus 1993 
Laor brought of rescue 
in 1994 the Leverton, was a child 
the kindertransporte, 
Jewish Religious Instruction and the 
Jewish pupils government schools were to a 
'UHJ.\JU a neither structure had conducive to the 
development of programmes and education, In contrast 
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the Jewish Youth movements were not bound 
requirements but this had resulted in an arbitrary based on 
interest and random decisions youth leaders, and subsequently no 
structured units had .-
63. This position was born out in comments of the Chairman of the 
Town Holocaust Memorial Council: 
primary schools any consideration, really! 
221 
with its wide activities for High School and 
adult education, the Council had tended to overlook the primary schools. 
Resolving to address this the Chairman of the Council sought 
representation of the schools on council and to the primary 
on its ~ ..... ,_ .. ~~. 
It hasn't been on our agenda ... but I don't see how it could 
possibly outside our work. (Interview 13: Chairman). 
Shimoni background the of these Bills on the 
Community (Shimoni: 1980:97 and 103). 
65. Todd Endelmann defined 'Public ,)'U"-""'U11U,;)j,U 
eruption anti-semitism 
manipulation anti-semitism 
ends where the axioms of hatred were translated into 
forms appropriate to the national context in which they were 
expressed (Endelmann 1 104). 
definition 'Public 
in following way: 
The expression contempt and discrimination outside the 
realm of public that includes beliefs persons and groups 
who were content to their dislike for Jews private 
acts of contempt and 1 104). 
66. Patrick in book Between Crown and Swastika investigated the 
influence of Nazism on and the growth fascist movements 
South Africa. Movements such as the Greyshirts and the Ossewabrandwag at 
their reached a of over 200 000 (Furlong 1991:4). 
Furlong that the Nationalist Party which ultimately 
South Africa more than four decades, did not merely co-opt the estranged 
radical right, but was also influenced by them. 
rI""'I"'\T<::"" an 
immigration and Nationalist rilj'L1"'''1 
of Jewish 
1991: Chapter 
South African in was well aware this popular 
which was not only a threat to themselves but also mitigated the 
Jewish to refuge in South 
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Africa. 
This was played out in South Africa in the' Stuttgart incident'. The Stuttgart 
was a ship of refugees from Germany which arrived in Cape Town in October 
of 1936. The 570 refugees were faced with an antagonistic Greyshirt mob 
which tried unsuccessfully to prevent their entry into South Africa (Furlong 
1991:62). 
67. The community supported the pro-British position of the government under 
General Jan Smuts and as many as 10,000 South African Jewish servicemen 
voluntarily served with the Allied forces during the ensuing war. This figure 
represented more than 10% of the community; of the 10,000 who served 357 
perished during the war (Shain 1996:675). 
68. The community's fears for the safety of European Jewry in the face of Hitler's 
anti-semitic fascism were well founded and this was confirmed by the 
devastating news of the destruction of the Lithuanian Jewry. 
News reached South Africa of the particularly brutal pogroms that took place 
in the rural areas from which South Africa Jewry had hailed. These were 
carried out in some cases by Lithuanian Nationalist partisans even prior to the 
arrival of the Nazi forces in 1941. Most of the townlets were rendered 
Judenrein. Some of the Jews perished or were killed in the localities and still 
others were taken to ghettos. Of a population of 25 0 000 of greater Lithuania 
only 6000 - 7000 are believed to have survived (Greenbaum 1995 :345). 
69. The Nationalist Party under D.F. Malan won political victory in the 1948 
elections in South Africa. Despite his earlier support for Nazism by 1943 
Malan had distanced himself from the Axis - and its impending defeat. 
70. One of the first acts of the new Nationalist Government in 1948 was to extend 
de jure recognition to the newly established State of Israel. This 
reapproachment may have appeared contrived to many, but it was to a large 
extent quite genuine. To be sure the Nationalist Party needed the Jews in 
order to create and maintain a united 'white' community (Elazar: 1983 '183). 
This position was sustained by later leaders of the Nationalist Party 
throughout its subsequent decades in power and even during the period of 
strained relations when Israel took an anti-South Africa stance in the 1970s, 
and despite the disproportionate number and the prominence of individual 
Jews who actively resisted Apartheid and Nationalist rule. 
Thus Nationalist Prime Minister J B Vorster, originally a pro-Nazi 
sympathizer, reaffirmed the government's position through a visit to Israel in 
1976. The visit included the lighting of a memorial lamp at Yad Vashem in 
Jerusalem. 
71. Shimoni, in describing the relationship of South African Jewry to Apartheid, 
pointed to the Board's position of political neutrality as a characteristic 
response of a minority group attempting self-preservation. It was pre-
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occupied with its own security and conscious and latent 
antisemitism. South Mrican Jewry found itself a highly deterministic 
situation with little room to manoeuvre (Shimoni 1988: 
Writing in 1980s Shimoni states: --
the 1980s begin, the Jewish community 
more politically at the 1930s 
... and more integrated than ever into South Mrican 
(Shimoni 1 
is confirmed of Allie Dubb survey 
Jewry. 
Today overt anti-semitism is discernible has little 
direct on the day to day lives of Mrican Jews 
(Dubb 1977: 1 
Dubb discusses perceptions: 
constant threat is an aspect of 
reality even in absence of official or unofficial anti-
semitism (Dubb 1977: 
Shain a similar conclusion and the Holocaust 
psyche of the community: 
J..J<;;;)UIL<;; the comfort ... they 
not obliterate the memory and trauma of the war The 
Holocaust was firmly In South Mrican Jewish 
(Shain, 1996:678). 
Examples of publication which were imported into Africa included 
Arthur R (1975) and Harwood-
-"-=~.::..=~== (1970). latter publication 
the Jewish 
75. Each of the Wars - The War ofIndependence (1948); the Day War 
(1967) and the Yom Kippur War (1973) were as direct threats to 
Israeli and to survival. These perceptions were supported by Arab War 
rhetoric and propaganda. was again in the (1991) 
with Iraqi threats of chemical warfare and 'gassing' of the Jewish 
76. to them 
",.-n,n"'" 'New South 
Cyril 
as 
We are not fighting on our are many minority 
groups a formula has to be found to cater for them. 
Writing of this period of transition Friedman observed: 
about the status of the community. 
by growth violent right-wing 
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by statements on the Middle by 
,,,-,,,-,-,-=~=~ April 1991 :5). 
1994) 1993 
... extensive international 
evident the of Chris 
right were 
There were small 
white supremacists or neo-Nazi movements and such as 
Blanke World Preservatist Movement, 
Socialist Movement - but these are all 
(Lerman Spier 
"'''''''1''1-'1'' Dawood Kahn of the Western Regional Committee 
of the such a comment for he was 
suspended - 'Hitler should have killed (Quoted in 
1994:191). Other are found in a labour dispute in 1 
Pick In supermarket workers slogans as'Mr 
remember " and in a at 
Jewish Home Town 
Jews' were repeatedly bandied about. 
the 
78. (Lerman and Spier, 1 had already noted 
report. report also intensification 
did not occur in isolation from developments was to the 
collapse communism; the rise nationalism; anti-semitism in public 
discourse; of the Holocaust; trials and test cases with their publicity; 
In as 
1994: Introduction). 
The following isa sampling diversity in all of which 
were brought to the ""r." ..... ' .... by pupils at Weizmann: 
~~~~~~~- 'Stop Outrage by Harvey 
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Thomas. the incident of anti-semitic on a 
Jewish member of the Boksburg Council (16 April 1990). 
, On The by Jean May (30 
=-=.:.==-==--"-== (London) - 'Swastika bearing 
(Headline) '" for a time within a week IJrprnn 
scene of anti-semitic demonstrations by 
militant Mrikaner wing of the Conservative 
(Photographs included) Feb 1990). 
225 
80. Over half the parents responding to the questionnaire at Weizmann indicated 
having some of anti-semitism also sensed a III 
Neo-Nazi current at time. While and with 
their personal were more likely to sensitive to such 
manifestations, the pupils in contrast by virtue of their young 
they were cosseted a Jewish environment, were 
direct anti-semitism. 
was not always the case and a Standard pupil 
small rural school had following entry to the school 
1993: 
my other school there were seven children in my 
was a boy who to to 
me because I am a Jew. My brother and I were the only 
the school \~~~ ..!.~!:!!.ll~~~~~!Q!:':~~, 
81. revealed their concern in class discussion they brought news 
articles and raised questions. Pupils also expressed their concern in their 
written work and in interviews out this study, 
know in South they are I mean 
something could happen and they could turn against the 
- I was the news. Terreblanche doesn't like the 
Jews, they probably think we are responsible for death, 
(Interviews 21 - 27: Std Four Pupils at Weizmann), 
did not always make a direct between the 
and expressed at the 
the opportunity to the process of probing 
pupils, students connected facets and expressing their apprehension, 
they did so in terms of the Holocaust. 
the news is a new party, they've a that looks 
like a swastika. 
- I am sure are a lot of Nazis South Mrica, 
may be another around. 
- I don't know are Neo-Nazis but I know they are 
the in Mrica; and swastikas, 
(Interviews - 27: Std Pupils at Weizmann), 
In interview of pupils for this study one " ..... ,""''' volunteered the name 
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'"'v' ......... ,u"'. but when name was mentioned to most pupils 
ofa 
the current news. eleven pupils interviewed two did 
all pupils could explain terms such as 
their siblings in the 
supporters 
pupils. pupils 
\.<la.:,,,,,,;:, the following day. Pupils interviewed 
remembered: 
came around in trucks masks and looked 
- You scared. I they can hurt 
(Interviews 21 - Weizmann pupils). 
Holocaust denial for 
revisionist 
exhibitions which were all housed at the SA 
Ludwig 
Eistenstaedt 
1991; Charles Fouoe's 
Leonard Shach's 1994; and "-===-==='-== 
T own Drama School in 1 
Holocaust was however a minimal aspect these syllabi and Shain 
g;g;(~stt:C1 that in some classroom interpretations was portrayed as 'a 
social . (Shain 1996:684). 
87. The Holocaust Awareness Programme was presented 
Albow Brothers Community In July and 
in July - of 1993. 
their own where 
speakers so forth... into a more 
substantial project. We 
Simon Wiesenthal Centre we used as the exhibition 
U.:IU"''''. of the programme though was not main thrust. 
rln"·',, ... n'T"''' a two hour programme consisting of videos, 
an (Interview 13: Chairman: Cape 
Memorial Council). 
~~-"-=~~~~~ """"'''''''''''''1"1 that 1993 more than one thousand students 
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""Vi'"""," schools had attended the Holocaust Awareness Programme 
In 1994 this was extended and in 
with South African National Gallery the ~=~='-=~~ 
awareness of the consequences of prejudice and 
and was eventually by 150 000 people as it travelled to major 
centres throughout South Africa Vol. No. 18 Sept. 
1995). 
Two examples reflect this 
- 'End the holocaust of poverty in Chile' (Oct 
15 1 
holocaust mentality , from an article on 
~~~ (January 18 1 
89. Shain cites following examples of the Holocaust local' 
South African poetry (Shain 1996:687): 
Spies - van die (Opperman 53) 
- I de Villiers - Dietrich : Brief Homself 
(Opperman 1986:574) 
Another example is in the lyrics ofLaurika Gates' (Tusk 
Music 1995) 
Such a comparison had already been a subject of debate since this comparison 
featured in a number In 1990, archbishop Desmond 
during a to Yad Vashem, called for forgiving of the perpetrators and 
drew following comparison: 
Tutu that pictures Jewish children 
European black In 
South Africa Jan 6 1999). 
had also drawn a pa allel between apartheid and Nazi racism by comparing 
racist theory and role church, cheap/slave labour 
economic geographical (ABC 16 Oct. 1984). These 
direct comparisons however to take into account the unique elements and 
the intent and extent of case. Thus historical connections 
sw~ge:ste:a by Sipo Mzimela as 
who ruled South since Apartheid 
became the official policy, four of them were avowed and 
unrepentant supporters of the . ., their [party's] 
indebtedness to Nazis cannot be dismissed as mere 
speculation (Kofi Opoku: 1 6 
The notion that there was a direct parallel between Holocaust and the 
genocidal intention of the and that of the Apartheid governments, 
however, was speCUlative rhetoric and seem as was Mzimela's 
SUf;l:ge:sncm that government's was 
comparable 'Final solution'. 
Thus South Final solution in its is 
meant to be completed. the will then declare South 
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Africa ofBlacks'(Opoku: 1810). 
91. The ~xhibition emphasis on democracy, equality and the rights 
indivIdual, was regarded as making a contribution a 'New 
Africa' served to further Anne with the 
for democracy. 
92. The use of the Holocaust for comparative and as a 
ultimate evil found redress when such terminology and simplistic 
comparisons were made fighting in 1 Time 
~~~~ was prompted to clarify what it termed lexicon of horrors': 
Newspapers scream camps, President warned 
style genocide. these words 
the such phrases precise individual 
meaning and misuse is an act propaganda 
17 Aug 1992:21). 
Items appeared in both the .L.JH,51"'" and Afrikaans press often included 
photographs. For 
JVVU;>" Opstand teen Nazis (19 April 1993). 
Remembered (21 1993). 
The press also reported about international commemorations, thus 1993 
commemoration of the Warsaw Ghetto In and Jerusalem was 
reported by South television, local newspapers, Television, 
"'-=~'-'-== and year at time of ,-,v •• u"",. 
weekend newspaper supplements full feature articles on aspects of the 
subject, articles were evident throughout year and often in 
"'''U'VH",., to a point interest as an article about Raoul 
Wallenberg (Argus 19 December 1992) at time a television 
about 
following feature appeared in the ==-,~=",' 
1989 ~ Holocaust Remembered (4 May 1 
1990 - Look Back April 1990) 
1 - Zachor ~ Resistance in the Holocaust 
(25 1992) 
1993 - Uprising (24 April 1993) 
(A) the Frank 
amount of attention through press, 
form preVIews, debates, and pV1""'nrl 
events. 
received an inordinate 
lU«',5«.£.1l.\..", and in the 
(B) The years 1992-94 were more representative and reviewing articles in 
just one daily the of the .... "' .. 'v".,,, 
There were 
Hitler, Nazism and World War II; and contemporary 
Germany; activities both local and international; 
and crimes and trial, Righteous Gentiles; Survivors 
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and testimonies; commemoration; macabre 
sensationalism; and interrelated categories. range demonstrated 
this sampling did not include photographic and pictorial coverage nor did it 
include any previews, blurbs, or advertising that may have appeared in 
same newspaper in to advertise theatre and exhibitions which 
were previously described. (Appendix C.4.) 
following list of articles are examples of of the listed: 
'Nazi In Visiting sites (10 Oct 
1992) 
war criminals find hope German unity (3 Dec 1994) 
- Skinheads - Nazi halts Berlin (8 April 1994) 
- Dawood Kahn's Antisemitic Outburst Leader (8 
1993) 
- Death Camp Toll Halved (2 March 1993) - Demanjuk is 
(7 August 1993) 
- Jews Honour Princess Alice (17 March 1993) 
£1U'-',.,'.U 'Viva Hitler!' - Assault charges (17 April 1 
Shout Slogans at 50th of the 
Ghetto Uprising (19 April 1993) 
- Rabin - Warsaw Ghetto (24 April 1993) 
- Racial Violence in Holocaust Oration Dedication [by President 
Clinton at Memorial Museum] April 1993) 
- Under Whispering Pines lies 70 000 (12 
Dec 1994) 
- Genocide in Cleansing - Ghosts of 
(31 Oct 1994) 
- Janus Walks Chris Hani assassination 
Killed, Neo-Nazi links (front page headlines)(April 17 
considerable 
Hollywood feature film and television 
accessible to the pupils and to mass audiences. 
films, but it was the 
which were most 
many of these 'Holocaust' films at 
with restrictions, once available in they became 
accessible for home viewing either by hire or through M-Net Cable 
majority of interviewed, it will recalled, had not 
reservations about their children viewing restricted Holocaust videos. 
a note the principal ofWeizmann 
unsuitable nature the child to 
April 1994), parents generally permitted and encouraged their children to view 
it. time of the film's release'in 1994, three pupils indicated that they had 
the 'under-sixteen' restriction, and by 1 even prior to the video 
many pupils they had seen 
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99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
BBC's..!...!....:::~ 
<:f'r"",,,",,,,"n 1992-94.) 
Initially pupils could not the titles as 
been Prompted by their peers and through 
film titles were identified. The 
names the film but I can remember 
them (Interview 19: Pupils). 
, School knowledge' for 
prescribed to pupils by 
perceptions of what is PI;!I;!,,,,.,tl 
IHU •• IVAI delivered or 
"44U"",,", external to pupils' 
1976:80). 
and important parallel in her 
~~~~=~~~~~=.!:.....!:.!.=-.!~~== (1 The commercial 
stereotypes 
the 
classroom. 
corporation as ABC and 
and video, are by commercial and entertainment ,,,,t,o,.,,,,,,t 
present their news reports as entertainment. 
is particularly 
occurred. 
VIew made to the 
1 03 . contends it was sense 
mdlm~rel1ce of onlookers that resulted 
USA and Hilberg and 
were not as 'Bystanders' (Hilberg 1992: 
104. contrasts sharply with the approach in the 
Town Holocaust Outreach Programme 
lULU:>"'" on universal and 
values a to 
'bystanders'. Such an emphasis was not 
programme was out for the pupils the 
was to that of'victim'. 
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105. Education' in his 
this problem. Applying an analytical -
philosophical he defined the of Israel' as subject 
matter, the educational 1978, 
7). 
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1. for screens: 
heterogeneous collection objectives ... to 
,....,nArT"nT and contradictory ones .. . 
on the philosophy of education and learning 
(Tyler 1950:24). 
with Holocaust historians, Prof Yehuda 
were held at the Institute of Jewry, 
Jerusalem (March, 1991). 
3. were gleaned through lTlT,P'..-"""""'" 
school in Cape Town, 
psychologist, Batsheva Dagan in Israel (March, 1991). Simon Herman's 
psycho-social studies of identity were useful exploring this 
(Herman 1 1991). 
4. Chaim Bermant a similar observation British Jews. 
A of Jews up 70s 80s 
been exposed to literature, films and lectures 
about the Holocaust, and it is this generation which is 
to marry out of Judaism at the rate one two 
1993). 
5. Jick notes that the lachrymose school is not restricted to primary and 
secondary 
Fully half of scores of American and universities 
which now offe  a course on the teach no 
\#10."""",,, on Jewish history or culture ... their knowledge of the 
is limited to victimization - the 
1:316). 
6. catalogues is found .!.!L.~~~:;""'±'~~~~~ 
7. 
~~~~Q,!.!~!!f!'~~~. An annual catalogue of materials, books, videos, 
nnC'.t>..-C' Published Social School 
Additional bibliographies include the following: 
"'~~.'~"""""''-', E.A 1973 The Distant Smoke. 
ROSKIES, 1 
WASHINGTON 
1994 
on 
8. Judith 
(Lewis, 1 
the integration a graded curriculum 
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9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
attempts have been made to present the 
concrete terms. of these have 
A typical of this are 'u'"', ... .." .. , 
of six 
have further 
multiples of 
populations ... 
in Cleveland and told kids to 
(Stadtler 1 
of a yellow star was a recurring practise .. It was carried out at 
primary in 1992 amid amongst 
that same year it was a feature of the exhibition 
South of Jewish in Johannesburg, 
~~~!!L...:!:.~~~C2!: (DARC, 
story, this is an educational tool -
every decision has enormous consequences and is the 
difference between and slavery, death (Kohn 
1988). 
of the 
focus of the centre was to be the 
Lithuanian Jewry, and the destruction of the Jews 
==-==-=....=.=~ (March 30, 1997) 
for City's Museum Mile'. 
were projected for 
in 1999 .. The 
"'-"-'"'U ........ ,.,. This was 
the heading 
a resource centre for Holocaust education is explored in an 
Mira Frankel and (Pedagogic 1982 Vol 
13. Dagan programme (1 
14. 
warns of the extreme where have OVler-Jreacte:Q 
children have been subjected to over-zealous sex education programmes that 
sensitivity and appropriateness, and even be in conflict with 
and She in the interests of 
an inappropriate and questionable manner.. 
role 
perpetrator. 
the event. 
The 
technique by analysing the well-known of 
taken during an in Warsaw . ..I.'\.V,""" .. d 
however when he to direct the students' attention 
and as bystander or 
role of 
a point actual 
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demonstrating the 
predatory visual culture - the dominating 
of the filmmaker over what they transmlttmg it to 
viewer it same perspective, to be 
is to be before this presentation (Barlow 
1988:1224). 
15. Historically the ordinary survivors testimony is limited value 
and even more uncertain and on. They are now 
in a position to provide the 
statements required in courts oflaw and by historians (Wilson 
1988,11 
16, local survivors who lived or are presently living 
are those who survived such as Auschwitz, 
............... ,"' .... and Buchenwald, but are also other camp 
<;!Tl"\lrH"';' touch on other important aspects such as the partisan fighters, a 
member of the Vilna theatre, and the brother of the harbinger 
news of the and who committed suicide London to 
demonstrate public indifference. These and other stories of this sort 
themselves to classroom work that could incorporate the rescue of the 
have their the book 
~~~~~ edited by Gwynne Schrire, (1995) published by the 
Holocaust Memorial Council in Town, 
17. Most found is more by 
home by the school. 
On important public Jews seem to be educated more 
effectively by the and Jewish norms than by the 
school (Resnick in Sklare, 1982), 
18, 'On Kindling The Shoah Memorial Candle' a text meditation and reflection 
the Jewish press just to Yom HaShoah ,==-"-"'-== 
~~=Vol.I2No.3 1 :11), 
19. Diane Roskies wrote of this: 
20. 
It makes little sense to talk about destruction as long as 
children as well as the majority of adults haven't the 
of what was lost. 1975 1). 
An example a devoted to pursuing the 
dimension is found in ~~~~~~ by Yaacov Shilav and Sarah Feinstein 
(1962). 
21. Chazan the of and 'as of this 
dualhy since both are central features of Jewish religious and national-ethnic 
dimensions. unpublished paper 'Is Jewish Education Religious or 
Education?' these 1975:2). 
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The high public 
1990s as the voice local community, ~-r~,...,-'---
the religious dimension at least on a formal public 
'fJr;'YlFIrEH Lubavitch and Reform denominations are 
other Jewish institutions and Arn"M • .,."h 
direction of 
are organized by the 
however, 
represented as are 
Bacher, a past principal of Herzlia Primary School, recognized the 
to bridge the approaches: 
An of the and cognitive approaches must be 
found if we are to convey true nature umque 
historical event as part of Jewish education. 1987) . 
...... ""v." day would be 1 Oth a 
h .. """,,,h ofthe Jerusalem in B.C.E., and subsequently designated 
as a memorial for martyrs, This day is already observed as a Holocaust 
Memorial Day by some religious Jewish This particular however, 
always m long .,,,uuv> 
Jewish calendar being partly lunar and partly solar, varies relation to 
(Solar) calendar. emphasize Holocaust's occurance in 
the Diaspora, Kristallnacht would be according to 
1 November rather than the corresponding date. 
used assassination in Paris of under-
Von Rath by a Jewish student, as 
total of 101 were 76 were 
demolished and 7500 shops were destroyed. (Minutes of a 
Goering's 12 1 quoted by 
Schoenberner 1969:23). 
The Jews Reich were 
as a 'kontribution' for Document m 
Arad, Gutman Margoliot 1 
In the Aktionen of Kristallnacht people were killed, 800 Jewish homes 
were destroyed, 31000 were arrested of which 1000 died (Supple 
1993:84). 
~~U'Ua,'J the term Kristallnacht (also Krystalnacht) been retained in 
the German form the original into of Crystal 
all but inappropriate as a euphemism although this was 
the original intention of the Nazi terminology. term Kristallnacht 
been criticized as retaining the perspective, 
controversy over the term 'Holocaust', common currency determined 
... "' ... ,.. ... ",.., position and in this the continued use original form. 
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30. The shattering of glass is one of the traditional Jewish symbols for 
fulfilling the rabbinical injunction to remember destruction of the Temple 
"''',,",''-'IU even on the Thus a groom 
smashes a glass underfoot at his wedding ceremony. 
31, Despite Shawn's she herself approach when 
preparing pupils Kristallnacht. She younger pnmary 
school pupils should prepared this commemoration by focusing on 
synagogue. But of being studied its life, this 
reduces it to an aspect the Holocaust and a unit for 
based worldview 
points out that the ,,,,,,,upr eve ritual of the' Seder' was not 
Exodus (Golinkin 1989). until 1400 years 
33. Preparatory courses are offered at local university as 
civilization. Teachers could be sponsored 
f'lTTI"rpf1 at Yad Jerusalem and the Holocaust 
opening of a Holocaust 
Town in 1 preparatory courses teachers are being considered. 
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1. are out by ""'-'llUIU 
and discussed in ..!l!SLfj~!::!!L~~:!..YJ~~S:2! 
( Sinai. Vol. 1 10, 
-
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Gloss.l 
GLOSSARY OF NON-ENGLISH WORDS 
language of of words concepts is u .............. " ...... by the 
letters Hebrew (H): Gennan (G) and Yiddish (Y). Yiddish language as indicated 
shares words with both Hebrew and 
nhfj,,,ntHa 
Agudaists 
akeda 
aktion 
aktionen 
Aktion Suhnezeichen -
Macht 
Ashkenazi 
atzamaut 
BrichalBrichah 
chaggim 
Channukah 
Chassidei 'Umot-
chumash 
the corlcelOI of one's fellow man (H). 
Orthodox Jewish denomination and also a political 
(Y) (H). 
the biblical story of the binding of Isaac 
(H). 
operations such as 
plural of aktion 
the 
(G). 
Operation Atonement, post war 
Action group (Gennan). 
lJen,eSls 22) (Y) 
purges 
'Work brings freedom" Nazi SH!n-TllOst over entrances to 
Concentration Camps (G). 
of East-European origin and custom (Y) (H). 
Israel's independence May 1948 (H). 
eleventh month Jewish calendar (Y) (H). 
flight from post war by Jewish 
clandestine emigration to Palestine (Y) (H). 
Jewish festival - ""' ... 'IOU ...... and religious (Y) (H). 
plural of festivals (Y) (H). 
Festival of Lights the H.U""'''''UVA victory (Y) (H). 
'The Righteous Amongst the Nations', who acted 
to protect and save Jews from the (H). 
Five Books of Moses with commentary -
Pentatuach (Y) (H). 
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churban 
Chayim 
gevurah 
halacha 
Hallel 
Hashem 
Hassidei Ha 'Umot 
Hatikvah 
hester panim 
Historiker stre it 
lvrit 
·Ivrit Be 'lvrit 
Judenrein 
Judenvernichlung 
kaddish 
kibbutz 
kinnot 
Klal Yisrael 
Kristallnacht 
destruction, devastation (Y) (H). 
law (Y) (H). 
LVI'U"",,,,U,,' survivors established in Congregation 
Johannesburg. (literally life') (Y) (H). 
'"''"'''''''''t·,,, heroism, resistance (Y) 
Jewish religious (Y) 
Liturgy (Y) (H). 
The name God, literally 'The Name' (Y) (H). 
righteous see Chassidei 'Umot (H). 
Hope', ........ "'J.1. of the Zionist movement 
The State of Israel (H). 
of 
theological of the eClllpse of God literally 
............. "" .. face' (Y) (H). 
the historian's discourse in Germany over 20th century 
German Historiography (G). 
the Hebrew language 
Methodology '-~'''''''E> Hebrew and all Judaica subjects 
directly in Hebrew (H). 
without Jews, 'ethnically cleansed' of Jews (G). 
the annihilation (G). 
mourner's prayer, memorial (Y) 
collective settlements Israel (H). 
laments, traditional dirges (H). 
totality of the Jewish people (Y) (H). 
'The Night of the Horn"'p,... 
November (G) (Y). 
. The aktion of 9-1 oth 
2 
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Kol Nidrei 
Lochemei 'Gettaot -
Lubavitch 
Maccabi 
menorah 
mitzvah 
mitzvot 
Mizrachists 
morah 
moreh 
mussar 
Nissan 
olah 
orner 
orts und zeitgebunden-
Pesach 
pogrom 
Purim 
Gloss. 3 
opening prayer on the eve of Day of uonernellI (Y) 
(H). 
The Ghetto ~.,.., .... ~. and partisans (H). 
A scnlsm of the 
(H). 
.. ....,,, .......... Ultra Orthodox Movement (Y) 
the 1asiffione,m dynasty ousted the Associated 
'"<OTl'I''' of Hannukah (Y) (H). 
seven branched of the terrtDle 
symbol of the State 
a Jewish precept. Also a good (Y) (H). 
Mitzvah such as commands (Y) 
(H). 
adherents religious LJIUIU"" movement, Mizrachi (Y) 
teacher (female) (H). 
............. (male) 
Jewish (Y) (H). 
......... "'u......... The month of 
a for service (Y) 
the (daily) counting of seven weeks Pesach 
Shavuot. Also a of semi-mourning (Y) (H). 
to another , 'of another time and place' (G). 
Festival of Passover commemorating the l..JA'VU"'" from 
Egypt (Y) 
an attack, plundering of a Jewish community (Y). 
a Jewish celebrating Queen Esther the 
redemption ofthe Jews (Y) (H). 
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Rosh Hashana 
ruach 
schutzpasse 
selichot 
Sephardi 
Shavuot 
Shearith HaPeitah 
shoah 
shoahBe Atum -
shofar 
shul 
Simchat Torah 
tefillah 
tehiyah 
Torah 
umipnei Chat-einu 
Gloss. 4 
the Year (Y) (H). 
spirited, atmosphere and mood 
protective passes issued by Raoul Wallenberg 
Hungary in 1944-5 (G). 
Passover festival meal (Y) 
penitential nn .. ,,,,..r,, (H). 
of Spanish/Iberian origin custom (Y) 
Festival of Pentecost (H). 
International ass,oClal1()fl of Jewish Holocaust survivors, 
re1l1Ilant' (Y) 
A great catastrophe associated with a devastating wind. 
the title Lanzman's documentary film (1985) (Y) 
(H). 
popular Israel Gulf of 1991 , 
to the potential gas warfare. Literally 'the 
Holocaust in a room' 
horn, for 
synagogue (Y). 
of rejoicing with 
The Bible (The Old 
prayers or prayer (Y) 
statehood (Y) 
the fourth Jewish (H ). 
the Pentatuach in a scroll, the 
(H). 
(Y) 
Torah 
(H) (Y). 
.uV'JA" of Moses (Y) 
Divine retribution in Jewish theology. Literally, • because 
of our (H). 
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1J"J'I/,)PlAJflll'lUP vergangenheit -
Vashem 
yahrzeit 
yeshivah 
'Atzmaut 
of ""..., ... "j,F. to terms the Nazi past in 
una:sterl~d past' (G). 
monument and a Holocaust National 
Memorial Institute in Jerusalem 
....... ,,,,"',,,, .. ,..,, of a death, a memorial day .. Literally 
(Y). 
'"'" ... ,,"" ..... seminary, rabbinical """V,,,,,, .. ,,,, (plural yeshivot) 
Day of Independence -
(H). 
5th day of the month of 
'Shoah Ve 'Hagevurah Memorial Day. - 'the day of 
nit kayn mol 
110!IOC,mst [memorial] and of.Ke~)lstmcie'. Shortened to 
'Shoah (H). 
for the Israeli Defence 
Commemorated the day pre,ceamg 
'Atzamaut (H). 
."' .... "' ... oralrlCe commemoration 
citizenship as a 
Song of the Partisans' by 
Say This 
recording the past (Y) 
(G). 
(1943). 
(Y). 
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APPENDIX A 
. HERZLIA WEIZMANN PRIMARY SCHOOL - FORMAL CURRICULUM 
PUPIL'S NOTE BOOKS (1993-94) 
L SUBSTANDARD 
STANDARD 1 3 - CLASS 
NOTE 
3. STANDARD2/GRADE4 NOTE 
4. STANDARD 5 - CLASS NOTE 
5. STANDARD 3/GRADE 5 - TEST 
6. STANDARD 4/GRADE 6 - CLASS NOTE 
7. STANDARD 4/GRADE 6 - CLASS NOTE 
8. STANDARD 4/GRADE 6 -
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APPENDIX A. A. I. 
1. SUB-STANDARD 0/ GRADE 2 : CLASS NOTE. 
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2. STANDARD 1 / GRADE 3 : CLASS NOTE. 
:.mce. ri nCl 
·Nai . . _ 
I 
n.O 
-_ ... _._ ... - .' 
A.2. 
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APPENDIX A. 
3. STANDARD 2/ GRADE 4: NOTE. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
;; , 
,I Jr' ),' . (, !i ~:.r""..-1 v-: ( , lUvv1 V 
A.3. 
; i~;:-'. 
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APPENDIX A. A.4. 
4. STANDARD 31 GRADE 5: NOTE. 
.., C"'PlNN'\".\-\.. .se:~t:$\-\ 
''''\'1\ -\C!~4 . 
-IT was the of March IB, 1944, The little plane droned its way across the 
Adriatic to Jugoslavia where five parachutists. four men and a girl. were to 
be dropped behind the German Iin~s for a !lpecial mission. They were 'Ill! from 
Erett Yisrael-members of the unit of 24{) young Jewish volunteers enrolled for 
secret service. 
The in the group was Hannah Senesh. She was then 23 y::::ars of age and 
and had left her native Budapest a few days beFore her 18th birthday to go to 
I Erell Yisrael to work on the land. Hannah had always resented the way Jews 
were treated in Hungary and when she was sixteen made up her mind to leave. 
tor two years she herself; she studied Hebrew and learnt aU she could 
about Zionism 'and Palestine. 
For five Ye'ars Hannah lived the life she chose for herself. All day she worked In . ~ 
, the and in the evenings she loved to write either long le·hers to her mother j 
l 
or poems the life in the land of her forefathers. Suddenly she .i 
found herself involved in World War n. By chance she beard that a secret lIet'- I 
vice was being by the British in Eastern Europe which would help the .\ 
Jews in those countries. She immediately volunteered. months later, 1 
trained as a and in guerilla warfare. she was off ... I 
The pilot signalled and Hannah jumped .Soon she was joined by her com· 
rades. Hannah and one of them were to cross the frontier into Hungary disguised . 
as Jewish At the last moment, however, they were betrayed and IU"1"e!It· 
ed, but even under torture Hannah refused to reveal her radio code and other 
. , 
j 
I 
I 
secrets and she was condemned to death, ~ 
Whilst in she wrote this message to her friends: 'Continue on the road -{ 
. I 
-never retreat. on the battle to the end-until the day of freedom come! ·1 
-the of victory for our . ;.; 
Q .... El1\O...s!. : 
1. 'N""I 'i),0 \'\P, ... _" l.£AoJ(. "~It I'I~ ."'-1 l-\ut.J ..... R~: 
1. w",:! "'1'\1 .s,,~ A U~~\.\L VOLU>JT£E:1it II'.l -rt'lE f.~.T"O'- PlRf('\!:I ~ 
"!.. \.\Qv.;) 01..1:> 1..0)"":' I."~ W'A,!,l\3 ..1I0I'l:. -..JPI.1 e'lCE<'IJ.-rt:.D-: 
l. ~e. L.e(;!7 
Qyrui ~ 
'2- • ~ \}vCtll 
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iJ,..6~vJ 'ttr 
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.\lo. ~r~UJ,. k·c-~ 
41v.l ttr/.c':.u.. .dtt 
.~. 
'" •• ... lIr"' .... ,'. • • . .1 
-OOjf:ryJ 
~ .tAt-
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APPENnIX 
. 5 .. ST ANDARD 3 GRADE 5 : TEST. 
N\",.t.\-\ \\0\ ~ t.o\..UIlI N S. 
!). ~A't\.\ ~ 4t. <:* lII'\OOEQ.N :rs I2PI 
~. PR.£s \nE:~T (l~ \"-\ \q,,' 
S . P-f.,I.M\i M\\.;j'rT":/t. OV: ISfAa IN' 
'" ., "~u1\Si I)1.I.R.\!0'1~ WORl.h wf.:\R 
1, "~l:. ~e~t IN 1N~ltlr\ lSQJ:::>.i.L ~~ 
h..lnet'E~~T 
A.S. 
N~«\e. - E'!'IK.~~ 
"';':";:=.1.:..:;0--
10 
c. ~. i~1: ~~CNPt\.. ~t::1'r1 C~ :t.s~\.. IS c::..CI;I..\..'EQ (\;. 
----~----~~~~~--­
". \\\\S NI'c(\E ('('\I? 1'l1\1s. II \~~ (2 
.m'i17 
---l...:.::!..\~ ___ '
\I.> \1o\E, 
IS r<::.I.I.NO IN T~IC. f'tNt.\~N\ c.\~ fltNO 
c...r{,JI"ff>,.1... (,x~~ at::- :::tI«Ai::1... <.A\.\..eD 
IN *~!\~vJ 
l'.N'i~j,,/,\ -: "IJ'.:l"lll:::l.... '11J';, n C.l.I 
.. :-.:.. - \ . 
a;i~rn~. 1\'~ Y:J.~ 
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APPENnlX A. A.6. 
6. STANDARD 4 / GRADE 6 : 
L 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
.. 
ER l~illll 
We count the Omer from the second night of Pesach 
until the night before Shavuot. 
0; lJl.i1 
.. ... 
ihll;-' .n"I';lO 
"'J 'f" ..,. .. s 
Pesach 15 Nissan / 
Yom Hashoah ••..... 27 Ni 5 
"Ie • ~O)g'Nro..'l"\ 
'Yom Hazikaron 
Yom 
Ha'atzmaut 
4 lya::: / 
5 lya 
19'~ ..•. nO:::l 
lQ 't.~. . . . ;"l~)'lI.I';j D'\~ ill ,~?t;" 
'f \ f" i 
1"/<. 
.. 
Lag aa'Umer ...••.....•. I\~/")~,~ ; .......... .,~;.u~ )'.'1 
Yom 
Ye:::'.Jshal 28 lyar /"'l~~ r> 
~ 
-
, 5i ] 11Q I ., . Jl '..l.F\.J...l.!! .. .. Shavuct ••••.••.•.. 
l.! ~ lll'llf. 
C':t 'oIW; 
I)," 
IME 
Ctc\EA 
"l!S.lJ 
./ 
p 7 in Israel, 8 days in the Diasoo:::a. A pilgrim 
festival 
- Memorial Day for the six million Jewish Mar rs 
erished during the Holocaust (27th Nissan)~ ~ 
~I'l.,~'t. ~ . ttf ~ ~o.%.l.S 
~~~~~~~n - Memorial Day r the soldiers who f~t~ fighting 
far Israel. (4th of lyarl 
zmaut. Day of Israel's Independence. Israel became 
...:..:::.;,;;....,;,.;.::-=...::..=-=..=....:. 
an independent State in 1948. (Sen of lya:::) 
JJrd oft h e Om e r (.3 J '" 71·7) :::emember 
Sal' Kochba and Rabbi Akiva. (Son fires and a r:::aws J. 
- Jerusalem liberation day during the 1967 
six· day-war. (28th lyarl 
- 1. day in I !lns1. 2 days 
f e s ti val . Ce\ tbnAbcin 
in the Diaspors. A pi! grim 
~\.o\'* 
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APPENDIX A. A.8. 
8. STANDARD 41 GRADE 6: 
S~l..\.: 
---
,'C \t,\rt '-<>u"," -r",,, C>!,:\iE::'i'l ( ... ~"tr) ~llc::rn ''''~ SE.c:.ol>.'l~ '-ll<.r~' 
1.1.1'01"1,1. ' '''' ~"''''(.''I'' <:)10 ~~ I=I:.:l.T,\,jA,\.. Q .... I..'E.I:) 
2.. "'!\<~ Ii;:R'Oo = "I't'IEo \..1',\,..1. ~.:. WIt.<:'1::.1 : f\~1:l .c.<'I'-lS. 
------- -------
T 
1+. J'll.Oo.!tr-S.Df< -r~Ii:S'E. nll\"" "'\.I.. 1"-1 ~~ FE:1>,...\jl',1..!:. ;..~ <..<:>""'""-e",,,,<:)\tA""""" OA':;f::' !:~ 
5. 
"T\.\!; \..\$.,. ""-I 13lN:.u:-rs 
'!!) l.'.:t",f!,... Ie. '., 
IS N\~~ ~ I<;~ tG 
It I':jl'l&!, .. 'PIC: ,.,-. 
10 ,s'''''N'' \ \,:~ '1 
", ",1."Ir..\ .. J';:J ~~ 
C \.JI>kg,,'ol't'l~ 
1"',. '\~ilr~ t"e; 
------------------------
~: .i'J=I,,;\ k~~ ~ 
. ..' ~ 
.:s"l"A~ IN ~~4 ' \(\'4.5 • \q4-~ . 11'4~ 
" \.10.....) 1I'\~':j \:)f'\~s. f'I~ 'iVlE.s.~ ~ II..<:tR\l'l"\ ~ 'E.s, ,(,,\,) 1\ \..~ (p. ) IN l...) it;t.t.1.. 
q1t:.flO't .. ,S<-\c,IJUO\ .. 
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"1'H1i:.Si N p.,~ : 
~) I..l¥.r- v.,,'C<1llall. / it:;' 
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~ '\ .\".~:-.,:-. :: .,Ai' 
'1' ~ .... ~ 
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1t/\0I.l1. WALl..bllBl6- """-10 1l1eS£ W\oIe >4\'1) ~~ .. 12 .... , •• 1'(.. >-AdOli..'1' JQ ~ 'THINk... 
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APPENDIXB 
HERZLIA WEIZMANN PRIMARY SCHOOL 
INFORMAL CURRICULUM 
HOLOCAUST (1993-1994) 
1. W ALL EXHIBITS: 1 (PHOTOGRAPHS) 
MEMORIAL EXHIBIT WARSAW UPRISING,l 
5. 
6. 
7. 
(PHOTOGRAPH) 
TEXT-
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL vl .... d'u....!"Jl\J 
MEMORIAL 
(i) 
(ij) 
SAMPLE ARTICLES 
(PHOTOGRAPH) 
fIRE 
HOLOCAUST 
,"-,-,"-'A,LA WEIZMANN 
8. HOLOCAUST COMMEMORATION 
SCHOOL, 1993 
PASSOVER 1 
APRIL 1 
Video tapes 
available on request. 
Weizmann LVA,",,,,,,,,,,'''' Memorial Ceremonies (l 1994) are 
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APPENDIXB 
HERZLIA WEIZMANN PRIMARY SCHOOL 
INFORMAL CURRICULUM 
EXAMPLES OF MA TERlALS AND ACTIVITIES CONCERNING THE 
HOLOCAUST 0993-1994) 
I. WALL EXHIBITS: 1993 (PHOTOGRAPHS) 
2. MEMORIAL EXHIBIT - WARSAW GHETTO UPRISING, 1993 
(PHOTOGRAPH) 
3. PRESENTATION TEXT - PARENT'S EVENING: PASSOVER 1993 
4. HOLOCAUST DA Y MEMORlAL CEREMONY - TEXT; APRlL 1993. 
5. MEMORIAL EXHIBIT, 1994 (PHOTOGRAPH) 
6. POSTER EXHIBIT 'PILLARS OF FIRE 
(i) ZIONISM AND THE HOLOCAUST 
(ii) CHANA SENESH 
7. SAMPLE ARTICLES - HERZLIA WEIZMANN SCHOOL MAGAZINE 
8. HOLOCAUST COMMEMORATION CEREMONY - HERZLIA HIGH 
SCHOOL, 1993 
Video tapes of the Herzlia Weizmann Holocaust Memorial Ceremonies (1993 - 1994) are 
available on request. 
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APPENDIXB. B.1. 
1. HOLOCAUST MEMORlAL DAY - WALL EXHIBITS, SCHOOL FOYER 1993 
(MARCH - APRlL) 
HOLOCAUST 
Wl\lL Of COMMEf'tOMlltl't 
, ;lm'. ';!I!l nr.u;; ai'i1 i1X N$ 
f{J.'1 ~J( 11ll " 'J~~?J ~f' il!~) 
, . . 'r 1".lJ J 'T-P'''~ 
" ;--~ l]nJ~· 
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APPENDIX B. B.2. 
2. W ARSA W GHETTO UPRISING - MEMORIAL WALL: SCHOOL FOYER 1993 
(MARCH - APRIL) 
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APPENDIX B. B.3 (i). 
3. TEXT PRESENTED TO PARENTS AT THE SCHOOL SEDER EVENING 1993 
COMMEMORATING THE W ARSA W GHETTO UPRISING 
" T~E SE.ASON 
Of OUR FREEUOM" 
* 
\IERZLII\ '-'lElztv1~NN fC;5.I\c.\-\ 
PI<ESE~\II\~ClN ICf'l3 
£l abbls , Ilol1'XJred OJesls, Parenls and friends, 
This eveninu we al lierzlla WeIZllBnn welcome you 10 our 
school, to share wi th us the t radII Ions and rl tual s of 
Ihe Pesach Seder. 
This is Ihe 'season of our freedom', 'zensn charul aynll , 
~,en our ancestors were freed from slavery in EUypl. 
Every aspect of the Seder,hlghllyhls our Ilberat Ion 
fro'" slavery and servilude, and the historic "Brei, of 
our anceslors 10 their liberty. lhis march of freedolll 
101~1 Ihelll 10 MOllnt Sinal and the receiving of the Torah . 
and then onwards 10 Eret z Y I srae I. 
In Ihe Ilayadah it Is written that every IndivitlJal 
sh,,"Ie1 reuarel hl",self,as If he, pe"sonally had heen 
I illera I eci f 1'0111 Egyp I . 
.1'N. fli~n1 OTJ<. :J.'n 
.. :' .., ..,. 
D'l.'i~!l >{~, K·lil 
. ,.. : 
I\IHI .... we are furlunate 10 be witnesses (0 onyoill(} 
liberalion. Of Ihis decade of Ihe 9U's , hislory will 
r e call Ihal Hu s sian Jewry was I iberaled fro", cOIII,"niSl 
'l'l'rp.ss i,," , rilli'pian Jewry was ,"iranliollsly air-I ifl"d 
10 FI'I'll Yic:;r;H~ I . ;l Ilt I IU')!" I rt~r:ellil y lite I~:~~o.~~)l 
2./ .- WcJ l"S JW Viet S il l,uSl1 ill(j city b e fur e Wl,rld War Iwu , .. \be l'c ~I 
Syrian Jewry , I)(lve I) ecn grant ed freedolll to jilin tile 
Hill! In ev ery 111I 'ce jll:C'f)Ie was Jewish. II was a (iyll<lO'; ( 
wide r Jewi sit C01l1'l1l1 i Iy. 
n . :/III"l.: III l:Vl!f"y (a ce t or Jewish cultllre alld lite. 
Uul such f reedoll' i s nol shared I>y " II - anel r rCHI, af;"lr 
't-A1f: 1l 1111: Na z is conquered Poland they rorced IIw Jews 
we watch in horror , Ihe civi I wars Ihal clailll 10 hriliU 
nr Y/.Jl' saw iliin a narrow alit I ov e rcrow<!ctl Ole t lo. IIII ! 
f reedolll to na t i 011 S , bul, that has hrou<jhl ,"i sery 10 stJrvill(j alHI disl:as c -ri(h~11 pq>lIlat ion would r e ach a 
ils peq>.Ie . YU<joslavia , SOllla Ila, and lIea r er !Julie III sl"<jCjerillCj half a ," i Ilion stK,ls . 
lingo I a - the plauues of suff e r Ing seen! endle s s. Uy I~/IJ only 70,UUO Jews rellBined In Ihe O,ello . r. .. ", 
IItroci ties and ramine eppress Ihe the na t ions of Ihe were Ihe e lderly, Ihe refll<jees, Ihe orphalls, won en , 
world/~,;ch becollle powerless unuer the yo,e of IIMHJerll- lIell ~IId c.:h i Ielr"n . .. , ... . . cleperted 10 Treh I inlla . 
day Pha I'oah s . IIllci yel ill Ihose darlle s t 1I0llents of ollr liistory there 
lind especially r>alnful is the r>layue of violence allci arose a dOlllll.!d,i>lIt dclenllined effo r t . Ullder the 
insecuri ty that has tallen hold of the lands dear~st I"aelc"ship of Monlechai IInellwilz alld Ille youlh Cjrollps, 
10 us ,. In our 01'01' cOllntry of South- lIfrlca alld I" 'Erelz Ihe O,ett" resisled. Oil Pesach Day, 50 years aCjo, Ihe 
yisrael ..... <l,etlo rehelled, allacllinu the Naz i a<J<Jressors, and 
lind the dep ths o f our pa ill is e ven yrea I el' ~,ell we 
,"'f,,"d i,,\) Ihe rellllanlS of the O,ell o. lind once a<Jain 
"ecall ev ellis lilal occu'Ted 5U years a<j0, ,~'rillq Ih"se ,,"huilled t Iulliers declared fai III in C:han'l ay,"" 
Freedolll ! 
Ihal p e riocl of tr aq edy ",,,I cia rlOless of Ihe Ilolo" allsl . 
I his yc ar we C OIlJI C JIIOr a tf! the 50111 Ar1l1iver ~<1 I 'y HI Iltl.! 
'ill COllI" iUJe all( I t e ll ac i I Y " ... a <":0111111 t lien t I () f rt.H! IIOIiI 
d lill life U V C II in tile l ace of cerlJi" I le alh. '1\11" 
I lpri si lHJ of tlit! WJI' S<1W (Ilelio . 
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3. TEXT PRESENTATION 
'II .... 
Tile ba I I I e I a sled a few weell s Ull I II I he Na z i ' s 
syslellBI ical Iy fire bOIl"ed each "ui IdillY III Ihe (hellu. 
IIIlel iwilz alld his f Iyhlers fell, alltl Ihe '~Jrisin<J was 
crushed. Bul lile yilello f i<Jltlers had lIIarched illio 
Itislury and mali's elernal Slruygle for freedlllll .... 
We wi Iness Iheir lIIarch as we hear Ihe allihell. of Ihe 
·O.ellu fiyltlers - 'Silir Ila-Pal'lizallilll' . 
(1m) 'Sllir Iia-Parlizanilll' - 'log Nishi I<aln ""01' 
Never say I his i s I he I a s t ilia r cit , 
fur Iltouuf. Ihe silY Is hidden by darll clOllils. 
The hour of our I Iber.al ion I s near 
l\'o" 
anti lite earlh~ trellble as we lltal' .:h, 
. . . because ... we are here! 
. • I 
I Q""1'0~ .'~~~!.. ,~ 
0"'.10'., I'd.:dK?~~ 
'~1:" ,1':.' " 
Jr." ." I~~ .: 
" J 
01) ;1~: 
I ~~ ~ Oil ll~r!. n!.~ '.~~' 
11n\1 Ti, '" J.n: K~~ !. 
~, I? L' I ,t ,;;a ., :r:l:~: " 
'Mir lai-nell Dol" We are here! I\nd here. a t We i ZII!o:l,Hl 
VIC COlIlICllurate that heroic iJat t Ie in \'Icu 'saw . ~1itl1 
I>c<jall (III Pesacl. ill 19 113. Later ,-.ilell yIMI I"ave w" aslt 
you to view C'X.lr Wall or COtlllp.lIX)ratiol1 in clot 1:' sell"ol 
I'oye r. 
" -1/ .. 
;;I. HCN NtflD. - Hon IIratl, all Israeli IIII' f'orce navlyator 
;0 was capllll-.,d by Lebanese IIrah {)Jefl I las In 1986. fie had 
parae/ll/led frolll hi s ""mlng [)Iane. ('or seven years "e 
h,lS "cell held captive without allY Infornetlon beilly 
<Jlvell. I SI'"., I has tallen drast Ie steps to have him 
r"leas"d . '''Irtyoll Shevu-Ill" Ihe release of hostayes Is a 
'llal 1011,,1 ,/,sesslo,,', alld Israel was bitterly dlsal~)olllted 
vA",Il h" VI~S 1101 rel"ased wllh IIlIerlcan hoslages lasl 
III tsr.,'" , Ille lIaliOfl awaits iris release with his 1l101"er 
/I.,IY.l . "I~ wlf" TIlIIII alllJ his d.,")lrler Yllv.l, vAtU l.sI 
8.3 . (ij) 
III Ihe spirll of Ihe O,elto f"lyhters of Warsaw, alld.1I 
Ihose vA.o SOlI<J" I freedom ami dlynlly, froo. that firsl 
fest Iva I of CI,ayru-taYllu - we Ilnow lilere is IlLlcl, to "e 
dOlle ~ lind even here a t Vie I Zlllanll we In our snta II way 
_ Irave alkletl our voice 10 tire call (or f,.<ledolll ill Olll' 
O'Ml t iflc. 
llti s evelllllY we wi sh 10 share our errort s wi Ih you, 
by hiy"l iyht illg ~fJrlsoners, ....... ~ could 
justly be cal led 'llsooray TzlolI' - 'Prisoners of lion'. 
Each illprisolled ill a different COlllltry, anti for 
dirrerent reasons, yel unlled in Ihelr efforts to sea,,'e 
II.e liberty alld freedom of our people . 
I, lU\o.JI . V/,\LLEi\B[RG-a rlyhleolls (jellt i Ie saved over 
IUO,UOU Jews ill flullyary (urlny World War Two. Illpr i sOIl cL I 
I)y tlte COflllllllisls afler Ihe War, we add Ollr voice 10 
lite l/tollsallds of cariny fJe(~)le v.l1O wall I hilll freed. Tlte 
Stale of IHael Itas bestowed 1101I001l-a,.y cil izensltip oil 
llois I,ero. We say to the Russian Cove rrlll"" I - Tell liS 
v.I,el'e Ite is" - I.e I It I III CAl! IIlIti evell Ite is dead, let liS 
1r"I'Y hilllVlil1t hOIlOlIr alld diy"lty, lrefiltlfl<J tltis Ilel'/l 
oC (lUI" pP.qJl P.. 
8/ .. 
To these wOllen. our Sid 1IIIs have wrilll~ 1l r!!llers. 
Dalla Ga I iii. ayed I efl, wri t e s : 
Dear Mrs IIrad, 
I heard aooul v.I,a I happened 10 your !tllshalld . 
I Itllow aooul this hecause I saw il Oil T .V. 
II{now I cannol tlo llllCfl hut I (:IllIWrilill(J Ihls tonlo3h(~ 
you fee I oel ter, 
CUr sOllg of hq)e is 'lfall/wah' alld YOll IlIlsl lIever <J iv ' , 
up hq->e . 
Ilashelll is with YOlI, and sOlIe day Lehalloll will - tel Il,., 
free. 
Dana 
lAnd Sheleen Palll, a(jed nine; wri les : 
I wan I YOll 10 Imow Mr s IIrati 
l!ta t I ca re, and I wan I t helll 
10 tet your husband, Ron, go. 
I hq.>e Ihey wi I I let Itlm yo SOOIl. 
I I<now because I saw you Oil T.V . 
I wish I call Ite Ip . 
Site leell 
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3. TEXT PRESENTATION B.] (iii) 
91 .. 
Anu so dear yuesls, jusl as we have yive" I houyil I 10 
Ihe (ppressed, 10 Ihese pri soners or Z I,." "nel 10 
And Yaelln levy wrole : 
Ihose heroic r Igillers of Ihe Warsaw O,ello, we ca II 01' 
Oe~r Mrs A,rdd you 10 do Ihe salle •• llen you s It around yot/r Seller 
I ab Ie . 
As YOll read Ihe lIa\Jadah we. should thlnl< or thaI yreal 
I l<now Ihis Is hard for 
you. (Jul I really walll 
you to l<now I rea I I Y hq)e 
you yel Rl>fl bad< soon, 
eXO(~'S from Eyypl, We should also Ihl,,1e or all pe'lJies 
and t ha I he I s we I I . 
W'O have joined in Ihi rrarch 10 rreedo", a'HI 10 a 
beller world. 
just wanl you to l<now 
care Aile! ill this special yeal" or COlIIl'ell.,,-at ion. we should 
(rolll 
Yael in ayed nine 
include in our Seder, Ihe song or Ihe O,el 10 F i<jhlers 
We asl<, as a slyn or respecl anel IHJlHXII', Ihat 
everyone stands, to rewellher the uprlsill<j Ihal i>o;gall 011 
Pesach.,anu Ihe r iyhters WlO re II . 
But rather than stalldill<j in silence we Invite Y OII 10 
j 0 i 11 II sin t his alii he III to I i be rt y, I h~ I del i anI I Y 
declares, Ihal uespite all tyrants and tyrany- ;, ·9 -')"],'( 
Vic a re he re, 10 ce lei> r a I eli he r I y ., J'p'I',., On I his 
feslival of our freed<HIl .. 
1.0j. .. l>Ie.o..!o<. ::. m.r.o 0I'd .(d&fuv..> <Y\ 'f'u..1 ¥"", .s\o'\'4.<\ 
10<: t-0W<..\ c-, 1"'0.J ~ '--' SONI; or TilE I'MlIISAN5 
AI. NA 10-f1AIl 'IIINAY UAII-KEY IIA-ACIlIlONAII', 
1:1 1111 IIA-YIJI-I IIISJIIIU Sli01AY IIA-ANAII, 
(ALL SINCi 
Ll'l'lo-Ich. '. ~;~ \-1.0.. q(j~I-\1.C.{'~ c "-M.....k \\£u\) 
7E Yilil NIJ:IISArrm 1.0 IJ\) YAAL H-YAVIIII, 
tl-III ILAIJAV -- I-/il iJlJ YAlIIII 
IINACIINII I'll: 
NeVI! r Say: 
Wurds : IIlrsh (;111<: /A,sle : lIusslall folll-".,y. 
Id tf'r Ihe w~r 1111 s hytlll or ,he underground (1~lhtcr5 of Ih e 
VII,;. U,el 10 heeall8 Ihe 50ng of Jew5 I hro(lyl 1011 I II,e worlel. 
It wa5 wrillen III 19'13 after a grOl'fl of Jewish parltsalls 
had losl t5 of their cooraUe5 In bait Ie wllh the (p.rll"'"s. 
1"51 as ",on I reached Vllna of the Warsa'" (llello <llrI5111<1. 
III ... h (;111<, olle of Ihen(lsl creallve a"upr<Hlllsl'XI y IM""1 
poels "f VII"a, "'as a part 15an WIO fell III hal t Ie ~!)" l'IS1 
I he e"eltlf III Est.., la . 
c , , 'I 
, , , 
" "11",,~ 
F'W~ 
*01-: ,11il 
• 1-
'C" ~,,~~.: 
- 1 
" ',?iA :i ; ~IC 
0\ ,.~ '1,1t nil 
• ~ ') t~ l)?~l.! 01 1 ":. ,X\)!1 ~~ ". 
O?1'_ 1';1 · \J .~rf;' 
I ";;J .\ ; ':1 ~I~ : 
I Q"i ,~! lP"~ !. 
, 
,~ ,~C~ '(1~ 
a'~ ""! "bl~?~~ :I. 1 Hll" 1--: 
, I'nl1 o~ , J~1.. I"!,? '~~;! 1 
.: . 
1)nn Jl1 11 :I ]1)1 ~~ ; 1 
- , 
:-. ,I? L-;') 
. . ," 
,Cl i .. III \" 
.: -
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APPENDIX n. B.4(i) 
4 . HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DA Y SCHOOL CEREMONY, 1993 
Preparation: flag; 6 candles; posters of' Anthem' song. 
Introductory Address: 
Hitler believes his biggest enemy were the Jews - because of their race, their 
supposed wealth and his belief that the Jews wanted to control the world . 
The rabbis tell us ... that in a way the Jews were his biggest enemy not because of 
these things he claimed, but because the Torah and Judaism teaches gooLiness and 
the value of life, the very opposite of what he taught. 
On Sunday 2ih Nissan, the community will gather at the cemetery to 
commemorate Yom flo'Shoah Ve 'HogvlIrah. 
Memorial Prayer: 
O'~'n /'<.~!1 'j> 
.f\)!:1W);' .1'1< "111.'111' Dli '1:>)> 
.,.1'1 0 'Ill,), O'J?)-, 1'JlI).l.l l'J:L )11/ 
o'n~ l")!1 ~uJ'lII 
;"\';1 c~{jn '>;)\1.1 
Text: 
God who is full of mercy ... 
The nation of Israel remembers the souls 
Of its sons and daughters, the old, the 
Women, the todLilers. Six million of our brothers 
Whose only crime was that they were Jews. 
O',)il' ""., 
1. And so we think of the millions, and we think, too, of the individuals 
Janus Korczak - the father of the orphans of Warsaw 
Anne Frank - the teenager in Amsterdam whose diary expresses her hopes 
Chana anLi her brother Willie, whose photos are Liisplayed in the foyer. 
2. But in the tragedy we ~Iso look for glimmers of hope especially when we 
learn about 'ChasiJai lfa'Umot', those non-Jews who risked their lives to 
save Jews .... The Danish fishermen, Raoul Wallenberg and Miep, Ell ie, 
Kraler and Koophuis who hili the family of Anne Frank ... 
3. We also thi k of 'CevlIrah', the bravery of Jews who rcsisteLi by defying the 
Nazis, by teaching in secret and by inspiring others. And here we must also 
recall the immense bravery of Chana Senesh . She lell the safety of her kibhutz 
in Israel, to try and save Jews in IIungary. lIef poetry of hope, like the 
writings of Anne Frank, is now legendary. Let us sha:-e her prayers for the 
future. 
[The recorder plays the tune to the Senesh Song ' fJolichah Le 'Kaysarea" 
a'n.ul., ""\~;r" c'{~1d '''jl 
O'i"\' ~'nil N< 
[J'.!1i1 1W UlI1'\ll 
tl".!ill! i1 P 11. 
Q"TKi1 .n'1",l' 
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CEREMONY B.4 (ii) 
A Walk to Caesarea 
Oh Lord 
. Who will never end ... 
The sand and the sea 
The rustle of the waves 
Lightning in the sky 
... the hope of men. 
4. This year in particular we focus on the resistance of the Jewish fighters. There 
were over a half million Jews who fought with the Allies in armies Cram 
Russia, USA, Britain and even South Africa. 
But it is the Ghetto fighters especially whom we honour this year. Under Nazi 
rule, they broke out in revolt exactly ti tty years ago. The destruction of the 
Warsaw Ghetto was supposed to be a special birthday present for I·jitlcr. The 
Nazis did not expect any resistance. Mordechai Anelewicz, a ghetto fighter, 
led the youth in rebellion against the German forces. for three weeks they 
held out until they perished and the Germans utterly destroyed the Ghetto. 
5. When the Jews of Vi Ina heard of the Warsaw Uprising they, too, were 
inspired to fight. One young poet in particular wrote a poem to honour the 
Warsaw Ghetto fighters. 'Zag NisI! Kayn Mol' - 'Never say it is the Last 
Road'. This became the song and the anthem of the partisans. 
[Song - tape of the song in Yiddish and Hebrew] 
The words of the song -(read from the Posters - Hebrew, Yiddish, English). 
Text cont.! 
6. Hirsch Glick who wrote the song dis<1ppeared lighting in the forests of Russia 
- he was just 24 years old. 
7. Now we will stand together in silence to think of those who perished, and 
those who resisted, those who fought back, and all those whom we honour 
along with our six million brothers and sisters. 
30 seconJs silence .. . broken by the reaJing of the names 
Janus Korczak, Mordechai Anelewicz, Chana Senesh, Miep Gies, Raoul 
Wallenberg, Anne Frank, the fishermen of Denmark, Hirsch Glick, the fighters of 
the Warsaw Ghetto. 
Text Cont.! 
8. We will now conclude with everyone singing - 'The Anthem of the Partisans' 
(Hebrew) 
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S. MEMORIAL CANDLES - SCHOOL FOYER 1994 
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6. POSTER 'PILLAR OF FIRE' WALL EXHIBIT 
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APPENDIX ll. B.6. (ii) 
6. POSTER 'PILLAR Of fIRE' CHANA SENESH 
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APPENDIX B. E.7. (i) 
7. I-JERZLIA WEIZMANN SCI IOOl MAGAZINE - PUPIL'S ARTICLES 1989 
WE REMENIBER 
WHY WE REMEMBER 
We must remember the Jews that died. six million 
Jews were killed. 
War. misery, deathl 
hatred 
Hitler the enemy 
the killer 
the conqueror 
the most terrible person on ear1h or that ever lived. 
SIMONE BEi1K STD 4 
HANNAH SENESH 
A lady came to talk to us by the name of Tzili 
Reisenberger. She talked about Hannah Senesh. 
?eopl-e say that she is a heroine. Tzili has met 
Hannah's mother and brothers. tney gave her a tre 
mendous amount of in formation. Hannah wrote 
hundreds of poems, she also had a diary just like "Ann 
F~ank" . ~annah was living in Israel when World War II 
star1ed. She joined it :0 save her mother and her 
brothers the Jews. She tried her best to save her 
people. but, unfor1unately, she got caught ad tOr1ured _ 
to death. 
YAE~ MANN STD:2 
~ 
3'A: . -~. 
HANNAH ~NESH ~# 
Hannah Sen,,::,-.ll was an ordinary girl who lived in:~ 
Hungary anC "rote poems. She was very clever at:;. 
school and in ;td 9 she was about to become prefe:t 
when a polic':r.1an came and said that she could ncti: 
because she '''.lS a Jew. Hannah lost all her friend~ ; 
She finished :~.at~ic and moved to Palestine where sr.t 
lived on a kib-,l..tz. She still wrote poems and wa3 .~ 
happy, but 10r'!IY. The World War Two broke out. ;~ : 
Germany too>< ')ver hungary. Hannah became a . .clft -
soldier in the ~Iitish army. She parachuted down Inta-; 
Yugoslavia. tJAn she went into Hungary. The German 
soldiers cau<;r.1 her and put her in jail. They tor1ured X 
her, but she dltJ not give her secrets away. She carried 
on writing pop.ms and gave hope to other. She died ,ii 
when she was 23 , but her memory still stays with us.';": 
.~ 
MARTINE WAYNE STOl 
,,-, 
."'....., 
',.%'.1 
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7. SCHOOL MAGAZINE - PUPIL'S ARTICLES 1994 
THIS PACE WAS SPONSORED BY DERMAR FASHIONS 55 
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APPENDIX B. D.8. 
8. HOLOCAUST COMMEMORATION - IIERZLIA HIGH SCI fOOL 1993 
Herzlia's living link with 'he past, The Yom Hoshoa ceremony.:"!~v;ng and m.emoroble. 
JUDAIC 
DIARY 
The- Tu [l'Shval cae-mony was orgJniud 
C'Jrly in (he YC:J f by the Big Clean Comm ittet:. 
Both secul:H and religious views were given 
()n lh~ ImpOrllnCe of [his sign ific:Jn c dJy. 
-\l the beginning o f February, (he Kfar 
H :lroeh group It~r( for ISf']!!1. The progrJmmc 
is J (ivt: and J h::lIf month rtligious ~[udy 
trip which included lou ring ;.tnu tiyulim . 
T his ~J(,J r three Her7!iJ. <;IlHJenls lOok ;JJ. 
v:\n(lg~ of Ihis wonrJerrul o pportuni[~·. 
n ~lm e i\' LiarJ Sdbaslein .. -\dam L<..:win :.Inu 
Ynch; .. ;na n Rc-ss. All h<ld :1 wonJcrful SU1Y 
in isral.:'l. (St.:C' reporL) 
In ~J(jdillo n to the rC"gubr morning min-
yan. Tephilla st:rviccs twice:l week for the 
Sid 8s "nd 9s have been held since Ihe 
beginning of the: yea r. These are doing well 
Jnd are very beneliciaJ. The pupds Jre 
karning 1 he meaning of pr<lyers rllther 1 ha n 
a full sl.!rvice. This seems 10 be far more 
effective. Co-operation and organization 
have been e>cellen!. The aim of Ihe Tephilla 
services is 10 give the pupils a greater 
understa nding of the S iddu r and to encou-
rage participation in the services. 
The Minyan Yosef Shul'commitlee have 
been very busy and have accomplished 
much J.lready. This year ajoinr full service 
wilh Ihe Middle Sc hool lakes plat< ,wicc a 
week.on Tuesday J.nd Thurs dJ.Y mornings. 
Thc regular Min yan Yose(scrvice is conti-
nuing and re-gular shiurim are given bdore 
Ihe service by Rabbi Kohn and Rabbi 
Kohlenberg from Ihe Sea Poinl Shui. 
Chief Rabbi Harris visiled Ihe Sid 9s 
cJ.rlier lhis year for an cmhralling question 
and answcr session. 
An "Ask Ihe Rabbi" session for Ihe 
.\LHrics Il!SO proved vcry successful. Jnd 
ll1i:-; programme wi!! continut: . 
The first Rosh Chodesh ofthc school yeJr 
Iud ;1 new Jimension. Ivor JotT~t:. :I.:com-
r:1nlt:J hy l1i:- kcyho:lrc1 . kJ the ser\'ic.:e In 
Their lighf will never be dimmf!d - Yom Ha'.(hoah. 
COMMEMORATION AND CELEBRATION 
YOM H"SHO,\H was commemoraled by 
l moving ceremony organised by Ms TrJ.cy 
POrt. our InformJ.1 Zionisl EducJ.lOr. in 
conJunclion wilh Ihe shlichim from SAUJS 
and Habonim. EJ.ch pupil was given a 
candle wilh Ihe name of a child Ihal had 
perished in Ihe Holocaus!. The ca ndles 
were placed on a large Magen David which 
was the only light in the hall. A series of 
rea di ngs aboulthe Holocaust with cmphJ.sis 
on {he Wars3w Ghetto Uprising (J.s this 
yea r is the 50th annivcrsJ.ry of the Uprising) 
was also a feJ.ture. CanlOr A ri Rand intOned 
Ihe 'Hash Karah·. 
After the assembly the students returned 
to their home rooms when: they had dis· 
cuss ion groups with kldcrs from (he Youth 
Council. 
WARS" W UPRISING: Theschool hOSleJ 
:.t commlJnit~, evening to commemorate the 
lion 
was killed in rhe War of Independencc. 
On YOM HA'"TZ;\1AUT Ihe lone was 
set by the excellent speakcr ano Kot Yisraei 
broadcaster, Mrs Freda Keel. who g~ve J 
fascinalingand inspirational talk on Isrlle!. 
it's importance J.nd achievements. She in-
jected imo both pupil s and teJ.chers on 
immense pride of bOth the co untry ano in 
being Jewish. which made the whole day 
thJ.1 more meJ.ningful. This was followcd 
by danc ing and singing in the hall. {vor 
Joffe on his keyboard encouraged Ihe 
whole sc hool to join in and the J.tmosphere 
was very festive . This. however. was only 
the beginning of the celebrations for. in Ihe 
evcning. our pupils joined the res! of {he 
Herzlia Schools in {he comm unit y' cclebrJ.-
lions al <he Good Hope Cen"e and our S id 
8s acqui!1cd themselves very well. creating 
the word "Israc l" in a rorm~.llion. Some of 
\)Llr high school gymnnsls together ~vit h 
thclr >'ounger L'ollntcrp~rts rut n n ;In t:n-
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APPENDIXC 
EXTRA CURRICULA MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES CONCERNING THE 
HOLOCAUST AND ITS MANIFESTATIONS IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY 
AND THE WIDER MILIEU OF SOUTH AFRICA. 
1. THE' ANNE FRANK IN THE WORLD' EXHIBITION, CAPE TOWN (1994). 
(i) THE OPENING CEREMONY 
(ii) THE EXHIBITION PROGRAMME 
(iii) HERZLIA PRlMARY SCHOOLS - STANDARD 4 WORKSHEET. 
2. HOLOCAUST MEMORlAL DAY 1993 . 
(i) COMMEMORATION IN THE JEW1SH COMMUNITY AND 
RELATED EVENTS. 
(ii) PROGRAMME; HOLOCAUST MEMORlAL SERVICE. 
3. COMMUNITY FUNDRAISING FL YER - ISRAEL UNITED APPEAL 
CAMPAIGN. 
4. PRESS ARTICLES AND ITEMS CONCERNING THE HOLOCAUST 
(i) CAPE ARGUS - A SAMPLING. (1992-94) 
(ii) THE JEWISH PRESS - A SAMPLING. (APRlL 1993) 
5. SAMPLING OF FILM AND VIDEO MATERlAL CONCERNING THE 
HOLOCAUST VIEWED DURING 1992-94. 
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APPENDIX C. C.l. (i) 
l. 'ANNE FRANK fN THE WORLD' - EXHIBITION, CAPE TOWN, 1994. 
(i) OPENlNG CEREMONY - STACY FfNTZ, STANDARD 2 PUPIL OF 
HERZLIA WEIZMANN SCHOOL. [CAPE TIMES,S MARCH I 994j. 
SHARON SeROUR. c;';' 
Staff Reporter . 
WHEN an international exhibition· . documenting the tragic life of 
Holocaust victi'm Anne Frank opened 
in Amsterdam, New York and Frank-
· furt in 1985, the organiser. predicted it 
would have a four-year lifespan. 
Nine years later . re aN! 10 ' 
"copies" in 20 languages permanently 
on tour around the world (including 
South and North America, EDgland, 
· Belgium, Germany, Italy; Central Eu~ :-"" 
rope and Russia)_ So far 3,5-millio:l 
people have seen' Anne Frank in the· . 
W orld. . .' . 
Such is the universality and appe <1 1 
of the Anne Frank story, symbolising 
as it does not only the haunting, hat~­
ful conseq,iences of racial intolerance ·· 
but hope and courage . . 
The exhibition, created by the Anue 
Frank House in Amsterdam, has be\)h . 
brought to the country by the Dutch 
embassy and the SA Jewish Board of 
Deputies. . . 
• Comprising . more than 800 · photo- . ' . 
graphs: and documents, and· audio-visu-__ .• ': 
al material~ it. depicts the life of 
maD-borlb -Anne :·Frank' who ·- l 
Frankfurt as a child with her family iD . 
1933 to escape Hitler's anti-Jewish pcr-, , 
icies. The family moved to Holland ,.- · 
but during W:orld :War 2; when Anne :- . 
was 13, they were forced into hiding' ,0 .': 
a void racial persecution Under the 
Nazi occupation_ • -; ... . . • . 
They were eventually discovered 
and all but Anne's father, Otto Frank, 
died iD a concentration camp. 
Opening at the SA National GaUery 
today, the exhibition will tour the 
country for about 18 JIlonths . . 
For Hans Westra. Anne Frank House 
executive director, it is a proud mo-
ment. 
Dr Westra , who was born in 1945, 12 
hours after the libera tion of his home 
town Hellendoorn, said: ernment. and I 
tried to visil South Africa , but the gov-
ernment did not like people who 
helped build up decolonised countries. 
"In the past 25 years, I have fol-
lowed events here as closely as it is 
possible if you· live overseas, and espe-
Cially with the upcoming elections. I 
am very proud to be here at this time 
with the exhibition." 
AnDe Frank ' House , housed in the 
origjnaI building where Anne Frank, 
her family and four friends went into' 
hiding from July 1942 to August 1944, 
developed the exhibition from pictures 
of A.D~.~· taken by her father Otto 
Franlt. ... ,'·· _:. ":~ "" 
, "It telLS- ' the'-story of Anne Frank, 
and the rise to power of socialism in 
German·y,. the . occupation of Holl~nd 
and the co-operation of the Dutch . . . 
it's . also a story about developments 
now. whiCbo should alarm people, like 
the Front National in France, the Re-
pDbliJtane~and neo-Nazi attacks in 
Geiroany:1 <. > ,' . 
" AruieFriink received a diary for her 
13th bUthih!r, from her parents. 
. "In fact. she had two diaries, one 
which she . wrote . In sporadically, the 
· other in response to a request from th'e 
Dutch Minister of Education on Radio 
Orange- that peo~le keep diarie!l to 
document their experiences. 
" .. "nne wanted to hecnme 3 iournal-
. Pictul.: ANDREW INGRAM. The Argus. 
SYMBOL OF HOPE: A childhood friend of holocaust victim Anne 
Frank, Hannah Pick-Goslar, lights a candle with 1~_iii 
.o~e, granddaughter of Violette Fintz, ON &\tration camp Auschwitz, at the South African Na-
tional Gallery in Gardens_ The Anne Frank exhibition has been' 
twinned with an exhibition on Apartheid and Resistance set up by 
the University of the Western Cape's Mayibuye Centre_ The exhibi-
tions open today at the National Gallery. 
the now' famous Diarll of Anne . 
Frank; which has sold mOre than 2t}- . 
million copies. . . 
"It's. a story which touches individ-
uals air over the world~ and was the 
basis o( the film by George Stephens in 
1957: In fact, when Steven Spielberg ' 
visited the centre . three weeks ago he. 
told me this movie was the inspiration 
for Schindler's List." Dr Westra said. 
- -
. tration camps', A~ne Frank was a tal-
. ented writer: with mature observa-
. tions and thoughts. 
"The diary is still readable. There 
are classic elements, like discovering 
your body, falling' in love. These are 
universa~ e:rperiences. And while the 
family knew they had a chance of be-
ing shot, knowing what was happening 
to the Jews, she kept a positive atti-
tude, and the diary became a symbol 
Otto Frank ' continued to run · his · . 1 of the Holocaust and World War 2." 
business from the building, but when ' Dr Westra says the exhibition is edu-
he moved away, ' it was bought and cational. and the symbol 'of Anne 
plans· .to demoli s h· it down were ' Frank has come to be cSed in dfscus-
thwarted by protesting citizens of Am- sions about humanitarian values and 
sterdam. human ci ehls . 
University of Cape Town
"Anne Frank in the World" 
is brought to South Africa 1""",·::-·: -, ---:: 
by the Royal Netherlands 
Embassy and the $.A. 
Jewish Board of Deputies. I' . 
Presenled in associQlion wilh 
Ihe Nederduilse , 
Gereformeerde Kerk (DRC)' 
S.A. Calholic Bishops 
Conference, SA Council of 
Churches and Ihe World 
Conference on Religion pnd 
Peoce, S.A. Chapler. 
PATRONS: 
Dr Rev. Frank Chikane 
The Han. Juslice 
Richard Goldslane 
Chief Robbi Cyril Harris 
Archbishop Wilfred Napier, 
OFM 
Prof. PC Polgieler 
Mr E Roell, Ambassador for 
Ihe Nelherlonds 
Mrs Helen Suzman 
The Mosl Rev. D M Tulu, 
Archbishop of Cope Town. 
The no lion a I lour, Which 
commences in March 1994, 
includes Cope Town, Pori 
Elizabelh, Grahamslown, 
Bloemfonlein, Johannesburg, 
Preloria and Durban. 
"11's rUIIII) ' II lI 'lil/d{'r /I.JIII 11'1//'('11 'I dro/,/,clIlIlI 
my idcllis veca/lse II)(! )' seem so 1I/,slInlwlil 
im/)()ssivle 10 CIIIT)' (1/11 , lH, I keel' !I'('III. 
v{'clI/lse ill s/lile 11/ (,1'CI),II,illi,: I .,/ill !Jeli"I'" /1'"1 
/,cl)/,Iu III'" I'el lll) ' goolllll !Jew'/. " 
Excerpllr oOl Anne f,onk', diary, 
15 JULY 194 4. 
®NEDBANK 
and Anglo American and De Beers Chairman's Fund, 
Ang lovaal, Comair, Donald Gordon Foundation , Foschini , 
Investec, Markhal1ls, S A Philips, pick 'n Pay, Radio 702, 
Sage Foundalion, Stella and Paul Loewenstein Trust, 
Truworlh s, Van Leer SA (Ply) Ltd, Young & Rubicom 
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WHO IS 
ANNE FRANK 
AND WHY IS HER 
NAME STill A 
COMPELLING SYMBOL 
IN TODAY'S WORLD? 
Anne Fronk and her family 
moved !rom Germany 10 
Holland in 1933 to escape 
Hitler's onli-Jewish policies. In 
1942, when Anne was 13, Ihe 
lomily was forced into hiding to 
ovoid raclol perieculion under 
the Nozi occupolion. From 1942 
to 1944 they hid in 0 secret 
annexe above her fother's 
business premises in 
Amsterdom, where she wrole a 
diary which chronicled her 
"ANNE FRANK IN THE WORLD" 
at the 
V::. "/o/sm0lj) ~ SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL GALLERY, 
tm::fm ~ Government Avenue, Gardens, Cope Town. 
MARCH TO 4 APRIL 1994 
OPENING HOURS 
Mondoy: 1 3hOO - 17hOO 
Tuesday- Sunday: 10hoo - 17hOO 
PARKING 
Visitors to the National Gallery may use the parking 
facilities available alongside the Annexe building, 
off Hatfield Sireet. 
REFRESHMENTS 
Refreshments will be available at Ihe Gallery Cafe 
thoughts and experiences . ? ~~~ ,.. ~~ 0.4.< ___ ~"'" ~~ -r~' -.-,-----
during this period. In 1944 Ii'f-± tti-:'=:?-&:ti..::- ~ ~ _ i-:-:_ . 
theywerebelrayeddn~ ti£~~~AS:~~ :.' :':. '.,_" > ' 
. deporled 10 toncenlrohorl ~ .w - ... _1'r: :; _.':X.~ ,, " . 
camps. Ann.e's fother,. all. : fE'i: -£.;:. ~" ,","- '''1M cc·,·,><CT. 
. .. h' '1 '-¥ ~ 4< ...... • ..A...- ... -~ "'\ ~.': \:.~lt.: ... ., y' .... .: Fronk, woll Hn y ..~ . ' , '1-..... At :ci:;:--;" t .. ' ':;;j:l~~-'~I :.:.',:-
member of Ih41dfnily t6 ; 'i- . ' ~;..~ ~ -. ~: ~-:'F':)''' .~ 1;. " 
. ,, '* ~ _.4t.,U_ (",-,,,,, •••. .i \.,. •• J. 
survi'lS: DisCOv~t~d aker , .. .- ...... ~ "".::.:' ,:; .~~:, ;::.:.:":;:,,~.;; I 
A (I'd" ' j ', ~~ .. ". u~"-,,,_, ,~.,,,. :~~<..~.:.~. " ':;;' j A';, ~1 the wat nile l IDly wos ' '~ -"';t:..;. "'~.-" •• j ~ , " • "" '. .. ... • • • ~ .. .. , ." 
. (" '1 ' \ 1 ~c '~'. ;l~'~ j l~:':lr"-r"';.,,..· :-:t: ~~~:t.~,: . >, ..... s:"".. flrsl pUb Ish~o hl' ~4 : ". Ifg"1 ,-,,",," ,.Ij.~.:':". '.' •. "" 1/'" '-~f! 1" • 
d ' h 'h- b ~ :>', ~ "il.. II" " :r"·!~J'.:!~":\I:~; .. t;:~h.:l'l .. ~ .::", _.- _ ." 1. I an since I el1 bs ee~' "I _ 'j>"~ 1:( ·~;~d~i. ~"," ".,.l,." ...... 
transloled Inf6'Mar 6d ;' .. ~. ~\~~ " . .1A;t:G.I:~1!S-7t. ~;~':;"':' ;:;.:-d,·:;:;. · ·.:·:~.~·,:. ::.:. 
langtiligH. Miie Frank has 
beCome ci iymbolof Iha . . 
troglc fate oflha 6 Iililliart · 
Jews who perished during . 
the HolacQust rind Indeed 
of all people who are victims 
of racism. AI the sanie time her 
diary has become a universol 
symbol of (auroge and hope. 
EXHIBITION WALK-ABOUTS 
THURSDAYS 13h05. March 3, 10, 17, 24 & 31 . 
SUNDAYS II h30. Morch 6, 13, 27 (nol 201h) April 3. 
Booking essenlial. 
Tel. 45-1628 (Gallery). 
For furl her information 
TeL 23-2420 ext.l0 (Exhibilion office) 
Admission is free. 
(-. 
.--. 
THE 
"ANNE FRANK 
IN THE WORLD" 
EXHIBITION. 
This photo-documentory 
exhibition, from the Anne Frank' 
Centre in Amslerdom, recreotes 
the world of Anne Fronk ond her 
diory. 
Sel ogoinstlhe events of the 
Secand World Wor ond the 
Holocousl, it explores the so(io-
polilical climale Ihat made it 
possible for rocial discriminotion 
ond persecution to flourish 
during the 1930s ond 1940s. 
By telling the story of Anne 
Fronk and her world, the 
exhibilion highlights the causes, 
inslruments and dangers of 
discriminalian, ond the fragility 
of democrocy. Through the 
inclusion of moteriol reloting to 
present-doy rocism, the 
exhibition emphasises thot 
discriminotion, persecution and 
oppression are not (on fined to 
any port of the world or period 
of history. The Anne Frank 
exhibition hos drown huge 
crowds in cilies os diverse os 
Moscow, Tokyo, Berlin, Son tioga 
and New York, and 
continues its worldwide 
tour spreading the 
universal message of 
toleronce ond under-
stonding wherever it 
goes. Please take Ihis 
opportunity to see if. 
EVENTS 
in ossociotion wilh the exhibition. 
LECTURE 
"I WANT TO GO ON LIVING 
AfTER MY DEATH" -
ANNE FRANK & HER DIARY 
Dr Rolf Wolfswinkel, 
(Dept. of Afrikaans ond 
Nededonds, UCT) 
lUEI I MAR 10HOO. Albow 
(enlle, HOlfield II, GOIo.nl. 
- LECTURE 
lHE WORK OF THE ANNE 
FRANK ([tITRE" 
Dr. lions Weslro.IDireclor, 
Anne Fronk Centre, 
Amslecdom) . 
lIIUR 10 MAR 171.30. I.A. 
Halianol Gallery, Ann", 8ldg. 
• 2;\111' ,] ~Wt}j[.):1 
"WITNESSES" 
HANNAII PICK·GOSLAR : 
SURVIVOR IAnne Fronk's 
childhood friend) 
COR GROOTENDORST : 
RESCUER IRecipienl of Yod 
Voshem Righleous Genlile 
Award) 
1101/14 MAR, 101100. Albow 
(enlre, Hallield II, Go,denl. 
SYMPOSIUM 
[awy", lor Human Riglill . 
"RACE AND IIIE LAW IN A 
FUTURE SOUTH AfRICA" 
WED 16 MAR, 101100. 
["lure Ihealre I, Will"d & 
Jules KlOmfl law Ichool 
8uilding, UCl 
LECTURE 
"SOUTH AfRICA AND litE 
IIOlOCAUSTt933 - 1990" 
Dr Milton Shain (Depl 01 
lIebrew & Jewish Siudies, 
UCI) 
MOH 11 MAR, 101100. Albow 
(enlre, Halfield SI, Gardenl. 
:'<~I;b~ ' ..... . ~. ,I'.,' 'il\ 
; · f .'" '. I"'·', -,' r,: ; . ~ :~} l, ..... ;,; l ~t
. I . ,r: ~ , . , .. 
~';.~ 
" f! .~'. 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
CONCERTS 
CAPE TOWN SYMPIIONY 
OR(HESTRA 
Condullor: 
REINHARD SCHWARZ. 
Soloisl: RIAN DE WAAl 
lIIUR 14 MAR, Cily Hall 
IUN 17 MAR. UII;'f1lily of Ihe 
Wesl"n (ope 
MUSIC DRAMA 
A CAPAB produclion 
''7/ ~d 
• '://1'/1,). c).~Y/l/l/ · 
A loving and hounling music 
dromu ~irecled by Leonold 
Schoch. Anne Fronk played 
by Toryn Sudding . Also 
slorring: lido Meiring, Keilh 
Grenville, Michael Alkifllon, 
Graham Armitage. 
MAR 9 . APR 1, NIGHtlY 
A110hl 5. Ni(o Thealre 
lIMMlIiJM1lil:[c] 
Union of Jewish Women 
1fIE LEGACY Of 
ANtlE fRAtlK" 
on inlerdenominolionol 
women's meeling wilh 
ItAtlNAil PICK ·GOSLAR 
IChildhood friend 01 Anne 
Fronk) and 
DR IZIli RIESEN BERGER 
(Dept. 01 Hebrew & JeViish 
Siudies, UCI) 
THUR 10 MAR, 091145 fOR 
I OHOO. Albow (enhe, 
Holfi.ld II, Gardenl. 
FILM FESTIVAL 
t 811. C. llnl"noliallol fil", 
Fellivol 7·16 Ma"h 
The exhibilion lilm 
componenl 
"CHALLENGING RACISM" 
HIGHLIGHTS amongll 
Ih. t 5 litml i"dude: 
THE QUARREl 
A compellin9 Ilory 01 fWo 
~ul\'ivors of the Holo(oust . 
THE LAST SEWI MOtHHS 
A dO(un"nIOlY IICling II.. Inll 
seven monlh, in Ihe Iii. 01 
Anne frank. 
DARK LULLABIES 
[,omining Ihe elieell ollhe 
Holocaull on Ihe (hild,en 01 
both vi(lims and \ufvivors . 
ONE·DAY WORKSHOP on 
"CHALLENGtNG RACISM-
Wollh PICSI lor d,loils. 
[nquides feslivol Olii" 
]fl: 13·8117/8 
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APPENDIX C. 
ANNE FRANK eN THE WORLD EXHIBITION - HERZLlA PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS - STANDARD 4 WORKSHEET (PAGE ONE). 
"ANNE FRANK IN THE WORLD" 
'at the ~~l> 
SOUTH AFRICAN NAilONAL GALLERY 
~ , 
~ Government Avenue, Gardens, Cape lown. 
\. The Intematicn.al.-"Anne Frank in the World" !:Oxhi~ition was 
brought to South Africa by the Royal Netherlands !:Orrbassy 
and the Jewish Soard of ueputies. It is housed in the 
Hyman :"i~erman Hall of the South African National Gallery. 
~. Who was Hyman Liberman: 
C.l. (iii) 
----------------------------------------
2. The mai~ entrance to this hal I has a carved wooden door 
showing the wanderings of the Jews and the arrival of 
Jews in Sout;r Af.-ica.:- Who was the carver-art i st of 
these doors; 
---------------------------------------------------
B. 1. Where- and when was Anna (Anneliese ,\\a:-ie) rrank ~o:-n: 
(panel 1) 
2. Why did the Frank rami Iy leave G~r:nany: (panel 33-35) 
3. The Na:is invaded ane! occ'-Jpied Hollane! in M2Y 
They int:-oduced their anti-Jewish laws.Ofl I1 0,--:O:;'7.'O"O---------
Dutch Jews 25,000 went into hiding, one third or.these 
were bet .. ayed. 
4. Anne received he .. d'arv .as a gift on he:- 13th bir:!1-
day - the date being 19112 (panel 50). 
S. Her father,. Otto Frank, had p .. epared a hiding pla-:e 
in the annex of his offices on the P:-inseng .. ac:-r: 
Canal. Sesides Anne, !"Ier pa .. ents ane! siste .. , Ma:-:;;o: .. 
M ... :;uss~1 and the fami Iy also hie 
in the sec.-et annex (pane \ ~d) ,ney we .. e hidden bv 
Mr Kraler, ,1,1 .. Koophuis, Ellie and 
~~ n til e s who hid Jew sa .. e h 0 n 0 u .. e -a'--,-=n--:-I -:s-.--a:-e-"'i ----:-b-y--::)-e-'-n-g------
called "Hasidai Ha'umot" (righteous gentiles). 
6. The F .. anks we .. e bet:-ayed and a .... ested. They were 
taken to carT? in Northern Holland. 
7. From Holland they we .. e transpo .. ted -;;:ast" :0 Auschwit:. 
Anne,Margot ac:rd M .. s van Daan we .. e late .. sent ro 
S e .. g e n 3 e I sen carT? in (p a n e I 54) 
8. Anothe .. group persecuted by the Na z i we .. e 
--------------------
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EXH1BITION: STANDARD 4 WORKSHEET (PAGE TWO). C.l. (iii) 
9. ·//ha. t were t~e ".'lu ren~e rg ,r i a I s . , (;:lane, 70) ________________________ ~------------
to. Why do you think Neo .'Ia:is claim that :~e u : ari' is 
a hoax ' (a lie)? (panel 71) 
C. AP!,H,riE 10 AND ,q~ S I S7:O~jC:O - AN :oXH I a IT: ON 
7he Mayibuye; Cen~,.e of t~e Unive-:-sit;' of ~he ·'Hes:er."1 Caoe. 
A::Jar:heie 'Has a ;:Jol ic'/ se~ara:ing grouos .' " Sou::~ A:" i ca 
where one group of peop: e ~e Ii eyed :~a: they 'Here 
different and jetter than other groups i n :~e lane. 
This exhibit ion on Apar:heie shows us :ha: ;,er~ in South 
Africa ;>re ju dice and racism ha...,.caused area: ~ar:n. 
7:,ough c i fferen~ fro ... t~e ~nique anc ex~t"'er.1e :;-acecv 
of :he m.ass CiXJrder of. :~e Ho!ocaust, apa;~he i c sha~~s 
: he 5 a me roo: sin ~ ':'" e : u c i ce and :, a tie C : ~ a: d i vic e s 
;:Jeople ane l eaes :0 su ffe r'ng and tragedy. 
Choose a s : ng:e photo or lius:.-a: :on from :;, i s 
exhi~i:. Stuc~ i: ana .... ~ac i:5 sc,-:p~. ,~ow ca;"4!f:.Jl;y 
desc~ibe this :Jho : ograon ane eX;:Jlain 'Hr. .. : :eac;,es 
abou: apar:;'eic. 
CUE 5\" I ON S -;-0 '7''-1: .~K ,;30[;'7' 
1. Anne ~ ,"'ank 'Hro:i! :,e:- G ~ a~ y as a ,:::>r : ' / a : ~ 
;Jerson,; : r~cord. !s i: ~: :~ical l;t ac::e~:a=:e 
{ric:;nt) for l,;S ~o ,"'ead : r-:e J i ar :/ ; 
., ,he Ju~c:, 'He .... e facec! ',vi:~ C!iff ic ~: 
c:,oices 'Nnen :~e :'\Ja: : s ot:~:';:J i ec! :-iol r anc. 
Some c:> I I abo r a : e e (h e I p e d : 'h e ;~ a : is) , 
o: :,er "esis:~d, ~u: most 'He,e bys:anders 
'Nh 0 die n e i : ~ e r . ':.'hy co you : h ink p e 00 I e 
.ac:ec! in ~hes~ differer:~ 'Nays: 
3. AI: :,ough ;:Jre j ueice cannot easily be 
fought - :he exhibit i on is an a t ~erl1=l: :0 
:eac~ people abou: :~e dangers of ;:>re j ue ic e. 
JO you think i: succeeds? 'IIh .. : would y ou 
add :0 the ex~ i bit i on to :eac~ :h i s lesson: 
4. Had Anne!'" rank been a live today she 
would ~ave :,een 65 years of age. :-ler 
grandc~i Idren ma y have been in your cl ass 
. 
and may ~ave be~n y ou .... frie:1d ........... . 
Anne Frank eied in 5e,gen 3elsen 
Concentra:ion carrp i n he ... f i f:eenth year. 
-,n !?nlll' n t",,"dC'T lbnt I bnry" 'r drnf'P'fd nil 
nr)' id,~ i:HcaJur 1b4ry' ~m Sf) absum tlllrl 
ImposstbJt! In carry ouc. Yu, I ~ II~"'. 
b,cmu, in Ifmr of t!~'t"0'lb'ng I Jim MlJrLY Ibat 
{X"OPI<' Qry fTl./lly gond at i)f'art -
El<c .... ol frO"" .... n~ frOfl'I ' l 0'0'''', 
• 15 Jl)ty 19U 
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APPENDIXC. C.2.(i) 
HOLOCAUST MEMORlAL DAY 1993. 
(i) COMMEMORATION IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY AND RELATED EVENTS. 
The following list of events illustrates the wide variety of Holocaust related events and 
the sizable response . In subsequent years the theme changed but the attendance continued 
to increase. 
March 1993 South African National Yad Vashem Memorial Foundation sent 
memorial candles to members of the community. 
March 1993 Passover edition of Cape Jewish Chronicle carried four pages 
relating to the Warsaw Ghetto uprising and forthcoming 
Commemoration e.g. Jacob Gitlin Library advertised available 
books on the subject. 
April 14-15, 1993 - Cape Town Film Festival Lanzman 's 'Shoah' 
April 1993 The local press (The Cape Argus and Cape Times) carried 
Advertisements of the various commemorations. 
April 16, 1993 - Sabbath eve services - The Cape Town Holocaust Memorial 
Council asked that sermons include or focus on the fiftieth 
commemoration of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. 
April 18, 1993-
April 19, 1993-
April 21, 1993-
Commemoration Ceremony at the Jewish Cemetery at Pinelands 
(Appendix C.2 (ii) ). Press reports recorded the attendance of 1500 
people. Photographs and reports appeared in Die Burger (19 
April); the Cape Times (19 April); Atlantic Sun (28 April) and the 
Cape Jewish Chronicle (May edition). 
A panel of speakers presented an evening of ' The Living 
Newspaper' which was ' edited ' by Israeli guest Freda Keets. The 
presentation consisted of personal recollections of pre-war 
Warsaw, audio visual materials and songs and an overview of the 
role of the yout h movements in the Ghetto uprising. 
Venue - Herzlia High School; 500 people attended . 
Under the joint auspices of the Cape Town Holocaust Memorial 
Council and the Jessie Kaplan Centre for Jewish Studies 
(University of Cape Town), film director Claude Lanzman 
presented his film 'Shoah' . This was followed by articles in The 
Cape Jewish Chronicle (May 1993) and in The Zionist Record 
April 23 , 1993). 
University of Cape Town
aJ rn ~ 
YOM HASHOA 
VEHAGEVURA 
~IDJ,." ;-t~HlJ;-t m' 
1993/5753 
DAY COMMEMORATING THE HOLOCAUST AND HEROISM 
REMEMBER I 
NO OLVIDAR' 
! .,DT 
j))YIY~ 
THIS YEAR MARKS THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
WARSAW GHETIO IJPRISING 
SUNDAY 18 APRIL 1993 
11·00 A.M. 
PINELJ\NDS CEMETEnY NO 2 
YOM HASHOA VEHAGEVURA 
SUNDAY 18 APRIL 1003 AT 11.00 A.M. 
PROGRAMME 
n Ihe Chair 
fin~ling 01 Memnrlal Lights 
Ani Ma·amln (please rise and 
pa",cipa,e . 10 be sung wllil. 
1I't! IIgllls are being kindled) 
·Hesistance and Remembrance· 
A~~ress 
·S l1Oa alld T ekuma - from Hoiocausl 
lu Gculal Yisraer 
VarshB· 
WOlitS by S Ka lcllerginsky 
Music by M Geillarl 
Enolish Synopsis 01 Yiddish 
Reading 
Yidtlish Poclry Reading 
·hl V ,II shevet [;CIO Iz lisl 
KllUydcsll N,sllIPeysakh has 
,""Ie III Ille Ghello agal/l· 
by 811ellel 
Partisan Song (please rise 
;lIltl participale) 
(lSI -1lh and 5111 velses 
IIlllcbrcw/Yiddisll) 
Enolish Synopsis 01 Liadlno 
\leading 
Uadino Reading 
111 la memoria del Gelo 
tit! Varsoviafln Mcmory 01 
Ille WMsaw Ghello· 
English Synopsis 01 Hebrew 
Reading 
IIchrew Reading 
. Ol]K lor;, 711 "/The 
1:11I1<llIllldlldm·lly . 
N,I\;llIlIlIclIlI;1Il 
EthlSh K·Challir Yamav (please risc) 
lIalkara (l1cmain slanrting) 
UVTIP.il Kenalecha (Remaill 
";\IIl\llIg) 
COIIIOlunal Kaddish /Remain slanding 
dlltl p,lIllcipale) 
lIalikvah (Rcmain slanrhng and 
p,lIllcip,lIe) 
Choirmasler Mr Mervyn Garlick 
Mr J Saphire 
) Chairman at Ihe Slle'erilh Hapletith. 
) Mrs V Fintz 
) 
) Canlor J Lichlerman 
) 
) Siudents of Uniled Herzlia 
) Schools: Brenna Abel, Ruth Lande. 
) Miriam Jacobs, Alan Mirkin, Barry 
) van Emmenes 
) Siudenis of Sea Poinl High 
) School: Jason El k. Robyn Green. 
) Tanya Hayman. Dana Lurie. Kevin 
) Noll. 
His Excellency [lr A Liel, 
Ambassador lor IIle Slate at Isreal 
Callior J Licillerman 
Mrs I Kessler 
MI A Rllbillslelll 
Canlor J Lichterman 
Mrs I Kessler 
Mrs V Finlz 
M fS I Kessler 
Prof. Y Gilay 
Canlor J Lichlerman & Cho" 
CanlOr J Lichlermall & ChOir 
Caillor J Licillennall & Choi r 
Led by Caillor J LiclltermJIl 
Lell by Callior J Licilierman & Clloi 
Organist Mr E EngelbrBchl 
50th Anniversary 01 
Warsaw Ghetto uprising 
The 50lh anniversary of the Warsaw Ghello Uprising will be 
commemora led on Monday, 19 April at Ihe Herzlia High School 
Hall (see adven). 
The formal of the funclion will be Ihal of a LIving Newspaper 
-Special Edlllon d~d icaled 10 lhe uprising and Ihe differenl 
faces of resislance during Ihe Holocausl. 
Freda Keel. a dynamic speaker and former Kol Yisrael 
broadcasler. who Will be in Cape Town as an emissary lor IIle 
IUA-UCF. and who was recently in Poland, will be Ihe Special 
Guesl Edllor. 
Another imponed speaker will be Pinchas Guller from 
Toronto. formerly of Cape Town. who was 10 years of age 
when he lived in the Warsaw Ghello and personally ex-
peflenced 4 weekS of Ihe uprising . Miriam Lichterman and 
Luc,en FeIgenbaum will speak aboullheir recolleclions of pre-
War Warsaw. Fay Singer will sing a few songs of Ihe Ghetto wilh 
a shon inlrOduClion aboul song as a ·weapon' during Ihe 
uprisings. and Danny Kollowilz Will speak on Ihe signiflcanl 
role 01 Ihe Zionist Youlh movemenls. 
LIVING 
NEWSPAPER 
to mark the 
50th anniversary of the 
WARSAW GHETTO UPRISING 
SPECIAL GUEST EDITOR 
FREDA KEET 
Kol Yisrael ·broadcaster 
fealuring 
* 50 Y.ears later - Local Community Perspecllves -
an audio-visual presentation 
* Personal recollections of Pre-War Warsaw 
* Role 01 the Youth Movements In the Uprising 
* Experiences of a 10 year old boy In the Warsaw Ghetto 
* Song as a means 01 Resistance 
* The Warsaw Ghelto Uprising -a video documenlary 
Date : Monday, 19 April 1993 at 8_15 p.m. 
Venue: Herzlia High School .Hali Highlands 
P'esenred by the Cape Town f1olocausl Momorial Council 
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APPENDIX C C.3. 
ISRAEL UNITED APPEAL CAMPAIGN FLYER (\994-95). 
COMMUNAL FUNDRAISING ORA WING ON THE IIOLOCAUST AS A MOTIF. 
Some (ouldn't 
Now Over 100,000 Will. 
For Anne Frank. it will always be: "'in."1 year 
in Jerusalem' . 
For millions of Jews of the Diaspora. the 
glorious establishment of Israel came 100 late. 
~ow, Jerusalem gathers her scanerling children 
home. from the far corners of the wide world. 
In Russia alone. glasnost has at last released 
hundreds of thousands of Jews to make .-Uiyah. 
'-low there is Eretz Israel. Help them be 
-thi!; year in Jerusalem". 
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APPENDIX C .. C.4. (i) 
4. (i) PRESS ARTICLES AND ITEMS CONCERNING THE HOLOCAUST. 
A SAMPLING FROM THE CAPE ARGUS. (SEPTEMBER 1992 -
DECEMBER 1994). (PAGE ONE). 
Sept 3. 1992 
Sept 11, 1992 
Sept 11, 1992 
Oct 4, 1992 
Oct 10, 1992 
Dec 12, 1992 
Jan 30, 1993 
March 2, 1993 
March 13, 1993 
March 17, 1993 
March 20, 1993 
March 27, 1993 
April 3, 1993 
April 3,1993 
April 7, 1993 
April 8, 1993 
April 10, 1993 
April 12, 1993 
April 17, 1993 
April 17, 1993 
April 19, 1993 
April 23, 1993 
April 24, 1993 
April 24, 1993 
June 17, 1993 
July 9, 1993 
July3l,1993 
August 7, 1993 
August 11, 1993 
September 3, 1993 
"Savage violent look at yesterday's war." 
Review Europa. Europa - Owen Williams. 
"Demanjuk" review - Charles J Fourie. 
"CIA comes in from the cold on Nazi lines". 
"The Man who denied the Holocaust was a fraud," Owen 
Coetzer. 
"Nazi Disneyland deep in Poland's Forests, SAPA.AD. 
(Magazine Page). 
"Death Riddle of the Swede who saved 100000 Jews," 
Nicholas Bethill. 
"Germans prepare to repent." 
"Death Camp hell halved." 
"Argentine Files on Nazis opened." 
"Jews honour princess - a Righteous Gentile." 
"Holocaust Stamps: Stamp Comer - Xavier Piat. 
"Jewish Plot to Kill Hitler." 
"Embeth reliving horrors of Auschwitz for Spielberg 
Schindler's List". 
"Commemorative Stamps", Stamp Comer - Xavier Piat. 
"Racist Posters mark Hitler's Birthday". 
"Hitler Should have burnt all Jews" (Dawood Kahn's 
remark reported with commentary in the day's leader 
article ). 
"Wake up, Germany!" Tony Catterall. 
"Shoah" - review. 
"Germans should ponder Holocaust." 
"Hani Killing Neo Nazi Links." (Headlines). 
"Arrest of Skinheads protesting in Warsaw" (Photograph) 
"Clinton cites S.A. racial violence in Holocaust oration." 
"Uprising", Owen Coetzer. (full page report). 
"Rabbi visits Poland" (photograph). 
"Alleged 'Viva Hitler' cry, leads to assault charge." 
"Israeli infiltrates the ranks of the Neo Nazis." 
"Demanjuk will seek asylum in Ukraine." 
"Demanjuk is free." 
"Link with Nazi war crime suspect in U.K." 
"In Israel lobby always seeking sympathy for Hitler's 
atrocities" (Letter to the Editor). 
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PRESS ARTICLES - (PAGE TWO) CA.(i) 
October 16, 1993 
October 16, 1993 
January 22, 1994 
February 10, 1994 
February 19, 1994 
March 2, 1994 
March 2, 1994 
March 4, 1994 
March 4, 1994 
March 16, 1994 
March 20, 1994 
March 22, 1994 
March 29, 1994 
April 2, 1994 
April 7, 1994 
April 7, 1994 
April 8, 1994 
April 8, 1994 
April 10, 1994 
April 11, 1994 
April 12, 1994 
April 12, 1994 
April 18, 1994 
April 28, 1994 
June 3, 1994 
July 30,1994 
October 15, 1994 
October 31, 1994 
November 9, 1994 
December 3, 1994 
December 12, 1994 
December 14, 1994 
"Anne Frank Exhibition; a lesson for South Africa." 
"Was Diary Not so Frank." 
"Saving the Children had to be done." (Cor Grootendorst: 
Interview). 
"Schindler's Jews find deliverance again." 
"Nothing much left of the real Schindler" -Rachel Fixsen 
(full page). 
"Finding the unsung hero." 
"Kingsley on Kingsley" (Schindler's List - full page). 
"Schindler's List may rebuild burnt bridges". 
"Schindler's List Gripping all the way" (Review). 
"100000 Germans see 'List' in first four days". 
"Diary a hit with Rivonia trialists." 
"Spielberg Movies scoop seven Oscars with Schindler's 
List Tops", Gill Lord. (Headlines). 
"Jordan Bass's Schindler." 
"Toussier claims to have saved many Jews from 
execution. " 
"Nazi echo halts Berlin football." 
"Human suicide bomb - Afula; As Israel begins Memorial 
Day." 
"The king of Black and White." 
"Profile - Liam Neelson", News Magazine (two full 
pages). 
"Washington balks 'Schindler' against cuts". 
"Top U.S. support for 'Schindler's List'" 
"Still no Oscar for Chiune Sugihara's List." 
"Schindler's wife lists complaints." 
"Did FDS do enough?" John Elson. 
"Schindler's List and Jurassic Park earn Spielberg more 
awards." 
"Egypt bars 'uncuttable' Schindler's List." 
"Suicide after Holocaust film." 
"Flemish ties for Rightwingers", David Breier. 
"Ghost of Nuremberg will haunt tribunal." 
"Jewish jibe enrages Tinsell Town fold", Phil Reeves. 
"Nazi War criminals find hope in German Unity." 
"Under the Whi-spering trees lies 70 000 executed Jews." 
"Row rages over debunkering Hitler myth." 
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APPENDIX C. CA. (ii) 
3. (ii) PRESS ARTICLES AND ITEMS CONCERNING THE HOLOCAUST; 
A SAMPLING FROM THE JEWISH PRESS - APRlLIMA Y 1993, 
(PAGE ONE) 
CAPE JEWISH CHRONICLE (CAPE TOWN) 
April Edition, No.3, 1993 . 
Page 11 - ' Not Like Sheep' - reported article by Michael Etkins. 
Page 12 - Block advertisement for Memorial Service. 
Page 13 - Block advertisement for 'Living Newspaper - Warsaw Ghetto'. 
Page 23 - Jacob Gitlin Library - List of books on the Warsaw Ghetto. 
May Edition, No.4, 1993. 
Page 1 - Photograph of Memorial Service. 
- Claude Lanzman at the Cape Town Film Festival. 
Page 3 - Text of Ambassador's address at the Memorial Service. 
Page 4 - IC Column - Report and commentary on the Memorial Service. 
Page 17 - Report on Lanzman's lecture about making 'Shoah'. 
JERUSALEM POST - INTERNATIONAL EDITION (JERUALEM) 
April 10, 1993 - Review of five books on Holocaust, and the Warsaw Ghetto. 
'The Fifth Question', Moshe Kohn. (Column). 
'The Hit on Hitler' report, Robert Rockaway. 
April 17, 1993 - 'The Warsaw Ghetto is no more', Moshe Kohn. 
Holocaust archives reveal fate of Soviet Jews in World War II, 
Batsheva Tzur. 
'State of the Art of Holocaust Museums', Moshe Kohn 
(column). 
'Should we Forgive?' - Rabbi Shlomo Riskin (column). 
'The Nazis No One can touch', Ephraim Zuroff. 
April 24, 1993 - 'Museums carry the past into the future', Eli Wohlgelenter. 
'The Seventh Million' Tom Segev, Review. 
'Antisemitism - Lesson of Germany' - editorial. 
May 1, 1993 - Photograph - front page. First graders standing at attention on 
Memorial Day. 
Leader article - 'Perpetuating Memory'. 
'Selling a plastic Holocaust', Manfred Klafter. 
'Holocaust Memorial Museum dedicated in United States', 
Hillel Kuttler. 
'Rabbi joins Walesa and Gore in saluting Ghetto fighters', 
Greerfay Cushman. 
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u lect atter: Accordmg to Dagan the subject matter for the young child must serve to 
convey a message - 'the reaffirmation of faith in man and a strengthened moral stance 
(1987: S.P. 3.5). With this in mind she centres on themes of heroism and helping others. 
The~e can b~ n~ st~onger basis for faith than in the example of people who 
retamed theIr dIgmty and moral sense in the face of indescribable hell (1987: S.P. 
3.6). 
Teaching through the stories of individuals, the child is stimulated to identify and to 
express compassion and empathy. The magnitude of the Holocaust remains in the 
background. Dagan explains: 
Neither our imagination nor our emotions can deal with such great numbers 
(1987: S.P. 3.5). 
To facilitate the telling of Holocaust stories to the younger ages, Dagan has written her 
ovvn stories and poems such as 'Chika - The Dog in the Ghetto' and 'How I Managed to 
Survive'. Her texts reflect her own experiences as a survivoL but she also borrows texts-
most often from Bea Stadtler's textbook. For the upper grades she reproduces Stadtler"s 
full text with the original questions, for the younger grades Dagan rewrites and simplifies 
Stadtler's texts using colour coding to differentiate between the kindergarten, lower 
primary and upper primary. Understandably Dagan also deletes the harshest descriptions 
of atrocities in the story's adaptation for a young child (1978: S.P. 11). Her selection of 
texts build is complexity in each progressive grade and in accordance with her 
understanding of child development. 
Dagan is aware of the limited number of lessons available for teaching the Holocaust. but 
she argues that teaching about the subject around one day a year is not sufficient. She 
therefore suggests that the subject be integrated with Jewish festivals: 
As an opportunity to refer briefly to the Shoah throughout the year (1987: S.P. 1). 
She demonstrates this by suggesting that for Passover preparation, a chapter from 
Stadtler"s book be used. The chapter, 'Passover In A Concentration Camp' was drawn 
from S.B. Unsdorfer's book The Yellow Star (1961) . In addition to reproducing the full 
text for the older children, Dagan has rewritten the story for the kindergarten. For both 
groups she suggests drawing on pupils' knowledge of the festival and then showing the 
connections with the Passover symbols in the story. She also supplies a few explanatory 
words by way of introduction - 'we eat special food ... we read the Haggadah (1987: S.P. 
9.1). In this process however Passover is taught through the Holocaust story and the focus 
on Passover is diminished. Even if there was justification for teaching about Passover 
observance and the Concentration Camps, Holocaust education should not be permitted 
to subsume the festival. The introduction of a Holocaust division in each festival would 
be a distortion tending towards obsession. Alternative methods of sustaining Holocaust 
education would need to be sought. 
The Teacher: Dagan's concern for the emotional weIl-being of the pupil is extended to 
the teachers'. She encourages teachers to deal with their own concerns and anxieties 
about the subject. 
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We should teach them early enough and effectively enough to reduce the shock 
they will receive when they see their first television programme about it (1987: 
S.P.5.1). 
Dagan explains that teaching must therefore be based on what the child already knows, 
and she advises drawing not only on prior knowledge about the Holocaust but also 
drawing on the child's experiences of sorrow and fear. 
Dagan's method and content are child-centred and she strives to involve the pupil in 
exploring facets of the subject through guided exposure that will stimulate discussion . 
. For this purpose she includes specially prepared drawings, poems and techniques of word 
association activities and 'show and tell' (1987:S.P. 20 & S.P. 4.2.). 
The psycho-educational approach advocated by Dagan relies heavily on theories of child 
development in psychology. She uses these to determine her method and content. Her 
programme is built according to the gradual development and phases of cognitive and 
emotional maturity. For example she points out the problem of historical perception in 
the younger child whose thinking is syncretic and has poor chronological sense, and is at 
a preconventionallevel of moral perception orientated towards obedience and 
punishment. 
The above characteristics of the young child's thinking prove clearly that we 
should not rely on rational explanations because these are beyond his capacity to 
understand (1987: S.P. 3.4). 
Even though Dagan herself writes of the importance of the individual child in her article 
'Let's Learn From Our Children' (1987: S.P. 5), the pace and development of the 
individual child is overwhelmed by her reliance on generalized psycho-educational 
theories. 
Her concern for the psychological implications also motivated her to stress the 
importance of being open to the child's questions. 
It is vital to answer children ' s questions to preserve their mental health (1987: 
S.P.3.3). 
She advocates speaking openly about the subject and not make it mysterious or taboo. 
Direct confrontation with the topic in an educational setting helps the child to 
overcome his anxieties and his feelings of helplessness (1987: S.P. 3.6). 
Although psychologically sound, Dagan has presumed that there are no time constraints. 
Her claim that concealing information will heighten the child's anxiety needs to be 
questioned. Concealments of many sorts and for many reasons do occur and not least of 
all to protect other pupils in the class who may not be ready for the subject. Dagan's 
approach in this regard would most aptly be applied in a one-to-one situation between 
teacher and child, or child and school psychologist. In the context of a classroom full of 
pupils the effect may be the opposite of the intention and problems may be generated. 
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questions she tests the values of American society in the context of the Holocaust and 
draws on the pupils' experience and knowledge of their own (American) societv as a 
means of exploring the subject. For example, after describing Hitler's rise to p;wer, she 
asks: . 
The Third Reich was an absolute dictatorship. Could America become one? 
(1974:9) 
When a government deceives, who is responsible for seeking out the truth? 
( 1974:9) 
Although the text is in concert with South African Jewish perspectives of Zionist identity, 
the use of American values and hislory as a point of reference would require redefinition 
in the South African context. Even the commitment to Zionism is based on an American 
approach where the definition of Zionism is expanded by Stadtler to suit the American 
context. 
(iii) BATSHEVA DAGAN: 1987. HELPING CHILDREN LEARN ABOUT THE 
SHOAH LONDON: CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION. 
General Description: Batsheva Dagan subtitles her programme 'A Psycho-Educational 
Approach'. This establishes the guiding principle of her programme which she defines as 
an introduction for kindergarten to the end of primary school. Published in file format. it 
contains guidelines and materials for the teacher, introductory essays, notes, a series of 
grade-appropriate colour-coded texts, a glossary, and a bibliography for further reference. 
The essence of her programme is found in her guidelines rather than in the curricular 
examples she uses to illustrate her principles. She defines them in the following way: 
a step by step approach according to the child's developmental level 
a selective approach to content to avoid trauma 
giving priority to a personal account over a generalization 
a systematic srudy of the topic from various angles 
taking into account the pupil's emotional state (Dagan 1987: S.P. 3.8)8 
The student : Dagan's subtitle and her guiding principles demonstrate her primary 
concern for the well-being and the development of the child. Her curricular kit was 
prepared for Jewish children to foster identity and understanding. 
To involve the child as a compassionate participant in the historical experiences 
of our people (1987: S.P . 3.8). 
She is also sensitive to the difficulties of the subject and calls for a gradual introduction 
to the subject in order to prevent shock and trauma. She recognizes the need to buffer the 
impact of the media on the young child. 
Children pick up information whether we want them to or not (1987 : S.P. 3.2). 
For this reason she argues that teaching about the Holocaust should begin at kindergarten 
level. 
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Jewish councils (the Judenrat). She also juxtaposes the physical resistance of Anelewicz 
and the Ghetto fighters with the spiritual resistance of Janus Korczak. Using comparisons 
particularly through questions, she effectively links chapters - for example she compares 
the Nazi doctors to Jewish medical ethics; and the Nuremberg Laws and the Nuremberg 
Trials. 
Each story chapter is introduced by placing it is a wider context - thus her chapter on the 
Vilna Ghetto opens with a reference to the rich history of the Vilna Jewish Community. 
Stadtler also addressed the lack of overall perspective by adding an introduction to her 
1994 revised edition. In this introduction she reflects on the heightened interest of the 
1980s and 1990s. She explains the international phenomenon of memorialisation and 
encapsulates the themes of the book in the concept of commemoration. . 
. All over the world people are learning about the Holocaust and remembenng the 
terrible days between 1940-1945. Let us learn about it, and remember, so that we 
can tell our children and our grandchildren (1994:89). 
The Teacher: Stadtler's book is a reader and does not present itself as a graded 
curriculum. It is therefore limited in its curricular use. It could best be used in a year long 
programme in the senior primary classes. In tenns of time constraints at Weizmann 
School such an extensive programme would not be practical. Nonetheless the books' 
small strucrured units encourages the selection and application of particular unites as was 
the case in 1993 when the chapter on the Warsaw Ghetto was employed in 
commemorating the Ghetto uprising. 
The texts, sources and questions are presented in self-contained and self-explanatory 
units, her book offers no other guidelines for teachers. This was addressed by Nancy 
Karkowsky who prepared a short companion text as· a teacher guide, - Discussion Guide 
For The Holocaust. A History Of Courage and Resistance (Behrman House, 1976). 
This guide does not contain much infonnation that is not already in the book, it 
does attempt to clarify the infonnation ... explore implications ... and to make 
anyone teaching the book feel more familiar and comfortable [with the subject] 
(Karkowsky 1976:5). 
Karkowsky summarises the chapters, draws out major themes, reflects on the sources and 
adds additional questions to increase personal relevance for the student. For example she 
takes Stadtler's reference to Nazi doctors to explore the Hippocratic Oath which she 
compares with Maimonides' 'Prayer For The Physician'. Karkowsky enhances Stadtler's 
work by offering 'more of the same' to enrich the scope for teachers. She, however, fails 
to widen the teachers' background knowledge of the subject and she makes no attempt to 
confront the difficulties in teaching the subject. 
Milieu: Aware of her intended readers, Stadtler designed her textbook for American 
Jewish pupils with the aim of fostering identification with Jewish history. She balances 
her text between the Jewish dimension and includes the role of Zionism and Aliyah 
(immigration to Israel), but she also seeks to inculcate general, moral lessons. In her 
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(ii) BEA ST ADTLER: 1974. THE HOLOCAUST. A HISTORY OF 
0.8 
COURAGE AND RESISTANCE. NY: BEHRMAN HOUSE. 
General Description: Bea Stadtler's book is highly suited to the upper primary school as a 
comprehensive reader with texts that are well organised and well balanced. She deals 
with the enormity of the tragedy as a background to a thematic study which is conveyed 
through short biographies. Employing a story-telling method each chapter is 
accompanied by subtle sketches and ends with thought-provoking questions. This 
textbook is regarded as a classic in Jewish primary schools and its popularity is attested 
to by its reprinting in 1994 twenty years after its initial publication. 
The Student: The success and the appeal of Stadtler's book lies in the story-telling which 
is presented in short, self-contained units that make it easily accessible for the primary 
school student. Her method of story-telling familiarises pupils with content while 
involving them emotionally in the adventure of the story. Her story chapters focus on 
heroes which has a strong attraction for the young age group, but she takes this further by 
exploring the nature of heroism, resistance in the war, and courage. For example, she asks 
the following questions: 
Is a person a hero only if he is successful? (1974: 173) 
What are the qualities which make on a heroine? (1974: 173) 
Resistance comes in many forms (1974:87) 
As a case in point Stadtler's 1994 edition replaced the full chapter on Righteous Gentile, 
Joop Westernril, with a concise list of short paragr phs about the most widely known 
Righteous Gentiles. Even though this widened the field and added names such as 
Wallenberg and Schindler to her book, the story of Westernril, being reduced to just a few 
lines, was lost. With it was lost the narrative impact of the story which is the strength of 
her other chapters. 
Stadtler also has a selection of sources which unlike the cumbersome references of 
Isaacman's book, enrich the story, illustrating it and raising points for discussion. Her 
choice of question is generally sensitive and draws the children into discussion by calling 
for their opinions and by having them relate the issues to their own lives. For example 
Stadtler asks: 
Was Nuremberg a fair trial in your opinion? (1974:203) 
What makes a newspaper dangerous? (1974: 117) 
What is it about a butterfly which makes it so precious? (1974: 128) 
Stadtler's book can be said to be child-centred, not in Tatelbaum's sense of being about 
children, but rather as a well designed textbook pitched at the child's level. 
Subject Matter: Stadtler follows a vast chronology in her themes which include life 
before the war; Hitler; restrictions; Jewish leadership; Ghettos; Camps; resistance; 
survival; emigration to Israel; and war trials. In the twenty chapters she explores these 
themes by focusing on stories about central personalities, and she offers different 
examples that illustrate the complexity of the reactions. For example she has various 
chapters on different types of Jewish leadership such as the rabbis and the heads of 
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Tatelbaum's concern for an appropriate approach to engender identity blurs the subject of 
the Holocaust. Similarly the amorphous biographical approach also blurs the vast 
differences in events that occurred in the different countries of Europe. Geographical 
differentiation would not have been inappropriate in terms of pupils' knowledge and 
familiarity with world geography. 
The reference to famous personalities such as Chanah Senesh and Janus Korczak, and the 
numerous succinct quotations from the period, for example from Pastor Niemoller, 
Samuel Zygelbaum (1985:50) and Martin Buber (1985:34), serves to widen the field of 
the textbook and partially helps to redress the onesided focus on children. 
The Teacher: The teacher is perceived to be the tool for the implementation of the 
prescribed text. The only reference to the teacher is found in the introduction: 
The book welcomes the teacher's active participation and incorporates teacher-
student interaction as an integral part of the course (1985: Introduction). 
Tatelbaum, however, offers no guidelines for achieving this, despite a very structured 
text, a prescribed and self-contained format. In contrast, the case study of Weizmann 
School demonstrated the urgency with which teachers sought guidance and guidelines in 
bringing the subject into the classroom. 
The Milieu: Tatelbaum is committed to Jewish continuity and his approach is 
particularistic born of the desire to secure Jewish self-preservation in what he perceives 
to be a hostile world. Thus his chapters are titled, 'Where Was The World?' (Chapter 14) 
and 'Can It Happen Again?' (Chapter 16). He warns that the Holocaust could happen 
again even in a democratic society. 
The Nazis came to power not by a revolution but through the democratic process. 
Having happened, it can happen again (1985: 160). 
In contrast, and in order to foster national and religious identity, he intersperses his text 
with quotations whose origins are biblical, traditional or contemporary. In this way he 
presents the full text of the Israeli Declaration of Independence which specifically 
promises a haven for Holocaust survivors (1985:78). 
Tatelbaum's commitments are shared by the Herzlia schools and they correspond to the 
school's national traditional ethos which emphasizes Israel's role as a refuge and a 
homeland. But the analysis of this textbook demonstrated that its approach is limited by 
virtue of its narrow focus on children of the Holocaust and the distortions that could arise 
from such an approach. 
While the textbook proved to be accessible it offered the teacher little guidance, and 
required teachers devise their own methods of mediation to cope with the dilemmas 
associated with teaching the subject. 
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0.6 I~ a c~ono.logical sense the pupil would be of the same age, the geographical and 
hIstoncal dIfferences however, preclude the direct identification which Tatelbaum has 
taken for granted. The experiences, dilemmas and struggle for survival referred to bv 
survivors as their 'lost' or 'stolen' childhood, are completely outside the realm of • 
experience of the present day pupil. After describing their pre-war life Tatelbaum asks-
Are these children different from you and your friends?' (1985: 15). 
This represents the key test of his entire approach and he presumes an affirmative answer. 
Pupils in the case study in Cape Town, however, would be hard pressed to identify with, 
for example, the ultra-orthodox children in Poland, or with the style and manner of the 
photographs which they would more readily identify with the childhood of their 
grandparents. 
Another assumption is summed up in Tatelbaum's declaration at the end of his book. 
We assume our responsibility to actively transmit this knowledge. It is part of our 
history, and Jewish history is an active inseparable part of our life (1985: 181). 
He assumes that pupils actively identify with Jewish history as an integral part of their 
lives. While this was found to be the case in the study of the pupils at Weizmann, such a 
generalization would not be true of pupils of many other institutions of Jewish education. 
In addition the harshness of his material, the severity of some f the descriptions and the 
disturbing photographs 7 could serve to negate this identification and could alienate the 
pupils from their history. 
Subject Matter: Tatelbaum has focused on key concepts central to the subject. His 
generalised biography of children follows the chronology of events. 
Each unit thus preparing the student for the next chapter of Holocaust history 
(1985: Introduction). 
The chapters therefore follow the order of life before the Holocaust, the changing 
situation; the Ghetto; deportation and camps; resistance and world responses. Although 
reflecting the reality of the death of one and a half million children, he does not describe 
survivors and survival which are not features of his composite biography. Nonetheless 
Tatelbaum states that he presents the Holocaust period in its entirety. Similarly, by his 
own admission, he states: 
The book is devoted solely to the Holocaust as perceived by children (I985: 
Introduction). 
His questionable assumption that pupils will identify with children has yet another effect 
in that it creates the impression that the Holocaust was a war against children - albeit 
Jewish children, carned out by adults who were Nazis In the Introduction he explains: 
These were not children who were just swept away in the course of events [they 
were] Jewish children who suffered from a step by step process ofiegislation, 
directives and decrees and transports that were specifically designed and decreed 
against them by the Nazis (1985:4). 
The Nazis leaders were obsessed with the idea of moulding perfect German 
children (1985:4). 
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Peretz and Olin employed a standardized and structured format for analysing published 
textbooks for senior school. In contrast no such standard textbooks existed for Holocaust 
studies in the primary school where materials were more eclectic and appeared as units, 
anthology-readers and kits. Nonetheless, their approach based on the commonplaces 
provided a useful means for analysis and comparison. It a~so provided a means f~r 
examining the potential application of the texts for usage In the case study at We.lzmann 
thereby taking the 'theoretical potential' toward what Ben-Peretz termed 'potentlal for 
implementation' (Ben-Peretz, 1977). 
(i) ITZCHAK T ATELBAUM: 1985. THROUGH OUR EYES - CHILDREN 
WITNESS THE HOLOCAUST. CHICAGO: IBT PUBLISHERS. 
General Description: This text is designed as a textbook for senior primary and junior 
middle school levels. It is neatly presented in clear print with uncluttered texts, 
photographs and illustrations making it easily accessible for classroom implementation 
by teachers and pupils. The book is a collage of original texts drawn from the diaries and 
memoirs of forty children from the Holocaust period. The text creates a composite and 
collective biography of the childrens' experiences, contrasting their lives before the war 
with their fate during the Holocaust. These experiences include ghettos, camps, resistance 
and rescue. The book is introduced by a chapter, 'What Is The Holocaust?' and 
concluded with chapters 'Could It Happen Again?' and 'Hope'. Throughout the photo-
literary text, pages are divided, on the left are quotations from the children, and on the 
right are terse historical notes. In this way a framework is created for tracing the 
chronology and developments of the period. Each chapter concludes with a section of 
questions which are intended to stimulate discussions. 
The Pupil: Tatelbaum views his approach as being child-centred with the aim of 
nurturing a sense of discovery. 
The student becomes involved in a process of discovery of the facts and realities 
of the Holocaust era, as well as the more personal aspects (1985: Introduction). 
Despite this, Tatelbaum's motivation is based on the importance he places on the Jewish 
child identifying with the events and the impact of the Holocaust on the Jewish people. 
His book is therefore didactic in intention and authoritative in manner as lessons are 
spelled out in bold lettering and to be learnt by the student. For example Tatelbaum 
concludes: 
We are commanded to fulfil the following mitzvot (precepts) Remember ... Do not 
Forget! (1985:167). 
Based on the assumption that a contemporary child will identify emotionally and 
cognitively with the children of the Holocaust, Tatelbaum uses their words and 
photographs in order to have the present day pupil 'accompany' the children on the 
nightmare journey. 
Now you can begin to comprehend ... you can feel, understand and identify with 
them personally (1985:3). 
These children were of the same age as you (1985:6). 
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Six of the accounts are of Jewish survivors from across Europe who told of their different 
experiences of camps, ghettos, resistance and Righteous Gentiles. An important inclusion 
is the account given by Claus Heck, a Nazi solder whose innocent faith in Hitler's 
promises reflects the German perspective and raises questions about the personal 
responsibility of the bystander and of the perpetrator. An even more remarkable inclusion 
is the testimony of Leon Bass, a black American soldier, himself a victim of racial 
prejudice in America, and who was one of the liberators of Buchenwald. His testimony 
raises questions about racism in all societies. Throughout the text, but particularly in this 
account, Isaacman provided a balance between the particularity of the Holocaust of the 
Jews and universal lessons about prejudice and racism. 
The Jews were not the only victims ... they turned against all minorities who 
spoke for truth and freedom ... persecution will not end until antisemitism and all 
other forms of religious and racial intolerance have been eradicated (Isaacman 
1988:23). 
The testimonies, documents and suitable photographs are all eminently suited to the 
upper primary school, this is not true, however, of the quotations introduced by Isaacman 
at the end of each section, and intended to stimulate debate. The quotations are lengthy 
and drawn from a wide range of theological and traditional texts that are sophisticated 
and not always directly related to the account, thus giving rise to obfuscation even for an 
adult reader. Furthermore the questions call for facile simulation and for value 
judgements that ignore the complexities of the circumstances and diminish the impact of 
the accounts. For example in the case of David whose mother was held hostage by the 
SS, Isaacman asks the following questions: 
Did David do the right thing in trading himself in for the release of his mother? 
What would you have done? (Isaacman 1988:57). 
While the text is well suited to the eleven to fourteen year age group, the questions and 
the discussion section are not appropriate. Close review of textbooks as in this case and 
especially of those designed for primary schools, exposed educational shortcomings but 
also revealed the potential uses of such materials. 
2. TEXTBOOKS: PRIMARY SCHOOL 
From amongst the wide variety of textbooks reviewed for this study only three were 
specially prepared for the primary school level. These three were all designed for Jewish 
education in the Diaspora but they differed in their approach, method and content. These 
texts were closely scrutinized and subjected to rigorous content analysis. 
Miriam Ben-Peretz suggested an approach to content analysis which she based on the 
four commonplaces and for which she devised a series of questions, clustered around 
each of the commonplaces in order to reveal what she has referred to as the 'potential of 
the text' (Ben-Peretz, 1977). Elly Olin reworked her model which was specific and rigid, 
intended as it was for natural science textbooks. He applied her model for use in the 
analysis of High School curricula for teaching the Holocaust (Olin, 1991). Both Ben-
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Holocaust in the video 'Where Shall We Go ·4 (Supple 1993: Preface XII). 
Karen Shawn developed her textbook for the study of the Holocaust in a similar manner. 
Aimed at the Middle School, her book, The End Of Innocence - Anne Frank In The . 
Holocaust (1989) follows the developments in the life and ""riting of Anne Frank which 
are used as points of departure for exploring the wider context of the Holocaust. Sh~"'11 
also pointed out that she chose Anne Frank because she was a teenager of the age wIth 
which the students could identify. 
The purpose of this curriculum is to help your students .begin to und~rstand Anne 
Frank and through her eyes, the war Hitler and the NazIS waged agaInst the Jews 
of Europe. Anne' s viewpoint of the Holocaust in invaluable because she w~s a 
teenager and had the same interests and concerns as your teenage students.) 
(Shawn: 1989). 
As with other such presentations, Shawn's choice of method is not simply - a way into 
the subject', but is an integral part of the content for study even though it focuses on a 
very small area of the subject. A case in point is Naomi Cassuto's textbook 'Amdah 
Ye 'hudir Ba 'Shoah ' (A Jewish Stand in the Holocaust) (n.d.) which studies ghetto life. 
Although she presumes some general knowledge about the Holocaust her approach is 
throUQh the case study of the art produced in the 'Model Ghetto' of Thereisenstadt where 
~ 6 
art work produced a powerful visual record. 
Clara Isaacman' s textbook Pathwavs Through The Holocaust (1988) is intended for the 
lower Middle School and as such lends itself to usage in the upper primary school. The 
content of her book make this consideration even more compelling. Like Carrie Supple, 
Isaacman also uses testimonies of survivors albeit in a different way. She subtitled her 
book' An Oral History By Eye Witnesses. and rather than weave the testimonies into the 
history, she introduces the subject with two chapters of historical overview leaving the 
testimonies to speak for themselves. The short chapters of history cover the wide span of 
modem Jewish history, antisemitism, the rise of Hitler, and the Holocaust; though not a 
history textbook these chapters serve as an effective background. The eight eye witness 
accounts and the illustrated history are clear and well selected, dealing with the horror 
and other difficult issues without dwelling on them. The editor, herself a survivor, 
establishes an immediate rapport with the reader as she takes the reader in trust as a 
survivor appealing for the reader's understanding. 
It is not always easy to understand ... these are true stories told by Holocaust 
survivors. They do not want to relive their pain [but] they are telling you what 
they can bear to remember hoping that you have a strong desire to understand 
(lsaacman 1988:7). 
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Although a cumcula module rather than a textbook, the Yad Vashem Poster Series 
(1990~ is a further example of an Israeli-centred approach. Prepared for use in Middle 
and HIgh Schools, it draws on visual impact and the analysis of original photo materials. 
Photographs have appropriate written texts, and juxtapositioning invites interesting 
comparisons. Essentially an illustrated history, it is also an example par excellence of the 
Zionist approach with the concluding panel concentrated on 'Gevurah' (Resistance) and 
'Tehiyah' (Rebirth and Stategood. There is a conspicuous disregrard for the possibility of 
viable Jewish life in the Diaspora. This contrasts with another series, the Wiesenthal 
Centre poster collection, The Courage To Care (n.d.) where the concluding panels show 
survivors building their new homes in America. 
Another type of publication for schools is the anthology, such as Flame And Fury (1962) 
which is a compilation of source texts for Jewish education. The emphasis in this case is 
not the teaching of the subject but a manual for preparing commemorative ceremonies 
with appropriate poems, reading and source material. 
David Altshuler compiled a reader and workbook for the Middle School pupil by 
reworking Lucy Davidowicz' s Holocaust text - The War Against The Jews 1933-45 
(1975). His volume titled Hitler's War Against The Jews - A Young Reader ' s Version 
(1979), was designed as a textbook with selected salient source texts and key points from 
Davidowicz's book which he had developed into subjects for discussion. 
The presentation of the numerous textbooks for history studies all make ample use of 
source materials such as documents, diary extracts, memoirs and photographs. The 
method and approach, however, vary considerably. For example, Seymour Rossel 
employed sources (especially archival photographs) as both the method and the content 
of his textbook The Holocaust - The World And The Jews 1933-45 (1992). 
The Holocaust did happen ... this book that you are reading is a book of evidence 
... you will view actual photographs (Rossel 1992: 12). 
He guides the student in skills and techniques for 'reading ' the photographs. Rossel also 
presents the reader with issues and dilemmas that emerge from the situation portrayed in 
the source material. 
Challenging teenagers with dilemmas that faced children in the Holocaust was a much 
favoured approach based on the psychological and cognitive development of the teenager 
and their proclivity to identify with children of their own age. Thus, for example, Nili 
Keren devised a textbook based on dilemmas: Yeladim Mitlabtim - Dilemmas of 
Children in the Holocaust (1989). Semadar Ravid used the same approach in her 
textbook, Po Ve '10 Sham (1989). In contrast Came Supple employed a different 
approach, and though she too drew on a multitude of sources, her textbook is based on 
the principle of' giving a face to the masses' . In it she wove the biographies of four local 
survivors into her programme showing how their stories reflected the historical events: 
Every chapter contains the words and pictures of named individuals .. . and the 
stories of four survivors. They speak of their lives before, during and after the 
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HOLOCAUST EDUCATION: TEXTBOOKS 
In the analysis of interpretations of the Holocaust in different settings, it beca~e clear 
that the context not only shapes the memory of the Holocaust, but also det~rmInes the , 
goals for Holocaust education. Textbooks offered concrete exa,?ples ,o~ this a,nd ~nalysls 
and comparison of textbooks opened a rich resource for furthenng this investigatIOn. 
The importance of the textbook as a consequence and a manifestation of a national or 
communal ethos was noted in the study. In Chapter One reference was made to the place 
of the Holocaust in general textbooks and in the wider scheme of curricula of diff~rent 
contexts. Another category of textbook, one that is specifically devoted to the subject of 
the Holocaust, warranted more thorough evaluation especially for its content, 
presentation and mediation of the subject. 
The majority of textbooks and curricular units designed for Holocaust education, have 
been written for high schools. Before analysing the few books specifically intended for 
primary schools, a review of the high school materials served to highlight the wide range 
of options, goals, approaches, methods and selection of content that were employed in 
translating the subject into curriculum. 
1. TEXTBOOKS: MIDDLE AND HlGH SCHOOL 
An array of high school textbooks and units exist for teaching the history of the 
Holocaust in state schools in the United States. The most widely used was Facing History 
and Ourselves: Holocaust And Human Behaviour (Strom & Parsons 1982). This is a 
comprehensive history of the Holocaust which served as a case study of racial prejudice. 
Its stated aim is the teaching of individual responsibility for maintaining the values of 
democracy and pluralism, and combatting any forms of prejudice. Programmes of this 
nature were published in numerous states in America in the late 1970s and the 1980s. I 
Similarly and with similar goals, high school Holocaust textbooks began to be published 
in Britain in the 1990s - especially in response to the place secured for the Holocaust in 
the new National Curriculum.2 Examples from Britain are Carrie Supple's text tailored 
for the National Curriculum and titled 'From Prejudice to Genocide' - Learning About 
The Holocaust (1993): and Ronnie Landau's textbook The Nazi Holocaust (1992) . 
In Israel history textbooks were also developed at this time. The perspective was, 
however, an Israeli centred one that focused on Zionism during and after the war, and on 
Israel as a refuge and a homeland. The approach is found in the widely used textbook by 
Gutman and Schatzker - The Holocaust And Its Significance (1983) which was also 
translated into English for use in Jewish education in the Diaspora. Semadar Ravid's 
Middle School textbook Po Ve 'La Sham (1989)3 also espouses a Zionist orientation. 
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FILM: (PAGE TWO) 
Max and Helen 
Murderers Amongst Us 
The Music Box 
The Nasty Girl 
1990 Phillip Savill (United States and Britain). 
1989 Brian Gibson (Great Britain, United States 
and Hungary). 
1989 Costa Gavras (United States). 
1991 Michael Verhoeven (Germany). 
(Original Title: Das Schreckliche Madchen). 
The Occult History of the Third Reich 
1991 Dave Flitton (4 Part Series) Television 
Playing For Time 1980 Daniel Mann (United States) 
Reunion 1990 Jerry Schatzberg (United States). 
The Rose Garden 1989 Jerry Schatzberg (United States). 
Schindler's List 1994 Steven Spielberg (United States). 
Shoah 1985 Claude Lanzman (France). 
Skokie 1981 Herbert Wise (United States). 
Sophie's Choice 1982 Alan Pakula (United States). 
Triumph of the Spirit 1989 Arnold Kopelson (United States). 
V oyage of the Damned 1976 Stuart Rosenberg (U ni ted States). 
The Wall 1982 Robert Markowitz (United States). 
Wallenberg: A Hero's Story 1985 Lamont Johnson (United States) Television 
War and Love 1985 Moshe Mizrahi (Israel). 
War and Remembrance 1988 Dan Curtis (United States) Television 
Winds of War 1983 Dan Curtis (United States) Television 
The Wonderful, Horrible Life of Leni Reifenstahl 
1992 Ray Muller (Great Britain) Television 
C.5.(ii) 
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APPENDIX C. 
5. SAMPLING OF FILM AND VIDEO MATERIAL CONCERl'"-JING THE 
HOLOCAUST AND VIEWED DURlNG 1992-94. (MAIN CIRCUIT CINEMA, 
FILM FESTIVALS, PUBLIC TELEVISION. AND CABLE TELEVISION). 
(PAGE ONE). 
TITLE YEAR DIRECTOR 
Alan and Naomi 1992 
Ambulance 1962 
The Assault 1986 
The Assisi Underground 1984 
The Attic 1988 
Au Revoir Les Infants 1987 
Cabaret 1972 
A Day in October 1990 
Dear Kitty 1987 
The Diary of Anne Frank 1959 
Enemies: A Love Story 1989 
Escape From Sobibor 1987 
Europa, Europa 1991 
The Exiles 1989 
Exodus 1960 
For Those I Loved 1984 
A Friendship in Vienna 1988 
The Garden of the Finzi Continis 
1970 
Sterling Von Wageren (United States). 
Janusz Morganstern (Poland). 
Fons Rademakers (Netherlands). 
Alexander Ramati (United States). 
John Erman (United States). 
Louis Malle (France). 
Bob Fosse (United States). 
Kenneth Madsen (United States/Denmark) 
Television 
Anne Frank Centre (Netherlands) Television 
George Stevens (United States). 
Paul Mazursky (United States). 
Fred F Sears (United States). 
Agnieszka Holland (Germany). 
Richard Kaplan (United States) Television 
Otto Preminger (United States). 
Robert Enrico (France). 
Arthur Allan Seidelman (United States). 
Vittoria De Sica (Italy). 
C.5 (i) 
Genocide 1973 Michael Darlow (Great Britain) Segment in World 
At War Series. 
Goebbels, Master of Propaganda 
1992 Laurence Reese (Great Britain) BBe. Television 
Hannah's War 1991 Menachem Golan (Israel). 
Heimat 1984 Edgar Reitz (Germany) Television 
Hitler's SS: Portrait of Evil 1985 Jim Goddard (United States) Television 
Holocaust 1978 Marvin Chomsky (United States) TV. 
Judgement At Nuremberg 1961 Stanley Kramer (United States). 
Julia 1977 Fred Zinneman (United States). 
Korczak 1990 Andrej Wajda (Poland). 
The Last Butterfly 1991 Karel Kachyna (Poland). 
The Last Seven Months of Anne Frank 
1987 Willy Landurer (Netherlands). 
Lena, My Hundred Children 1987 Ed Sherin (United States). 
The Marathon Man 1976 John Schlesinger (United States). 
A Matter of Conscience 1989 John Rubinstein (United States). 
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4. (ii) JEWISH PRESS (PAGE TWO) C.4. (ii) 
'Memory the eternal avenger', interview of Ghetto survivors. 
'Palmach indebted to Warsaw Martyrs', Ernie Meyer. 
'Neo Nazi strength underestimated by Germany.' 
April 2, 1993 - 'Irish Eyes are weeping for Anne Frank', Prime Minister. 
'Robinson visits Anne Frank Exhi bition', Asher Benson. 
'German refugees plan new pension claims', Ruth Rothenberg. 
'Holocaust Revisionism', News Brief, Martin Gilbert. 
'Karen Gershon - A Survivor's death' (Half page obituary). 
'Education Minister addresses Greer Memorial Ceremony'. 
'Uneasy visit to the past', Peter Miller. 
April 16, 1993 - Letters to the editor: 
Response to Peter Muller's article. 
Three letters protesting the convent at Auschwitz. 
'Anger over proposals to tax Jews for property confiscated by 
Nazis.' 
'Dangers in centralizing the Holocaust', Rabbi Vernon 
Salomon. 
'Collector's Corner' - Commemorative stamps- Mev Persoff. 
'Flames of Anger', Rabbi Daniel Farhu. 
'Warsaw Ghetto as reported in 1943.' 
Book review of four Holocaust books. 
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Adults can help children cope if they are prepared to explore their own attitudes 
and anxieties which may be linked with traumatic experiences of the Shoah 
(1987: S.P. 3.7). 
She therefore supplies a question sheet for the teacher in which personal feelings and 
knowledge can be clarified. She envisages this self exploration being carried out in a 
preparatory seminar for teachers, and with professional guidance as an opportunity 'to 
share experiences and give mutual support' (1987: Introduction). 
The case study at Weizmann revealed precisely such a need in which experiences and 
personal concerns of teachers could be expressed and shared. The facilitator would have 
to have the sensitivity that Dagan exudes, in order to guide such a meeting, and to ensure 
that it is not reduced to just the pragmatics of teaching. 
Despite her concern for the teacher, Dagan's ultimate priority remains with the pupils, 
and the teacher's role is defined as the responsible implementation of the programme. 
Each teacher will have to decide whether the material is suitable for the class 
(1987: Introduction). 
The case study demonstrated, however, that this approach had resulted in fragmentation, 
repetition and a lack of development. The teacher's preparatory meeting suggested above 
could therefore add to its agenda a global overview of Holocaust education in the school 
system, analysis of a primary school curriculum, guidelines, and discussion about 
implementation. 
The Milieu: The impact of the milieu, and especially of the media and its psychological 
implications for the child, are Dagan's chief motivation for bringing the subject to the 
youngest of children. Her premise for teaching children at kindergarten age is misplaced 
in regard to children outside of Israel. While all children in Israel are exposed to Yom 
Ha 'Shoah, the child in the Diaspora, as she herself points out, does not have this 
experience and at kindergarten age has no need for such exposure through her 
programme. While this may be the case, the question remains as to the appropriate age to 
introduce the child to the subject, and the impact of the media remains a central issue in 
such a decision. 
Dagan interprets Holocaust denial in contemporary society in psychological terms of 
'pain', 'repression' and 'fears of repetition', and she calls for confronting these in lessons 
she deems appropriate for all of society. 
The Shoah was man-made ... it must be looked upon in a universal human context 
as a problem for humankind and not just a Jewish problem (1987: S.P. 3). 
She suggests that this is especially true for Jews and gentiles outside of Israel, because in 
Israel Yom Ha'Shoah gives the official recognition and offers a channel for expression. 
Such concerns about society's repression and guilt again seem to be assumptions based 
on psychological theories which would have to be investigated to see if they are valid in 
the field. 
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Dagan's programme is intended to introduce the subject to the child in pre-adolescence. 
and she presumes this will be followed by a comprehensive study of the subject in 
adolescence. In reality most pupils in the United States and in Britain (where her 
programme was devised), end their Jewish education at the Barmitzvah age of twelve and 
thirteen years. Dagan's programme as a Holocaust curriculum needs to be considered in 
the light of this reality since it may be the only Holocaust education a pupil will ever 
receive. In the context of the Herzlia school system this limitation would not exist since 
the Herzlia primary school pupils graduate encountering further programmes of 
Holocaust education in the Herzlia Middle and High Schools. 
3. TEXTBOOKS AND THEIR USES 
Leah Adar and Seymour Fox point out that curricula undergo numerous transformations 
and interpretations as they are taken from the initial planning stage to that of teacher 
interpretation, implementation and fulfilment in the classroom (Adar & Fox 1978). This 
overview of materials did not go further than the stage of interpretation even though 
evaluation of curricular potential in a given context is best achieved through practical 
experimentation. Despite this the analysis of textbooks and particularly of primary school 
texts uncovered a bounty of potential resources for application in the Herzlia Weizmann 
context. 
The existing texts for primary schools that were analysed, were readers and curricular 
unites rather than textbooks or comprehensive school wide curricula. They were also 
indicative of the attempts that were being made in the late 1980s and early 1990s to fill 
the existing vacuum of Holocaust materials for the primary school classroom. 
Each compiler had acknowledged the complexity of the field and the difficulties in 
finding suitable methods and content for the young pupil. By narrowing their goals to a 
specific focus, however, they have responded ultimately to one or perhaps two 
commonplaces at the expense of the others. For example, Tatelbaum's method and 
especially Dagan's relianc  on theory, resulted in programmes based on theories of child 
psychology which then subsumed any consideration of different needs existing in the 
various contexts in which their texts may have been used. In contrast Bea Stadtler's work 
responded directly to the American context, although ironically because its strength lay in 
its story-book structure, it has enjoyed wide international acceptance. 
Programmes once analysed, offered wider multi-disciplinary approaches to the study of 
the subject. Their uses, at the least, lay in their potential as resource texts for the teachers' 
reference. The division into small units of all three primary school texts, made them 
especially conducive to application and Dagan herself drew directly on Stadtler's stories 
and questions. Direct application and transference of textbooks was ruled out because of 
the sui generis context of each text and each setting, but their potential for application 
could be realized if time was devoted to revealing their ideological and methodological 
assumptions, and if limitations were recognized and addressed. Moreover for this to 
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succeed and for suitable application to occur, teachers would require training in skills 
such as the method for content analysis used in this study of textbooks. 
And even in so doing the shortcomings of such methods need to be recognized. Thus 
Dlin's criteria for content analysis of Holocaust textbooks may be useful in evaluating 
standardized high school history texts, but his starting point was the subject and the 
textbook - to which he brings the context. The nature of the primary school is different 
and the content rather than being standardized, was eclectic and variable with each 
context, so that the textbook must be brought to the case for application. Even more 
ideally, the textbook should emerge from the case. In such a process the uniqueness of 
the setting would be recognized and curricular units could be borrowed and applied, or 
created, in order to pilot and evaluate a programme that could eventually crystallize into a 
full graded curriculum with appropriate textbooks. It would appear that no shorter route 
exists, and even if aesthetically appealing, glossy and packaged curricula and textbooks 
did exist, at best they would be useful in creating a bank of resources upon which the 
teacher could draw. 
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APPENDIX D 
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION: TEXTBOOKS 
NOTES 
1. Examples of American publication include the following: 
FURMAN, H. 1983: The Holocaust and Genocide: A Search for Conscience State of 
New Jersey. Dept. Of Education A.D.L. Publication. 
WEBB, A. 1979: The Holocaust, A Study of Genocide Curriculum Bulletin 1978-9 
Series No 13. Board of Education of the City of New York. 
2. GCSE and National Curriculum: History Key Stage 3. Case Study Unit - The Era of 
the Second World War. 
3. The title of Semadar Ravid's Po Ve 'Lo Sham (1989) is drawn from the diary of Rutka 
Lieblich in the Androchev Ghetto. It is translated as 'Here And Not There'. 
4. The video 'Where Shall We Go' produced by Nick Hudson and Carrie Supple 
(Swingbridge Video, 1991) consists of interviews of the four survivors residing in 
Newcastle where Supple piloted her work in a local school. It was designed to 
accompany her textbook 'From Prejudice To Genocide - Learning About The 
Holocaust' published by Trentham Books in 1993. 
5. A similar approach was suggested by Nili Keren using the literary work by Hans P. 
Richter - Friedrich. Dr Keren presented an illustrated application in a lecture at the 
David Yellin Teachers Seminary, Jerusalem (19 March 1991). 
6. Accounts of the extraordinary art produced in Thereisenstadt are to be found in The 
Artists ofTerezin by G rald Green (Hawthorn Books, N.Y. 1969) and I Never S-;; 
Another Butterfly by Hana Volakova (ed) (Schocken NY, 1983). 
7. Tatelbaum included a disturbing photograph of a soldier shooting a mother and child 
(1985:83) and a haunting photograph of a victim crawling and begging or perhaps 
dying (1988: 145). 
8. The pagination is in accordance with Dagan's page system in her kit. 
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APPENDIX D 
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION: TEXTBOOKS 
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APPENDIXE E.l 
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
OVERVIEW 
On writing of children's literature with Jewish themes, Liz Koltun in the 1970s, described 
a general paucity and bleakness in the field (Koltun, 1973). She did never-the-less 
identify a small number of books on the Holocaust; these included books by Esther 
Hautzig (1968); Judith Kerr (1972); Marietta Moskin (1972) and Hans Peter Richter 
(1970) all of which became classic texts in children's literature. 
In the 1980s the field began to expand and by the middle of that decade Marcia Posner 
was able to describe a flourishing 'golden age' of Jewish children's literature which 
included many new titles in Holocaust literature. Posner wrote: 
General trade publishers and Jewish publishers are producing books intended to 
convey Jewish content ... and also books specifically meant to teach about Jewish 
holidays, the Holocaust and Life Cycle events (Posner, 1986). 
Posner also noted the publication of Be a Stadtler's book The Holocaust. A History of 
Courage and Resistance (1973) which was the first substantial English language book 
intended for teaching about the Holocaust through a literary format. 
The contribution of Holocaust literature for teaching children about the subject was noted 
amongst other by Eric Kimmel, Lisa Kulunerker, and Barbara Marinak. Kimmel 
emphasized its role in reaching beyond the limitations of historical study by engaging 
children's feelings (Kimmel, 1975). KlLrunerker recognized it as a means of fusing 
cognitive knowledge with affective involvement (Kulunerker 1986) and Marinak writes: 
The child becomes immersed in the facts (historical perspective), the experiences 
(personal accounts), the consequences (historical reflection) and responsibility 
(social commentary) (Marinak 1993). 
The plethora of books that have emerged since the 1980s has resulted in numerous 
bibliographies. Correlating with the formal introduction of the subject at Middle School 
and High School level, these bibliographies typically focus on these age groups. Thus for 
example the Annotated Bibliography in the Washington Memorial Museums volume, 
Teaching About The Holocaust (1996), disregards the primary school age group and 
begins with the Middle School level. Because it presumes a first encounter with the 
subject for the Middle School student, the bibliography encompasses introductory books 
better suited for the Primary School. In the case study an inverse effect was observed 
whereby the earlier exposure of the Herzlia Primary School children resul ted in their 
readiness for more sophisticated and advanced Holocaust literature. 
The bibliographies are useful in their delineation of areas and categories which assist in 
their integration from numerous angles of the curriculum. For example the Annotated 
Bibliography (1996) focuses on literary genre (general, specialized, biography, fiction 
and memoirs). Eric Kimmel (1975) adopts a thematic approach (Resistance Books; 
Refugee Books; Hiding Books and Books About Camps). Both Karen Shawn (1994) and 
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Marcia Posner (1986) categorize the books according to age levels (Grades 2-4; 5-6; 7-8; 
9-12; and Preschool- 8 years ; 8-12 years; 12 years plus). Shawn emphasizes that such 
categories can only be approximate and are a subjective choice which she' plains 
requires consideration also of the child's abilities, interests, background d historical 
understanding. Shawn also emphasizes the importance of the teachers owledge of 
books, content, themes, genre and 'the ability to bring the book forw d at the right time' 
(Shawn 1994). 
A sampling of pages from a selection of books for children de onstrates the variety of 
approaches of texts and illustrations in children's literature op'the subject of the 
Holocaust. For example there are story books e.g. The TattO"oed Torah (Ginsburg 1983) 
(Ref. 4); photo collections e.g. The Children We Remem ir (Abells 1987) (Ref. 1); and 
explanatory books that tackle the subject e.g. Remembe ot To Foroet (Finkelstein 
1985) (Ref. 3); and Promise ofa New Spring (Klein IJ 81) (Ref. 6). Prompted by 
multiculturalism and teaching tolerance of minoritie¥ the subjects of prejudice and 
racism often appear in recommended bibliographiei for Holocaust education e.g. The 
Sneetches and Ot~er Sto~es (~euss 1:6.5) (Ref. 7)~nd ~eople (Spi~r 19~O) (~ef. 8). The 
important role of illustratIOns m medlatmg and J6nveymg content IS eVident In the 
pictorial dimensions of all these books and esp,ecially in a comparison of three very 
different approaches in Rose Blanche (Innoc~hti 1985) (Ref. 5); The Number On 
Grandfather's Arm (Adler 1987) (Ref. 27aci Let The Celebrations Begin (Wild and 
Vivas 1991) (Ref. 9). 
Karen Shawn suggests criteria for child, en's Holocaust literature. Her recommendations 
are based on the ability to reflect a his}:brical reality and authenticity without traumatizing 
the reader; the fostering of identifica 'on with the victims and survivors; and the 
recognizability of human experien s. The books should engage and enlighten through 
literary content and quality that is ppropriate to the readers age (Shawn 1994). 
Demonstrating the need for teac ers to know the books and to apply such criteria in 
evaluating them, Shawn offers reappraisal of some of the classic texts in what she calls 
a category of "second though}i" which she explains: 
Books frequently rec,.6mmended by critics, teachers and publications et aI, that 
raise for me anywa! troubling questions. These might involve historical content, 
message or tone (~hawn 1994). 
Shawn for example rejegts the sophisticated use of the metaphor of fire in Weissman 
Klein's classic, A Prom1se Of A New S rin (1981) (Ref. 6); the improbability of 
Innocenti's story Ros Blanche (1985) (Ref. 5); and the inappropriateness of the subject 
and illustrations of et The Celebrations Be in (Wild and Vivas 1991) (Ref. 9) . 
In describing H ocaust materials in the Weizmann School Library, a large number of 
literary and re rence books were listed. (Refer - notes to Chapter Four). Based on Book 
reviews, re ings and critical analysis a comprehensive bibliography of books was 
compiled. The bibliography that follows reveals the rapid and continuous development of 
this field of children's literature and the wide range of books available to complement 
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Marcia Posner (1986) categorize the books according to age levels (Grades 2-4; 5-6; 7-8; 
9-12; and Preschool- 8 years; 8-12 years; 12 years plus). Shawn emphasizes that such 
categories can only be approximate and are a subjective choice which she explains 
requires consideration also of the child's abilities, interests, background and historical 
understanding. Shawn also emphasizes the importance of the teachers knowledge of 
books, content, themes, genre and 'the ability to bring the book forward at the right time' 
(Shawn 1994). 
A sampling of pages from a selection of books for children demonstrates the variety of 
approaches of texts and illustrations in children's literature on the subject of the 
Holocaust. For example there are story books e.g. The Tattooed Torah (Ginsburg 1983) 
(Ref. 4); photo collections e.g. The Children We Remember (Byers Abells 1987) (Ref. 
1); and explanatory books that tackle the subject e.g. Remember Not To Forget 
(Finkelstein 1985) (Ref. 3); and Promise of a New Spring (Klein 1981) (Ref. 6). 
Prompted by multiculturalism and teaching tolerance of minorities, the subjects of 
prejudice and racism often appear in recommended bibliographies for Holocaust 
education e.g. The Sneetches and Other Stories (Seuss 1965) (Ref. 7)and People (Spier 
1980) (Ref. 8). The important role of illustrations in mediating and conveying content is 
evident in the pictorial dimensions of all these books and especially in a comparison of 
three very different approaches in Rose Blanche (Innocenti 1985) (Ref. 5); The Number 
On Grandfather's Arm (Adler 1987) (Ref. 2) and Let The Celebrations Begin (Wild and 
Vivas 1991) (Ref. 9). 
Karen Shawn suggests criteria for children's Holocaust literature. Her recommendations 
are based on the ability to reflect a historical reality and authenticity without traumatizing 
the reader; the fostering of identification with the victims and survivors; and the 
recognizability of human experiences. The books should engage and enlighten through 
literary content and quality that is appropriate to the readers age (Shawn 1994). 
Demonstrating the need for teachers to know the books and to apply such criteria in 
evaluating them, Shawn offers a reappraisal of some of the classic texts in what she calls 
a category of "second thoughts" which she explains: 
Books frequently recommended by critics, teachers and publications et aI, that 
raise for me a yway, troubling questions. These might involve historical content, 
message or tone (Shawn 1994). 
Shawn for example rejects the sophisticated use of the metaphor of fire in Weissman 
Klein's classic, A Promise Of A New Spring (1981) (Ref. 6); the improbability of 
Innocenti's story Rose Blanche (1985) (Ref. 5); and the inappropriateness of the subject 
and illustrations of Let The Celebrations Begin (Wild and Vivas 1991) (Ref. 9). 
In describing Holocaust materials in the Weizmann School Library, a large number of 
literary and reference books were listed. (Refer - notes to Chapter Four). Based on Book 
reviews, readings and critical analysis a comprehensive bibliography of books was 
compiled. The bibliography that follows reveals the rapid and continuous development of 
this field of children's literature and the wide range of books available to complement 
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enrich this education. 
E.3 
The lists of books which follow are based on Shawn and Posner's age division approach 
as a convenient reference. But it is also mindful of the Weizmann librarian's words of 
caution which are echoed in Shaun's caveat about the need for flexibility and the need to 
mediate books according to the readers. Thus a teacher may choose a more advanced 
book to read to a class as opposed to a recommendation for children to read at home. The 
lists are introduced by a short general bibliography on the subject, and a list of articles 
highlighting aspects for critical evaluation. 
SAMPLE PAGES OF PICTORlAL TEXTS 
1. ADLER,D.A. (1987) The Number On My Grandfather's Ann. NY: 
UAHC. 
2. BYERS ABELLS, C. (1987) The Children We Remember. UK: Julia 
MacRae 
3. FINKELSTEIN, N.H. (1985) Remember Not To Forget. NY: Franklin Watts. 
4. GINSBURG, M. (1983) The Tattooed Torah. NY: UAHC. 
5. INNOCENTI, R. (1985) Rose Blanche. NY: Stewart Tabori and Chang. 
6. KLEIN,G.W. (1981) Promise Qf aNew Spring. Rossel Books. 
7. SEUSS. DR. (1965) The Sneetches And Other Stories. London: Collins. 
8 SPIER, P. (1980) People. NY: Doubleday. 
9 WILD, M and VIVAS, J. 
(1991) Let The Celebrations Begin. NY: Orchard 
Books. 
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formal Holocaust education. Each successive year brings new publications that can enrich 
this education. 
The lists of books which follow are based on Shawn and Posner's age division approach 
as a convenient reference. But it is also mindful of the Weizmann librarian's words of 
caution which are echoed in Shaun's caveat about the need for flexibility and the need to 
mediate books according to the readers. Thus a teacher may choose a more advanced 
book to read to a class as opposed to a recommendation for children to read at home. The 
lists are introduced by a short general bibliography on the subject, an list of articles 
highlighting aspects for critical evaluation. 
SAMPLE PAGES OF PICTORIAL TEXTS 
1. ABELLS, C.B. (1987) The Children We Re ember. UK: Julia MacRae 
2. ADLER, D.A. (1987) The Number On Grandfather's Arm. NY: 
UAHC. 
3. FINKE LSTEIN, N.H. (1985)----,R'--=.e=m;:.:..e=m=b::....:e'Tr -,,--,-=-..:......::.....::......::.....=....::..o=c: 
4. GINSBURG, M. 
5. INNOCENTI, R. 
6. KLEIN, G.W. 
7. SEUSS. DR. 
8 SPIER, P. 
(1983) The Tat oed Torah. NY: UAHC. 
(1985) RZe! lanche. NY: Stewart Tabori and Chang. 
(1981) P~ mise Of a New Spring. Rossel Books. 
/ 
I (1965 'The Sneetches And Other Stories. London: Collins. 
(19 0) People. NY: Doubleday. 
9 WILD, M and VIVA, J. 
(1991) Let The Celebrations Begin. NY: Orchard 
Books. 
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APPENDIX E 
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
SAMPLE PAGES 
1. CHANA BYERS ABELLS: (1987) : The Children We Remember. (() 
went to schools like this. 
The Nazis hated the children 
beCluse they were Jews. 
EA 
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1. CHANA BYERS ABELLS: (1987) : The Children We Remember. (ii) 
Sometimes 
Tne children who survived are grown now. 
Some have children of their own. 
They live in towns like yours. 
go to schools like yours, 
play with their friends, or sit alone ... 
Just like the children we remember: 
they put children to death. 
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2. DAVID A ADLER (1987) : The Number On My Grandfather's Arm. (i) 
DAVID A. ADLER 
Gr"ndp" live, in Ihis huilding. 
in his o\Vn :1!1:1rlmCnL 
[lUI he visit,'i us , 101. 
He USUJlly we"rs " necktie "nd jockel. 
Sometimes. in the summer, 
h~ IJkes off hi' jockcl. 
nUl ,,'·e n when iI's hOI. 
Gr;tndpo ,1\\,0\·5 moars " long ·s lcc\-ed ,hirl. 
One nigh I mv parenrs were going OUI. 
Gr:tndpa came over mer supper 10 be w; lh me. 
He saw mv parerus were in a hun-\" 
so he said he·d wash Ihe dishes. 
Gnndp:t look off his jackel and necklie. 
He roiled up [he sleeves of his shin. 
and I saw a numbe;- on his arm. 
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2. DAVID A ADLER (1987) The Number On My Grandfather's Arm. (ii) 
"In Auschwitz they printeu numbers on aur ~rms. 
We were no longer people (0 them. 
We were nllmbers. 
"The Nazis haruly fcd us. 
They (Onu retl us. 
Anu they killeu us. 
TIle Nazis killetl 
six million Jewish men. women. anu chiluren 
- innocent people. 
Some were my (rientls. my family .. ' 
After we sat there: for a long while, 
[ put my hand on Gnndpa's and (Old him, 
"You shouldn't be: ashame:d 
(0 le( people se:e: your number. 
You didn't do anything wrong. 
I('s the: Nazis who should be ash:uned." 
There were tears in Grantlpa's eyes 
anu in my eyes. (00. 
"I was one of the lucky ones." Grantlpa saiu. 
"1 su rvi vetl." 
We juS! sat there for a while. 
, We uidn't talk. 
[ imagined what it was [ike for Grandpa 
(0 be in tha( concentration Clmp. 
[( must hun him to remember 
(he (ime he spent there 
anu (0 remember ail (he people he knew 
who were killetl. 
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3. NORMAN H FINKELSTEIN: (1987) Remember Not To Forget. (i) 
~71ember 
Not to Porget 
After the young German sdects J Menorah ~nd 
pays for it, the shopkeeper shakes his hand and w)shc:s 
him J safe: journey home. As ,he: old man scrctches his 
hand forward. :3 distinctive: purple: number can be: seen 
(~H{QOc:d on his arm. h is rhe: sign of a pe~on once: 
marked for deach by mher Germans, nor so long ago. 
Bcewc:en 1933 and 19~5 six million Jewish men , 
women and children were: murdered in Germany and 
ocher European coumries. Although mas( of chern died 
during World War II, they did nor die: because: {hey were 
soldiers in baede. Neirher were rhey guilty of any crimes. 
They died for ~nly one reason: [hey were Jewish. 
How could ~uch a ching have happened~ To answer 
lhi~ quc:srion, we must look (ar back in ni~[ory. 
A MEMORY OF T:-IE HOLOCAUST 
By Norman H. Finkelstein 
lIlust~ations by 
Lois and Lars Hokanson 
.. ~ 
E.8 
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3. NORMAN H FfNKELSTEfN: (1987) Remember Not To Forget. (ii) 
... --, 
To make life even morc de3pcract:. che Natis forced 
Jews from their home town5 and villages inca spe<:iai se<:-
dons of larger tOwns and citie3, which were surrounded 
by fences. walls, and armed $Oldief'!. These guarded ;UC3S 
were called ghettos. There. in crowded . unsanitary can-
dicions. the JC'W$ tried [0 •. ~~P chemsdvc-s and (heir dig. 
nicy alive. ~!i:r. 
In the end. those. who did not die of hunger or dis-
ease in che ghettos were doomed to death in the concen-
u;}cion camps, which became the killing places (or six 
million Jc~ and millions of mher innocent victims of 
the Nazis. 
Few esca ped . 
20 
Ie did nO{ maHer if you were rich or poor, young or 
old, religious or non-believing, ignorant or educ:ltc:d- if 
you wtre Jewish, you Wefe marked (or death. 
As (he Na'Zis overran che countries of Europe, spe-
cial army {fOOPS rounded up J~wish re!.ldenu, led them 
(0 woods or ditches and shot ch~m in cold blood. Lacer , 
nO[ satisned wirh the speed cf the killings, [he N.uis in -
troduced che use of pOIson gas, and ~nlarg~d ch~ si'Z~ of 
the concentrarion camps (0 reCf:ive increasing numb~rs 
of Jews (rom chroughou( Europe, In effect, they estab· 
lished a system unhe<lrd of in che ..... ,hole h isrory of rh~ 
especially (0 destroy an enrire people. 
21 
When World War IT ended. over two-thirds of the 
Jews of Europe w~re dead, and the shocked world could 
only wonder how such a terrible event could have hap-
pened . It was an unimagInable tragedy. horrible and un · 
believable; ie was a sa vagffirestorm of raging imensi(y-
a Holocaust. 
Some people believe rhac che passage of rime has a 
way of healing sorrow , In che long hiscory of che Je ..... ·ish 
p~ople chere have lx:en many sorrowful eventS. Whil~ 
the span of centuries may dllil som~ of the original pain. 
Jews have never allow~d the memory of chC'5e earlier 
rragedies to be eras-cd. In th,e same way, they will never 
forget rh~ Holocaust. 
12 
E.9 
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4. MARVELL GINSBURG (1983) The Tattooed Torah. (i) 
10-IOJO ISBN OBOH·I)'2Y2·' 
One (ka y cvcrYlhing chanl)cd . Li t tle TO(:l:h 
shi vered . It hc~rtl :t di fTe rent kind of lIIarchin~ 
snund _ It · ...... a~_ nOl (he sound flf Jcwi.dl people 
m;lrchin~ into syna~o!{ue all S h ::li.lb.u . It W:l.S 
nOl (he suunu ur Jewish pcorlc muchi,,!) inlo 
synilq:ogue on;} holiday. II was flOt (he sound of 
children :lnu grown-ups: marr: hing in che Tor<lh 
service procession. II W<1S loud. mc<lll m:lrch-
in~. with loud. mCOIn l:llk. 
Nazi sold7crs wefe marching illio Link To-
roh's lown-inlo Ilrno! Their c:vil leo<.h:r. 
Hider, hod starteo a war agoinst (he whole 
world. They marched inw Ihe synagogue. They 
ripped o~n the parochet. They pullc:d do ..... n 
the Gig Torahs. They threw oITthe silvc:r crown$ 
.....J 
'~ .. 
THE 
TATTOOED TORAH 
by idarull Ginsburg 
l :ijw~;:· < ~ ~~ :0. - ~,,\ 
.......,~.~: • JI'. 
-, 
dilLf/raud by Jo Cashman 
and j in~iing bd l:; . Then they g r::lbbcd 
Toran. 
They didn't hug ::lnd kiss Liulc: Turah . 
didn "l huld it gently in thcir arms .:lnd march 
h'lppily imd sing Hebrew songs. Th.cy were 
rough. They Ih.n::w Linle Tnrah on a pile or 
Tor:lhs in the back Or:l dark truck.. They threw 
the crowns :lnd bells in :l sack with ochc:r 
crowns. breaslplates. :lnd Torah rointers. The 
truck rumbled au! of the IOwn. Little Torah wa.s 
tcrrified. How could anyone do such a terrible 
thing to TorJ.hs! The Nazi sol<..lic:n driving the 
truck laughed about closing up che synJ.gogue 
-about taking the .$i1ver crowns J.nd bell.$! 
Liule Torah cried. 
E.I0 




















































